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PREFACE
In 1968 the first national conference on Canadian national parks
and related reserves was held at the University of Calgary. The

Canadian National

Parks:

today and tomorrow conference was called

to provide an opportunity for the interchange of ideas between
administrators, planners, scholars, park residents and businessmen,
field staff, conservationists and citizens generally on the establishment, planning, management and use of parks and related reserves.
The emphasis was upon the Canadian scene and authors and panelists
were drawn from across Canada. Elements of comparative international
experience were introduced by speakers from the United States, Japan,
Europe and elsewhere. The 1968 Conference
itself and the two
publications which emanated from it were very well received in
Canada and abroad.
The second Canadian conference on national parks and related reserves
was held in Banff, Alberta in October, 1978. This conference examined
the progress and the problems in the decade 1968-1978, a period
during which there have been some dramatic changes in the number and
the types of national parks and related reserves; and a time of
considerable change in terms of institutional and public attitudes
towards and perceptions of the value and the role of parks and other
categories of conservation and recreation areas.
Many of those who spoke in 1968 addressed the same topics in an attempt
to achieve as much continuity, comparability and evaluation as possible.
Canadian and international experience again was presented at the conference so as to emphasize the interchange of ideas.

THE CANADIAN NATIONAL PARKS: today and tomorrow CONFERENCE II was
organized by three groups: an educational institution {Faculty

of

Environmental
Studies,
University
of Waterloo);
a national citizens'
conservation society {National and Provincial
Parks Association
of
Canada); and a federal government agency {Parks Canada) . The
participation of Parks Canada in the organization of Conference II
affirms the significance which the Government of Canada attaches to
this meeting; as a forum for a) the discussion of progress and
problems in national parks and related open spaces in the decade
1968-1978, and for b) the identification of desirable strategies
and guidelines for future policy and practice.
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TOWNSITES AND OTHER FACILITIES AND SERVICES
IN CANADIAN NATIONAL PARKS
R.C.Scace

INTRODUCTION

European Man has wrought profound changes upon the landscape of
Canada in past decades and the imperative for change remains with
us today. It is nurtured by population growth and urbanization,
technological innovation, and an omnipresent desire to take from
the finite natural resources of the land the wherewithal for our
material needs. Most of this change has been generated by a society
which has yet to determine the extent to which man's artifacts and
activities should be imposed upon, integrated with, or completely
divorced from the biological and physical wildscapes which persist
in varying amounts throughout Canada. Surely nowhere is this
ambivalence about the man-land relationship more clearly demonstrated
than in our national parks. Here are landscapes dedicated largely
to the exclusion of human artifacts and influences; yet they are
areas where the presence of man as resident, visitor, administrator,
or businessman is pronounced. And they are landscapes whose disposition is contested according to personal interpretations of the
role of national parks in our society. Even where there is unanimity
of opinion on the role of parks, differences persist in regard to
matters such as the appropriate number of users, desirable land
use activities, environmental and social impacts, suitable modes
of transportation, and so on.
Matters of choice are intensified when park townsites and related
facilities and services are considered. Here one is treating the
area of most intense human activity and the greatest agglomeration
of artifacts in the park landscape. For the older national parks
the townsite displays additional complications in that the roles
of administrators, residents, visitors, and businessmen are anything
but mutually exclusive. In the social and economic fabric which
binds these communities, as any other, it is arguable that commitment
to the management of the national park and provision of appropriate
services to the visitor may be subsumed by the day-to-day issues
reminiscent of any municipal atmosphere. Admittedly, the municipal
or near-municipal structures of national park townsites have taken
on an exotic and possibly unique form, but they do exist and in
specific instances, such as Banff townsite, the ultimate functions,
scale, and administrative form of the community must be resolved
both in the practical sense and with some comprehension of the

530
implications of these decisions for the role of man and his artifacts
in the national park landscape as a whole. The lesson presented in
the case of Banff townsite is that while we may strive to perpetuate
certain biophysical and scenic characteristics in the wildscape,
these too will become the focus for change immediately upon the
introduction of a permanent population with its aspirations towards
some degree of social and economic normalcy.
A second introductory remark must be made. I perceive the Canadian
national parks to be entering a third, distinctive phase in their
history, one which certainly strikes in new directions, but one
which may well inherit problems of the past including those associated with the provision of services and facilities to the park
visitor. The first phase, which persisted approximately to the time
when the National Parks Act was promulgated in 1930, witnessed the
existence of a variety of land uses in national parks, their presence
being tolerated with increasing reluctance by park administrators and
a minority of concerned Canadians. The second phase lasted to about
the time of the first Canadian national parks conference in 1968,
or shortly thereafter. This was a period during which the conservation of park landscapes and species and emphasis upon facility and
non-facility oriented recreational uses became central themes in
policy, administration and planning. Now, as we enter the third
phase, a broader perspective on human activity in the national park
system is seen to emerge. Conditioned perhaps by changing perceptions
of the role of the national park and most certainly by the realities
of our time in terms of available lands, existing uses, and the social
aspirations of select groups, it is one which once more will see
elements of hunting and trapping, domestic grazing and haying, entire
communities and soon incorporated within the bounds of national parks.
I detect in the revised draft of the National
Parks Policy
a dimension which was absent in the original document of 1974 (Parks Canada,
19 78b). There is greater adhesion to the idea of park environments
as integral components of a broader cultural ecological Canadian
landscape. Cowan (1977, p. 49) touched upon this when he noted:

Almost every possible
National Park in Canada will have
had some contact with man and will bear his imprint.
To
understand the Park ecosystem and many of the
processes
that are taking place it is essential
that the role of
man in initiating
and maintaining
them be
appreciated.
How do we structure our responses to this new condition which is
upon us? The responses within Parks Canada, for example, have ranged
from one extreme to the other in the decade under review: from the
abrupt removal of an entire community and its artifacts in one case,
Forillon, to plans for the total reorganization of another community,
in the case of Lake Louise. Obviously these are issues of a complexity
which go far beyond the scope of this paper. But they do beg the
question of how many services and facilities are to be permitted or
encouraged in a national park, for what purpose, and according to
which circumstances. A review of the past ten year's happenings in
the national parks does not encourage me to the thought that a clear
distinct course of action has been determined for this facet of park
administration and use.
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the o r i g i n s and development of Banff townsite as a n a t i o n a l park
community from the l a t e n i n e t e e n t h century to the 1960 's were
examined (Scace, 1969, pp. 187-208). Scace (1969, p . 770) observed
that:
Tne paradox of today 's problems concerning the
existence
and potential
growth, of urban centres in the Pocky Mountains '
National Parks is expressed in the hopes of
administrators
of yesteryear
that such townsites would flourish
and
thereby 'benefit'
the parks which they occupied.
This
option which persisted
over many decades, has
precipitated
complex land management problems relative
to the
introduction
of a formal National Parks Policy in the I960 's.
The paper b r i e f l y reviewed the s t a t u s of n a t i o n a l park townsites
and r e l a t e d s e r v i c e f a c i l i t i e s in the 1 9 6 0 ' s , c i t i n g a number of
contemporary commissioned r e p o r t s and government documents which
expressed in general terms how the government proposes to maintain
the quality
of national parks while accommodating the people who
visit
them (Scace, 1969, p . 788). P o t e n t i a l l y the most s i g n i f i c a n t
of these p u b l i c a t i o n s was the National Parks Policy (National and
H i s t o r i c Parks Branch, 1964), a document intended to replace e x i s t ing piecemeal policy and p r a c t i c e . What we have sought to
establish,
said the P o l i c y ' s a u t h o r s , is a positive,
organized and coherent
statement
of policy
(National and H i s t o r i c Parks Branch, 1964, p . 3 ) .
A key element of the Policy was a zoning system which would serve to
determine the type and degree of land use to be p e r m i t t e d in any
area of the park. Thus, in the matter of providing b a s i c or e s s e n t i a l
s e r v i c e s for v i s i t o r s , the idea of the visitor
services
centre
(V.S.C.) was promulgated. The zoning management would be such t h a t
s e r v i c e f a c i l i t i e s , including accommodation, shopping, auto s e r v i c e ,
and so on, would be concentrated in designated l o c a t i o n s in the p a r k s .
E x i s t i n g urban communities and other s e l e c t e d s i t e s , such as Lake
Louise and Saskatchewan River Crossing, would become V . S . C . ' s in
Class V or i n t e n s i v e use zones. The thinking which p r e c i p i t a t e d
t h i s arrangement was described by a s e n i o r n a t i o n a l park o f f i c i a l
(Coleman, 1967, p . 113) :
A serious concern, if not fear, was expressed that the
needs and wants of the rapidly growing park
visitor
population
might give rise to a scattered
and ribbonlike growth of facilities
along the park roads and
highways which in time would prove
disastrous.
Positive
action therefore
had to be taken to stem
such a potential
tide.
The p o l i c i e s adopted for implementation of t h i s new arrangement,
s t a t e d McKim (1970, pp. 180-181) of the National and H i s t o r i c
Parks Branch:
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. . .initially
appeared harsh and uncompromising : for
instance the adoption of a policy for
restricting
residence in the parks...This
policy of
restricting
residence to only those persons who have to live in
a park by reason of their business or employment there,
has been necessary to ensure that the size of the
townsites (which are really Visitor Service Centres),
are clearly circumscribed, keeping to a minimum the
impairment of the national park's value. The policy
does, however, recognize that there is a need for
services to be provided for the visitors and that the
people who provide these services do have a need, to
live in close proximity to their places of employment
...It is quite conceivable that without such a policy
...the demand for municipal services.. .and the
expenditure of federal government funds (would increase
significantly).
McKim (1970, pp. 181-182) addressed two other areas relating to the
provision of services and f a c i l i t i e s . His comments on the numbers
and types of businesses to be permitted and on tenure arrangements
deserve repetition.
Number and types of businesses
Restrictions were also imposed on the number and type
of businesses that should be permitted within a park.
Since the purpose of the Visitor Service Centre is to
serve the visiting public, it follows that only those
businesses required to meet the public need should be
permitted.
It is contrary to our policy to permit the
establishment of any type of business that does not
directly serve the visitor or those people whose
permanent residence is necessary within the park . . . We
have ... restricted applications for businesses that
are sufficiently
represented, since with the
limitation
of space, any proliferation
of one type of business
would reduce the land available for other vital
services.
Moreover, it is not our intention to allow businesses
in a park just because someone wishes to establish
there. We must be satisfied that there is a need for
tdne facility.
Surveys have been, and are being,
conducted in the Park System to determine visitor
needs.
The findings of these surveys will be related to the
capacity of existing businesses to serve the
visiting
public and to identify additional business requirements
or extensions of current
services.
Tenure arrangements
Perhaps the most important element in our new policy
from a park's management point of view, is the
discontinuation of issuing renewable-type
leases.
This policy is designed to permit the Department . ..
to review, at the end of the lease period, the need
for the service provided, or the use to which the
land is being put and to relate this to the concepts
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developed in the long-range plan for that
area,
Through the vehicle of this periodic
review,
the
natural values of the area will be preserved
(redevelopment instead of more development)
and the then
current
needs of the visitor can be provided for.
The new
leases are for a maximum period of forty-two
years.
In the case of residential
leases, although
improvements
as well as the land revert to the Crown upon
termination,
provision
is made for payment of improvements at fair
market value.
In the case of commercial
leases,
improvements revert to the Crown without
compensation
on expiry of the lease . . . The commercial
lease
agreement does provide,
however, that if the
business
is providing
a needed service
to the visitor,
and has
been operated in a satisfactory
manner, the incumbent
management will have the opportunity
to
continue
operating
the business for a further period of at
least ten years. . . .
In 1970, a land rental review will be carried out to
adjust rental fees which, up to now, have been nominal.
The annual land rental effective
in 1970, will be
based on current land values as determined by
appraisal.
McKim also s t a t e d t h a t new zoning r e g u l a t i o n s , more r i g i d b u i l d i n g
s t a n d a r d s , and a r c h i t e c t u r a l motifs for i n d i v i d u a l parks r e p r e s e n t e d
other s t r a t e g i e s which would be implemented to define more c l e a r l y
the r o l e of urban nodes in the n a t i o n a l p a r k s .
The National larks Policy a l s o addressed the m a t t e r of providing
v i s i t o r s e r v i c e s and f a c i l i t i e s beyond the boundaries of n a t i o n a l
parks (National and H i s t o r i c Parks Branch, 1964, p . 9 ) :
l-Inere at all practical
... overnight
accommodation
involving
such major facilities
as motels,
hotels,
stores and related services
should, be encouraged
in areas outside the park boundaries.
These areas
might take the form of special zones where lands
may be purchased by private individuals
but
development would be controlled
by
federal-provincial
agreement on zoning regulations .
This statement i s important in t h a t several new s t r a t e g i e s were
being formalized and made p u b l i c by the National Parks Branch.
There was r e c o g n i t i o n of the i n t e g r a l r o l e of a n a t i o n a l park
within i t s region; and r e c o g n i t i o n t h a t more successful cooperative
and coordinated e x e r c i s e s must be i n i t i a t e d with p r o v i n c i a l and
local r e g u l a t o r y agencies in terms of land use planning and the
provision of v i s i t o r s e r v i c e s . I m p l i c i t , t o o , in the statement
i s s u e d at a time when t h e r e were dramatic i n c r e a s e s in park v i s i t o r
t o t a l s , was the d e s i r e to place permanent s e r v i c e populations and
v i s i t o r f a c i l i t i e s beyond the p a l e of n a t i o n a l p a r k s . The d i r e c t
and i n d i r e c t a e s t h e t i c and environmental impacts a s s o c i a t e d with
the e x i s t e n c e of park communities, and the seeming anachronism of
much of the i n f r a s t r u c t u r e of the t o w n s i t e s ' in the 1950's and
1960's, unquestionably were leading the government to seek s o l u t i o n s
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which would r e d r e s s e x i s t i n g townsite a d m i n i s t r a t i v e d i f f i c u l t i e s .
In the new V . S . C . ' s only r a t h e r b a s i c s e r v i c e s , in a s i m p l i f i e d ,
a e s t h e t i c a l l y p l e a s i n g , and presumably s o c i a l l y harmonious s e t t i n g ,
would be made a v a i l a b l e . Provision of these s e r v i c e s , of course,
would be by the p r i v a t e s e c t o r , in accord with the n a t i o n a l park
a u t h o r i t y ' s long-standing preference on t h i s m a t t e r . The s o c i a l
and economic impacts of r e v i s e d p o l i c i e s in terms of t h e i r implica t i o n s for permanent s e r v i c e communities received s h o r t s h r i f t in
the policy document. If i t was to serve as a broad brush with which
to o u t l i n e the more minute and i n t r i c a t e matters of socio-economic
adjustment a s s o c i a t e d with townsite and V.S.C. development, r e l o c a t i o n s , and so on, then the Poli cy, in i t s absence of reference
to such m a t t e r s , had omitted to address one of the most c r u c i a l and
long-standing problem areas in n a t i o n a l park a d m i n i s t r a t i o n (Becker,
1978).
My
on
of
p.

own o b s e r v a t i o n s on the proposed V . S . C . ' s were derived from s t u d i e s
the development of Banff townsite in p a r t i c u l a r and the evolution
n a t i o n a l park a d m i n i s t r a t i v e p r a c t i c e s in g e n e r a l . Scace (1969,
789) wrote:
In new service centres such as Lake Louise only
basic
services
will eventually
be introduced.
But will not
Lake Louise eventually
develop into another
Banff?
When does a 'service
centre'
cease to function
as such
and become instead just another townsite?
How do we
avoid the emergence of pressure groups such as those
identified
for Banff whereever new national
park
populations
are established?
Will additional
service
centres in future years create more urban nuclei
in
our parks?
Are the services
to be provided in these
centres compatible with national park
purposes?
The wisdom of introducing
these sevice centres .. .
must be evaluated
in the long run.
But
significantly,
present policy concerning the operation of
existing
townsites
seeks only to accomplish what park
administrators
proposed in the nineteenth
century comprehensive
land use control through the use of
leases,
licences,
and so on.

Nelson (1970, p . 12) in h i s review of the message c a r r i e d forth from
the 1968 Conference,
made t h i s o b s e r v a t i o n :
The presence of Banff and other townsites
within
the
national parks continues
to cause problems not only
with respect to landscape change but also with
respect to leasing policy and the rights and
expectations
of citizens
living within the
national
parks.
Under these circumstances
it would seem
inadvisable
to establish
more service
centres
within
the national parks.
Such centres are required to be
located outside the national parks in a number of
other
countries.
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What t h o n i s t h e l e g a c y of t h e d e c a d e 1968-1978? Have we p r o g r e s s e d
t o w a r d s some u n i v e r s a l l y a c c e p t a b l e e n v i r o n m e n t in which v i s i t o r
s e r v i c e s and f a c i l i t i e s may be p r o v i d e d ? Or d o e s t h e c h a l l e n g e
remain with u s , t h e d e s i r e d o b j e c t i v e e l u s i v e ?
Have we i n d e e d
a c i i i e v e d t h o s e l a n d u s e c o n t r o l s so a r d e n t l y s o u g h t by p a r k
a d m i n i s t r a t o r s and p o l i t i c i a n s n i g h on one h u n d r e d y e a r s ago?

REVIEW

A review of the progress and problems associated with the provision
of visitor services in the past decade may be most conveniently
discussed in two parts. The first addresses both initiatives and
continuing difficulties encountered in the older parks with their
comprehensive facility infrastructure; their resident service populations, and other categories of permanent or seasonal occupants;
their complicated land tenure, land rental, and other administrative
arrangements; and their established patterns of visitor use. The
second part discusses the newer national parks which are required
to be, when coming into the possession of Parks Canada, free of
all interests and vacant. In short the new national park must have,
on paper at least, that same clean slate
which Banff townsite
possessed when first initiated as a national park service community
(Scace, 1970, p. 192). Frequently, however, our new national parks
are being created without benefit of unencumbered land, and the
resolution of apparent land use conflicts represents a significant
and continuing dilemma for federal and provincial authorities. This
situation is not without its implications for the provision of
facilities and services.
Many of the older parks share with more recent parks a common condition
in the provision of visitor services; that is, the presence of an
internal, resident population which will derive a goodly portion of
its annual income from the sale of goods and services to park visitors.
While matters such as the number and type of goods and services to be
provided by these communities may be adjusted through policy, legislation, and regulation, the manipulation of the socio-economic and
political structures which emerge as a community grows older, and
usually larger, represents a more formidable problem. One might argue
rather convincingly that many contemporary land use and management
issues in our national parks have evolved not so much through debate
about the appropriate numbers and types of facilities and services to
be provided for the visitor, but rather through a failure to appreciate
the social, economic, and political structures to which an entrepreneurial community will aspire.
A population such as is to be found in Banff townsite, with its range
of private and public sector activities, will not be content forever
to be administered as if it were a company town, bound by the external
dictates of an agency with a prescribed mandate but inconsistent
policies and practices. The failure to date of Parks Canada to
resolve long-standing problems of administration in communities such
as Banff is seen by some as an indication that it does not have the
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capacity to embark upon the planning and administration of new
V.S.C.'s, or Visitor Centres, as they are now called, let alone
manage established communities in new national parks. Why, for
example, has no one been asked to address the social impact, over
time, of a reorganized and redeveloped Lake Louise Visitor Centre?
Yet it is clear that if current proposals for the future of this
community are adopted, for example the recommendations arising from
the need to reside
clause
(IBI Group and others, 1979), the Centre's
social organization will be much different from the other places,
even Banff townsite. Have we attempted to identify what this social
organization will be and what its implcations are for future management and use of the Centre in the context of Banff National Park?
Are we cognizant, in exercises such as that at Lake Louise, of the

consequences of statements like the most positive

social

impact

appears to result when the local population wants the project,
is
involved in it, knows its effects and can control its
administration
(MacFarlane, 1978, p. 37)? In short, what are the advantages of
preparing a comprehensive environmental impact assessment if the
needs, perceptions, and long-term aspirations of the human population
are afforded only lip-service?

THE OLDER PARKS
When national parks were first established in the late nineteenth
century, the federal government instituted a policy of disposing
of Crown land through renewable leases and annual ground rents.
This arrangement provided the government with absolute control of
land uses in the parks and enabled it to dictate the size, the
number, the functions and the appearance of any developments in
the parks, be they townsites or isolated facilities. Thus in the
national parks, to a degree unsurpassed elsewhere in Canada, the
landowner had an opportunity to determine the extent to which
human artifacts and activities could be imposed upon relatively
unmodified landscapes.
Several difficulties attended this arrangement, but their true
impress would not become fully apparent until recent years. The
problems included:
1.

The inability of national park administrators to exercise
their land management mandate in such a way as to fulfill
the original purposes of the Crown leasehold arrangement;

2.

The introduction, over time, of changes to land tenure and
rental arrangements which resulted in inequities between
residents, and between national park communities;

3.

The establishment and growth of resident park populations
with social and entrepreneurial aspirations common to any
community, and with sufficient political influence to
dissuade national park authorities from intended courses of
action; and

4.

Changes in leisure pursuits and expectations, in transportation
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and travel capabilities, and in technology generally which
resulted in the increased use of parks and park facilities,
and a periodic upgrading or layering
of available facilities
and services, as well as an increase in their numbers.
The inability of national park administrators to exercise their
land management responsibilities in a consistent fashion emerged
at an early date in the national parks. In his recent review of
the history of leasing in the parks to about 1977, Lothian (1977,
p. 83) observes, for example, that over a period of 85 years:

the basis for fixing rentals, after a full cycle,
reverted
to that originally adopted in 1887. This is a rental
based on a percentage of the value of the land. This
principle, discarded for a series of
unsatisfactory
alternatives
dictated mainly by political
expediency,
was reaffirmed following the adoption of recommendations
made by professional consultants after intensive
studies.
In a similar vein, a succession of leasehold arrangements have
been introduced in the parks to replace unsatisfactory predecessors.
The result of these successive introductions is that in excess of
forthy types of lease reportedly are extant in Banff townsite.
National park leasing policies introduced in 1964 and 1965, and
cited earlier, in part, by McKim (1970), were intended to bring
order to a situation which had the potential of further complication
as increasing tourism accelerated the demands for more visitor
facilities and services. Clearly, if the difficulties surrounding
land tenure and land rental could not be resolved satisfactorily,
then other aspects of land management, including zoning, redevelopment, and the planning and introduction of visitor services and
facilities, were placed in similar jeopardy. Because the history
of the management of leased lands in the national parks was
characterized by considerable time lapses between the
formulation
of management policies and their actual implementation,
there
remained the prospect that complete and successful implementation
of revamped leasing and rental procedures also might be delayed.
This indeed proved to be the case once again, and the new leasing
policy became the focus of much bitter debate and litigation between
park residents and the federal government in the decade under review.
In the case of the leasing policy, the key elements were that:
through the enforcement of leasehold assignments, residence in
the national parks would be restricted to those providing services
to residents and visitors; new leases would be drawn for fixed
terms and the right of lease renewal would be eliminated; and, on
expiry of the new form of lease, improvements on the land would
revert to the Crown with compensation for improvements. Those in
possession of existing leases, a great many of them perpetual leases,
would be offered the new standard lease upon expiry of their present
one. The proposed replacement of perpetual leases, which had been
issued up to 1958, was successfully contested by two residents of
Jasper National Park in the Exchequer Court of Canada, and the
ensuing appeal of the decision by the Crown was rejected in the
Supreme Court of Canada in 1970.
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As to the matter of ground rentals, the Crawford Report had recommended in 1960 that, in future, rentals be fixed at six percent of
the assessed value of the land, irrespective of whether the land
lay inside or outside a park townsite. This basis for a rental
formula was adopted in 1961 with the intention that it be applied
in 1970 when existing rents would be reviewed. McKim reaffirmed
this intent at the 1968 Conference.
The work of evaluating park
lands was completed in September, 1969; and an Appraisal Review
Board was instituted in January, 1970, to hear appeals by lessees
who objected to the valuations placed on their leaseholds. However,
the implementation date of the new rental policy was deferred by
the federal government until January, 19 73, and within
a period
of
one month, approximately
70 communications
had been received
from
lessees
by the Minister,
requesting
reconsideration
of the
rental
as determined,
by reason of financial
hardship
(Lothian, 1977, p. 82).
The number increased to about 125 before it was decided to test in
the Federal, formerly Exchequer Court, four cases which would be
representative of each zoning group in park townsites. The decision
of the Court, announced on March 1, 1978, was to uphold the new
rental formula based on the value of land. In his Reasons for
Judgement, Mr. Justice N. Primrose observed that the impacts
of the
proposed rents,
on the leesees,
is a 'shocker'
to them,
having
enjoyed nominal rents in the past.
He added that it is
obvious
that tenants
generally
are not prepared to accept as
factual,
that they are only paying nominal rents for valuable
leases.
Lothian (1977, pp. 83-84) has concluded that:
. . . the radical
change in the land administration
policy
has had compensatory effects
. . . Lands in the parks which
. . . are subject
to impairment in order to permit
their
public use, will in future be subject
to much
stricter
control.
The right
to live in a park will,
quite
properly,
be restricted
to those engaged in essential
services.
Careful planning and zoning practices
should help to
preserve,
to a greater
degree,
the principles
set out
in the National Parks Act.
Residents
and
concessionaires
will contribute
in rentals
and fees,
a more
equitable
share of the cost of preserving
and maintaining
the park
heritage
. . . it should be possible
to adopt a firm but
equitable
policy
covering all phases of land uses in the
national
parks.
It is too early to determine whether these renewed endeavors to
provide for controlled and equitable occupancy of national parks
by resident service populations will be successful. Examples of
continuing abuses of the policy by residents have been cited to
this writer, but it may be that these will become minimal as the
leasing policy becomes more fully established. As a corollary,
there are continuing inequities in the leasehold system which
work to the disadvantage of some residents; and these will persist
as a focus of debate with the landlord until some satisfactory
solution is reached. Above all, there remains the prospect of
versatility in ministerial policy relative to questions of land
leases and rents.
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In several of the park townsites the number and type of facilities
and services have grown markedly in the last decade. They have
been introduced in most instances to accommodate the perceived
needs of an increasing visitor population. Occasionally the
facilities and services are of equal advantage to the permanent
residents; and sometimes they are intended primarily for the latter
group. Aside from their often questionable appropriateness and
frequency of duplication within the framework of the National
Parks Act and Policy,
these additions to the park's service arsenal
have imposed strains upon the availability of accommodation for
service staff. They also have jeopardized the economic viability
of both established and new businesses, especially the latter;
they have emphasized the need for expanded, improved, and more
costly utility systems; and they have contributed to already
difficult traffic conditions in communities ill-equipped to handle
large volumes of automobiles. Also, because of Park's Canada encouragement of greater winter use of the parks, improvements in
the recreational facilities to accommodate such use, and a concommitent explosion of public participation in winter sports, park
townsites increasingly are becoming year-round attractions to
park visitors. The question inevitably to be posed in response to
these events of the decade 1968-1978 is, if Parks Canada wishes to
impose limits upon the growth of park townsites, what criteria
might be identified to determine these limits, and what mechanisms
should be introduced to achieve them? If solutions are to be
found they must be long-term in nature; they must be workable;
and they must be creditable to investors in the private sector.
Recent activities by Parks Canada, such as the one year moratorium
on the issue of commercial licences in Banff townsite, are bandaid
treatments. They only antagonize those who serve the park visitor,
and reaffirm the image of the landlord as prevaricator.
During the decade in review three broad approaches appear to have
been taken towards the goal of townsite limitation, although the
specific characteristics of limitation seemingly remain unresolved.
The approaches are:
1.

Limits

to the geographical dimensions of the community;

2.

The preparation of long range master plans and the introduction
of strict zoning controls; and

3.

Ongoing attemps to reach agreements with authorities beyond
park boundaries to institute visitor facilities and services.

Each of these approaches has had its share of successes and failures.
Crucial housing problems in Banff and Jasper townsites, for example,
have resulted in the addition of new residential subdivisions within the townsite boundaries, as well as an infilling of vacant lots.
The townsite master planning process in parks such as Prince Albert,
Riding Mountain, and Waterton Lakes has been rather successful with
emphasis being placed upon the communities as aesthetically pleasing
entities within the park landscape. In some instances architectural
motifs have been identified, such as those prepared by Long and
others for Banff townsite. Also, provincial governments and regional authorities have been somewhat moved to approve visitor service
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development beyond park boundaries. The most ambitious of these
extra-park developments was one which, if approved, would have
seen much of Jasper townsite reestablished outside the park
(Parks Canada, 1975a) .
Recent endeavours by Alberta to enhance both facilities and nonfacilities orientated recreational opportunities and related
services on provincial lands immediately to the east of Banff
National Park are viewed by some as positive contributions to
ameliorating the existing, difficult conditions in the park itself
(Sadler, 1978a and 1978b). This indeed may be the case, but
whether provincial initiatives will result in appropriate responses
by Parks Canada towards the provision of facilities and services
inside the park is unknown. Visitor support services in lands
lying outside national parks constantly are hampered by the visitor's
perception that precisely because they are outside the park, these
services are less attractive and less worthwhile (Cheng, 1978;
Irwin, 1974). This is not to suggest that the visitor's image of
the park townsite itself is necessarily a catalyst to full enjoyment
and appreciation of a park's natural resources, and there have been
suggestions as to how long term planning might contribute more fully
towards this goal (Herrero and Irwin, 1976).
The decade in review has witnessed a resurgence of interest in some
form of municipal self-government for established park townsites.
The interest is centred primarily in Banff and has grown out of
continuing difficulties experienced by the townspeople with the
federal government. Aspirations towards self-administration are
not new to park communities, neither are they universally endorsed
by residents in the communities. However, in the case of Banff
and Jasper townsites, the federal government announced on August
30, 1977, that it had approved the start of discussions intended
to culminate in municipal self-government in these centres. In
most aspects of local government Alberta municipal law would be
involved. Land ownership would remain with the Crown, and long
range planning would continue to be the responsibility of Parks
Canada. The communities would raise administration funds through
a municipal tax system while Parks Canada would pay to support
certain facilities which serve the parks rather than the townsites.
Because changes related to rental review are due in 1980 this is
the suggested target date for local government.
The single most contentious proposal concerning visitor facilities
and services in Canada's older national parks during 1968-1978
centred on proposed developments at Lake Louise (National and
Historic Parks Branch, 1972; National and Provincial Parks
Association of Canada, 1972; Scace, 1971; Village Lake Louise,
1971). Starting in the late 1950's the National Parks Branch
viewed the Lake Louise area as a desirable site for a V.S.C.
The redevelopment necessary to construct a V.S.C. there also was
seen as the solution to the existing scattered and often unaesthetic
array of service and maintenance facilities which had appeared over
many decades. A plan for the V.S.C. was prepared in the early 1960"s,
utility lines were set in place, and the private sector was invited
to submit tenders for the construction of motels and other facilities.
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Entrepreneurial interest was almost non-existent, in part, because
of the new standard lease arrangements introduced by the government.
Then in 1969 preliminary agreement was reached on the development
of Village Lake Louise, a resort facility to be constructed on the
north side of the valley with some attendent developments on the
valley floor.
Intense public debate accompanied the Village Lake Louise proposal.
Following public hearings in Calgary in 1972 the then Minister of
Indian and Northern Affairs, Jean Chretien, rejected the proposal

because, in his view, it was too large and could possibly
have
resulted
in environnent ally unacceptable
concentrations
of
visitors
in

the

Lake

Louise

area,.

He added that there remained the problem

of meeting the essential
needs of an increasing
number of
to this area both in summer and in winter,
and of through

visitors
traffic

on the Trans Canada Highway.
A renewed attempt to design and develop
a satisfactory Visitor Centre at Lake Louise was held in abeyance
until 1978 when consultants were retained to plan for a centre with
overnight visitor accommodation up to a total capacity of 3,500
persons, that is, an increase not to exceed 1,600 additional persons
(IBI Group and others, 1979).
The challenge for those engaged in planning for redevelopment at
Lake Louise is threefold. They must incorporate park policy with
the existing peculiarities of the area, that is, three distinct
development areas each with distinct functions; devise institutional
arrangements which will attract both the entrepreneur and the
permanent resident to the Visitor Centre; and yet they must ensure
that the ingredients for growth evidenced in Banff townsite and
elsewhere are discouraged. Lake Louise has become very much a
test case of the extent to which facilities oriented recreation,
visitor services, and associated technologies should be permitted
in a national park; and of the abilities of the federal government
to identify and implement desirable land use planning and administrative mechanisms. The debate in the federal cabinet centres
on the one hand upon desirable levels of visitor services and
facilities in a protected landscape, and on the other hand upon the
opportunities of this same landscape and its technological appendages
to aid an ailing national economy.
Some years ago one was tempted to agree that the manner in which
the Lake Louise Visitor Centre development was handled would serve
as an indicator of Parks Canada's approach to V.C's in other
national parks. However, as the national park system has expanded
in recent years we have witnessed a concommitant growth in the
range of agency responses to the circumstances of permenent residence
in national parks and to the activities of those who are park residents.

THE NEW PARKS

Canada's new n a t i o n a l parks have been e s t a b l i s h e d , for the most p a r t ,
in A t l a n t i c Canada or north of 60 d e g r e e s . What f a c i l i t i e s and
s e r v i c e s are provided in these parks c e r t a i n l y w i l l be determined in
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part by park policy and planning procedures. But decisions also
will be affected by the role of the existing populations in or near
these parks. If it is accepted that visitor service and facility
provision is the product of a partnership between government and
the private sector, then an element of trust and cooperation should
exist between the two sectors. As the following examples demonstrate,
the events of the past few years in the new parks do not auger well
for a promising future in this sphere of park administration.
The initiation of procedures for the establishment of an unencumbered
national park involves many federal and provincial agencies. In the
case of Kouchibouguac, for example, Parks Canada was joined by the
Department of the Environment, Fisheries Branch, the Interdepartmental
Committee in New Brunswick, and other agencies at various points in
time. There appears to have been little appreciation of the human
ecology of this park, and any local support for the park generated
in terms of its potential economic benefits dissolved in the face
of expropriation procedures to clear the park. This case was not
isolated, as Roder (1978, p. 11) points out:
The greatest
concern among local residents
has been the
large scale land expropriation
that was initiated
in
Forillon,
Kouchibouguac,
and Gros Morne.
About 200
families
were relocated
in both Forillon
and
Kouchibouguac.
Despite the admirable intentions
of developing
an underdeveloped area, insufficient
analysis
of the social
and
economic factors
of the expropriation
process
resulted
in considerable
resident
animosity
towards the
park.
Dissatisfaction
at Kouchibouguac was expressed
for a
variety
of reasons including
poor communication
with
residents,
lack of yobs for the uneducated,
unproductive
retraining
programmes, unfair assessment
of land and
property,
and the abolition
of fishing
rights.
The
dissatisfaction
. . . caused residents
to consider
the
destruction
of park
property.
At Forillon population displacement had particularly ironic
ramifications. Once the inhabitants had been expropriated and
their homes burned, the structures were replaced by a replica
village bearing the theme The harmony of man, land and sea'.
Not only does this approach to park development fail to recognize
the inherent
trusteeship
and protection
that local
ownership
provides
(MacFarlane, 1978, p. 38), but at Forillon Parks Canada
was destroying
a natural
community and ruining
a social
network
which had been in existence
for years (MacFarlane, 1978, p. 39;
Butler, 1972) .
In keeping with its desire to have permanent communities excluded
from national parks Parks Canada set about a two-part procedure
in the case of Gros Morne National Park. The larger communities
were made into enclaves within the park while landowners in smaller
settlements were permitted to hold land as long as they wished.
Monetary incentives are being provided to encourage the approximately
120 families in the latter category to move to the enclaves. The
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enclave areas are being provided with paved r o a d s , sewage systems
and r e c r e a t i o n a l f a c i l i t i e s while no such improvements are being
rendered in the park communities. Roder (1978, p . 12) observes
that:
As a result of these incentives,
there has been a
gradual disintegration
of the park
communities.
While the young have generally
been willing
to
leave,
the older generation,
finding it more difficult
to
cope with the loss of a traditional
way of life,
has
been reluctant
to follow suit.
No price can meet
the sentimental
value that these people place on
their homes and way of
life.
Roder considers t h a t the enclaves are comparable to the townsites
in the western n a t i o n a l p a r k s . She s t a t e s t h a t the planning and
encouragement of further
developments in enclaves may cause these
to become attractions
in themselves,
lead to greater
population
pressure on the adjacent parks and seriously
compromise the
primary goal of preservation
(Roder, 1978, p . 14).
The paradox of such s i t u a t i o n s i s t h a t unless t h e r e are i n c e n t i v e s
in the form of road improvements, other f a c i l i t i e s , and employment
o p p o r t u n i t i e s , p r o v i n c i a l governments may be unwilling to n e g o t i a t e
cession of land to Canada for n a t i o n a l p a r k s . Employment in the
v i s i t o r s e r v i c e i n d u s t r y i s one of the prime inducements t o garner
local support for park e s t a b l i s h m e n t , but the p r o s p e c t s may be
g r e a t e r than the r e a l i t y .
In La Mauricie National Park, for example,
the promise of employment was the main reason given for the support
given.
Unfortunately
the 500 to 7,500 jobs which were promised
did not materialize.
Only a maximum of 200 seasonal jobs were
created over a five year period (Roder, 1978, p . 11) . Neither i s
there the guarantee t h a t local business and labour w i l l be able to
take advantage of the o p p o r t u n i t i e s which may become a v a i l a b l e .
Roder (1978, p . 12) s t a t e s :
Local businessmen and entrepreneurs
are
primarily
interested
in the economic bene fits
that may be
gained through tourism.
This group
receives
encouragement from various levels of government
to pursue their interests.
Some, however,
fear
that their lack of experience
in such areas of
development encourages outsiders
to step in and
take opportunities
out of the hands of local
people.
I suggested e a r l i e r in t h i s paper t h a t we are e n t e r i n g a period
when c e r t a i n human a c t i v i t i e s i n c r e a s i n g l y w i l l have to be accepted
in p o t e n t i a l n a t i o n a l parks i f these areas indeed are to become
p a r t of Canada's n a t i o n a l park system. The examples c i t e d above
a t t e s t t o the apparent incongruity of c e r t a i n r e c e n t decisions
affecting population displacement. The s i t u a t i o n i s made even more
incongruous in l i g h t of amendments to the National Parks Act which
recognize the r i g h t of n a t i v e people to c e r t a i n traditional
land
uses in lands they occupy or have occupied.
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For southern Canadians the debate w i l l continue in areas such as
t h e proposed Grasslands National Park in Saskatchewan, and the
Mealy Mountains and Torngat Mountains of Labrador. According t o
the Labrador Resources Advisory Council (1977, p . 1 1 ) , i n t h e
l a t t e r two examples, where the i n t e r e s t of Parks Canada and t h o s e
occupying the land may be a t odds, the i n h a b i t a n t s :
. ..insist
that if the areas in question
are still
worth
preserving,
it is because they have used the land with
wisdom and respect
for generations.
They have
hunted,
trapped,
fished,
and camped in the interior
for as long
as men have lived in Labrador, and the land shows
little
evidence of their passing.
What they seek to
preserve,
however, is not only the land in this wilderness
state
but their rights
to continue in their traditional
use

of it.

PROSPECT

It was suggested earlier that the 1978 revised draft of the
National
Parks Policy
appeared to recognize national parks as
integral parts of a cultural ecological Canadian landscape. If
this is so, will not man, his artifacts, and his economic activities
become increasingly a part of our national parks? In turn, will
not this threaten the very fabric of national parks, seemingly
dedicated largely to the exclusion
of human artifacts and influences?
Will not this persisting ambivalence about what constitutes an
appropriate natural
landscape continue to exacerbate the debate
over the number and type of facilities and services afforded the
visitor in any particular park? These questions are posed to
stimulate thoughtfulness in the reader. It is clear, however,
that Canada possesses in its national park system many of the
geographical, regional, historical, and attitudinal conundrums
which persistently challenge the fabric of the nation as a whole.
The evidence of the decade 1968-1978 suggests that, as in the
broader Canadian sphere, decisions respecting settlements, services,
and facilities in the national parks will continue to be adjusted
to account for local conditions rather than adhere strictly to any
strongly worded statements of national policy.
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WILDLIFE PROBLEMS IN
CANADA'S NATIONAL PARKS
S. Herrero

INTRODUCTION

The present status of, and future prognosis for, sensitive wildlife populations in Canadian national parks is a barometer for the
success of the idea that our national parks can function both as
major reserves for large scale natural ecosystems and also encourage
intensive human recreational use. The status of sensitive wildlife is one indicator of our attitudes toward national parks and
of the extent of human benefits being derived from the wildlife
and natural ecosystems of the parks. In my paper, I evaluate
this situation by discussing the interrelationships in the Canadian national parks between wildlife, habitat, human use, and
human benefits.
When it is minus fifty degrees Centigrade and the wind is blowing,
an Inuit, in winter garments made from caribou skins with the
hood trimmed with wolverine fur, does not have to be taught, or
told, that wildlife is valuable. The same is true for a Dene
whose family's survival depends upon his ability to trail, stalk,
and kill moose in the winter white silence of the boreal forest.
For the past several hundred years just about all Canadians
directly harvested or used some of the wildlife resources which
were so abundant. We hunted, trapped, or otherwise used the
whale, bison, beaver, marten, pronghorn antelope, eskimô curlew,
deer, moose, elk, and many more species, depending upon where
we lived. Our present day culture in Canada grew from our wildlife and other natural resource bases.
But David Thompson and John Pal U s e r are long gone, as are many
of the wildlife populations which fed and clothed them. Today
about eighty percent of Canadians live in urban areas where the
most accessible wildlife species normally are birds. Large
mammals, which used to be so important to us, are usually far
away in a forest reserve or park. A smaller percentage of our
population now hunts, and for the most part hunting has become a
recreational pastime rather than a subsistence activity. Many of
our uses of wildlife are new ones. In national parks we have a
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significant opportunity for the nonconsumptive uses of wildlife.
Viewing or photographing a moose, or watching how and what it
eats, gives satisfaction to some. Finding the tracks of wolves
or grizzly bear, or even knowing that you may see such animals,
can be a rich element in a visit to Kluane or to one of the
Rocky Mountain national parks. For a few it may be possible to
experience the power, dynamism, and productivity of the ice ages
as it is embodied in mountain sheep (Geist, 1971a; Herrero, 1977).
Still others may see today's wildlife as living representations
of species which were present during the biological and cultural
evolution of Man. National parks in this view indeed can become
living
museums,
directly exposing us to elements of our historical
past.
But these nonconsumptive values of wildlife are not as obvious as
is the value of a moose steak to a hungry Dene woman. The former
values many Canadians can live without, even though such wildlife
experiences could enrich their lives; the latter value which
wildlife used to provide, food and clothing for hungry people, was
indispensible. This, as I see it, characterizes the wildlife
challenge which we face today in Canada's national parks and
equivalent reserves. Those of us who value natural ecosystems
and park populations of wildlife for any substantial reason,
whether that is love, understanding, or inspiration, must find new
and more effective ways of sharing our values with others. If
more Canadians somehow do not derive benefits from wild bison
herds, wolf packs, mountain caribou bands, and their ilk, then we
are in danger of losing the wild populations of these species.
Such a loss would be deeply felt by those who value such wildlife
but our sorrows would not be shared by many, or the loss probably
would not occur.
I believe that today wildlife and natural ecosystems in Canada's
national parks are being continually eroded. In some situations
serious wildlife losses have occurred, and will continue to occur
unless present day problems are solved. In this paper I will
document this view by identifying a series of major problems
related to parks' wildlife and its habitat. The potential loss
of populations of animal species in several parks and the major
alterations of natural processes and ecosystems in our parks may
shock some of you. I do not think that they should. Our actions
in national parks reflect our values. If many Canadians do not
derive value from natural ecosystems and the wildlife, then why
not develop to create something which park visitors not only
value but will pay substantial amounts to use, such as more
downhill ski facilities? How can small enclaves of intensive

development possibly affect the vast

wilderness

and its

wildlife

found in our Canadian national parks? Only when many people can
clearly answer this question with regard to each specific
proposed development affecting park wildlife and natural resources
will the future of wildlife and wilderness be more secure in our
parks.
By now you will have noticed that I have intertwined the terms
wildlife, natural ecosystems, and wilderness. This represents a
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recognition of the well known concept that wildlife depends upon
habitat for survival. A few species, especially large carnivores
such as the grizzly bear and the wolverine, as well as ungulates
like the caribou and the mountain goat, will tolerate little
human alteration of their critical habitat. I am particularly
concerned about these species because they are indicator species
of the extent of naturalness in the national parks where they are
found. I assume that protection of natural ecosystems today is
accepted as a primary function of national parks. It is also
important to note that in Canada the best protected natural
ecosystems occur in national parks. We do not have an extensive
series of wildlife refuges as are found in the United States, nor
do we have major ecological reserves as they exist in the U.S.S.R.
Protecting natural ecosystems in our national parks requires that
natural processes such as fire, flood, avalanche, and disease be
allowed to operate without significant human interference. These
processes create and rejuvenate the habitat, and may directly
affect many wildlife species. Many of the problems which I will
identify emanate from our alteration of the habitat by suppressing
natural processes such as fire or avalanche, or our removal of
habitat by development either inside or outside of park boundaries.
Other problems are related to park visitors, themselves becoming
an active process influencing wildlife, for example by harassment
of the wildlife (Geist, 1971b), or by the mishandling of garbage
(Herrero, 1970a).
In my identification of wildlife related problems in this paper, I
concentrate on situations which affect large mammals because the
dependence of certain of these species on large scale natural ecosystems is well documented. I do, however, apply the term wildlife,
to all animal species. Some reference will be made to remnant or
rare bird populations such as the whooping cranes which breed in
Wood Buffalo National Park. They, too, are critically linked to
their habitat, and acceptable breeding areas remain only in the
remote wilderness of this park. Cavity nesting birds, which require
mature or decaying trees for nest sites, also may find superb habitat
in national park environments, but in general they do not require
arge, extensive habitat areas as do large mammals. The problems
posed by aquatic and invertebrate species, especially marine forms,
are for the most part beyond the scope of this paper.

HOW I DEFINE A WILDLIFE RELATED PROBLEM

A wildlife
related
-problem
exists:
1) where the park population of
any animal species is declining, or is in immediated danger of
declining, because of human influences; and yet adequate countermeasures are not being taken to stop this decline; or, 2) where
human value for the wildlife resource is low; if this is true it
can lead to the situation described in point one; or, 3) where
there is a significant danger posed by a wildlife species to park
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or to non-park resources, such as park species threatening
surrounding forests or agricultural crops; or, 4) where our treatment of
wildlife within a park is ethically unacceptable. Here the situation described in point one, a population decline, is not necessarily implied; or, finally, and most importantly, 5) where actions
by Parks Canada are judged, by me, to be inadenuate to insure the
prompt improvement of a situation meeting any of the criteria of
points one through four.
In the following section of this paper, I discuss twelve
circumstances which, according to the preceding criteria, can be
identified as wildlife
related
problems
in our national parks.
Each problem meets at least one of the proposed criteria, but the
problems are not listed according to a specific order. Some of the
problems are interrelated, and, therefore, they are not mutually
exclusive. For example, the section on Problem Wildlife has
elements in it from the section on Ethical Problem.
Also, the
list of problems is not complete. I am sure that others could
add to it.

WILDLIFE PROBLEMS IN THE WESTERN CANADIAN NATIONAL PARKS

POTENTIAL LOSS OF NATIONAL PARK POPULATIONS OP SEVERAL

SPECIES

Zoologists recognize that, normally, the fewer the individuals
in a wildlife population, the greater is the probability of
extinction. Accidents such as storms may kill many individuals.
This happened with the next to the last wild flock of whooping
cranes in Louisiana and apparently caused its demise. Major
epidemics may occur. Genetically induced abnormalities may
become prevalent. Research on the topic of island biogeography
(MacArthur and Wilson, 1967) is complicated and highly theoretical
but may have application to predicting the probabilities of
population losses in national parks. Several persons (Diamond,
1974; Herrero, 1976; Terborgh, 1974) have proposed that national
parks may, in some cases, act as functional islands because they
are, to greater or lesser extents, surrounded by developed and
altered environments. If development in the surrounding area
is sufficient to restrict a species to a park, and to curtail
gene flow, then that park becomes an isolated habitat island for
that species. Here the theory of island biogeography predicts
that, for a given species, extinction rates will be, for the most
part, proportional to the areal size of the national park.
Within Canada's national parks there exist numerically small
populations of many species. For instance, there are fewer than
twenty mountain-woodland caribou in Banff Park, fewer than fifty
of this same subspecies in Prince Albert National Park, and
probably fewer than one hundred in the Mt. Revelstoke and Glacier
National Parks; there are fewer than seventy five whooping cranes
in Wood Buffalo Park, but, although this is the only wild breeding
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population, it is very well managed; and there are fewer than
twenty-five grizzly bears in Waterton Park, and fewer than one
hundred of the same species in Banff Park. Populations of other
species such as the wolverine, cougar, wolf, and some birds of
prey, such as the eagle and the osprey, are also low in most
parks but seldom have been studied except in the case of the
wolf in Jasper (Carbyn, 1974), and in Riding Mountain and Wood
Buffalo Parks (Carbyn, in progress; Oosenbrug and Carbyn, in
progress). I see these small numbers as a critical problem
because I believe that we are in real danger of losing the
populations of these species in various parks during the next
fifty to one hundred years. Present park research priorities do
not respond to the problem. Recently Glacier National Park began
a study of the mountain goat, but as yet has not supported a
study of its seriously endangered mountain caribou population,
although Hamer (1974) has done preliminary work on the population
sufficient to define the problem. Banff Park, during the past
ten years, has had at least four elk studies that I know of, yet
elk are a numerous ungulate. By contrast, no study has been made
of the needs of the small number of mountain caribou which still
exist in the park. Banff is funding a major grizzly bear project
(Hamer, Herrero, and Ogilvie, 1977; Hamer, Herrero, and Ogilvie,
1978) which should help the future of this rare and dangerous
carnivore. The smaller and less spectacular wolverine exists at
low population densities in all of the Rocky Mountain parks. It is
threatened in these parks, in my opinion, because we know nothing
of its habitat requirements or the potential impacts of development on it. The approximately fifteen to twenty-five grizzly
bears which spend some time in Waterton Lakes Park clearly are
threatened because development on the periphery of the Park is
occurring, yet a specific study of the total problem has not yet
been done. Soon it could be too late.
I believe that research and management priorities should be
shifted to give answers on how to protect these dangerously small
populations. How else can we claim to be custodians of the wildlife resource in our national parks?
It is also important that we identify and map the small populations
of rare species of the small mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fish,
and vertebrates. Some current biophysical inventories, for
example in Banff and Jasper Parks, seem to be reasonably well
tuned to providing data for all of these species except the
invertebrates. For many other national parks this information is
lacking.
A related problem in conserving small populations is protecting the
critical habitat areas once these have been identified. In the
Canadian national parks we have a zoning system with the most
protected zone being Class 1: special ecological areas. We
have been reluctant to give areas this classification, probably
because that restricts recreational and development options.
But small populations of sensitive wildlife species require this
classification; the mating areas of whooping cranes, the wintering
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areas for mountain caribou, and the critical spring foraging and
mating areas for grizzly bear, are but a few examples-

ETHICAL PROBLEMS
Many wildlife situations which exist in our parks probably would
be ethically unacceptable to Canadians if they were aware of them.
In Banff Park both the Trans-Canada Highway and the Canadian
Pacific Railway are major corridors of death for many wildlife
species. During the period 1964 to 1977, Flygare (1978) recorded
a total of 1,083 kills on Banff's major transportation routes.
A few of these deaths were small mammals and birds, but most were
ungulates and large mammalian carnivores. The deaths included:
elk, 425; deer, 262; moose, 103; bighorn sheep, 107; coyote, 108;
black bear, 36; grizzly bear, 3; cougar, 4; and lynx, 2. These
figures represent known and recorded kills and, therefore, are
the absolute minimum that occurred. No doubt many other
unrecorded deaths took place, and also many animals were injured
and died elsewhere. This situation is not acceptable to me.
The toll could be reduced through the use of known techniques
such as undercrossings, but such solutions are expensive. The
problem soon will get worse as plans are proceeding to four-lane
or otherwise add two more lanes to the major park thoroughfare,
Highway 1; and, as well, to twin-track a section of the Canadian
Pacific Railway line.
Another ethical dilemma will be identified, but not detailed.
Bears repeatedly are drawn into certain developed areas by
garbage and food, and eventually have to be relocated, though
this seldom works, or shot.
I personally find this situation
unacceptable. The bear-garbage situation will be discussed
further as part of the next section.

PROBLEM WILDLIFE
In the early 1900's, and to a lesser extent right through the
1950's, large predators such as wolves, cougar, and bear often
were shot, either on sight or with little provocation. This
definitely is no longer the case.
Still, today when wildlife causes a problem it is the wildlife,
not the problem, which often is dealt with. In the early 1970's,
when coyotes were digging in the Banff cemetery, about twenty
coyotes were killed. The cemetery could have been better fenced.
The most persistent problem
wildlife are the bears. Both black
and grizzly bears will lose their wildness and become aggressive
addicts to human food and garbage. Careless storage of garbage
usually starts the problem, repeated reinforcement establishes
it, and property damage, human injury, and bear relocation or
killing are the end points (Herrero, 1970a; Herrero, 1976; Mundy
and Flook, 1973). Relocation normally is a temporary solution or
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no solution at all since most bears return, or die when they are
unable to compete with resident bears in the relocation area. The
latter point is an undocumented hypothesis of mine, the situation
has not been studied. Despite major advances in garbage and food
handling within the parks, every Canadian national park I have
visited that has major developed areas, and bears, has this problem
to some extent. What bothers me most about it, is that the bear
normally is seen as the problem, and captured. If the lodge, campground, or restaurant were regarded as the problem, then it would
either have to clean up completely, or be shut down temporarily.
The problem is a serious one because bears used to getting human
foods can eventually agressively seek it out and human injury or
property damage can result. Complete sanitation is required
throughout national parks where bears occur. This would not be
a full solution to problem of bear management but would be a major
step forward. Other dimensions of the bear conservation-human
safety problem are going to require identification of prime bear
habitat and its seasonal usage so that trails, campgrounds, and
other developments may be located away from these areas or phase
their operations to avoid conflict. Parks Canada currently is
funding research having these objectives in Banff and Jasper Parks.
Ultimately, however, park visitors must accept some small risk of
injury if we are to share bear habitat within parks. We also, 1
believe, must be willing to commit certain critical areas of
grizzly bear habitat to special ecological status, as previously
mentioned.
There are other forms of danger to man from national park wildlife
such as diseases of moose, cougar, and wildlife which may be transmitted to people. The extent of these problems to date seems to be
such that we can control them without major new efforts.

PARK BOUNDARIES
Park boundaries seldom have been chosen according to ecological
criteria. Because of this, most of our national parks provide
incomplete habitat for far ranging and rare species such as the
wolf, grizzly bear, and mountain-woodland caribou. Wolves outside
of park boundaries may not recognize any difference except less
deep snow in winter and the presence of more ungulate prey. But
to the rancher on the boundaries of a park, who loses some cattle
to the wolves, there is a problem, and it seldom is resolved in
the wolves' favour. The situation is a common one for the far
ranging species; the mountain-woodland caribou may find their
winter lichen sources removed by logging, and the grizzly may encounter many new hunters who now have access on a recent logging
road. We cannot claim that such conflicts always should be
resolved in the favour of wildlife. I would urge that the nature
of the problem be fully and openly recognized by Parks Canada and
that research related to parks or wildlife extend beyond the
boundaries where necessary. While this may sound rational, it is,
in fact, very difficult to implement because federally sponsored
parks' research and management monies seldom can be used outside
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of park boundaries. The alternative is joint federal-provincial
projects; these are very difficult to negotiate but obviously are
very necessary. Many U.S. national parks have signed Memoranda
of Agreement
with adjacent land-use agencies regarding shared problems or situations such as fire management, and elk and grizzly
bear management. The most substantial progress in this area that
I know of has occurred in the United States where the approximately
7,680 square kilometers Yellowstone Park and its wildlife are part
of conjoint planning for the surrounding 71,680 square kilometers,
this including several different jurisdictions (National Park
Service, 1973).

INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT
One might think that conflicting developments outside of national
parks would pose the major threats to wildlife and its habitat
within a park. This is probably true, but internal developments
have had a major impact.
Campgrounds, townsites, visitor service centres, and roads normally
are located in valley bottom areas of low snowfall. Developments
such as these have removed the winter range for species such as the
deer, elk, and moose. Of the wildlife in the parks with which I am
familiar that in Banff has suffered the most. Here snow depth and
condition limit the ability of the ungulates to winter in much of
the park. Cowan (1969, p. 934) previously has identified this
problem and offered a solution: locate such developments in habitat
types relatively underutilized by ungulates, such as the closed
canopy lodgepole pine forest. While this approach is good in the
short run, in a broader view it fails because fire is a very
important natural process affecting succession in the Rocky Mountain national parks. What is forest today should have the opportunity to become grassland and shrub field post fire. Unfortunately, paved roads do not succeed to productive habitat post fire;
and townsites, visitor service centres, and campgrounds require
intensive fire suppression for their long term survival. This
eventually will lead to intensive organic litter management. The
conclusion which I reach is that developments which require fire
suppression should be kept to a minimum consistent with providing
the basic facilities needed by park visitors. Where such development is necessary it should be located in areas underutilized by
all wildlife forms, with the land use planner taking into account
the influence of succession on habitat.
Ungulates are not the only species to have suffered from valley
bottom development. Grizzly bears in search of natural foods
appear to have become less frequent in such areas after development.
Perhaps harassment combined with the low caloric density of many
natural foods deters them. A counterbalancing and unfortunate
side to this problem is that grizzly bears as well as black bear
continue to be attracted to developed areas because of garbage.
Despite the rarity of grizzly bears in the mountain parks, Parks
Canada, as mother to both use and preservation, sometimes has been
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guided politically to propose major development with significant
potential impact on grizzly bears. How else could the forty million
dollar resort complex, called a visitor service centre, proposed
for Lake Louise in B nff Park have been put forward jointly by the
Village Lake Louise consortium and Parks Canada with almost no
environmental impact analyses and almost no interpretive component
(Herrero, 1970b)? Such a development would have been within a
kilometer of natural grizzly bear habitat, yet this was never taken
into account. Fortunately the Canadian public played a strong role
in rejecting this proposal. In Yellowstone National Park it is
recognized that part of the grizzly bear management problem comes
from developments near grizzly bear habitat and certain such
developments, for example Fishing Bridge, are being restricted in
use and may be phased out (Meager, personal communication).
The problem of the Lake Louise visitor service centre was not
solved by the rejection of the resort plan. Today planning is
proceeding, more carefully, for a visitor service centre; but Lake
Louise Lifts once again is pushing for development at the base of
its ski slopes, nearby grizzly country. As well, the impact of
the existing development on mountain goats now is documented
(Jacobson, Loeen, and llolroyd, 1978). Once again politics are
playing a major role in the decision making process. The federal
minister of trade and commerce has strongly supported large scale
resort development, despite potential wildlife and natural resource
impacts. Because there is no legislative protection for natural
resources in the Canadian national parks, each major decision becomes
political football.
As well, minor decisions easily can be influenced politically and have significant wildlife impact. In Canada,
environmental impact statements are called E.A.R.P.'s, the shortform for Environmental Assessment and Review Process, and they
are discretionary. Because of this many developments never are
evaluated as to impact. The solution to these problems would
require new and tougher legislation and that is discussed later
in the section on Policy and Legislative Problems.
Most internal development problems emanate from the role which the
wildlife resource plays in the development planning process. The
wildlife resource often is considered too late. For example, only
after planning was just about completed was it discovered that a
new trail system for Johnson's Canyon in Banff Park would disturb
the only identified nesting area in the Park for the rare black
swift. In Kluane Park pressure to quickly develop trail access
almost led to a route going up the Dezadeash-Alsek Valley, prime
grizzly bear habitat. Such examples could be expanded manifold.
They are occurring, and will reoccur, because of the organizational
and policy situations which are discussed as parts of the sections
on Policy and Legislative Problems and Understaffing with respect
to natural resource expertise.
Another dimension of the internal development problem is the manner
in which developments are designed, approved, and evaluated.
Developments normally are proposed by Visitor Services of Parks
Canada, whose role is to accommodate the public, not to protect
wildlife and its habitat. E.A.R.P.'s typically have not done at
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all, or, more recently, have been done after
development has commenced, as is the case in the proposed Castle Meadows Group campsite in
Banff Park where water wells already have been drilled. The Parks
Canada resource conservation staff, which is composed mainly of
park wardens, should be a part of all development proposals from
the very beginning, and should serve to guide necessary developments to the areas of the lowest possible impact.
I believe that the problems of internal developments and prediction
of their wildlife and other impacts are serious ones; and that
unless protective legislation is strengthened and solutions such
as those offered by Theberge (1978a) and Cowan (1977) are adopted,
we stand to lose.

SUPPRESSION OF NATURAL PROCESSES
Perhaps it is trite to restate that wildlife is dependent upon
habitat. Despite most people's knowledge of this principle, national
parks seem to have great difficulty in fully accepting its implications. The most important implication is that habitat is dynamic
and that all processes such as fire, flood, avalanche, and tree
pest and disease damage serve to naturally alter habitat. Parks
often offer good quality habitat for wildlife vegetation types
when influenced by natural processes. Species such as the mountain
caribou, the marten, and the cavity nesting birds, which require
mature vegetation for part of their critical habitat, can thus
exist in the same park along with species such as the deer, the
elk, and the moose, which require early successional stages of
vegetation. Today lip service often is given to allowing natural
processes to operate but when a fire starts other reasons can be
found for putting it out.
Management decisions related to this often are complex and difficult. For example, a study of the Vermilion burn in Kootenay and
Banff Parks has shown that, post fire, the size of many avalanche
slopes has increased about two fold (Winterbottom, 1974) . Since
the burn, and some of the increased avalanching, went to a major
highway there have been increased road closures and maintenance,
and probably human danger. Human safety concerns and the costs
of avalanche control are evidence for fire suppression in such
areas in the future. Wildlife species requiring early vegetation
seres would suffer, however.
Clearly, even in national parks, it is a great challenge to allow
natural processes to operate. Houston (1971) has given us insight
into the problems and challenges faced in trying to atiopt this
approach in Yellowstone National Park. Despite difficulties,
if we are to understand and perpetuate our wildlife heritage in
our national parks, we need to allow the natural processes to
design and redesign habitat with a minimum of human interference.

ICI

TRANSPORTATION CORRIDORS
Highways and railroads might be regarded as being similar in
impact to the proposed Mackenzie Valley Pipeline, a thread
across
a football
field.
Closer scrutiny normally reveals that their
influence is pervasive, as Mr. Justice Berger concluded regarding
the proposed pipeline.
I have mentioned that each year many large mammals are killed on
the highways and the railway in Banff Park. People are also sometimes killed in these collisions. A dimension of this problem
which has not been mentioned is that undiscovered carcasses normally
attract scavengers, some of which, such as bears, may be dangerous.
This increases the danger to people since transportation corridors
run through the most developed portions of the park.
Our ability to predict impact from the development of transportation
corridors has improved. In the late 1950's when the Trans-Canada
Highway was being put through Mt. Revelstoke and Glacier Parks no
one seemed aware that it would interrupt what may have been one
of the major caribou migration routes in the parks (Hamer, 1974).
Today, interest and expertise are sufficient to predict similar
impacts. Bergerud and Wyett (1978) have predicted that the construction of a proposed road in Pukaskwa National Park may allow
the penetration of wolves into caribou winter range and might destroy a small relict caribou herd.
Tranrportation corridors also are related to the suppression of
natural processes and the loss of wintering areas as already identified. Clearly, we pay a price when high speed transportation goes
through a national park. For some reason, in Canada we have
developed few low speed parkways which attempt to blend people,
nature, and wildlife.

NATURAL RESOURCE HARVEST IN THE NATIONAL PARKS
Tradition, and even the draft of Parks Canada Policy
(1978), sanction fishing as an acceptable activity in all national parks. Here
we need a more detailed policy. Some harvested fish populations
also are major resources for birds of prey such as the osprey and
bald eagles. Many fishermen on and around certain lakes either
may compete with or harass breeding waterfowl. In certain areas
fish are seasonally important resources for species such as the
otter, the mink, and the bear. We have had little research to
document the possible impacts of human fishing on wildlife. This
should be done, and where wildlife impacts from the human harvest
of fish are documented or highly likely, fishing by people should
either be seasonally regulated, or banned. I look to Parks Canada
to take the lead on this topic, through policy and education.
Because it will be controversial, progress likely will come gradually.
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Another aspect of the natural resource harvest problem is a result
of the amount of political manipulation which is possible in our
parks and which was discussed earlier in the section on Internal
Development. A glaring example of it took place during the summer
of 1977 when, in response to drought conditions, permission was
given to cut hay in both Prince Albert and Waterton Parks. It
actually only was cut in Prince Albert. Wildlife impacts were
never studied by parks personnel, but several were identified by
wildlife ecologists (Henry, personal communication). The decision
was essentially a political one pressed on parks. The need for the
cutting in the park was never clearly demonstrated. As long as such
situations can develop without meticulous documentation of the need
and full E.A.R.P. statements, then wildlife and wildland values are
in danger in our national parks. Perhaps someday a beef shortage
could be answered by slaughtering our only large, free-ranging
bison herd in Wood Buffalo National Park; and perhaps it should be,
unless Canadians come to value, learn from, and be inspired by these
wild bison.
This type of problem was foreseen at the earliest beginning of our
Canadian National Park system (Burdett, 1887):

Allow coal miners and hunters and lumberers to
frequent
and work it (Banff) and it ceases to be a national
park
and they would certainly
destroy the game, and the
fish,
and the scenery, and all the beauties we have heard so
much about.
I believe that the time has come, after ninety-one years of living
with the problem, to solve it with protective legislation.

NATIVE HARVEST OF WILDLIFE IN NATIONAL PARKS
It is becoming harder to find areas where new parks can be established which are representative of the diversity of Canada and yet
are not already being used by people. Especially with regard to
northern areas it appears that the historical native wildlife harvest should be accepted as a feature of new parks. Where such a
solution is adopted it will be very important to negotiate the
details with the dual goals of fairness to the natives and long
term maintenance of wildlife without degradation. Who will be
allowed to hunt? All natives? All descendants of natives? What
technologies can be used to hunt? Modern rifles or primitive
weapons? Snowmobiles or dog teams and sleds? Should harvesting
be adjusted to allow for the non-consumptive values of wildlife
such as viewing? Can subsistence hunting be differentiated from
sport or commercial hunting? Native peoples themselves should be
the ones to provide us with answers to most of these questions.
In Canada we have experience with such problems, although few persons are aware of it. Wood Buffalo National Park has had its own
set of game regulations since its creation in 1922. These regulations were drafted to respect native, Metis, and Caucasian resource
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harvesting which existed in the area when the park was created.
All game species, except the bison, may be harvested by licensed
persons, essentially without quotas or seasonal regulation. The
number of general
hunting
licenses
has increased greatly over the
years since all relatives of the original license holders are eligible. Major difficulties have arisen related to the questions
which I have previously identified, as well as others. Park
officials in Wood Buffalo are now trying to renegotiate the game
regulations. Hopefully knowledge gained from resource harvesting
issues in Wood Buffalo can be applied in new northern parks.

LACK OF VALUE AND UNDERSTANDING
This problem is the foundation for just about all of the other problems which I am discussing. Wildlife has little innate value to
people. The only exception which I might grant is the attraction
of adults, but especially of children, to young animals of many
different species. Beyond this, value for wildlife is something
which evolves during a person's lifetime and is interrelated with
other, broader factors such as economic and religious influences.
In my introduction to this paper, I showed how game is so obviously
valuable to the hunter, but that non-consumptive uses for wildlife
are less obvious and require more nurturing before people develop
them. A major challenge which we face in our national parks is
to help urbanized visitors develop appreciation for wildlife and
its natural habitat. Without this, national parks as living
museums
of nature
will lose their public support and gradually be developed
toward other ends.
To be secure in our national parks, wildlife must come to inspire
people in their daily lives and help to add new dimensions to our
humanity. This will require the type of interpretation identified
by Edwards (1965):

The extent to which we inspire people is the real measure
of our success.
.. One doesn't inspire by formula, one
does it with infectious enthusiasm, or by firing
imaginations with the spectacular, the beautiful,
the
sheer delight of new understanding.
Some people do it
better than others.
Really, the subject matter has
little
to do with it; it's more a matter of how it is
done. I would expect a really good interpreter
to be
inspiring about a drop of water. This inspirational
aspect
of interpretation
not only changes people's lives in
wonderful ways, it has a major influence on the future of
parks. People inspired about wild nature, so inspired about
wild parks, are the people who want parks badly enough to
defend them when they need defending.
Elsewhere (Herrero, 1977), I have tried to show that in the Rocky
Mountain parks we have many outstanding opportunities for wildlife
interpretation that are not used. The spectacular and action
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oriented wildlife events can be used to interest people in wildlife, and ecosystems in general. Such events are commonplace in
the mountain and other parks, yet visitors seldom witness them.
The clashes of mountain sheep horns on the rut ranges, heard kilometers away in the crisp, cold air of November, or the bugling of
an elk, the sound carrying over the red-orange shrubfields of early
fall, is an experience that few would ever forget if they could
share in it. The list is long and cannot be detailed here. Techniques for conveying these types of events to people are many. For
a furtunate few there can be actual visits at the right time of
year; for others the events can be interpreted through video,
slides, or film. Once interest is aroused then, with nurturing,
this seed may grow into a respect and understanding of the natural
ecosystem which support the wildlife in national parks.
I am convinced that seeing the wildlife as scenery along the roadsides, to which they have been artificially attracted by exotic
grasses, is not enough. Visitors' interest span is seldom more
than five minutes; the behaviour observed normally involves only
feeding, and the educational value of the experience is low. Some
inspiration may be derived because a bull elk is spectacular to
most of us, even when on a roadside. We need to go beyond the
roadside. We need to excite and fascinate and directly involve as
many visitors as we can. Interpretation is rapidly improving in
Canada. Arm it with ever greater shares of the Parks Canada budget
and help it to recruit supports for wildlife and wildlands in the
Canadian parks.

POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE PROBLEMS
Throughout this paper, I have called for stronger legislation to
protect the wildlife and wilderness resources of our parks. Some
of the existing relevant legislation is in need of revision and
updating. For example, the maximum fine for poaching wildlife
within a national park is only $500, a figure which I believe was
set with the 1954 revision of the regulations. W ile it is true
that other charges may increase the actual fine and forfeiture of
a poacher, the total penalties may not be an adequate déterrant for
certain individuals when trophy hunts for bighorn sheep rams or
grizzly bears may cost thousands of dollars.
Legislation changes slowly. Only last year did it become illegal
to feed wildlife in the national parks, prior to that it was only
illegal to feed bears.
Numerous examples could be cited when updating and minor rewriting
of legislation is required. I can only identify the general need.
In addition, I believe that several major deficiencies exist and
should be rectified. For example, there is no commitment in the
parks' Act requiring that everything possible be done to safeguard
the continued existence of each and every native species found in
a park. Significant pests such as spruce budworm might be excluded
if detailed study demonstrated the need for such control in relation
to regional priorities, and if such control could be carried out
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in an ecologically acceptable manner. Such exceptions would be
very few, if any. Natural
extinctions, not being caused by human
actions, might also be allowed to occur.
If safeguards were legislated, then research priorities would respond quickly and the problems which I have identified, regarding
small populations within parks, would be given detailed attention.
Such legislation would firmly establish national parks as reserves
for all species of animals and plants. The present parks' Act

contains the phrase, ... shall

be maintained

unimpaired

for

future

generations.
Unfortunately, this appears to be totally inadequate
to insure that everything possible is done to fully protect park
populations of each species present. Most legal opinion holds that
the clause was intended to prohibit major resource harvesting operations such as logging and mining, and that it means nothing more.
Theberge (1978a) has suggested a further degree of legislative protection of natural resources within each park. He recommends that
the approved master plan for a park become law, thus making it hard
to alter without due process. I support Theberge's objectives and
I believe that the easiest way to implement them would be to legally
establish the zones within each park. This, combined with mandatory E.A.R.P. statements for all significant developments, would
help to protect the wildlife and its habitat from development
impacts. Such impacts could still occur, but only after proposed
developments was first made public, as is required to change laws,
and as part of the E.A.R.P. process.
The national park policy document written by Parks Canada is intended to identify the major goals, objectives, and working principles
of the organization. The present 1969 accepted edition and its
1964 precursor were major steps forward in spelling out Parks
Canada's policies relating to wildlife, natural resources, and the
interrelationships of these resources with the recreational uses
of parks by people. This document has been in the process of
revision for about the last five years. A draft version dated 1978
is now in print. A few points relating to wildlife merit comment.
The revised policy contains a general commitment to resource protec-

tion: Parks Canada will

make protection

of heritage

resources

its

primary
consideration
. . . (Parks Canada, 1978, p. 22). Even more
important, the document recognizes that ... preference
almost

always

...

given

to allowing

natural

processes

to function

(Parks

Canada, 1978, p. 76). Implementation of these statements would
help significantly to protect wildlife resources. The draft 1978
policy is unclear, however, regarding how fully Parks Canada should
be committed to resource protection and to letting natural processes
operate. As previously identified, major wildlife impacts can come
from development within a park. To protect capital investment,
natural processes like fire and avalanche normally are suppressed
in the vicinity of a development. To give equal protection to
wildlife I would like to see a policy commitment to E.A.R.P.'s
being carried out for any capital development of say $5,000 or more.
This commitment would add substance to resource conservation objectives when they come into conflict with development. Through full
commitment to environmental impact analysis, we would at least
have the best possible predictions regarding wildlife impact from
significant developments.
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Overall the draft policy is too vague with regard to the specifics
of wildlife management. The 1978 Management Policies
of the United
States National Park Service are far more explicit and, hence,
clear.

UNDERSTAFFING WITH RESPECT TO NATURAL RESOURCE EXPERTISE
Effective protection of wildlife and other park resources requires
properly trained staff in appropriate positions. The United States'
national parks do a better job of natural resource protection
since all of the larger parks have at least one research biologist
as well as a resource management specialist. Normally these persons are each trained at the Master's degree level, although there
are some Ph.D.'s filling these positions. In Canada, the five
regional offices of Parks Canada each have significant autonomy,
and because of this each handles wildlife and resource conservation matters somewhat differently. In each case, however, at the
park level, the individual park warden staffs have the responsibility
for resource and, hence, wildlife management. While warden service
training is being upgraded significantly, in the past they often
lacked specific training regarding wildlife. They also have a
major commitment to carry out a great variety of other•significant
functions such as rescue and law enforcement, and this tends to
dilute their wildlife expertise. In addition to the warden staff,
which operates at the park level, most regions also have a Natural
Resource Conservation Division. This staff serves to identify the
research priorities necessary to support the park's objectives and
management programmes, and to carry out, or contract for, such
research. Considerable expertise now exists at this level within
most regional staffs of Parks Canada. This division is rapidly
evolving and as it does the quality of wildlife and natural
resource management improves. I still see it as lacking with
regard to natural resource management at the park level. I would
prefer a modified version of the U.S. system whereby at least one
park research
officer
existed for each of our parks. This person
would have the major responsibility for identifying park research
needs and negotiating both within and outside of Parks Canada,
for their execution. They also would direct, or carry out, a few
research projects themselves so as to maintain their own expertise
in research. Such a person should be stationed at the park level
so that they can become intimately familiar with the resources and
problems within that park, and at the same time be in daily contact
with other park officers responsible for park management. Certain
members of our warden staff might evolve to fill such roles. The
fundamental point is to recognize our relative ignorance of wildlife and other natural resources in the national parks, and to
establish a research programme which will generate the answers
needed for management, interpretation, and protection.
The estrangement of those with advanced resource training from
the living resources of the parks is further apparent in Canada in
the relationships of Parks Canada to the Candian Wildlife Service,
the Canadian Forestry Service, and Federal Fisheries. None of
these agencies is in the same ministry as are parks, yet each is
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available to carry out research for parks. While each of these
agencies, especially the Canadian Wildlife Service, has made major
wildlife research contributions to parks and will continue to do
so, they are still outsiders,
and unable to work directly to protect wildlife and its habitat at staff meetings and through the day
to day running of a park. With the establishment of a park research
officer more effective use could be made of this considerable body
of research expertise, as well as the research expertise available
through universities. In some areas, geographically near several
parks, the establishment of joint Parks Canada, university, and
federal Department of Environment research units might help to
implement research in national parks.
To restate my conclusion, significant natural resource expertise
is needed at the park level. This is a major policy shortcoming.
Expertise available through regional offices is continually improving. Outside research resources from the federal Department of
Environment and universities are readily available but are presently underutilized.

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

Lest a paper focusing on wildlife problems in the Canadian national
parks be construed as being displeased with what we do have, I
want to conclude this paper by briefly identifying some of the

major advanced since the 1968 Canadian National

Parks

Conference.

I already have mentioned one major advance, that most regions of
Parks Canada now have Natural Resource Conservation Divisions which
increasingly are being staffed with competent individuals. In
addition, the Warden Service now has a national training school at
Jasper and offers courses in wildlife ecology and management, as
well as related fields.
Parks Canada has, during the past ten years, spent considerable
sums of money finding major management oriented research on difficult to manage species such as the bald eagles in Pacific Rim Park,
the wolves in Jasper, Wood Buffalo, and Riding Mountain Parks, and
the grizzly bears in Kluane, Jasper, and Banff Parks. They are
beginning to learn enough about these wildlife species to manage
them effectively, providing for both the species' long term survival
in the parks, and, with regard to bears, for human safety.
There also have been conceptual advances related to parks' wildlife
and the ecosystems of which they are a part. Carbyn (1976) has
suggested that, for some parks, research should be integrated by
focusing on large mammalian predators, their prey, and the vegetation which supports the prey, essentially a food web approach.
This is implemented, with his own research, in Riding Mountain
Park. Such a conceptual approach can help to broaden our perspective from a single species, isolated problem approach, to a more
ecologically sound one (Theberge, 1978b).
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PROBLEM SOLUTIONS

Throughout this paper I have identified some aspects of what I
see as solutions to the wildlife problems facing Canada's national
parks, especially the western ones. I have not gone into greater
detail because both Cowan (1977) and Theberge (1978a) have dealt
exhaustively and effectively with this topic in the context of
natural resource research and management in Canada's national parks.
The internal upgrading related to wildlife and natural resource
training which is occurring within Parks Canada also suggests that
they are aware of, and will be equipped to cope with, many of the
problems which I have identified. Unless, however, the
National
Parks Act and the policies related to resource management are
strengthened, these resource trained personnel will find their jobs
ever more frustrating as political pressures force them to accept
the erosion and even extinction of park wildlife populations.
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ENERGY, CLIMATE, PEOPLE, CONSERVATION AND
NATIONAL PARKS AND RELATED RESERVES
H.A. Buckmaster

Oh, Mother earth, ocean-girdled
and mountain
breasted,
pardon me for trampling on you.
(Sanskrit prayer)
I was asked by the organizers of this conference to provide a paper
on energy and national parks. In addressing myself to the question
of how to deal with this assignment, I assumed that they were interested in having me explore the relationship between the amount of
energy consumed by park visitors and the impact of this consumption
on the natural environment of these parks and reserves. I also
assumed that it would be valuable to discuss the role of energy
analysis and impact studies on the development of planning policies
for national parks since it is my assessment that current planning
in, at least, Canadian national parks is devoid of such consideration. I have decided that it would be more useful to adopt a global
approach because I have concluded that it is necessary to show that
there is both a physical and an ethical rationale for the case to be
made that western man must learn to live in a less resource consumptive life style. This approach avoids considering in isolation the
myriad of park problems that are created by a high energy consumption life style such as is now practiced in North America. Energy
consumption in our parks is but one aspect of a national, if not
continental, problem which will be difficult to resolve until we
alter our life style.
The implications of current energy consumption patterns will be
discussed on a global basis. It then will be possible to focus on
those special environments that deserve the status of national parks
and related reserves. In general, these latter special environments
have unique, fragile characteristics. It should be profitable to
examine the impact of the mode, character, and frequence of visitations on these environments using energy consumption as an indice
parameter. Unfortunately a suitable data base for such an examination does not exist. Still, it is reasonable to assume that if man
cannot regulate, control, and accept the responsibility for the impact of his visitations on these special environments which are
worthy of park status and designation for present and future generations, then it is also necessary to assume that he is unlikely to
do so for his working environment. More optimistically, it is the
responsibility of those of us concerned with the development of
policies for the management of national parks and related reserves
to demonstrate that appropriate regulations and controls can be
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developed which are neither excessively permissive nor restrictive
to the wide cross-section of different individual park visitors,
and place the onus for responsible usage and impact on the individual. The philosophy for such a policy was articulated by Leopold
(1970, p. 238) as early as 1946 when he urged the development of a
land use ethic based upon the universal generalization of the Golden
Rule.
It has been shown by Perry and Landsberg (1977, p. 44) that there
exists an essentially linear relationship between the per capita
gross national product (G.N.P.) and the per capita consumption of
energy if these quantities are graphed for countries from various
parts of the world (Figure 35.1), and for a developing country such
as Japan at different dates (Figure 35.2). There is the implication
that a relationship exists between the G.N.P. and that elusive quantity the quality
of life.
The quest to define the quality
of
life
has become a dominant motivating theme within the western world and,
in particular, the English-speaking world during the 1970's and it
is expected to continue to play this role in the 1980's. This topic
is of broad interest to such diverse groups as politicians, the
academic policy sciences, urban and park planners, environmentalists
and conservationists. Wingo (1977, p. xiv) has suggested that:
... if 'the quality
of life'
is taken as a synonym for
real consumption,
the gratification
resulting
from an
individual's
interaction
with his total
environment,
then public policy
to improve the qualify
of life
would
have to deal with real production
— all of these
dimensions of the environment
that bear on individual
welfare.
These range from the conventional
private
consumption
of
goods of the market place to so-called
public
goods,
which can only be consumed
collectively.
The concern about the implications and consequences of continuing
economic growth has resulted in such diverse positions as those
enunciated by Mishan (1967), Schumacher (1974), Meadows, Meadows,
Randers, and Behrens (1972), Nordhaus and Tobin (1972), Galbraith
(1958 and 1967), Wagar (1970), and others who have argued in varying ways that developed countries are characterized by economies
that no longer are based upon providing the basic requirements for
survival, that is food, clothing, and shelter, but rather upon the
manipulation of the wants of the consumer through advertising and
of the government through lobbying in the military and other industrial pressures. The result is, as Evans and Wingo (1977, p. 2)
have indicated, private
affluence
and public squalor.
The traditionalists, including Beckerman (1975), Mason (1978, p. 13), and
Kahn and Weiner (1967), have argued that the marketplace and technology can obliterate these problems but the record, to date, does
not support this contention. Energy consumption is a ghost in these
arguments and is a measure of the rate of consumption rather than
the quality
of
life.
The concept of growth is very deeply entrenched in our approach to
all facets of human activity. Wagar (1970, p. 1180) has suggested
that it has been elevated to the same sacrosanct level in western
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FIGURE 35.1

FIGURE 35.2

The l i n e a r functional r e l a t i o n s h i p between the energy
consumption per c a p i t a and the Gross National Product
per c a p i t a for 1965. Log (E/P)= -1.2023 + 1.0118 log
(Y/P)(Perry and Landsberg, 1977, p . 4 4 ) .

The l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l r e l a t i o n s h i p between the energy
consumption per c a p i t a and the Gross National Product
per c a p i t a for Japan between 1925 and 1972. Log
(E/P)= -1.3178 + 0.9777 log (Y/P) (Perry and Landsberg,
1977, p . 4 4 ) .
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society as rain dancing has been in other societies. Few will argue that economic growth has been a realiable indicator of progress
in the past but many question its reliability for use in prognosticating the future. It is part of the pioneer mentality that we have
inherited. Boulding (1966, p. 234) was probably the first person to
characterize this mentality as an integral part of the open or cowboy economy based upon the assumption that the resources are infinite whereas the spaceship
economy assumes finite resources. The
Limits
to Growth report of Meadows, Meadows, Randers, and Behrens
(1972) for the Club of Rome demonstrated the dramatic implications
of continuing to assume that these resources are infinite. It is
now agreed that errors exist in the methodology as well as the
assumption used in this report, but it is also agreed by most experts that the conclusions are the most likely outcomes if our collective resource consumptive habits continue unabated into the foreseeable future. There are exceptions, including Kahn and Weiner
(1967) and Mason (1978), who believe that an increasingly technological infrastructure in society can satiate the appetites of the
increasing world population for food, shelter, and clothing as well
as for the non essential
essential goods of U.S. mores. Consequently it is useful to initiate a discussion of energy consumption patterns and impacts by showing that the quantity of energy consumed
by modern man can possibly surpass critical global limits.
The discussion that follows is simplified so as to permit the most
pertinent points to be emphasized. The surface temperature of the
earth is determined by the equilibrium established between the
radiant energy incident either directly or indirectly upon this
surface and that radiated or reradiated by it. Measurements show
that the annual average incident solar power P
= 1.73 x lO^'W
and that the average global surface temperature is % 280K or % 7C.
These two numbers are in good agreement provided that the earth's
albedo, or reflectivity, is about one third. At present, the annual
rate at which the world is consuming energy is about lO-'-'w. It is
appropriate, following Chapman (1975, p. 71) to calculate the change
in surface temperature resulting from a one percent increase in the
incident solar flux. The result is that the surface temperature
changes by 0.25 percent or 0.7 degrees centigrade. Alternatively
the same increase in surface temperature will occur if the rate at
which energy stored in the earth as either fossil or nuclear fuel
is consumed by man at a rate of about 1.73 x 10 15 W which is about
173 times greater than the current rate.
Initially it may seem that this level of consumption is unlikely to
be realized. However, extrapolation of the historical trends for
world consumption brings us back to face reality. At the turn of
the century the rate of consumption was doubling every thirty eight
years, but by 1960 that doubling had decreased to sixteen years and
by 1970 it had become eleven years. If we assume that the doubling
time remains constant at eleven years then we will attain the critical one percent level by about 2060, whereas if the historical
trend of decreasing doubling-time continues, and there is no evidence to contradict this assumption, then this level will be reached
by about 2020 (Figure 35.3) (Chapman, 1975, p. 75).
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FIGURE 35.3

The historical trends for world fuel consumption.
Curve (a) assumes that current growth of rate
increase trend continues and curve (b) assumes
that the 1970 rate of increase (11 year doubling
time) continues (Chapman, 1975, p. 75).

FIGURE 35.4

The relationship between the maximum values of the
heat island effect - difference between urban and
rural air temperatures for Columbia, Maryland on
calm, clear evenings and the population (Hosier
and Landsberg, 1977, p. 99).
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It is very easy to dismiss this crude calculation as being of little
significance to global man or to national parks in particular. A
more sophisticated calculation leads to a similar conclusion except
that the temperature increase for some land masses may be double the
global average. It should not be forgotten that the consumption of
energy by man is highly localized. The countries of the western
world contribute more than eighty-three percent of the global consumption although the population of these countries is only thirtythree percent of the world. The U.S.A. consumes thirty-three percent of the world's annual energy with six percent of its population.
This consumption is concentrated in the major population areas. For
example, the 4,000 square mile area of the Los Angeles basin has been
estimated by Lees (1970, p. 65) to dissipate energy at a rate which
is five percent of the solar flux incident on this basin, and this
is projected to increase to eighteen percent by the year 2000.
Meteorologically, it is known that the centre of London, England,
is three to seven degrees centigrade warmer than the surrounding
countryside; and Hosier and Landsberg (1977, p. 99) (Figure 35.4)
have documented the change in the temperature of the heat island as
a function of population for Columbia, Maryland. Moreover, evidence
is accumulating to show that more rain falls on cities than on adjacent up- and down-wind areas. Satellite radiation measurements
clearly delineate the heat plumes that rise from these centres of
population.
These effects seem serious but they are small import compared with
a more global implication. It is estimated that the effects of
raising the average surface temperature of the earth by 0.7 degrees
centigrade would be to melt all the polar ice and the Greenland and
Antarctica icecaps over a period of time. There is considerable
uncertainty associated with this estimate because the earth's surface is neither solid nor homogeneous. Moreover, the troposphere
and the oceans provide their interfaces with the earth that alter
the interactions. Climatology is not sufficiently advanced as a
science to permit us to understand how the ocean-atmosphere or other
interactions operate. Consequently this estimate must be considered
as the best possible at present. The implication of melting these
icecaps is more straightforward since the volume of ice above sea
level can be estimated quite accurately. This ice, when melted,
would raise the level of the oceans by about one hundred meters.
A casual perusal of the contour maps of the ocean-land interfaces
reveals that most of the major seaports in the world would be flooded
as would much of the United Kingdom, The Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark, and Northern Germany, for example. Such an event is unlikely
to occur over a time interval of a hundred years but could occur
over a thousand years. Calder (1974, p. 126) has mapped the effect
of a sixty-six meter rise on the shoreline of the continent of
Europe (Figure 35.5).
It is useful to now introduce a positive factor into this gloomy
discussion. It appears that the earth's climate has been experiencing one of its warmer periods over the past fifty to one hundred
years (Mitchell, 1977, p. 55) (Figure 35.6). The duration of these
warmer intervals is difficult to estimate. However, certain indices
such as the number of frost-free days in northern pioneer agricultural
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FIGURE 35 .5

The boundaries of Europe at present as well as if
the melting of polar icecaps were to raise sea level
by 66 meters (Calder, 1977, p. 126).
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FIGURE 35.6

The trend in the concentration of atmospheric carbon
dioxide as measured at Mauna Loa Observatory, Hawaii,
from 1958 to 1976. Each dot indicates monthly
average based upon continuous measurements (Keeling
and Bacastow, 1977, p. 75).

FIGURE 35.7

The recorded changes in annual mean temperature of
the northern hemisphere from 1880 to 1975
(Mitchell, 1975, p. 55) .
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areas such as the Peace River District in northern Alberta and
British Columbia appear to confirm that a cooling trend is beginning. It has been estimated that a one degree centigrade decrease
in mean surface temperature is sufficient to cause the onset of an
ice age. Consequently it is also possible that our increasing energy consumption is playing a role in decelerating the rate of return to a global cool period such as occurred from 1400 to 1850,
particularly in Europe. During this period, Swiss glaciers advanced
to fill many valleys. It is conjectured that the bubonic plagues
were caused by successive cold, wet summers resulting in repeated
crop failures which drove the plague-carrying rodents into the towns
and cities.
Similar in scale and significance to the preceding problem are three
others that have been identified recently by the distinguished Canadian climatologist, Hare (1978). These problems are the release of
aerosol, Freon-type, compounds into the atmosphere, the storage of
radioactive wastes created when nuclear fission is utilized for thermal electricity generation purposes, and the increasing carbon dioxide content of the atmosphere. It is Hare's assessment that the
aerosol problem is under control because the U.S. government has
acted decisively to restrict the use of these compounds for domestic
and non-essential industrial uses and it is expected that other governments will follow this lead. Parenthetically, it should be recalled that the aerosol compounds were enthusiastically introduced
into the refrigeration industry because of concern for the toxic
effects of liquid ammonia on the human and natural environments.
The continual search for environmentally less toxid and noxious
replacements for contemporary residues is essential if there is to
be true progress in our technological society. However, the acceptance of these replacements should occur only after much more stringent scrutiny of their impact as new industrial residues if we are
to learn from past experience.
The public discussion of the storage of radioactive wastes has been
fraught with too many emotional overtones to be summarized rationally. Suffice it to say that two distinguished Canadian scientists
have examined those aspects of this problem unique to the Canadian
situation. Hare (1977) was chairman of the federal task force to
advise the minister of energy on this subject. It concluded that
the long-lived, 'v 25,000 years, solid radioactive wastes could be
stored safely in many plutons, the batholiths or extrusive igneous
rocks, that occur in the basement granites of the Canadian Shield.
Uffen (1977) dissents and urges caution before accepting this conclusion. These represent a sampling of mature Canadian opinion on
but one facet of the nuclear energy problem. It seems inappropriate
to discuss the matter further as it was only raised in the context
mentioned above.
Hare (1978) considered the increasing carbon dioxide content of the
atmosphere to be the most serious environmental problem facing global man. The reason for his pessimism derives from the following
facts which Woodwell (1978) has summarized as the present situation.
It is estimated that the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
has increased from 290 parts per million (p.p.m.) in 1850 to 350
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p.p.m. in 1975, and will be 660 p.p.m. in 2020 if the present trend
continues. Carbon dixoide is a trace molecule in the earth's atmosphere with a present concentration of about 0.03 volume percent.
It plays a critical role in controlling the climate of the earth
because it absorbs infrared wavelength radiant energy and this mechanism produces the so-called greenhouse effect. It also provides a
source for the carbon that is fixed by photosynthesis in the green
plants which provide the basis for all plant and animal life. At
present the fossil fuel burned annually releases into the atmosphere
an amount of carbon dioxide equivalent to two p.p.m. of which one
half remains in the atmosphere (Figure 35.7). Keeling and Bacastow
(1977, p. 75) noted that the destruction of the world's forests,
particularly in tropical areas such as the Amazon, is playing a role
in determining the fraction of carbon dioxide that remains in the
atmosphere. On the other hand, the increasing partial pressure of
carbon dioxide is increasing the fraction which is dissolved in the
oceans where it is transformed into carbonates through the creation
of coral reefs and other processes. It is estimated that a ten percent increase in the carbon dioxide concentration will lead to a
0.2 degrees centigrade increase in the global surface temperature
(Chapman, 1975, p. 81). The accuracy of this estimate is much less
important than the fact that atmospheric carbon dioxide is another
important mechanism for increasing the earth's surface temperature.
It is ironic that those who oppose the use of nuclear energy for
fear of the genetic implications are prepared to court another form
of global disaster. The choice of energy sources may be a Faustian
bargain that mankind is being forced to accept if we are not prepared to discipline our appetite for energy. It is my conclusion
that prudent man has no alternative but to develop a new form of
society which is more conserving if we are to avoid exceeding these
two physical limits to energy consumption and are to respond responsibly to the various concerns about nuclear energy.
The above discussion concerning energy limits to growth was given
to underline one very simple and straightforward point. Man has
now achieved the capability to tamper with natural forces on a global scale. It is only recently that the energy released by man's
global activities has attained and is now exceeding the same magnitude as that due to tides, which is 3 x 10 1 2 W, geothermal and seismic activity, at 32 x 10 12 W, or to tornadoes and hurricanes, which
is 2 x 10 W. Man now has become the major factor capable of perturbing the delicate energy balance that permits life to exist on
this planet.
The calculat-ions outlined above are the best estimates possible
with our present state of knowledge. They are based upon oversimplified models of the processes involved. The accurate modelling of these processes is far beyond our present state of knowledge.
Nevertheless, they should not be dismissed as irresponsible estimates
made by those opposed to the trends of contemporary western society
to scare the population into action. Up to this time we know that
the threat of the Malthusian spectre has failed. It is entirely
possible that his predictions are more appropriate today, and he
would have been heartened by the Club of Rome report (Meadows, Meadows, Randers, and Behrens, 1972). Possibilities for overburdening
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our environment, not dreamed of by Malthus, are now clear to us,
and the prudent man should not court disaster.
It is profitable to glance backward into history to see what we can
learn. Man has survived previous economic-ecological disasters only
because there were new ecological niches for man to occupy, but he
failed to appreciate his role in causing ecological disasters. The
flight to new ecological niches has been documented in a dramatic
fashion by Lowdermilk (1975). He has shown that the agrarian mismanagement of land resources is responsible for most of the deserts
in the world. Agriculture on a significant scale developed on the
fertile alluvial plains of Mesopotamia and the Valley of the Nile
over 7,000 years ago. Archaeology has revealed the records of successive rises and falls of empires in these lands. The causes of
this succession are not well documented but the siting of irrigation
canals by the muddy waters of the Euphrates and Tigris rivers must
have played a crucial role, as did the accumulation of salt caused
by flood irrigation in the Nile Valley. Lowdermilk (1975, p. 30)
summarized his study by introducing an Eleventh
Commandment:
Thou shalt inherit
the Holy Earth as a faithful
steward,
conserving
its resources
and productivity
from
generation
to generation.
Thou shalt safeguard
thy fields
from soil
erosion,
thy living waters from drying up, thy
forests
from desolation,
and protect
thy hills
from
overgrazing
by any herds, that thy descendants
may have abundance
forever.
If any shall fail
in this stewardship
of the
land, thy fruitful
fields
shall become sterile
stony
ground and wasting gullies,
and thy descendants
shall
decrease and live in poverty or perish from off the face
of the
earth.
The interdépendance of agriculture and forestry should be noted.
The rise of modern science in the seventeenth century has provided
us with both the technological capability for self-destruction on
a global basis and the ability to predict the consequences of our
actions. Nevertheless, human behaviour and experience have yet to
be reduced to predictable proportions. McNeil (1978, p. 65) has
given us a succinct description of our present status:
Today it is still
true that more than half of humankind
exists
at a peasant level,
enjoying
(and suffering
from)
local self-sufficiency
for most critical
items of consumption.
But in the Western world it is not so, and
our enhanced vulnerability
to any prolonged
interruption
of exchange patterns
is correspondingly
great.
We have
traded wealth and power for assured survival
in time of
disaster.
It remains to be seen how the trade-off
will
balance out across,
say a thousand
years.
This brings us back to the energy problem since it was not until
the eighteenth century that coal began to replace wood as the common fuel. Some of the problems mentioned above concerning the rises
and falls of civilizations also were due to a shortage of wood for
fuel. The destruction of the forests in the Fertile Crescent for
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fuel and timber accelerated both the soil erosion problems and the
shortage and, hence, the cost of fuel. Fuel shortages are not new,
as Braudel (1972) has documented in his study of the problems faced
by Mediterranean people and states around 1600. Unfortunately these
people were unaware of their plight until it was too late.
Today it is not too late to recognize the fuel crisis as symptomatic of an ailing economic system. Keynesian theory would have us
believe that abundance will follow if the economy is kept healthy.
Unfortunately the transition from an infinite to a finite resource
base is occurring at a crucial time. The relationship between
people and environment is changing drastically. This is but one
reason why past experience is an unreliable guide. Wagar (1970,
p. 1180) has stated:
... while we rush headlong through the present
with
frontier-day
attitudes,
our run-away growth
generates
noxious physical
and social by-products
that
threaten
the very quality
of our lives.
Although they
arise,
the problems are already far ahead of us, and many
are growing faster
than their
solutions.
Nowhere is this more evident that in the energy field. The production and use of energy exert both positive and negative influences
on well-being
or quality
of life.
Holdren (1978, p. 169) has illustrated these influences diagrammatical1y (Figure 35.8) using concepts introduced by Ehrlich, Ehrlich, and Holdren (1977); and had
shown earlier (Holdren, 1975, p.226) that there are a multiplicity
of possible pathways in the middle term to escape from the current
short term energy crisis or to muddle into a long term nongrowing,
steady state solution using renewable energy resources. This paper
will arrive at the same conclusion using a completely different set
of arguments.
The concept of soft energy paths using only renewable energy has
been advocated by Lowins (1977) as the optimum solution but Weinberg (1978, p. 158) has cautioned that:
... the most prudent future will undoubtedly
use some
combination
of the two sources:
solar energy where it
makes thermodynamic and economic sense and where
its
inherent
intermittency
can be dealt with;
nuclear
energy where it makes
sense.
This brings us to another aspect of the energy crisis which has not
been touched upon in this discussion. It was noted that Leopold
(1970) advocated the need for a land-use ethic based upon the Golden
Rule. Concern for the quality
of life
of mankind requires that this
concept be extended to all resources on spaceship Earth not only for
present but all future generations as Lowdermilk (1975) anticipated.
The applicability of this concept to the energy crisis is selfevident. Another related concept is technological responsibility.
Technological responsibility means that no non-renewable resource
is exhausted in the service of one generation of mankind until an
economically, socially, and environmentally acceptable alternative

FIGURE 35.8

The various linkages between energy, w e l l - b e i n g ,
economy, and the environment (Holdren, 1978, p . 169).
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replacement has been demonstrated to be available to provide the
identical service to all future generations. Once again the applicability to the energy crisis is obvious.
I can sympathize with the arguments of Mitchell (1977, p. 58) concerning climate change:
If society
is to embrace any deterministic
climate
projection
as a basis for sound future planning,
it
should
be clear that two criteria
have to be met.
First,
the
scientific
basis of the projection
must be
rational.
Second, the projection
must be accompanied by a
suitably
objective
and unbiased measure of its own
reliability.
No deterministic
projection
of future
climate can be
said to meet both these
criteria.
However, prudent man does not live only by rationality; he also
has emotional and spiritual aspects. It is my contention that the
arguments advanced in this paper concerning the ultimate global
limits to the generation of energy, the need for an improved quality of life,
and the failure of traditional economics to deal
adequately with environmental problems lead to one conclusion.
Western society must restructure itself both politically and economically so as to learn to deal with its technological basis.
Man must learn to reaffirm his mastery over his technological
prodigy. It is no longer acceptable to assume that what is technologically feasible is also societally desirable. I accept that
it is unlikely that the direct predictions will be realized but I
am equally convinced, as a prudent, responsible astronaut on spaceship Earth, that it is folly to chart a course for mankind in any
direction which is likely to risk eventual disaster. Such a course
is like trying to sail into the vortex of a hurricane. The only
prudent course to chart is that advocated so eloquently by Franklin
(1977) and other members of her committee in their report to the
Science Council of Canada which examines the consequences of a
conserver society for Canada. I would urge you to devote yourselves to ensuring that Ursula Franklin's prayer (1977, p. 5 ) , I
can only pray that its insights
will be used and that it may become
in the hands of many Canadians, a tool for the good of all, becomes
a reality.
It would seem that this paper has reached its climax without discussing the subject of the title: Energy,
Climate,
Feople,
Conservation
and National Forks and Related Reserves.
However, everything that has been discussed on a global basis is applicable to
national parks and related reserves. The problems of these parks
and reserves are but scaled down versions of these global problems.
In Canada and the U.S.A., the amount of energy consumed per visitation-day in a national park must be assumed to mirror that of the
society from which the visitors originate. The domestic per capita
energy consumption rates have been increasing at about six percent
per annum in recent years. It is possible that the energy consumption by park visitors is increasing at a faster rate. Recreational
vehicles have become larger and more luxurious and consequently
less energy efficient in recent years. Moreover, rising affluence
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is resulting in an increased percentage of such vehicles entering
our parks. Helicopter skiing is another energy-intensive example.
Also, it would appear that the average number of passengers per
vehicle entering Banff National Park has been declining slowly
over the past twenty years. These examples tend to confirm the
above suggestion, but quantification is difficult.
It is convenient to introduce the concept of recreational residues
when discussing the impact of man's recreational activities on the
natural environment of a park area. Industrial residues refer to
all those unwanted by-products of industrial activity and include
not only chemical pollutants but also undesirable social, medical,
and other effects. The extension to recreation is both useful and
obvious. The difficulty is to obtain general agreement concerning
what are considered unwanted by-products of recreational activity
appropriate to various park areas and national parks in particular.
The discussion contained in this paper leads to the conclusion that
prudent man, living in equilibrium and harmony with the resources
available on spaceship Earth, must learn to use the renewable and
non-renewable resources stored within the earth, fossil fuels in
particular, more responsibly and frugally than he is at present or
has in the past. It is only in this way that he will minimize the
totality of the residues that he creates, in order to have a high
quality
of life,
and not run the risk of irreversibly disturbing
the precarious balance of natural forces that determine our local
and global climate. It follows that the most pristine areas should
have the smallest recreational residue created within them if they
are worthy of being designated national parks and being treated as
our natural cathedrals. Parenthetically, it also follows that in
those anomalous situations such as in Banff and Jasper National
Parks the industrial residues also should be minimized.
The argument that the most pristine areas should be the recipient
of minimal residues due to human activity can be supported in
another way if it is accepted that national parks should be considered as natural cathedrals. There is no doubli that native
people consider the natural environment in general and the most
pristine areas in particular as their cathedrals as has been articulated eloquently by Adolph Hungry Wolff (1971, p. 11), amongst
others. Western man has a history of assigning a very special
status to his cathedrals. It was within these structures that
sanctuary was afforded to everyone, regardless of financial status,
sex, nationality, and so on. These sanctuaries were created to
provide spiritual sustenance and to celebrate the spiritual communality of man. Today, we call our national parks our natural
cathedrals but we appear to pay only lip service to this concept.
This paper has demonstrated that prudent man must learn to live
in harmony with nature. The ethos for this approach is provided
by Leopold's (1970, p. 238) extension of the Golden Rule as a landuse ethic, and this is reinforced by Lowdermilk's (1975, p. 30)
Eleventh
Commandment.
This ethos is consistent with the physical
arguments introduced to substantiate the conclusion that prudent
man must develop a conserver approach.
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Let me raise some questions:
1.

How can the transportation system within a national park be
planned so as to encourage energy conservation?

2.

How can the consumption of non-renewable resources be minimized in national parks?

3.

How can the siting of buildings and service centres in
national parks be optimized so as to best use solar heating?

4.

Does the National Building Code set the optimum standards
required to achieve minimum energy consumption objectives in
national parks?

5.

How can Parks Canada achieve a minimum energy consumption
policy that optimizes the services that it provides in
national parks?

6.

How can the amount of garbage and sewage generated in
national parks be minimized?

This brings me to my closing comments. I have chosen not to discuss how to realize the conserver society but rather to demonstrate
on a scientific and ethical basis that it is both prudent and necessary for the survival of global man and the renewal of western
society. Park experiences must emphasize the non-commercial, nonconsumptive, and non-wasteful aspects of another lifestyle, that
of the conserver, if these parks are to remain part of our heritage
as natural cathedrals. The energy problems are the symptoms, not
the cause, of many of our societal problems and nowhere is this
more evident than in our national parks.
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THE RESIDENT IN A NATIONAL PARK
D.F. Becker

As it was in the beginning
Ironically enough, the establishment of Banff National Park itself
had leasing problems. When it was first proposed in the federal
legislature to establish a park in the Rocky Mountains, a reservation of a small parcel of land was made surrounding a hot sulphur
spring and a natural cave. Much to the surprise of the then
Minister of the Interior, a lease already had been issued to two
enterprising section men of the Canadian Pacific Railway (C.P.R.)
who sought to gain commercial advantage from the use of the hot
sulphur water. The government finally bought out the lease.
The year was 1885. Rocky Mountain National Park was established
by Parliament in 1887. We soon will be one hundred years into the
park system and we still do not know the answers; but we have had
leasing problems from the very beginning!
There are a number of other historical aspects of our park system
that have been with us from the very beginning; one of these is
the railroad transportation system, and along with it, a townsite.
Throughout the whole length of the new trans-continental rail
system the search was on to discover sources of coal to feed the
hungry engines. Coal was found at Bankhead, the first town in
a national park. A second phase of the transportation corridor
through the park was a much later development. The decision to
route the Trans-Canada Highway through the park system, was made
in the 1950's.
The mineral development within the park also was established before
the park was formed. Subsequently, further mineral exploitation
took place. The cement plant at Exshaw, with the consequent
development of a company town, the lime plant at Seebe, and the
lead-zinc mine and ore processing plant above Field were at one
time all within the park boundaries. Silver City grew and disappeared. One recognizes that the Spray Lakes development for
water-produced electrical power caused the excisement of these
commercial developments from the park, including the exclusion of
the towns of Canmore and Exshaw. What a relief this must have
been to national parks' authorities!
Also, in the meantime, the
mine at Field closed down.
The town of Field remained to service
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the railway, and to some extent to service Yoho National Park. In
hearing of park townsite problems, one only hears of Banff, Jasper,
and Waterton, since Field has minimal visitor services.
For awhile there was also another thorn in the side of parks officials, freehold land. There were still a few parcels as late as
1946. Now, practically all of these have been bought out.
Banff townsite has had problems from the very beginning too, the
first park superintendent sold eighteen townsite lots to one individual who resold them to others. Problems developed in attempts
to have the titles transferred, and finally, eleven years later,
an inquiry was held in Banff in 1897. The superintendent was
replaced and it took about two years for the government to repossess
the lots and compensate the owners. Mr. Dafoe, in a biography of
the then Minister of the Interior, the Honourable Clifford Sifton,
quotes Sifton as saying (Lothian, 1977, p. 28): The crying
com-

plaint was that it was a department of delay, a department of
circumlocution,
a department in which people could not get
business
done, a department which tired even to death those who undertook
to get any business transacted
with
it.
One is almost frightened to think that this could have been written
at almost any time since. In August, 1897, policy was set out
under the National Parks Act to allow for disposal of lots only by
lease. We must also recognize that early parks' policy was one of
encouragement
to prospective residents and commercial operators.
One can not but agree that for visitors to be able to enjoy our
parks, visitor services were needed and people were needed to man
these. People also were required to man the park system itself.
Hence, retention and expansion of the townsites was a straightforward
and natural outcome of the very size of the park and its rather
isolated location. It is very simple, by hindsight, to question
parks' policy. To see the decisions in the light of the day in
which they were made is often very difficult. The purpose of this
writing is not to quarrel with the past, but to hope that, in the
future, the decisions that may be made will be to the best for
visitor and resident alike, all aspects being considered.
Throughout the whole history of Banff National Park there runs a
continuously flowing stream of difficulties for the local residents
arising from:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The inability to gain communication with federal authorities
in Ottawa;
The inability of local citizens to gain a hearing when policies
are being made or changed;
The unbelievable time-lag in doing business with officials in
Ottawa; and
Federal officials not comprehending fully the total impact of
their decisions and policies on the people.

In effect, these all add up to a lack of representation,
a lack of
citizen participation, in the affairs of the town. Away back in
1912, a public meeting was held by the townspeople to protest a
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proposed new route for the Canadian Pacific Railway through the Bow
River Valley and through the town near the C.P.R. hotel. It was at
this time that it was proposed that a Board of Trade be formed to
attempt to have a group voice which might be heard in matters relating to the town. The Board had the President of the railway out
to Banff, took him over the proposed route and he changed his mind.
The townsite was saved by the early citizens working together.
The minutes of the Board of Trade in 1914 express:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Difficulty in discovering the basis for charges for water,
sewer, garbage service;
Delays in obtaining consent to transfer of property;
Problems because transferred leases contained new conditions
with no previous advice to the new lessee;
No opportunity for local input into proposed new regulations
for park townsites; and
No reply to the request to have minor alterations and improvements made, subject to the approval of the local superintendent,
with a suggested limit to his discretion of $100.00!

Problems of this sort led to the proposal to have an elected body
which would advise the Minister on matters relating to the town
and its inhabitants. A committee had met with the Minister of
the Interior in August, 1920, and a public organization meeting
was held in February, 1921. In the construction of the Banff
Advisory Council, it was stated as part of the Object of the Council:

The Council shall be regarded as the regular,
and
official
means of communication between the Parks Branch and the
citizens
of Banff, as established
by order of the
Minister
of the Interior
at the time of its
inception.
Sadly enough, even today changes in park policy, in park regulations,
or in the park plans are usually first discovered by local residents
in reading the newspapers. One can only assume that from its
inception, this Advisory Council was set up as a sop to Banff
residents, with no intention on behalf of Parks Canada to live by
the constitution which it helped to design. The constitution states
so very clearly that the Council shall be the regular,
and
official,
means of communication
between parks and citizens, and yet this
route is seldom followed. Little wonder that many citizens do not
trust the national park administration in Ottawa.
There is, however, another situation in the town that is very
divisive: a large proportion of the residents work for Parks Canada.
These people naturally are very hesitant to speak out against their
employer. Further, these same people have not been so involved in
the problem of the town; or have had access to speedier resolution
of their difficulties. Consequently, such employees are content to
live under the paternalistic umbrella of Parks Canada, even to
doubting that Parks Canada could ever bring the excessive land
rentals proposed for institution in 1980.
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Parks Canada, even to doubting that Parks Canada could ever bring
the excessive land rentals proposed for institution in 1980.
Land rentals also have been a long-standing problem. In 1929 a
commission was set up to review the renewals of expiring leases and
to arrive at some basis for valuation of such leaseholds. The
minutes of the Banff Advisory Council during 1929 and 1930 repeatedly
refer to difficulties. Ten years later, in the minutes of 1939 and
1940, we find the pattern again repeated. Correspondence from the
Park Superintendent at that time stated that leases containing a
forty-two year renewal clause would only be renewed for twentyone years. Council made strong representation, through the superintendent, that agreements entered into in the leases should be
honoured by the department. The land rentals in the renewals were,
of course, subject to change at the discretion of the department
at the time of rental review specified in the leases. People in
the town were very concerned about the hardships such projected
increases could bring upon the lessee. Presently we are faced with
a possible land rental of ten percent of the assessed value in 1980.
The history of assessed value in Banff is such as to compare with

real estate or saleable value. Such a rental would he the equivalent of purchasing one's lot every ten years.
Would you accept
this where you live?.
People living outside the park do not understand the costs associated with the land leasing system. The first cost of a lease
on a newly-opened lot is usually relatively small; however, from
then on leases are, in effect, bought and sold just as freehold
titles, and for the same prices. If a residential lot were
available in Banff at the present time, it would sell
by transfer
of lease, for at least $20,000.
People also do not understand our present annual costs for
residential property. One example of a house in Banff in 1977:
Land rental
Water, sewer, garbage charges
Banff school assessment
Municipal assessments
(collected by Banff
School Board)

$231.60
106.86
384.25

TOTAL

$913.90

191.90

If we now increase the land rent
by 1000 percent, add $2316.00
- $231.60 =
2084.40
$2,998.30

Another problem is the manner in which newly-opened lots are
allocated. This is done through a lottery draw. In this system,
a person who has wanted to build a new home for twenty years is
in no better position than a person who has been a resident for
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only two years; and an individual does not advance in position from
draw to draw. It is very difficult to obtain a lot in Banff.
The position of higher officials in the government group has hardly
been one of concern for our problems. One Minister
of the Grown,
on a visit to the park, stated bluntly, in effect: if you don't
like things as they are here, go west, go east, but go.
This same Minister put through a regulation stating that, at the
expiration of any lease, the property ori the lease would become the
property of the Crown, without compensation. The resident at the
time would have the first privilege of renting his own house from
the Crown at a rate set by the Crown. Can you believe it? Are we
in Russia? In response to a public hue and cry from Banff residents,
the regulation was withdrawn. Do you wonder that park residents
are dubious, mistrusting, of government action?
One wonders why people do not go east, or west, and, of course, some
some do; but most are very thankful for the opportunity to live
and work in such glorious surroundings. Many have chosen to come
to Banff to work, knowing full well the excessive cost of property,
the difficulty of finding accommodation, and the cost of living in
a tourist town. However, even these cannot afford the excessive
costs produced by land rentals that are beyond comprehension.
One finds it very difficult to rationalize the land rental approach
of the federal government while reading from the National
Park
Policy
(National and Historic Parks Branch, 1969, p. 20):
Statement:
the resident or businessman ... should expect to be in
approximately the same economic position as a resident
or businessman enjoying services of a similar quality
in town outside the parks .
Policy:
(vi)

As a general principle, it is considered that
charges to residents and businesses for
utilities,
civil services, facilities
and conveniences, should
be made on the basis of comparison with charges
for equivalent facilities
in towns or cities in
the region but outside of the park.

All well and good. BUT, where does the excessive land rental arise
from? How does this fit in with stated National Parks Policy?
Again in the policy statement (National and Historic Parks Branch,
1969, p. 18):
Expenditure policy:
2.

(iv)

placing local residents in roughly the same
economic position as if they lived in comparable
communities outside the park.
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F i n a l l y the National Park Policy s t a t e d the following
and H i s t o r i c Parks Branch, 1969, p . 20):

(National

Revenue:
2.

charges to residents
. ..
A land rental is charged for each lot in a townsite.
It
is not designed to cover any specific
service and its
amount is therefore
arbitrary,
varying in accordance
usually with its size, quality,
and zoned use.

Again, fair enough; but only if applied with the same policy stated
earlier, that is, to place the residents in the same economic
position as if they lived in comparable communities outside the
park.

No one needs to be told that high land rents will immediately be
reflected in high house rentals, high room rentals, and high charges
for suites and apartments. The person least able to pay these
rents is the person most affected. The policy statement which the
government produced seems to have been completely ignored and will
be ever more so in the new 1980 projected increases. Reasonable
increases are always acceptable, but changes of the order of 1,000
to 1,500 percent could hardly be considered reasonable. One can
not help questioning the governmental decision that is responsible
for increases of such magnitude. Are the parks authorities trying
to force out all the small homeowners?
Living in no-man's land also has had other problems. Obtaining
health and social services supplied under provincial sharing arrangements was not possible as long as the park had no municipal authority to accept responsibility for such services and to collect the
necessary tax share. At first, an attempt was made to handle the
problem through the parks' system by the imposition of a head tax.
This did not prove satisfactory since the moneys collected became
part of the federal government revenues and the local people had no
say in the disposition of funds. A solution finally was found
when the provincial government amended the provincial school act.
The effect was to make it legal for the school districts, in
localities where there was no other municipal authority, to assess for
for and collect taxes for municipal purposes. Finally, then, it
became possible for Banff residents to enjoy the social services
which had for some time been available even to the Indian band
living in the adjacent reservation.
It had taken seven years and thousands of hours of volunteer effort
to gain a health plan and local hospital board for the Banff people,
mostly because federal and provincial governments could not come to
terms. Now other social services could be arranged for, many
funded in the main by the provincial government. All of this
struggle, effort, and time lost, would never have been necessary
had there been a local, legally-constituted, authority governing
the town. Such an authority could have bargained for the benefits
desired, and could have raised the tax funds from the residents to
support their needs and demands.
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The problems all boil down to one basic need: the need to have
some say in solving local problems. Local residents have as much
interest in the conservational and developmental aspects of the
town as the parks' officials themselves. The townspeople
are
not

desirous

of unbridled

expansion.

They know that the parks' autho-

rities ahve always had the opportunity to control all development
within the park.
From day one, the federal officials could open up the park for
development and could equally easily set the limits for expansion.
The park managers have consistently opened up the park, have
rezoned areas within the townsite, and have granted business
licenses in great numbers, but the housing developments have been
left sadly lacking. New housing areas to match the commercial
building development have not been opened up until very recently,
housing costs have consequently soared out of reach, and transient
help are existing in sadly inadequate accommodations. Why?
Maintenance of proper controls could have prevented much of this.
When controls were lifted, homeowners were able to rent their
space at tourist rates; and the whole housing system changed, again
presenting the greatest hardship on those least capable of protecting themselves against such.
There have been representations made to the authorities over and
over again. Each new outcry results in another study, another
consultant's review, another parliamentary commission. By the
time the process finally has been carried out and the report has
been presented and tabled, the local excitement and frustration
has cooled off; the government delays in instituting its new plans
and the community drifts on.
Finally the community, frustrated to the extreme, opted for an
exploration of the possibility of self-government. Several times
in the past, senior parks' officials have suggested that the town
be taken from the park and turned over to the province. Now the
citizens are making this ame suggestion. The parks' department
set up a steering committee to review the whole possibility.
After a year of study, a plan was developed for participation in
government. The plan recognized that, since the town is in a park,
federal controls are still necessary. However, the plan would
give to the people themselves the authority over their town,
over the taxes they impose on themselves, over the conditions
under which they live. The proposal was sent to Ottawa in 1974.
And there it rests.
A further study was commissioned under the Banff
Provisional
Administration
Board.
Dozens of citizens participated, and many
consultants were involved, along with a goodly number of Parks'
Administration staff members; and a further report was sent to
Ottawa two years later. Almost two years have gone by, and still
no action, no decision.
However, now a personal forecast: this time Parks Canada wants
the change to go forward. How do they achieve the desired effect?
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Raise the land rentals, 1,000 percent, even 1,500 percent, say, in
1980. That will really drive the people to demand self-government.
Then Parks Canada, excuse me, the federal
government,
can graciously
grant the request under federal terms. Just you wait and see.

In the meantime, as it

was in the beginning,

is now ...

and shall

it ever be?
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APPENDIX ONE

Some of the studies

made in

Banff:

1928

-

McDonald Commission - to study problems relating to
lease renewals, transfers, and land rents.

1945

-

Burgess Report - relative to opening lots for returning
war veterans.

1960

-

Crawford Report - to study some means of establishing
resident participation in local government and to
estimate costs of operating the townsite.

1962

-

Royal Commission (Glasco Report) - deals with Townsite
Administration in National Parks.

1962

-

First Oberlander Report - to set up a long range plan
for the townsite.

1964

-

Plunkett Report - a study of Municipal Government and
Administration for Banff Townsite.

1965

-

Parliamentary Standing Committee hearing - to receive
briefs from local interested persons and groups
relative to park problems and townsites in particular.

1967-8

Townsite Administration in Banff National Park - a study
by Management Services of the Department of Indian
Affairs and Northern Development.
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1968

-

First Today and Tomorrow Conference on National Parks.

1969

-

Bill C152 - proposed Crown Corporation to take over all
land leasing in National Parks.

1971

-

Lease test case - lessee vs. Parks - heard in Exchequer
Court of Canada - judgement given in favour of lessee.

1973

-

Department of Municipal Affairs, Province of Alberta,
Banff-Jasper Autonomy Report.

1973

-

Parliamentary Standing Committee hearing.

1973

-

Steering Committee to undertake with Parks a joint
Banff Townsite Administration Study.

1974

-

Report and Recommendations of Steering Committee.

1976

-

Report of the Banff Provinsional Administration Board.

APPENDIX TWO

The Prime Minister, as is his prerogative, appears to be keeping
the date of the federal election very much to himself.
While it may be his prerogative, the tantalizing hints, casual
slips and quips are leaving even his most trusted lieutenants up
in the air. Far more importantly, while everyone waits with
baited breath for the election call, government business grinds
slowly to a halt. Understandably so, the civil service, almost
more than most groups, is anxious to know when the election may
come. After all many of their jobs may be at stake. It must be
very distracting for everyone in Ottawa waiting and wondering.
It certainly doesn't incline even the most diligent to keep on
with the everyday business of government.
At a time when the country needs leadership more than ever, this
hesitation and secrecy on the part of the Prime Minister is
putting a damper on government policy-makers at all levels with
the net result that only emergencies are dealt with and usually
those on a short-term basis that has little regard to the longterm consequences.
Under these circumstances what chance do policies that might
specifically affect Banff residents have of being heard in the
corridors of power in Ottawa? Little or none at all.
The cruncher of course for Banffites is the possible slowdown
in decisions with regard to PAB recommendations and particularly
any changes in the formula for collecting land rentals.
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Land rentals become of more and more concern to local residents
as increasing numbers receive the odious letter from the
Western Regional Office offering the resident house or business
owner Option A or Option B. Besides being a letter that, for
lack of a better word, is tantamount to blackmail, it may have
much more grave consequences than the government realizes.
For the uninitiated, when land rentals come up for review, the
residence owner is offered the choice between A) paying land
rent for the next review period at 10% of the 1977 appraised
property value yearly, or B) paying land rent at the identical
rate they have been paying up until 1980 when it would come up
for review, be reassessed and review periods slated every ten
years.
While the above formula looks like a choice, what choice is
there really? An example from a neighbour who has just received
his notice. Option A in this case is 10% of the 1977 appraised
value of $66,000 which is $6,600 per year, or B) $168 per
year as at present up to 1980 when it comes up for review. Who
could opt for A at such a rate?

Why we voice concern is that certainly Parks Canada in Ottawa and
possibly the Treasury Board recognize the inequity of such
colossal rents - far beyond those being paid in Calgary or other
large metropolitan areas. Very roughly in Calgary one would
probably pay about 1% of appraised value for taxes in a year and
that would include school tax, or in this example $660.
In the interim Parks Canada does itself the worst possible harm
in propagating such terrible PR from the infamous letter out of
the Western Regional Office. More than that it creates some very
real problems. Can you imagine a senior citizen on fixed income
which consists of old age pension, a small annuity and little
else, receiving such a letter? Think of the anxiety, concern and
fear it would arouse. What can such a person do? They don't
want to leave Banff where they have lived all their life; they
don't want to sell their property. They sure as heck don't have
that kind of money.
It is only natural
With inflation the
wonder that anyone
anxiety - possibly

as we approach retirement to worry about money.
way it is the worry is compounded. Is it any
in this situation would feel increased
too much for a weak heart!

It would be cold comfort if that were allowed to happen when
changes are actually being contemplated.
We cannot allow the process of government to grind to a halt and
action on the PAB recommendations must continue, election or no
election. We need positive answers soon.
Source: "From Crag to Crag", Crag and Canyon,
1978. Banff.
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PEOPLE AND PARKS:
SELECTED LEGAL ISSUES IN CANADA
CD. Hunt

INTRODUCTION

A lawyer who sets out to write a legal essay about parks and people
in Canada faces several difficulties.
First, there is an almost total void in Canadian legal literature
on this subject. Secondly, the role of the courts in this country
as arbiters of disputes in parklands has been very slight. Since
judicial decisions provide the traditional grist for a lawyer's
mill, the paucity of case law deprives a legal researcher of her
most familiar tool. One is left to examine the statutory framework within which parks operate. Here, too, the near vacuum in
research leaves a commentator with uncertainties as to the appropriate starting place.
The essay which follows must be seen in light of the foregoing.
It provides an overview of several current and potential legal
issues relating to people and national parks in Canada. It is
hoped that it may help to stimulate the interest of others in this
subject.
The essay is divided into three parts. First, the legal position
of those with rights in an area prior to the establishment of a
park is examined. Secondly, the paper touches upon the rights of
people who live in national parks, in particular those who reside
in townsites such as Banff. Finally, the focus shifts to the
legal rights of park visitors and other citizens.

EXISTING RIGHTS IN NATIONAL PARKS

The establishment of national parks is generally a time-consuming
endeavour. A major delaying factor is the requirement that clear
title be available for transfer to the federal government. This
means that existing rights in the proposed park must be extinguished or otherwise dealt with. Such rights may include freehold
ownership, leaseholds, mineral, grazing, and timber permits, and
native rights.
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To what extent does the current law protect those with prior rights
or uses in parklands? To what extent are the legal rights altered
by policy and practice? What conflicts may result? The following
section addresses these issues in the context of a few selected
examples.

NATIVES
Native people were the original occupants of most of Canada's parks.
However, prior to the birth of the national park system in the late
nineteenth century, Indian rights had been extinguished in many
parts of southern Canada. The Indian treaties commonly preserved
the right to hunt and fish on unoccupied
Crown land; nevertheless,
natives usually were not permitted to exercise their rights in
national parks. Indeed, historical evidence from Banff National
Park indicates that Indians were perceived to pose a threat to the
conservation of wildlife, and that early efforts were made to exclude them from the park and to expand the park boundaries for wildlife protection (Foster, 1978, p. 30 and pp. 60-61). The Stoney
Indians saw these measures as a part of the continuing process of
reduction of their treaty rights, and as a factor which limited the
availability of desirable reserve land (Snow, 1977, pp. 59, 72 and
102) .
Existing law does not grant special rights to natives in the older
parks. This policy has been supported by the courts. It is now
clearly established that the federal government may contravene
Indian treaty rights by passing legislation which infringes upon
or reduces such rights (/?. v. Sikyea,
1965) . Federal legislation
can also destroy aboriginal hunting rights which have not yet been
extinguished by treaty (/?. v. Derrioksan,
1976) . The specific
issue of Indian hunting rights in national parks has been decided
by an Alberta magistrate. In R. v. Rider
(1968) a treaty Indian
who had hunted deer for food in Waterton National Park was charged
with breaking section 4(a) of the National Parks Game Regulations
(National Parks Regulations, 1955a). This section prohibits the
shooting of any game in a park. The defence pointed to the terms
of Treaty 4 and Treaty 7, which protected Indian hunting rights

except on such tracts that may be required or taken up from time
to time for settlement,
mining, or other purposes.
The judge concluded that Parliament,
by establishing
a park of the area in question, brings such area within the exceptions
mentioned in the
treaty
and can therefore
make such regulations,
applicable
to all
persons,
with regard to hunting,
trapping or fishing,
as it sees fit
without
violating
any promise made by the Crown to the Indians (/?. v. Rider,
1968, p. 79). Although this appears to be the only case where the
point has arisen, other precedent suggests that, in the absence of
specific legislation, claims for native hunting rights in parks
will be unsuccessful.
Wood Buffalo Park is an exception to the traditional policy pursued
vis a vis natives in national parks. As early as 1926, an exemption to the National Parks Game Regulations (National Parks Regulations, 1955a) authorized the Superintendent of Wood Buffalo to
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issue permits to treaty Indians who, previous to the establishment
of the park, had hunted and trapped there (Canada Gazette, Part II,
Oct. 9, 1926, p. 955). Non-natives who had previously hunted and
trapped were granted similar rights. Current regulations provide
that general hunting licences are available to those who previously
held a hunting and trapping licence in the park, to sons over sixteen and widows of a deceased person who previously held a hunting
licence, and to sons over sixteen of current licence holders
(National Parks Regulations, 1955b, s. 32). Section 4 of the
regulations enables a general hunting licence-holder to hunt nonmigratory game birds and big game, other than bison and elk, for
food for himself and his dependents at any time of the year in the
park. General licence-holders may also obtain a registered trapping area, which grants the sole and exclusive rights of hunting
fur-bearing animals in the described area (National Parks Regulations, 1955b, ss. 33 and 34). Moreover, section 33 of the National
Parks Fishing Regulations (National Parks Regulations, 1967) enables
a Wood Buffalo general hunting licence-holder, who is also a registered trapper, to fish with nets for food for himself and his dependents while on the trapline. In addition to these formal rights,
Indians are also involved to some degree in management decisions,
through local hunters and trappers groups (Lieff, personal communication) .
It is unfortunate that native rights in Wood Buffalo Park have not
received greater study, since the park may provide a model for the
exercise of such rights in newer parks. Partly as a result of pressure from northern native groups, the National
Parks Act (R.S.C.
1970) now preserves both aboriginal land rights and hunting rights
in parks in the Yukon and the Northwest Territories (N.W.T.).
Section 11 of 1974 amendments to the Act states that three parks
may be set aside by proclamation as national park reserves, pending

a settlement
in respect
people of native origin

of any right,
title
or interest
of the
therein.
Although the Act applies to such

reserves, the areas cannot officially be proclaimed as a park until
the aboriginal land question is settled.
The 1974 amendments also preserve the exercise of traditional hunting, trapping, and fishing activities by people of native origin
of the Yukon or the Northwest Territories. The government has

interpreted this to mean the rights of hunting and fishing
for
their domestic use and which are traditional
in the sense
that
they were handed down from generation
to generation
as part of the
Native Peoples' culture and were activities
which ensured
their
survival
through the generations
(Chrétien, 1974). Trapping as a
commercial activity is not recognized and animal populations must
be maintained at the wildlife range's carrying capacity.
There are many ambiguities about the 1974 amendments. How will
management decisions be made, and to what degree will natives be
involved? What impact will the exercise of traditional rights have
upon other visitor activities?
Recent public hearings for Kluane
demonstrate the possibility of conflict on these issues between
natives and non-natives. Because no hunting has been permitted in
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Kluane since 1942, some non-natives have argued that such activities should not be permitted now. In contrast, natives are asking
how soon their rights will be implemented (Government of Canada,
n.d., p. 7 ) .
It is government policy to extend the same rights to natives in
other new parks (Chrétien, 1974). For example, traditional rights
of signatories to the Robinson Superior Treaty will be recognized
in Pukaskwa Park in Ontario. Moreover, the Minister has indicated
that he wishes to see native people more heavily involved in the
management and development of parks (Government of Canada, 1978,
p. 2 ) .
It can be anticipated that these developments will give rise to
new problems and issues. For one thing, the preservation of native
rights in new parks may lead to pressures for the policy to be
extended to older parks. If natives are to be involved in management decisions in a meaningful way, new institutions may be required. The interplay between unextinguished aboriginal rights
and the provisional boundaries of the northern parks may require
imaginative solutions. Finally, one can expect that the 1974
amendments may, in the future, require judicial interpretation.

OTHER PARK RESIDENTS AND USERS
Because section 2.3 of the National
Parks Act requires that clear
title to lands must be capable of vesting in the federal Crown
where a new park is to be established, ways of dealing with existing rights must be found. The Act also requires that an agreement
has been reached between Canada and the provinces where the lands
are located. There are three major options available. One is
negotiated purchase of the existing right. Failing negotiation,
the right can be acquired by the government compulsorily, under
expropriation law. Current practice is for the provinces to carry
out either task. It may be feasible to draw the park boundaries
in such a way as to exclude areas where there are existing rights.
In some cases, the gradual phasing out of existing rights may provide a further option.
Historically, all of the above approaches have been used. The
New Brunswick government expropriated the property rights of some
fifty farming families to enable the establishment of Fundy Park.
In both Cape Breton Highlands and Prince Edward Island Parks,
boundaries were redrawn to excise areas where freehold rights
existed and avoid costly compensation. Church and service groups
with camp leases on Beau Soleil Island in Georgian Bay Islands
Park were permitted to renew their leases for decades (Lothian,
1977).
In the case of Point Pelee National Park, the failure to come to
grips with existing rights eventually gave rise to legal problems.
After the establishment of the park it was discovered that certain
buildings associated with fishing activities had been built on the
shoreline. Initially, leases were offered to the fishermen, who
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either ignored them or refused to accept them. By the early 1940's,
economic and other conditions had led to the disappearance of many
of the buildings, and, in other cases, the owners accepted permits
of occupation or business licences. One, however, refused. The
Attorney-General of Canada sought a declaration that the lands
occupied by the fisherman, Mr. Krause, belonged to the Crown, and
that the Crown was entitled to possession. In Att.
Gen. Can. v.
Krause (1955), the High Court of Justice at Windsor held that,
since Mr. Krause and his predecessors in title had occupied the
lands continuously for over sixty years, they were entitled to
ownership against the Crown by virtue of prescriptive title. The
Ontario Court of Appeal reversed this decision (Att.
Gen. Can. v.
Krause,
1956). The appeal court held that Mr. Krause had not
established sixty years continuous and exclusive possession of the
buildings in question, or of any definite area around them. There
were several pertinent factors. One related to the nature and use
of the beach area in question. Since a fisherman would naturally
use such areas for his activities, Mr. Krause's use did not demonstrate any intention to exclude others therefrom. Moreover, the
lands upon which the buildings were located had, for part of the
time period, been under lease to the South Essex Gun Club, which
had paid rent to the Crown. This also detracted from Krause's
allegation of exclusive possession. The court examined the terms
under which the fishery business, buildings, and lot had been purchased by Mr. Krause from another fisherman. The terms of his conditional sale contract stated that the buildings were located on
government land. Finally, it was noted that the defendant had
accepted a permit of occupation from the Crown for an adjoining
lot in 1941. The court construed this as an acknowledgement by
the defendant of the Crown's ownership. Taken together, these
facts defeated the fisherman's claim.
The parks policy of the I960's appears to have replaced these
casual attitudes toward existing rights and uses within a commitment to acquire or extinguish such rights. The new policy has
created certain difficulties.
From a legal standpoint, no private property owner can avoid expropriation, when it is carried out in accordance with the governing
law. Until recently, such laws in Canada were heavily weighted
against the property owner, who had few procedural protections and
no guarantee of rapid compensation. Most jurisdictions have alleviated these short-comings with the passage of reform legislation.
Regardless of this progress, expropriation, or the threat of it,
is traumatic for any homeowner. Many people are ignorant of the
process, which is inevitably time-consuming. In a period of inflation, compensation will seldom return the owner to his pre-expropriation financial position. The negative publicity which surrounded Forillon and Kouchibougac Park exemplifies the difficulty
created when resort is had to expropriation.
It should be noted, however, that in some situations expropriation
may benefit the property owner more than negotiated purchase. An
unsophisticated owner may sell his property for less money than he
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would be entitled to under expropriation principles. In addition,
tax benefits may accrue from expropriation, particularly where the
property owner is in the resource business. A case in point is

the Minister

of Finance

v. Kicking

Horse Forest

Products

(1976).

The defendant company purchased timber cutting rights in Glacier
and Mount Revelstoke Parks in 1959 for $643,000. In 1962 it was
told that no further cutting would be permitted and that a settlement should be reached. When negotiations failed, the company,
in an attempt to expedite the settlement process, announced in
1967 that it intended to exercise its rights. A 1968 Order-inCouncil authorized expropriation of the rights. Expropriation
actually occurred in 1970. Because a settlement had been reached
in 1969, the tax department argued that the defendant was taxable
on the basis of income derived from the sale of its timber rights.
The Supreme Court of Canada held that the company was not liable
for such tax because it had entered into the settlement under
threat of expropriation, and therefore the transaction was not
truly a
sale.
Recent examples suggest that alternatives to expropriation are
being sought. In Gros Morne, the park boundaries have been drawn
to exclude larger communities. In the small communities remaining, owners and their children are entitled to retain their homes
for as long as they wish. Traditional fishing rights have also
been maintained. Financial and other incentives have been provided to encourage these owners to move to the larger towns outside the park (Roder, 1978, p. 12).
Another approach is found in the federal-provincial letter of
intention signed between Ottawa and the Saskatchewan government
in 1975, in connection with the proposal for a grasslands park in
southern Saskatchewan. Local ranchers have voiced considerable
opposition to the proposals. The letter of intention states that,
if a park is established, it will contain two core areas of approximately seventy-two square miles, and a remainder of approximately
360 square miles. In the remainder, private lands will be acquired
only on a voluntary basis, whereby the present owners and their
heirs may continue ranching (Memorandum of Intention, 1975, s. 2 ) .
Section 7 of the memorandum provides that grazing in the core
area will be permitted for up to five years, and in the remainder,
subject to ranchers' rights, until 1995. Under section 16, Canada
undertakes to pay one hundred percent of relocation and social
adjustment costs in the land acquisition programme.
This more flexible approach to existing rights has much to recommend it. Hopefully it will lessen local hostility to new parks.
But other issues will arise. Since local rights usually will be
designated in the federal-provincial agreements, and such agreements now have legal status under section 3 of the General Regulations (National Parks Regulations, 1978), the drafting of the
documents will merit close attention. Undoubtedly these agreements will be the subject of litigation in the future. Where
expropriation is deemed essential, ways of overcoming existing
problems should be explored. Greater federal involvement in the
process may be desirable. If special relocation programmes are
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established, the problem of equitable treatment for all owners
will have to be faced. Past experiences should be evaluated and
form the basis of initiatives in new parks.

RIGHTS OF RESIDENTS IN NATIONAL PARKS

People who live in national parks are in a unique position legally.
In contrast to non-park residents, they are primarily governed by
the National
Parks Act and its regulations. Because section 5(1)
of the Act gives the Minister the direction of the administration,
management, and control of the parks, he is a central authority
in their lives. Section 7 enables the Cabinet to pass a variety
of regulations which will determine the nature of life in the park.
Finally, because the residents of older parks are generally leasehold owners, the legal doctrines which determine their property
rights differ from those which determine the rights of freeholders.
Few legally enforceable rights are granted to park residents under
the Act and the regulations. The example of the land use planning
process may demonstrate this point. In non-park settlements, legislation guarantees citizens a voice in the process of land use
planning, through public hearings and, ultimately, the voting out
of office elected officials who pursue unpopular policies. In
townsites such as Banff and Jasper, the process is handled by
regulation (National Parks Regulations, 1965; National Parks
Regulations, 1968). The zoning map which forms a part of the
regulation can be, and has been, altered by the issue of an Orderin-Council. Local residents have no guaranteed role to play in
this process. Where an application is made for an exemption from
the zoning regulations, lessees within one hundred and fifty-feet
of the proposed exempted land are entitled to receive a copy of
the application along with a note of the time and place where the
required public hearing will occur (National Parks Regulations,
1965, s. 48(3)). But the regulations do not specify that such
residents are entitled to participate in the hearing, which is
held by a Committee of Adjustments appointed by the Director of
Parks (National Parks Regulations, 1965, ss. 45-48). The final
decision is made by the Director. Even these limited rights
could be taken away by regulation.
This example shows the meagre nature of legally enforceable rights
enjoyed by park residents. While it is parks policy to involve
local citizens in planning and decision-making through the utilization of Advisory Council (Government of Canada, 1969, p. 17), the
results have not always been satisfactory. Banff townsite has had
nearly fifty years experience with such a body, yet there have
been continual complaints about its ineffectiveness. As recently
as 1976, residents were calling for a radical reorganization of
townsite government to enable their direct participation (Banff
Provisional Administration Board, n.d., pp. 12-14).
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The issue of resident participation in townsites is primarily a
political one, and may be in the process of political resolution
(Government of Canada, 1977). But the most important source of a
resident's legal rights is the document which permits him to live
in the park. In most cases this is a lease.
The long and fascinating history of leasehold arrangements in
national parks has been documented elsewhere and need not be
belaboured here. What requires further exploration is the role
which has been played by the courts in the evolution of these
land tenure arrangements.
There are two significant cases. The first is the well-known
Supreme Court of Canada decision in The Queen v. Walker (1.970),
which upheld the validity of perpetual renewal clauses used in
park leases up until about 1958. This decision greatly strengthened the legal position of a majority of leaseholders in Banff
and Jasper, and its reasoning deserves scrutiny.
The background to the case may be briefly recalled. The plaintiffs
were successors in title to parties who had obtained leases in 1924
and 1925. The lease term was forty-two years, perpetually renewable. In accordance with parks policy, when the leases came up
for renewal in the late 1960's, the plaintiffs were offered new
leases for forty-two years, without the right of renewal. They
then sought a declaration that they were entitled to renewal leases
according to the terms of the original lease. The Supreme Court
granted the order requested, and rejected contrary arguments put
forward by the Crown.
The Crown first argued that the Minister had lacked authority,
under the regulations in effect when the leases were entered into,
to grant perpetually renewable leases. This was a rather technical argument which the Supreme Court resolved in favour of the
lessees. The second argument is of more general interest. The
Crown contended that, since at the time the renewals were sought
the regulations no longer permitted perpetual renewals, the Minister
at the later time lacked authority to act in favour of the lessees.
This was flatly rejected by the Supreme Court, on the ground that
the Crown, just as much, as other individuals,
is obligated
to perform its contracts.
Such obligation
may be discharged
by appropriate
statutory
provisions,
but in the absence of clear
statutory
authority,
it cannot evade that obligation
{The Queen v. Walker,
1970, p. 184) . Moreover, the court pointed out that the Act and
the regulations are not to be construed as applying retrospectively
so as to take away rights already created. ... in the absence
of
clear and specific
terms to that effect
they should not be
interpreted so as to divest
the respondents
of contractual
rights
and
equitable
interests
already granted to them {The Queen v. Walker,
1970, p. 186). ' The Crown also attempted to base its case upon a
clause in the lease which stated that the lease and its renewal
would be subject to Regulations
for the control
and management of
Dominion Parks now in force,
or which may hereafter
be made from
time to time.
Again the court ruled in the lessees' favour, holding that this provision related to the Crown's police
power and
could not affect substantive rights already granted.
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notice in writing of the claim and injury is served upon an official of the department administering the property or an employee
of the department in control of the property. A copy of the notice
must also be sent by registered mail to the Deputy Attorney-General
of Canada. This section will extinguish many potential claims, as
most injured parties will be unaware of the limitation period.
However, section 4(5) mitigates the harshness of the limiting rule.
Failure to give notice is not a bar to proceedings in the case of
the death of an injured person. In addition, unless the injury
was caused by snow or ice, insufficiency or lack of notice will
not bar proceedings if the court is of the view that the Crown will
not be prejudiced by want of notice, and if barring the proceedings
would create an injustice.
Assuming that the procedural prerequisites are met, other problems
arise in the context of the second head, which is known as occupier's
liability.
One leading commentator has described this as

one of the most confused

areas

of Canadian negligence

law (Harris,

1972, p. 250). Others have said it is a mess
[Wright and Linden,
1975, p. 497). As a result, it is extremely difficult to predict
when the Crown will be found liable.
The governing law will depend upon the province in which the injury
occurs. Because of the unsatisfactory state of this branch of law,
some provinces have passed reform legislation. For example, the
Alberta legislature in 1973, passed the Occupier's
Liability
Act
(S.A. 1973). Along with similar legislation in British Columbia
{Occupier's
Liability
Act, S.B.C. 1974), this Act clarifies the
legal responsibilities of property owners and provides ways for
them to limit their liability. However, where reform legislation
exists, it is not clear if the federal Crown's liability will be
decided on the basis of the provincial legislation. There has been
no judicial determination of this point. It is clear that the
federal Crown may, if it wishes, submit
to the provincial legislation (Gibson, 1969, p. 49; Gibson, 1976). But there is conflicting
authority as to whether the federal Crown may choose to have its
liability decided by common law, non-statutory principles
{Gauthier

v. The King,

1918; Dominion Bldg.

Corp. v. The King,

1933). Accord-

ingly, a lawyer advising Parks Canada or an injured visitor cannot
even be certain what the governing law is.
There are other ambiguities. Because of the relative youth of the
reform legislation, it has been applied to few cases. In Alberta,
there is only one reported case dealing with the A.ct {Bossert
v.

Grover Petroleums

Ltd.

and Grover's

Store,

1977).

As a result,

there are uncertainties as to how the legislation will be interpreted by the courts.
Other problems exist with non-statutory law. If injury occurs in
a park located in a province with no reform legislation, the Crown's
legal duty to the plaintiff will depend upon the legal category
into which the plaintiff falls. If the plaintiff is an invitee,
he,

using reasonable care on his own part for his own safety,
is entitled
to expect that the occupier shall on his part use
reasonable
care to prevent damage from unusual danger, which he knows or ought
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perpetual leases, because it had granted a valuable property right
which the courts will jealously protect. By the same token, lessees must comply with renegotiation provisions they have accepted
in a lease. The cases also demonstrate that judicial solutions
tend to be all or nothing; taken together, neither the Crown nor
the lessees will be satisfied with the results of the litigation.
Nevertheless, the legal statements are useful clarifications of the
rights of both parties, and do not preclude the achievement of
alternative solutions. It is to be hoped that the hindsight which
the courts have provided on the land tenure issues will enable the
avoidance of similar difficulties in newly developing visitor service centres such as Lake Louise.

THE RIGHTS OF THE PUBLIC

PRIVATE RIGHTS
To what extent does the law ensure that a person who suffers injury
in a national park receives monetary compensation for his injuries?
The increased attention given by the media to recent incidents of
human injury by wildlife such as bears has sparked public interest
in this question. Park officials also have expressed interest in
the context of new visitor programmes under consideration, for
example, the establishment of an ice walk on the Athabasca Glacier
in Jasper Park. The legal result has obvious significance to the
injured individual. The legal result also may have a drastic effect
on policies pursued by staff in the parks.
The governing statute is the federal Crown Liability
Act (R.S.C.,
1970), which provides two possible bases for a personal injury
action. Section 3(1)(a) permits recovery where a tort is committed
by a servant of the Crown. Section 3(1)(b) grants a right of
action where the Crown has breached its duty arising from the ownership, occupation, possession, or control of property.
Little need be said about the first head, known as vicarious liability. A successful plaintiff has to show that the Crown's servant owed a duty to him, that the duty was breached, and that his
injury resulted from the breach of duty. These principles are
fairly well understood, and are applied ex post facto
by courts to
particular cases. An example of the application of these rules is
found in Meredith
v. R. (1955), where the plaintiff slipped on the
floor on some water while leaving the shower room in the Miette
Hot Springs in Jasper Park. She argued that a bathhouse attendant,
employed by the Crown, had been negligent in failing to mop up the
floor or to put matting on it. The court denied liability because
there had not been a breach of the attendant's duty and because
Mrs. Meredith had been injured as a result of her own carelessness.
Before being able to commence an action under the second head, a
plaintiff faces certain procedural hurdles. Section 4(4) requires
that no action will lie unless, within seven days of the accident
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notice in writing of the claim and injury is served upon an official of the department administering the property or an employee
of the department in control of the property. A copy of the notice
must also be sent by registered mail to the Deputy Attorney-General
of Canada. This section will extinguish many potential claims, as
most injured parties will be unaware of the limitation period.
However, section 4(5) mitigates the harshness of the limiting rule.
Failure to give notice is not a bar to proceedings in the case of
the death of an injured person. In addition, unless the injury
was caused by snow or ice, insufficiency or lack of notice will
not bar proceedings if the court is of the view that the Crown will
not be prejudiced by want of notice, and if barring the proceedings
would create an injustice.
Assuming that the procedural prerequisites are met, other problems
arise in the context of the second head, which is known as occupier's
liability.
One leading commentator has described this as

one of the most confused

areas

of Canadian negligence

law (Harris,

1972, p. 250). Others have said it is a mess
(Wright and Linden,
1975, p. 497). As a result, it is extremely difficult to predict
when the Crown will be found liable.
The governing law will depend upon the province in which the injury
occurs. Because of the unsatisfactory state of this branch of law,
some provinces have passed reform legislation. For example, the
Alberta legislature in 1973, passed the Occupier's
Liability
Act
(S.A. 1973). Along with similar legislation in British Columbia
[Occupier's
Liability
Act, S.B.C. 1974), this Act clarifies the
legal responsibilities of property owners and provides ways for
them to limit their liability. However, where reform legislation
exists, it is not clear if the federal Crown's liability will be
decided on the basis of the provincial legislation. There has been
no judicial determination of this point. It is clear that the
federal Crown may, if it wishes, submit
to the provincial legislation (Gibson, 1969, p. 49; Gibson, 1976). But there is conflicting
authority as to whether the federal Crown may choose to have its
liability decided by common law, non-statutory principles
[Gauthier

v. The King,

1918; Dominion Bldg.

Corp. v. The King,

1933). Accord-'

ingly, a lawyer advising Parks Canada or an injured visitor cannot
even be certain what the governing law is.
There are other ambiguities. Because of the relative youth of the
reform legislation, it has been applied to few cases. In Alberta,
there is only one reported case dealing with the Act [Bossert
v.

Grover Petroleums

Ltd.

and Grover's

Store,

1977).

As a result,

there are uncertainties as to how the legislation will be interpreted by the courts.
Other problems exist with non-statutory law. If injury occurs in
a park located in a province with no reform legislation, the Crown's
legal duty to the plaintiff will depend upon the legal category
into which the plaintiff falls. If the plaintiff is an invitee,
he,

using reasonable care on his own part for his own safety,
is entitled
to expect that the occupier shall on his part use
reasonable
care to prevent damage from unusual danger, which he knows or ought
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to know (Indemaur
v. Domes, 1866) . Most park visitors would probably be classified as invitees
(R. v. Sturdy,
1974). But, in some
circumstances a visitor might be classified as a trespasser,
particularly if he were injured in an area of the park closed to public use, as for example, a cross-country ski trail closed due to
avalanche hazard. Historically, the occupier's duty to a trespasser was merely to refrain from wilfully injuring him or acting in
reckless disregard of his presence (Eaynes v. C.P.R.,
1972). A
recent line of cases suggests that a more onerous duty may be

imposed in the future (Veinot

v. Kerr-Addison

Mines Ltd.,

n.d.).

If the trespasser is a child, the courts have tended to impose a
heavier duty on the occupier (Excelsior
Will Rope Co. Ltd. v.

Callan,

1930).

Once the plaintiff's legal category has been established, the court
will look at a series of questions to determine if the occupier is
liable for the injury. If the plaintiff is an invitee, these are
a sample of the issues a court will consider:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Was the danger unusual
in the legal sense?
If so, was it one of which the defendant that is, the
occupier, knew or ought to have known?
If the defendant knew or ought to have known of the danger,
did he use reasonable care to protect the plaintiff?
Did the plaintiff take reasonable care on his own part for
his own safety?

The answer to all of these questions will depend upon the facts of
the particular case, and the way in which the questions have been
answered by other courts in similar cases. Even if the plaintiff
succeeds on all four issues, the Crown can raise two possible
defences. The first is called contributory
negligence.
If it can
be shown that the plaintiff's carelessness contributed to the
accident, damages will be apportioned between the two parties.
Secondly, it may be shown that the plaintiff voluntarily assumed
the risk. However, this defence, known as volenti
non fit
injuria,
is very difficult to establish.
Two recent Alberta cases demonstrate the application of these principles. In R. v. Sturdy
(1974), the plaintiff was a summer employee
of the Fred Brewster Maligne Lake Chalet in Jasper Park. While out
for a walk, he was injured by a female grizzly with cubs near a
garbage dump. He was aware of the existence of bears in the park
and knew they could be dangerous. There were no signs warning
about bears at the site, which was freely accessible to the public.
But there were bear warnings contained in pamphlets distributed at
the park entrance, as well as two signs on the Jasper Highway which
referred to the danger posed by bears. There was no evidence at
the trial that bears had been known to frequent the garbage dump
prior to the accident.
The Federal Court of Canada found that the Crown was not responsible for Mr. Sturdy's injuries. The applicable duty of care was
found to be that owed to an invitee.
The court considered what
steps ought to have been taken by a reasonably prudent park warden
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to prevent this type of injury. Reliance was placed on the fact
that there were no previous known attacks by bears in the vicinity.
Accordingly, the bear was not an unusual danger or one in respect
of which other precautions ought to have been taken. Other relevant factors were the semi-wilderness nature of the area, Sturdy's
knowledge of the existence of the bear, and the general warning
about bears utilized in the park. In spite of the denial of liability, it is significant to note the court's holding that the
Crown could not rely upon the volenti
defence: even if Sturdy, by
implication, agreed to undertake physical risk by going to the

dump, there was no consent or agreement, implied or
that he waived any right of action in case of injury
[R.

v. Sturdy,

expressed,
by a bear

1974, p. 98).

In another case, an expert skier sued a ski concessionaire in
Banff Park when he overshot a catwalk which led off from a chairlift. The area was marked with a sign of fourteen by sixteen
inches, which read Please
Snowplow,
as well as with plastic coloured poles. Although the plaintiff had not seen the sign, he
admitted having been skiing without regard for his own safety.
The court found that the catwalk did not constitute a trap or
unusual and obvious danger, an observation confirmed by the number
of skiers who had not been injured at the site [flatte
v. Banff

Cablelifts

Ltd.,

1975).

There is uncertainty about ways in which the Crown might limit or
exclude its liability as an occupier, both under the new legislation and under common law principles. In certain circumstances,
general warnings about a hazard, such as highway signs, may protect
the Crown from liability [R. v. Sturdy,
1974). Where there is a
specific hazard, such as a millwell on a glacier or a potential
avalanche, a specific warning may be necessary. It may be effective for the Crown to post a sign saying it is not liable [Ashdown
v. Williams,
1957). A notice on the back of a ticket denying liability is another possible technique, if it is brought to the

visitor's attention [Wilson v. Blue Mountain Resorts

Ltd.,

1974).

Finally, in arrangements with concessionaires such as ski-lift
operators, Parks Canada can, and does, require the concessionaire
to carry adequate liability insurance and to indemnify the park
from any personal injury actions resulting from an accident at the
site.
There are serious policy implications arising from this state of
the law. Although damage suits against Parks Canada have been
relatively few and mostly unsuccessful, there are indications that
the increased use of the parks will be accompanied by an increase
in damage claims. Coupled with the legal uncertainties described
above, potential legal claims may make administrators hesitant
about endorsing new visitor activities which seem hazardous. Wildlife management strategies also may be influenced. One solution
would be a legislated state system of personal injury compensation
such as that found in New Zealand. However, such an approach
would, at the present time, find little support in Canadian legal
circles.
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PUBLIC RIGHTS
Another legal question of interest is the extent to which environmentalists and other members of the public may use the courts to
enjoy activities in a park which they feel are detrimental. Leaving aside the difficulties of funding such litigation, several
legal problems must be overcome.
One key problem is that of standing, or locus standi.
In Canada,
access to the courts has been available only to those who can show
that the use and enjoyment of their own property would be impaired
because of a particular activity, or to those who can show that
they have suffered special and particular damage as a result of
the activity. Thus, a Pollution Probe researcher was denied standing when he attempted to attack the exercise of rights under a
government lease which, he argued, would damage ecologically significant sand dunes in an adjoining provincial park {Green v. The
Queen, 1973). In a Newfoundland case, commercial fishermen were
denied damages against a company which had polluted Placentia Bay
and destroyed their fishery, because they were unable to show
special damages vis à vis the rest of the public {Rickey
v. Electric
Reduction
Co. of Canada, 1972). This ilk of case has posed
barriers for citizens who wished to oppose specific developments
on public lands, such as the Village Lake Louise proposal.
Several recent cases suggest that standing laws in Canada may be
in the process of modest liberalization. The two leading cases
relate to the right of a private citizen to attack the constitutional validity of government legislation. In one, the Supreme
Court of Canada permitted an individual to question the validity

of the federal Official

Languages Act

{Thorson v. A-G Canada).

In another, the same court permitted a Nova Scotia theatre operator
to challenge a provincial censorship law {McNeil v. Nova
Scotia
Board of Censors,
1975) . In the environmental field, a Winnipeg
woman was permitted to challenge the failure of the City Council
to comply with a statutory environment impact assessment requirement in relation to the authorization of a tree spraying programme.
Reliance was placed on the Thorson case by the Manitoba court
which granted her standing in spite of her inability to show that
she would suffer special damages compared to other citizens
{Stein
v. The City of Winnipeg,
1974). The slight success of these standing cases is demonstrated by another Ontario case. Two members of
a Conservation Authority were denied standing to contest a decision
of the Authority from which they had dissented. The Ontario Court
of Appeal found that the Thorson case was not applicable on these
facts, and the Supreme Court of Canada declined to review the

decision {Rosenberg

v. Grand River

Conservation

Authority,

1976).

Even if standing problems can be overcome, another major hurdle
faces citizen litigants in a part, namely, the legal principle
upon which they might base their case.
In the United States, citizens have successfully used the
National
Environmental
Policy
Act {A2 U.S.C., 1969) with its environmental
impact assessment requirements, to delay and/or influence developments
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on public lands. This was one of the legal tools which tied up
the Alyeska pipeline in the courts for several years {Alyeska
Pipeline Service
Co. v. Wilderness
Society
et al. 1975). More recently,
environmentalists delayed the implementation of the federal Coal
Leasing policy, based on a national
Environmental
Policy Act argument {Natural Resources Defense Council v. Hughes, 1977). In
Canada, only the province of Ontario has environmental impact legislation; and even those requirements do not apply to all industrial activities {Environmental
Assessment
Act, S.O. 1975). In
the rest of the country, assessment requirements mostly are found
at the policy level, such as E.A.R.P., the federal Environmental
Assessment Review Process, giving rise to no legal requirements
and to no legal rights.
Another fruitful legal concept for American environmentalists has
been the public trust doctrine. Its roots lie in ancient property
rights held by the public in navigation, fishing, seashores, highways, and running water. American courts have used this doctrine
to establish that the state, as trustee for the public, cannot
enable the diversion of trust property to private ends different
from the object for which the trust was created, unless the state's
intention to do so is very clear (Sax, 1970, p. 486). An example
of the application of the doctrine is found in a Massachusetts
case, Gould v. Grey lock Reservation
Commission (1966). In that
case, mountainous lands had been acquired by the state. An act of
the legislature created a commission to oversee the area, with
powers of a park commission. In 1953, a further statute created
an Authority to construct and operate an aerial tramway and an
array of other facilities on Mount Greylock. The original commission was authorized through the same legislation to lease any portion of the Greylock Reservation to the Authority. Eventually,
the Authority entered into financial arrangements to finance the
ski development, whereby a private company would build and manage
a resort in return for a percentage of the revenues. Five citizens
successfully attacked the development of the grounds that the public trust in the reservation had been violated. The Massachusetts
courts held that the Authority had not been authorized by legislation to utilize these lands for such a commercial venture, oriented
to private profit.
In Canada, there has been little experience with the public trust
doctrine as a tool for protecting public lands. Some have argued
that the notion can be found in section 4 of the National
Parks
Act (R.S.S. 1970):
S.4:

The National Parks of Canada are hereby
dedicated
to the people of Canada for their benefit,
education and enjoyment,
subject
to this Act and the
regulations,
and the National Parks shall be maintained and made use of so to leave them
unimpaired
for the enjoyment of future
generations.

The one reported case in which the public trust doctrine was raised
was based on section 2 of Ontario's Provincial
Parks Act (R.S.O.
1970) :
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S.2:

All provincial
parks are dedicated
to the
people
of the Province and others who may use them for
their healthful
enjoyment and education,
and the
provincial
parks shall be maintained
for the
benefit
of future generations
in accordance
with
this Act and the
regulations.

In Green v. The Queen (1973), a Toronto citizen argued that the
province had breached the public trust in permitting the excavation
of sand in an area adjoining a provincial park. As mentioned above,
the major reason for denying the claim was the fact that Mr. Green
lacked standing. The court went on to make several observations
about the substantive basis of the case, the public trust doctrine.
While these observations are obiter
dicta,
or not of binding precedent, the remarks of Mr. Justice Lerner of the Ontario High Court
provide some insight into likely judicial attitudes in Canada.
The court held that section 2 created no statutory trust,
notwithstanding
the philosophical
and noble intensions
[my impression)
of
the Legislature
to express in the pertinent
section
an
ideological
concept
{Green v. The Queen, 1973, p. 403). Because the Act gave
the province the power to decrease the area of any provincial park,
Mr. Justice Lerner was of the view that one of the pre-requisites
of a trust, that is, the certainty of subject-matter, was lacking.
The Act did not compel the province to hold any park lands for a
certain period of time, let alone forever. Furthermore, section
19 of the Act gave the province unfettered and wide ranging powers
in its operation and use of the parks and their benefits for not
only the public but also for the use of private business enterprises. Accordingly, it was held that no reasonable cause of
action had been disclosed. In dismissing the action, the Judge
observed that if resort
to the courts is to be had, care must be
taken that such steps are from a sound base in law, otherwise
illfounded actions
for the sake of using the courts as a vehicle
for
expounding philosophy
are to be discouraged
{Green v. The Queen,
1973, p. 404).
The Green case illustrates the lack of enthusiasm with which courts
are likely to greet the public trust notion in Canada. In the context of national parks, the case may be distinguished because boundaries may only be altered by Parliament. This suggests greater
certainty as to the subject-matter of the trust than was the case
under Ontario Law. However, Mr. Justice Lerner's other objections
would have to be met under the National
Parks
Act.
Given the precarious state of public legal rights in Canada's
national parks, several points are suggested. Important legal
principles should be tested only in the most solid of cases.
Traditionally, Canadian courts have been reluctant to accept new
legal doctrines with which they are unfamiliar. They prefer to
deal with narrow, technical points and to avoid the substance of
new legal arguments. An example is found in the Green case, where
by standing argument permitted the court to avoid a decision on
the merits of the public trust doctrine. Test cases must be chosen
with care to avoid the possibility of a loss on technical or procedural grounds.
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Similarly, attempts to develop new doctrine, such as the public
trust notion, should be saved for cases with outrageous facts.
Green was not such a case. The dunes in question were not in the
park. The lease under attack had been issued more than two years
prior to the establishment of the park. These facts led the court
to find the entire action frivolous
and vexatious
{Green v. The
Queen, 1973, p. 404). In this atmosphere it is hardly surprising
that the court so roundly rejected the novel legal argument. Even
though the case does not necessarily forestall future development
of the public trust doctrine, it will prove to be an impediment.
When a case with facts sufficiently compelling to move a stonehearted Canadian judge does appear, the litigants will find Mr.
Justice Lerner's negative dicta staring them in the face. It will
be doubly hard to move forward on the public trust theory.
It may be argued, on the other hand, that test cases serve other
functions, and that a loss in the courts can lead to other victories. Following Green,
the Ontario government included the contentious sand dunes in the park. Litigation may prove important
to the solidarity and morale of an environmental group. An unsuccessful law suit may underscore statutory inadequacies and create
sufficient public attention to motivate legislative action. All
these factors must be weighed in the balance. On the whole, however, legal action by the public in the national parks should be
pursued with caution.
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CRITIQUE
R.A. Beatty

I am very pleased to have the opportunity to be here today, and to
share with you some of my observations of the papers of this
session. The assignment to review these papers has been a most
pleasant and stimulating one, marred only by the difficulty in
selecting which of the many important issues, problems, and observations raised by the authors upon which to focus.
Perhaps it is most appropriate initially to refer to Buckmaster's
paper, since it deals largely with the big picture.
I have heard

it said that it is easy to lose sight of the fact that your
tive is to drain the swamp, when you are up to your ass in

objecalligators.

Dr. Buckmaster has reminded us that national parks are no substitute for ecologically sound resource planning and management.
However, well selected and protected our national parks and equivalent reserves might be, they will not guarantee the maintenance
of our environment; nor can they be viewed as a licence to ignore
sound environmental management on the ninety-five or so percent
of this country which is beyond park boundaries. Our long term
objective as environmental professionals, managers, and citizens
must be to perpetuate a quality environment for man and all living
things which share this planet. It is my view that national parks
can be viewed as only one element of the strategy necessary to
ensure the perpetuation of a healthy living environment. The
creation of more parks and reserves, in response to threats of
development and destruction, is not in itself a solution.
Buckmaster's call for economic and political restructuring and a
move toward a conserver society, focusing on Lowdermilk's Eleventh
Commandment and Leopold's Golden Rule, has been the subject of
much rhetoric in the past, and is likely to be echoed liberally in
the future. It is my hope that park planners will be pioneers in
the utilization and promotion of alternative energy resources.
Some of you may be aware that Ontario has made a beginning in this
regard by formulating plans to heat several park buildings with
solar energy.
The question raised in the final pages of Buckmaster's paper pose
interesting challenges to park administrators. I hope that we can
count on his support in helping to find the answers.
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It is my understanding that the national park movement generally
grew from a desire to free outstanding landscapes from the influences of man's technology and the demands of the market place.
Still, as Herrero points out, even today our national parks and
equivalent reserves are not truly free from such influences . He
reminds us that programmes to develop
or improve
facilities in our
parks sometimes take precedence over the protection of the wildlife. High speed transportation corridors are routed through
major wildlife refuges resulting in road kills and disturbances
to migration routes. In several parks, including Wood Buffalo
and Point Pelee, hunting is a permitted activity. It is a moot
question whether these, and many other park management activities,
in fact reflect society's values as Dr. Herrero has suggested, or
rather those values of articulate and influential interest groups.
Herrero astutely points out that national parks are well suited to
protect certain species, such as amphibians and reptiles, but they
may not be particularly suited to preserve viable populations of
all species. Coordination of park wildlife management practices
with wildlife management on Crown and adjacent lands is important
if we are to afford comprehensive protection to our wildlife
resources. I find it particularly curious, if not hypocritical,
that sport hunting generally is forbidden within national parks,
while sport fishing is actively encouraged.
I would like to explore further Herrero's suggestion that the
National Parks Act should be amended to require that
everything

possible
be done to safeguard the continued existence
of each and
every native species found in a park.
It has been my impression
that species composition within parks changes as the forest community moves through several stages in response to a wide variety
of factors. Numerous island biogeographical studies have traced
fluctuations in species composition within specific areas. Especially affected are species with narrow habitat requirements,
relic populations, and those on the peripheries of their range.
I wonder rather if park administrators should not be encouraged
to develop park management plans which clearly articulate wildlife
management objectives for specific parks, and, from those objectives,
to develop resource and vegetation management policies that will
achieve the stated objectives. Such plans would seem to be
especially critical when populations of endangered species are
involved.
I expect that Herrero's call for more research and the realignment
of research priorities to address specific problems will find
many sympathetic ears in this audience. Perhaps if park authorities made listings of research priorities for each park available to the academic community, research could better be directed
along problematic lines.
Becker brings to this assembly a perspective which must be both
foreign and familiar to many of us. Foreign from the standpoint
that we were not intimately acquainted with the difficulties he
speaks to here at Banff, but familiar in that so many park management issues contain two basic elements: a seemingly ponderous,
remote, and insensitive bureaucracy entangled with a distrusting,
divided, local population.
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The basis for many such entanglements is a local interest or perspective which is often inconsistent with national policy. The
extent to which local interest should take precedence over national
policy or interest is a thorny question in virtually all public
participation exercises, and a question which frequently is resolved
in the political arena. I find it unfortunate that the Banff
Advisory Council has not worked as well as it might have.
Becker's discussion of the land rental system and costs associated
with living in Banff are indeed interesting, and I suspect are
closely related in the minds of many residents to the question of
introducing municipal government. While I do not pretend to be
familiar enough with the Banff situation to begin casting stones,
I have difficulty disagreeing with the principal, as espoused on
page seventy-four in the 1978 draft of the proposed Parks Canada
Policy, that residents be charged a levy to recovery
an
equitable

portion

of the costs

of developing

and maintaining

municipal

services.
To do otherwise implies a direct subsidy from the people
of Canada to residents of national park townsites. I hope that
Becker will have an opportunity to explore further with us the
reasons why Banff residents so overwhelmingly rejected self-government in the plebecite in January of 1977. By the same token, perhaps some of Parks Canada's representatives can speak to the
reasons for the prolonged delays in obtaining responses to the
various submissions forwarded to Parks Canada.
The prosaic eloquence and clarity of Hunt's paper stands out as a
beacon of hope in a field of literature that can otherwise be
characterized by the pluperfect subjunctive and its total incomprehensibility to those who have not spent considerable time at
the
bar.
Hunt has presented a most thorough and insightful review of
the many ways people and parks can come into conflict. I will
confine my remarks respecting this paper to two areas: native
rights and the questions of standing and public trust.
Hunt points out that recent interpretations by the courts have
established that the federal government may pass legislation which
takes precedence over native treaty rights and can nullify aboriginal rights which have not been extinguished by treaty. While
this may be especially disturbing to native organizations, Parks
Canada generally has allowed original peoples to harvest natural
resources for non-commercial purposes in several of its parks.
The 1974 amendments to The National Parks Act, as well as the
proposed Parks Canada Policy, allow for the perpetuation of native
subsistence hunting, fishing, and trapping as agreed to at the time
of the establishment of certain parks. In the case of provincial
parks, however, it is my understanding that the provisions of
native treaty settlements take precedence over any provincial
legislation which might attempt to restrict hunting. Accordingly,
even in certain of those provincial parks which currently prohibit
hunting, wildlife resources are not truly free from hunting pressures. I cannot support the indefinite perpetuation of hunting,
or any other form of resource extraction in our national parks. It
is my sincere hope that at some future date, the climate will be
appropriate to negotiate amicable settlements which will serve to
bring all resource extraction to a close within our national parks.
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I was pleased to see that Hunt perceived that standing

Canada may be in the process

of modest

liberalization.

laws

in

Such liberal-

ization would be allowed by many people who perceive that their
governments or park agencies are not acting in good faith for a
variety of reasons. A liberalization of standing laws would open
the actions of the government to closer public scrutiny, and place
some bite behind the bark of watchdog agencies such as the Canadian
Environmental Law Association. Such a liberalization has my fullest
support.
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EDITORS' NOTE:

Each of the panelists presented his or her
paper.

THE FLOOR:

Scientists are continually accumulating information
on resources for park inventory lists. The process
is not complete by any means, but it at least reflects
the dominant research and planning concerns. Can you
suggest how mechanisms can be developed which would
better facilitate the rapport between the scientists
collecting the data and Parks Canada?

HERRERO:

There has been a long-standing case of researchers
and scientists doing their studies in national parks
and then leaving, and their work is lost to Parks
Canada. Parks Canada is now tightening contracts
and is actively seeking out scientists with genuine
interests in park management problems. An area of
concern is those scientists who continue to go beyond
the boundaries of their contracts.

THE FLOOR:

The superstructure exists for better communication
between park staff, scientists, and the public. The
breakdown in communication is at the regional level
and at Ottawa, particularly in the context of the
rapport with scientists. Scientists are too often
just asked for scientific reports, and not their
opinions.

HERRERO:

Parks Canada has done a good job in improving its
communication with scientists. It would help if we
could borrow from the United States' example and
have our own college of scientists.

THE FLOOR:

I would like to know if the current amendments being
considered in Ontario for the Parks Act held any
relevance for the national situation. It is important
that the Act require that master plans be done for
each park, that public participation be required, and
that each member of the contributing public have standing
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HUNT:

The notion of legally requiring the opportunity for
the public to participate is viable. I support granting of standing to the public on environmental problems
generally. There is always the problem of opening the
litigation floodgates,
even though this has not happened in the United States, in part because intervention
is often too expensive. Past experience in Canada
indicates that Canadians are not in the habit of doing it.

THE FLOOR:

In Australia, master plans are required for parks and
the law demands that they be put before Parliament.
Master plans are really legal documents. The public
in Australia is provided money for litigation and this
does hold up implementation when deemed necessary.

HUNT:

There is a balance between full rights of litigation
and no rights. A compromise position would be the
right to the public review process.

THE FLOOR:

A great many problems exist with the amount of detail
and clarification required to satisfy everyone
participating in the review process.

SCACE:

To return for a moment to an earlier point, the issue
of management plans is very important. It is often
forgotten that the individuals involved in management
represent different groups, for example, superintendents,
wardens, and interpreters. In many cases, each of these
groups operate under different guidelines and this may
create a situation in which groups are working at cross
purposes. More attention to the context and implications
of management plans would help reduce the number of
conflicts and remove much ambiguity in interpretation.

NELSON:

I am sympathetic to a legalized management process but
I am concerned about the rigidity a legalized management plan would impose. Planning and management must
be dynamic in order to reflect change. Change must occur;
the problem is to select and manage for the right kind.
Who decides and how?

LUCAS:

It would create problems to legalize macro-planning for
parkland use. There are parallels which may be drawn
between Canadian and Australian laws. Just last year
Australia legalized the standing of most public interest
groups. In addition, an across-the-board accident
compensation programme for the country solved the liability
problem. It is clear that both countries' parks are
experiencing difficulties with archaic leasehold arrangements, and Banff townsite is an example.

THE FLOOR:

Could a speaker elaborate on the leasehold situation
in Canadian national parks?
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HUNT:

I do not feel I have the expertise to elaborate with
much accuracy. I do not know the details of
alternatives, but there are aspects of leasehold
agreement that could be improved.

THE FLOOR:

It would be easier to live with Parks Canada policy
if public interest groups were given legal standing.
I would like to direct the discussion to an
associated problem, the one related to the

phenomenon of visitor

service

centres.

I have

intentionally not used the term townsite.
Can we
expect the Lake Louise planning experience to reflect
the Banff situation?
BECKER:

Lake Louise can only be kept free of Banff problems
if no permanent residents are allowed and if the
leasehold arrangements are dissolved. This will be
a difficult situation to promote.

SCACE:

To protect Lake Louise, a need to reside
clause
would have to be applied in its most rigid context.
Planners may create, however, a group of people
living under unique circumstances who may create
problems in the immediate future. The dilemma is
centred on the fact that there is a perceived need to
provide living accommodations for those people
engaged in servicing the public and a need to provide
a full range of visitor services. It is difficult to
imagine Lake Louise not experiencing most of the
Banff problems when fundamental services are to be
provided there.

THE FLOOR:

Basic townsite problems should be addressed, today,
yet they have not been the centre of attention since
1968. The concerned public should take some
responsibility and not leave everything to Parks
Canada.

BECKER:

Past experience has provided evidence that a need
to
reside
clause
has been only applied to newly acquired
lots and not to transferred leaseholdings. These
holdings are often occupied by people who do not need
to reside in the townsite permanently, or at all.

THE FLOOR:

I would like to know if there was a townsite at Banff
before the park's creation. Is the national park an
intrusion on the townsite? In addition, does the
federal government have the right to control-at-will
this part of Alberta? Finally, can people have their
properties expropriated because of the need to
reside
clause?
I thought non-payment of taxes was the only
grounds for expropriation.
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SCACE:

The townsite and the national park arrived at
approximately the same time. The Province of Alberta
was formed after the park's creation.

THE FLOOR:

The law is not muddy in the context of risk in
national parks. The principles of negligence for
the landholder or Parks Canada exist, but people with
complaints have not taken action.

THE FLOOR:

I have been studying elk near Banff Park for three
years. Initially I wanted to study the population
inside the park. The warden was quite enthusiastic,
but the Calgary office seemed unconcerned, it did not
realize the problem of diminishing numbers of elk.
My question is, is there any expertise in Parks
Canada's regional offices to advise scientists on
wildlife or should park wardens be given the
responsibility for research allowances?

HERRERO:

The elk population is doing well in Banff. Yet the
numbers are not now increasing. Parks Canada has not
spent much money on elk studies, and it needs to
direct research on elk and other animal populations
more forcefully. The structured nature of the
western regional office does result in a lack of
expertise on wildlife matters. There is most likely
a need for national standards.

THE FLOOR:

There is now a need to study the legal aspects of
the National Parks Act. Everyone here should study
the Act and realize how general it is. There is no
provision for public participation. We should
perhaps be considering amendments to the Act as well
as looking at the draft policy.

VIII
WORKSHOP ON PARKS CANADA DRAFT POLICY
Wednesday, October 11th: Evening

WORKSHOP ON PARKS CANADA DRAFT POLICY:
A SUMMARY
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WORKSHOP ON PARKS CANADA DRAFT POLICY:
A SUMMARY

This workshop was organized in response to spontaneous interest at
the conference. The workshop was attended by over one hundred
people. The Chairman was R.C. Scace.
The discussion was two part: first, the review
process
and second,
the contents
of the Parks Canada draft policy. The draft policy
was distributed by Parks Canada in April and May, 1978, to all
federal government departments, to the provincial governments and
their agencies responsible for parks, historic sites, and related
reserves; to approximately 300 interest groups; to the tourist
industry; to Chambers of Commerce; other concerned organizations;
and a number of recommemded individuals. Total circulation was
about 4,500 copies, including those sent out on request.
Participants expressed opinions about many elements of the process.
Some felt that distribution was incomplete. Others wanted more
direction about which policies in the document were really onen to
change so that effort could be concentrated upon these. Others
objected to Parks Canada's proposed December 31 deadline for submission, believing more time was needed. Others felt that insufficient
time was available to prepare briefs. Concern was expressed about
whether Parks Canada would seriously consider the submissions. Some
people wanted feedback or rationale for any decisions taken after
the review process. Others objected to the open and unstructured
procedure being used by Parks Canada and felt that old style
oublie
hearings would have provided the basis for a more comprehensive
interactive review. Others suggested that an advisory committee
should be involved in the review and any follow-up upon it. The
advisory committee could maintain sustained contact with Parks Canada.
Others saw such a committee as a barrier between the agency and the
public and urged full use of the political process. Parks Canada
personnel suggested that a number of workshops could be held across
the country prior to the December deadline in order to encourage a
more thorough review (Editors' note: A series of workshops for invited
participants was subsequently held in different parts of the country).
Many detailed and sometimes conflicting comments were made about the
content of the Parks Canada draft policy, and not all of this can be
included in this summary. Certain major issues stood out. One was
the lack of a natural resources section in the policy. It was
pointed out that a statement on management of flora, fauna, and
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other resources in Parks Canada areas had been available in 1976,
but was not included in this document. A number of participants
wanted a natural resources policy statement in this draft policy
or in a separate but related document. Parks Canada agreed this
was desirable.
Another major issue was zoning and related master planning procedures.
It was pointed out that a number of plans had been prepared for
Canadian national parks. However, few plans had been officially
accepted. Zoning was a principal tool in resolving land use conflicts and protecting environment, but because of failure to accept
plans and give zoning official or legal status, it could not be
used effectively in management. A number of people wished zoning
to be legalized. Some objected on grounds that this would result
in a cumbersome process or would still be open to appeals and
exceptions. Others felt that legal status could best be applied
to intensive development and wilderness zones and not to other
land use classes. It was suggested as an alternative that ministerial
approval could be required for changing wilderness and intensive
use zones, for example around the downhill ski areas in the mountain
parks.
Another major issue was whether the draft policy was too people as
opposed to conservation oriented. It was suggested that the draft
policy was much more conservation oriented than its 1965 predecessor.
Another major issue was the proposal for the creation of a special
wilderness national park class in northern Canada. The major aim
of these parks would be to preserve
wilderness
and to provide for
some of the longstanding hunting and other so-called traditional
activities of the native people, with due regard for conservation
of wildlife. Mining and other activities would be excluded. There
was some sympathy for this idea. However, a number of people objected to the wilderness park designation on the grounds that it would
imply a second class status for southern national parks such as
Banff or Jasper. It was suggested that this status might lead to
development that was not wanted by many people. It was also suggested that the goals of the northern wilderness park could be achieved
without the special designation. All or most of these northern
parks could be zoned as wilderness. It was also suggested that the
present Act and policy permitted continuation of longstanding
activities of native people, although the means of defining and
implementing any needed conservation programme had not yet been
achieved.
Editors' note: A comparison of the final 1979 Parks Canada policy
and the 1978 draft document will give the reader a fuller understanding of these and other issues as well as the impact of various
meetings and submissions upon the final policy. Copies of the
documents can be obtained from the Program Policy Group, Parks
Canada, Indian and Northern Affairs, 400 Laurier Avenue, Ottawa,
Ontario K1A 0H4.
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PLANNING A CANADIAN NATIONAL PARK
AND RELATED RESERVE SYSTEM
J.A. Carruthers

INTRODUCTION

There exists an expanding and diversifying Canadian national parks'
system which is but a component of an expanding and diversifying
Canadian conservation system; and this broader system is in turn
but a component of an expanding and diversifying international
conservation system. The challenge is to complete the evolution
of the national parks' system in an efficient way which is complementary to these other, broader systems.
There is a commonality among these systems which should help to
reduce the isolation between the components, thereby strengthening
the interrelationships. The commonality relates to the pursuit of
a common ideal, the similarity between objectives, the dedication
of employees working for the conservation cause, the global nature
of the movement, and the broadly based inherent public support for
conservation efforts. Parks and related reserves can thus serve
as an international and interagency harmonizing force. This commonality should make it possible for conservation agencies to keep the
higher ideals of nature conservation and presentation in mind while
persuing their individual efforts.
Planning systems of parks and related reserves is as important as
planning for the development and protection of individual parks.
Much thought has been given to the topic of parks' systems planning
over the past decade, and will continue to be given.
One of the main questions in parks' systems planning is how broad,
and how deep, to east the net.
The broader and deeper, the longer
the process and the more difficult it is to end with a product.
On the other hand, the narrower and shallower approach may end with
a quicker product but it may be an ineffectual product which proves
to be wasteful in the long run. For example, a park may be established in the wrong place; or it may be incapable of being defended
against competing resource interests.
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As the evolution of concepts, methodologies, and ideas proceeds,
with respect to planning park and related reserve systems, the
need for, and the difficulty of, achieving a coordinated effort
grows. Nevertheless, this elusive ideal still must be sought.
The expansion, acceleration, and diversification of loosely related
systems can fly apart or collapse unless there is some constraint
and discipline imposed.
A major question in preparing this paper was what constitutes a
related
reserve!
The answer depends on whether one views national
parks primarily as recreation areas, as nature reserves, or
somewhere in between. I would tend to define related
reserves
as
protected areas which emphasize
natural heritage or resource
protection and presentation; are of national significance; and
receive a high level of legislative protection, nationally or
provincially. This definition will limit the scope of my paper.
It is within this concept that I would like to set out an account
of the evolution of the national parks' system's planning since
Lloyd Brooks (1969) presented his paper entitled Planning
a
Canadian National Park System - Progress and Problems at the 1968
Conference.
I would then like to peer into the future, the next
decade. I also will deal briefly with related reserves, as well
as the international context within which we all are working.

PUNNING THE NATIONAL PARKS' SYSTEM: THE PAST TEN YEARS

In reviewing Lloyd Brooks' 1968 Conference
paper it is interesting to note those statements which are still applicable today and
those which no longer apply. In so doing we can measure our
progress as well as test the durability of Mr. Brooks'
observations.
Some of the more notable remarks that still apply are as follows
(Brooks, 1969, p. 870):
Our primary problem today is to preserve
intelligently
round out the system and,
develop a public conscience
and concern
of Canada's National
Parks.

what we have,
above all,
to
over the
fate

to

And on page 873:
A critically
important
need at this stage is to seek
out,
designate
and protect,
through legislation,
our prime
natural features
while there is still
time.
The process of national
park system planning cannot
take
place in isolation
from the planning of parks at
other
levels of government.
There must be
complementarity
between systems through a clear understanding
of the
different
roles played by different
types of
parks.
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However, significant changes have occurred over the past ten years
making it necessary to update other remarks made by Mr. Brooks.
The national parks' system in 1968 had evolved

sporadic efforts

of a visionary

few,

mainly

through accidents

through

of

the

geography

and by political
expediency
(Brooks, 1969, p. 869). However, I
believe this statement now must be tempered due to the major
expansion since 1968 of ten new national parks, though three are
legally still reserves under the Act and two reserves by Orders-inCouncil, and the eleven other new park proposals currently under
consideration, all within the context of an evolving system plan.
It takes the efforts of many persons, inside and outside the government, to bring about the creation of a new national park. Specific
areas now are pre-determined, through study within a national
framework, prior to being proposed for national park designation.
While political factors still are important they influence more the
priority given to a specific pre-determined site than the initial
identification of the site.
Emphasis in the 1968 paper pointed to the static nature of the
national parks' system and the fact that the system had not
kept

pace with

the nation's

growth

...

(Brooks, 1969, p. 871). Not

only has there been a rapid growth in the national parks' system
since that time, as noted above, but over one hundred areas have
been identified and/or studied across Canada during that period,
as part of a comprehensive heritage area inventory programme. Of
the ten new national parks created during the past decade, it is
noteworthy that three of these were established in Canada's two
largest provinces, which Mr. Brooks' had pointed out as representing major geographical gaps in the national parks' system of 1968.
Mr. Brooks saw the need for new categories of national areas. New
categories now are becoming a reality with the introduction of
the following Parks Canada programme elements:
1.
2.
3.

two new categories of national parks are under consideration:
national wilderness parks and national marine parks;
two new categories of natural areas are under consideration:
national landmarks and national wild rivers; and
a new Cooperative
Heritage
Areas,
or Agreements for Recreation
and Conservation, approach provides for the protection and
presentation of natural and/or cultural heritage areas.

Beyond the context of this brief review of Brooks' 1968 paper
there are a number of changes which have occurred over the past ten
years which warrant mentioning or clarifying before looking into
the next decade.

A PARK SYSTEM PLANNING FRAMEWORK
Park systems' planning to guide the evolution and completion of the
national parks' system began to be more rigorously pursued with the
production of the National Parks System Planning Manual in 1971.
For the first time there was a national framework set out which
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enabled the identification of gaps in the system; provided a guide
for the identification of potential areas to fill the gaps; provided the basis for establishing the systems' objectives, for
example, a national park in each Region; and facilitated the
challenging task of determining national significance. The Manual
divided Canada into marine and terrestrial environments. It further
divided these into nine marine and thirty-nine terrestrial natural
regions based on physiographical, biological, oceanographical,
physical, and geographical parameters (Figures 39.1 and 39.2).
Based on natural region representation it now can be seen that
the parks' system is only forty percent complete. The Manual also
set out natural history themes which warrant study individually
and collectively in order to ascertain the character of each
natural region and to facilitate the identification of specific
areas which best represent the character of the broader natural
region.

NATURAL AREAS OF CANADIAN SIGNIFICANCE
Once the Systems' Planning Manual began to be used as a guide, it
was recognized that there was a need to continue with a national
inventory to identify natural heritage resources on a strictly
scientific basis without generating the concern related to politically sensitive new park proposals. The response to this need
was the introduction of the ecocentric
area identification process
which resulted in the identification of natural areas of Canadian
significance, and, more recently, natural sites of Canadian significance. This culminated in the production of a report in 1976

entitled Natural

Areas of Canadian Significance

- A

Preliminary

Study which summarized the results of all areas and site identification work to that date. This preliminary document is the forerunner to an official register of significant Canadian areas and
sites. While it may not be feasible or desirable to convert all
these areas to national park status, some already have provincial
protection, and at least it can be hoped that these important
Canadian heritage resources will not be destroyed inadvertently
through a lack of awareness of their significance.
By way of explanation, the difference between natural areas of
Canadian significance (N.A.C.S.) and natural sites
of Canadian
significance (N.S.C.S.) is not only size but content. The areas
tend to be large, representative ecosystems, whereas the sites
tend to be small, exceptional, single theme, or feature oriented.
N.A.C.S. form the basis of new national park proposals, and N.S.C.S.,
new national landmark proposals.

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN PLANNING AND DECISION-MAKING
A further refinement in the parks' system planning approach occurred with the advent of public participation in the park systems'
planning process along with the desirability of making information
available to the public at an early stage.

FIGURE 39.1

National Parks in Canada

Ol

o

FIGURE 39.2

National Marine Parks in Canada
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The public consultation process in the planning of national parks
started as public hearings on provisional master plans about the
time of the last Conference and spread to the new park proposal
assessment phase of planning following the failure of the Ship
Harbour proposal in Nova Scotia in 1972. An independent Public
Hearings Board was established in 1976 for the Grasslands National
Park proposal in Saskatchewan to determine if there was widespread
support for the idea. The Board reported in 1977 that there was
and set out a number of recommendations with respect to establishment of the Park. Some of these dealt with the rights of land
owners, land acquisition procedures, grazing policy, and planning
for the region. Also, in 1976, an Advisory Committee was established to publicly assess the feasibility of an expanded St.
Lawrence Islands National Park. It produced an interesting report
in July, 1978, which focusses on a cooperative heritage concept.
The Torngat Mountains and the Mealy Mountains National Park proposals in Labrador went a step further in bringing the public into
the decision-making process with respect to whether or not new
parks should be created, under what special provisions, and where
their boundaries should be. This lengthy process was begun in
Labrador in 1976 and will possibly continue for another five years
before final decisions are made. This same process was started
in 1978 with respect to six new park proposals in the Canadian
Arctic: Ellesmere Island, Banks Island, Bathurst Inlet, Wager Bay,
and Northern Yukon, all proposed as National Wilderness Parks,
and the Pingo site which may become Canada's first national landmark.

NEW NATIONAL PARKS AND RESERVES
The creation of the ten new national parks and two Order-inCouncil reserves over the past decade came about as a result of a
fortuitous combination of factors. There were ministers dedicated
to the ideal of completing the national parks' system. The conservation and environmental awareness movements of the I960's and
1970's created a public climate supportive of this initiative.
The economy of the country seemed capable of supporting such an
expansion. A new policy of cost-sharing land acquisition made new
parks more appealing to the provinces. A new focus on the north,
where lands were administered by the federal government simplified
the establishment process for three of the parks and two reserves.
And finally, there was an organizational emphasis in the National
Parks Planning Division to support and promote this initiative.
Valuable lessons were learned in the process of creating these
new parks. It became apparent that, while new parks' agreements
were highly desirable, too many over too short a period of time,
particularly if expensive developments were necessary, could be
difficult to implement, particularly during a period of government
spending constraints. Also, creation of parks over too short a
period of time could alienate local residents, especially should
appropriation be utilized. Too rapid a change can create hardships
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for local people and disrupt their cultures. Boundaries and
policies for new parks may become overly compromised should the
negotiation and discussion process be compressed into too short a
period of time. And finally, local people as well as other Canadians must participate in the decision to create a new national
park for the parks require the support and involvement of Canadians.

EXTENDING INTO NEW FRONTIERS
The past ten years have seen a push into Canada's last frontiers
where serious voids in the national parks' system lay: the high
Arctic and the oceans. With more than one-half the voids in the
national parks' system, in terms of natural regions without
representation, being located in these two frontiers, it was natural
to initiate planning work there. Many natural areas of Canadian
significance have thus been identified in the high Arctic and
marine regions and at this point in time there are five national
wilderness park proposals, and one national landmark proposal.

AN EXPANDING CANADIAN CONSERVATION SYSTEM
With the expansion and diversification of the national parks and
other Parks Canada programme elements over the past decade there
also has been a rapid evolution of other related reserve systems
and land interests. While a later section of this paper will deal
with these in more detail, it is worth noting them briefly here
to indicate that they are influences that have come into play over
the past decade which have had, and increasingly will have, national
parks' systems' planning implications. These include the enactment of the Canada Wildlife Act in 1973 which provides for a system of national wildlife areas; the establishment or classification
of wilderness-oriented provincial parks in some of the provinces
such as Ontario and British Columbia; the establishment of ecological reserves in a number of the provinces, and now the first
announced in the Northwest Territories (N.W.T.) this year as a
follow-up to the International Biological Program; and the negotiation of comprehensive native land claims in Labrador, northern
Quebec, the N.W.., and the Yukon which could result in a major
shift away from that portion of Canada being viewed by southern
Canadians as unalienated Crown lands. Native peoples' land claims
are mentioned here as their objectives are often closely aligned
with conservation objectives.
These new related reserves, and other land interests, highlight
the pervasiveness of interest in conservation. They also highlight the variety of instruments available for protecting the
natural heritage resources of our country. It would be possible
for those working in one agency to see the others as having competing
systems. Since we are all working in a period of financial
constraint, the contrary should be the perception. It is most
essential to ensure cooperative discussion and action among the
various conservation interests, so that the most effective use of
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money, manpower, and mechanisms can be made to achieve common
conservation objectives. From a national parks' perspective, it
means that the ideal of attaining a complete
national parks' system has become less likely, while at the same time the attainment
of Canadian conservation goals has become more likely.

INTERNATIONAL CONSERVATION INITIATIVES
A number of international programmes and events have developed
over the past decade which have tended to assert the need to establish and protect national parks' and related reserves' systems.

The United Nations

List

of National

Parks and Equivalent

Reserves

has been updated twice during this period. It provides international standards or criteria for protected areas to be included
in the List. For Canada the List includes the national parks and
a number of significant provincial parks. Over one hundred countries have areas listed. Other international events or programmes
include the Second World Conference on National Parks, the 12th
General Assembly of the International Union for Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources (I.U.C.N.), the International Union
for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources, the yearly
International Seminar on National Parks, the Man and the Biosphere
Program (Figure 39.3), the World Heritage Convention (Figure 39.4),
and the International Convention on Wetlands. More recently a
further international thrust has been developing under the heading

of A World Conservation

Strategy.

All of these international events and programmes should have helped
Canadians realize they have more than just a provincial or national
responsibility for protecting natural areas. The Canadian conservation system now could be seen to be linked to a broader international conservation system. There also has evolved an increased
understanding that the conservation of natural areas provides a
common bond between countries, thereby helping to break down cultural barriers, for communication is founded on a common base.

INDIVIDUAL PARK PLANNING
Turning now from the broad international focus to look at individual national parks in Canada, there are a number of changes worth
noting here as well, since the 1968 Conference.
As a result of the
public hearings on the ten provisional master plans produced for
the national parks in the late 1960's and early 1970's, park
planners and managers realized the importance of a more complete
resource inventory and analysis programme as a foundation for
sound master planning within each park. Thus a comprehensive
programme was initiated for the existing national parks to learn
what was where.
During this same period, the responsibility for
master planning was assigned to Parks Canada's three, then five,
regional offices and more sophisticated planning methodologies
were introduced, including early and continuing public inputs,
comprehensive environmental analyses, and the assessment of plan
alternatives.
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Under this newer approach to master planning, introduced during the
1970's, master plans, now called park management plans, have been
produced and are approved or are nearing the final approval stage
for thirteen of the national parks.
With this increase in the length and complexity of the planning
process came the realization that internal park planning was really
a continuum. The important thing was to have good information
at any given point in time to faciliate and improve management
decision-making. A plan should only be viewed as a snap shot in
time which rapidly could become out of date, at least in parts,
due to changing information, understanding, and circumstances.
Therefore, any plan would need periodic review and updating.

NATIONAL GUIDELINES FOB PARK PLANNING
Increasing government decentralization has occurred over the past
ten years to enable the federal government to be more responsive
to Canadians and our rich regional and cultural diversity.
Included in this decentralization has been the responsibility for
planning of existing national parks.
With the autonomy developed by Parks Canada's regional offices with
respect to management planning, it became apparent that there was
a need to establish and maintain some national guidelines for
planning, if five separate national parks' systems were not to
evolve. The need for this was highlighted when it became evident
that the standard five-class zoning system, appended to Mr. Brooks'
1968 paper, was evolving and being applied differently in the five
Parks Canada administrative regions. As a result of recognizing
the need for some central coordination, a major Planning
Process
for National
Parks study was initiated and a draft entitled Zoning
in National
Parks was completed in 1978 to clarify the national
policy pertaining to zoning.

PARK PURPOSE STATEMENTS
While many of the existing national parks were established over the
years according to no pre-determined plan, it has become evident
there is a need to clearly set out the role of each individual
park in relation to the total system. In this regard, park purpose statements are being prepared for each of the parks. From
this exercise, it will become apparent to what extent each park
contributes to the national parks' system. Perhaps there are
questionable components in the system. This will become more
evident in the future as work on these purpose statements develops.
Perhaps this,then, is a good time to take a look into the future.
Then, ten years from now someone else can assess my visions.
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PLANNING THE NATIONAL PARKS' SYSTEM:

THE NEXT TEN YEARS

Our thoughts, attitudes, and values today will help to shape the
future. We can look with fear and dismay at negative influences
at work in our society, develop a pessimistic outlook, and see our
prophecies fulfilled. Or we can look at problems as challenges,
note positive trends, and build upon them. I prefer to do the
latter and will try to illustrate the opportunities inherent in
what I see to be a positive trend. I believe that if we Canadians
were to look up more and realize the potential that Canada offers,
the next ten years would see great cultural, social, and economic
progress.
One positive trend worth noting is the quiet revolution occurring
throughout the Western world today that should be considered in
planning for Canada's national parks' and related reserves' system.
It is a values
revolution
which could significantly alter our
society and the governments' response to it. This revolution
appears to have been the outgrowth of the environmental movement
of the 1960's. However, with the thought-provoking books
Only

One Earth,

Limits

to Growth, and Mankind at the Turning Point,

the

revolution gained momentum. The energy crisis
which gripped the
Western world suddenly in 1973 and 1974, as well as the food
shortages in Africa, brought a sense of urgency to the need for
changing attitudes and life-styles. The value base for many
started shifting away from the traditional standards of Gross
National Product, economic growth at whatever cost, climbing the
ladder of success,
'and bigger and better cars and homes. New

values began to take hold such as material simplicity,
self-determination,
ecological
awareness and personal

human
growth

scale,

(Nordell, 1977, p. 15). Underlying this change were concerns for
energy, developing nations, contamination of the environment, and
social problems. This quiet revolution can be seen in the
voluntary simplicity
movement which is gaining momentum throughout the
Western world. It is estimated that the movement has the sympathy

of up to one-half

the adult

population

of the United States

(Nordell, 1977, p. 14). From an outdoor recreation standpoint,
wilderness and non-motorized activities began to grow rapidly.
For example between 1967 and 1976, for Canada as a whole, participation rates of adults rose as follows (Parks Canada, 1977, p. 4 ) :
Tent Camping
Canoeing
Picnics
Walking or Hiking
Visiting National
Parks

from
from
from
from
from

13
5
40
13
13

percent
percent
percent
percent
percent

to
to
to
to
to

19
14
57
54
29

percent
percent
percent
percent
percent

Since these are participation rates, regardless of population,
actual growth in numbers would be more impressive.
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SUPPORT FOR THE NATIONAL PARK AND RELATED RESERVES'

SYSTEM

What does this value's revolution mean then for planning a Canadian national parks' and related reserves' system? I would suggest
that it could mean Canadians will value these areas more in the
future for wilderness, nature, and inspirational reasons. A
wilderness experience should become more highly valued by many than
a luxury resort holiday. Use of protected areas close to urban
areas should rise more rapidly than the population growth, and
facilities in or near parks will have to accommodate the
publia
transportation
travellers, the modestly equipped travellers, and
the cyclists, both motorized and non-motorized. Some twenty-eight
percent of adult Canadians were bicycling in 1976 (Parks Canada,
1977, p. 4 ) .
In turn, I would say that there could be growing support for establishing and protecting wilderness and natural areas throughout
Canada, if park agencies and conservation groups recognize the
opportunities associated with the quiet revolution. These less
costly types of protected areas, without a lot of expense tied into
infrastructure development and maintenance, should satisfy tax
conscious citizens as well as appeal to their changing value
system. Of course citizens, too, can help keep costs down by
performing volunteer work, by not leaving garbage in the backcountry,
and by expecting fewer services. This, in turn, would mean that
scarce dollars could be spread over more new parks and related
reserves .
While there always has been support for the protection of natural
areas, this support often has not been effective in the past, for
it represents the view of the silent
majority.
Now that new
national park feasibility assessment is being undertaken in an open
forum, it is important that these majority views are made known to
the decision-makers. In this regard, I view it as the responsibility of non-government conservation organizations to help bring
out this latent public support at times and in places where it can
be most effective in the cause of establishing and protecting
national parks and related reserves.
Nevertheless, Parks Canada has a role to play, too. A formal,
continuing dialogue with people and organizations who use parks
or whose support the parks' system needs is equally as important
as identifying heritage areas warranting protection. Increasing
emphasis on park interpretation services, on public involvement,
on advisory groups, and on information programmes will continue.
These will be supported by outreach extension programmes, to reach
people at home, and by cooperative activities programmes of cooperating associations, volunteers, and school programmes. These
efforts to involve and interest Canadians in their national parks'
system should help to maintain and build support, not only for the
system, but for broader conservation principles.
Over the next ten years the full range of social, economic, and
ecological benefits of national parks and related reserves should
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become more clearly understood and communicated, which in turn
should broaden the base of support for these areas. For example,
national parks no longer will be viewed as just pretty places to
go camping; it will be realized that they are a national amenity
that can contribute to the economic growth of regions. They also
can act as clean air and water generators or as environmental
purifiers for developed regions. And, of course, they contribute
to art, poetry, and inspiration.

BRINGING PARKS TO THE PEOPLE
The growing trend of urban Canadians utilizing areas closer to
home, plus the large percentage of Canadians living in urbanized
areas, suggests that the future will bring Parks Canada programmes
closer to urban areas. Certainly the Cooperative Heritage Areas
(A.R.C.) and Historic Sites Programmes provide this opportunity.
However, we would speculate that the future also may see some
national park information"interpretation centres being established
in or near large cities to present the national parks' system to
those unable to benefit directly by visiting the remote and wild
landscapes protected throughout Canada. An alternative to creating these urban windows on the national parks' system might be an
integration of interpretation and information programmes between
the different parks' systems so that, for example, some of the
national parks' messages might be presented through a provincial
or municipal parks' system, particularly where the parks' system
contains protected natural areas (Sealey, 1978, p. 27). This
type of cooperative approach would help to tie the Canadian system
of parks together to develop the public understanding and support
for parks which cannot be obtained by fragmented, independent
approaches.

FLEXIBILITY

IN ACQUIRING PARK LANDS

Filling in the gaps in Canada's national parks' system will require
even more extensive discussions and negotiations than in the past.
New policies and procedures are evolving out of each new park
negotiation and related discussions, and will have to continue, to
satisfy legitimate provincial, territorial, local, native, and
resource development interests. Continuing flexibility and
increasing openness will characterize the new park establishment
process. For example, in the North, subsistence uses of wildlife
resources by native people are recognized in the new draft National
Wilderness Park Policy. Cooperative, integrated approaches as
set out in the St. Lawrence Islands National Park Advisory Committee's recent report may be the direction Parks Canada is headed
in the South.
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MARINE NATIONAL PARKS
Canada's national parks' system has its toe in the oceans, with
marine or aquatic components included in the following coastal
national parks or reserves which are classified as marine: Pacific
Rim, Auyuittuq, Forillon, and Kouchibouguac; or as freshwater:
Pukaskwa and the East Arm of Great Slave Lake. In the near future
Parks Canada will take the plunge
and, in fact, create national
marine parks identified and established to protect nationally
significant marine natural values. This is not just an idealistic
dream, but should become a reality over the next decade, unless
multiple jurisdictional interests delay the process. We have the
knowledge and technology today to create national marine parks.
What we need is to generate the understanding and enthusiasm among
Canadians to bring this about. This is the real challenge. Both
the I.U.C.N, and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization support this thrust.

INCREASED PROTECTION
The question of strengthening the protection of national parks will
have to be resolved over the next decade. As a way of predicting
the future, it has been observed that Canada is,at times, ten to
fifteen years behind the United States in major conservation initiatives. For example, the U.S. established Yellowstone National
Park in 1872. Canada followed suit with Banff in 1887. The U.S.
Wilderness Act was passed in 1964. Canada's draft National Wilderness Park Policy was announced in 1978. This draft Policy will
have to be finalized and translated into effective legislation,
for there are too many shortcomings in the existing National Parks
Act to ensure truly secure wilderness protection. There also will
likely be a move to have at least the high protection zones in
traditional national parks more legally recognized either within
the context of the regulations or by amendments to the Schedule of
the National Parks Act.

COORDINATION OF EFFORTS
As the number of areas in any individual parks' or reserves' system grows, along with the categories of areas in each system and
the number of systems, the need for coordination will grow. There
will have to be a response to this need over the next ten years
to ensure that the conservation movement progresses efficiently
and effectively. It cannot afford to do otherwise, literally and
figuratively. The wise expenditure of public funds increasingly
will become important as will the competition for natural resources.
Competition among conservation agencies and groups would be selfdefeating, to the delight of their opponents.
With a greater coordinated effort will come the recognition that
systems of parks and reserves can serve to satisfy more than just
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their own individual objectives. For example, it has been suggested
that some significant parks in provincial systems could, if adequately protected by legislation, ultimately be recognized as
contributing to filling gaps in the national parks' system. By
the same token, it also has been suggested that some existing
national parks could be recognized as satisfying wilderness, recreation, and tourism objectives of provincial parks' systems (Figure
39.5). As a result, possibly one or two national parks might
thereby be trade off to become provincial parks in exchange for
areas recognized as being more of national heritage significance.
The evaluation of the existing national parks' system, which would
make it possible to consider these suggestions, will come about
over the next decade as part of the process to produce a comprehensive national parks' system plan for Canada.

INTERNATIONAL

RESPONSIBILITY

The contribution that national parks can make to building international understanding will continue to grow. The possible creation of new international parks or areas in the Northern YukonAlaska and on Ellesmere Island-Greenland could serve as symbols
linking Canada more closely to the United States and Denmark.
International tourism will continue to rise, and it increasingly
will become recognized that Canada's wilderness resource is not
just a national asset but a world asset. Television, jets, and
affluence have served to shrink the world and heighten interest
in travel. International tourism in turn will have an impact
on Canada's national parks and related reserves as well as on
other park and recreation areas. The parks not only will have to
cater increasingly to foreign visitor needs, but also will continue
to serve as examples studied by developing countries, and, further,
will be expected to contribute to the broader goal of helping to
build international understanding and friendship.
With this brief peek into the future, which holds much promise and
challenge, it is evident to me that the national parks' and related
reserves' system can continue to thrive and grow. This growth and
diversification must be disciplined, however, and many efforts
have been initiated and will develop to help ensure mutually supportive actions are taken by all the agencies involved. This is the
challenge of the next decade.

OTHER RELATED RESERVES' SYSTEMS

OTHER PARKS CANADA CONSERVATION MECHANISMS
The recently released Parks Canada Policy sets forth draft statements covering new related
reserves
within Parks Canada's programme. The national wilderness park is the latest, 1978, evolution
of the national park concept and represents an adaptation which
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appears to be well suited to northern Canada. It is here that the
ecosystems are most fragile and slow to recover, due to the severe
climate, and a wilderness park, with little development, seems most
suited to afford the protection needed. It is also here that native
people are looking to maintain their renewable resource based way
of life and traditional cultures. Therefore, while some tourists
can be accommodated, large volumes of tourists appear to be out of
step with native peoples' aspirations and interests at this time.
Vicarious enjoyment by southern Canadians, however, can be encouraged.
The concept also seems appropriate today in view of the tightening
of public funds and manpower facing all government agencies. New
wilderness parks are easier to accommodate under this restraint
regime, and remember that one-half of the gaps in the national
parks' system occur in Canada's North.
National marine parks, wild rivers, and national landmarks were
announced in 1972. Much study has been undertaken since that time;
however, these Parks Canada programme elements are yet to become
realities. With the International Wild River Seminar recently
held in Jasper, and the public dialogue on the six new areas north
of sixty degrees, the concept of Canadian wild rivers, national
landmarks, and national wilderness parks will become more familiar
to Canadians, thereby perhaps helping these new types of areas to
become realities.
The cooperative heritage areas, also identified under Agreements
for Recreation and Conservation and formerly as elements announced
under the Byways and Special Places Program in 1972, are different
from the above-discussed Parks Canada programme elements, with the
possible exception of some Canadian wild rivers and landmarks.
These cooperative heritage areas are natural and/or cultural areas
which may be protected and presented in a joint, cooperative,
coordinated fashion, without the necessity of owning all the
resource base. Therefore, it would seem that, just as national
wilderness parks are an appropriate protection mechanism tailormade for Canada's North, cooperative heritage areas are a protection
mechanism tailor-made for southern Canada, where a diversified
mosaic of land ownerships and uses exists. The logic of this can
be more clearly seen when we view Canada as both a developed and
a developing country, the south developed, the north developing,
and as such, different policies, concepts, and approaches, suited
to these different conditions would seem appropriate.

OTHER FEDERAL AND PROVINCIAL CONSERVATION MECHANISMS
A brief comparison of national parks and what might be considered
other related
reserves
is set forth in Table 39.1.
There are other parks' or reserves' systems in Canada which could
be viewed as being related
reserves
depending on your definition
(Figure 39.6). However, Table 39.1 shows the major natural area
preservation systems which at least require acknowledgement when
undertaking planning for the national parks' system. Hopefully,

Table

39.1

- A COMPARISON OF NATIONAL PARKS AND OTTtER RELATED RESERVES

Areas
Designated
on a Systems
Planning
Basis

Nationally
Significant
Areas
Included
In System

-Representative
ecosystem
preservation.
-Heritage presentation.
-Outdoor recreation.

Yes

Yes

National
Wilderness
Park

-Representative
ecosystem
preservation.
-Heritage presentation.
-Native culture
protection.
-Limited outdoor
recreation.

Yes

National
Landmark

-Exceptional feature
preservation.
-Heritage presentation.

National
Marine Park

Objectives

Numbe r
of Areas

Total Area
in System
(Hectares)

Staff and
Resources
to Protect
Area

Land
Ownership

Commercial
Resource
Development
Possible

Amendment of
Federal Act
Required

High

Federal

No

Security of
Boundaries

A - FEDERAL
Parks Canada
National
Park

28
(5 proposed)

12,965,590

1
reserve

759,480

Yes
(to be)

1
reserve
(4 proposed)

5,878,400
(National
Wilderness
Park to be
within
this area)

Amendment of
Federal Act
Proposed

Low
(likely)

Federal

No

Yes

Yes
(to be)

0
(1 proposed)

0

Amendment of
Federal Act
Proposed

Low
(likely)

Federal,
Provincial,
Private

No

-Representative marine
environment
preservation.
-Heritage presentation.
-Outdoor recreation.

Yes

Yes
(to be)

0
(1 proposed)

0

Amendment of
Federal Act
Proposed

Medium
(likely)

Federal

Being
determined

Canadian
Wild River

-Wild River theme
preservation.
-Heritage presentation.
-Outdoor recreation.

Yes

Yes
(to be)

0

0

To be
determined

Low

Federal,
Provincial

No, for
sections
designated

Cooperative
Heritage
Area (A.R.C.J
Agreements)

-Natural and cultural
heritage conservation.
-Heritage presentation.
-Outdoor recreation.

No

Yes

Medium to
High,
depends on
agency

Federal,
Provincial,
Municipal,
Private

Yes

2
(2 proposed)

1,000
ki lometres
in length

Federal/
Provincial
Agreement
Order in
Counci1

Cn
Ln

Table

39.1

- COMPARISON OF NATIONAL PARKS AND OTHER RELATED RESERVES

Areas
Designated
on a Systems
Planning
Basis

Nationally
Significant
Areas
Included
In System

-Representative
ecosystem and unique
feature preservation.
-Scientific research.

Some

- P r e s e r v a t i o n of
w i l d l i f e and h a b i t a t .
-Heritage presentation.
-Scientific research.

a-.
ON
aS t a f f and
Resources
to Protect
Area

Land
Ownership

Commercial
Resource
Development
Possible

Order in
Council

Low

Federal

Possible

21,970

Or.der in
Counci1

Low

Federal
(Federal/
Provincial
Cooperative
possible)

Sometimes

82

10,315,500

Order in
Council

Low

Federal
Surface,
Provincial
or P r i v a t e

Yes

Some

252

2,807,980

Amendment of
Provincial
Act r e q u i r e d

Medium

Provincial

No

Some

3

2,921,436

Order in
Council

Medium

Provincial

No

Number
of Areas

T o t a l Area
in System
(Hectares)

Yes

1

263,400

Not
explicit

Yes

42

- P r o t e c t i o n of
m i g r a t o r y b i r d s and
nests.

Not
explicit

Yes

B.C.
Class A
Park

-Representative
ecosystem and s c e n i c
landscape
preservation.
-Heritage presentation.
-Outdoor r e c r e a t i o n .

Yes

Ontario
Wilderness
Park

- Representative
ecosystem
preservation.
-Heritage presentation.
-Outdoor r e c r e a t i o n .

Yes

Objectives

cont'd

S e c u r i t y of
Boundaries

Northern
Program
Ecological
Reserve

Canadian
Wi Idlife
Service
National
Wildlife
Area

Migratory
Bird
Sanctuary
B - PROVINCIAL
(Examples)

Table 39.1 - COMPARISON OF NATIONAL PARKS AND OTHER RELATED RESERVES
Areas
Designated
on a Systems
Planning
Basis

Nationally
Significant
Areas
Included
In System

-Representative
ecosystem and
unique feature
preservation.
-Scientific research.

Some

Some

Biosphere
Reserve

-Protection of
representative
examples of world
biomes, unique
features, or
harmonious landscapes.
-Ecological research,
education and training

Yes

Yes

World
Heritage
Area

-Protection and
presentation of
natural and cultural
heritage of
outstanding universal
value from point of
view of science,
conservation
aesthetics, history or
art.

No

Yes

Objectives
Ecological
Reserve or
Nature
Reserve

Number
of Areas
(447)

cont'd

Staff and
Resources
to Protect
Area

Land
Ownership

Order in
Council

Low

Provincial

Generally
No

1,100

Must have adequate
long-term legal
protection

Medium to
High,
depending
on base
protection
designation

Federal
and/or
Provincial
but can
include
Private

Yes

475,000

Must have adequate
long-term legal
protection.

Medium to
High
(likely),
depending
on base
protection
designation

Federal
and/or
Provincial
but can
include
Private

Yes

Total Area
in System
(Hectares)
(5,159,365)

Note: These figures
represent Protected
I.B.P. Sites in the
Provinces. Protection
may be by ecological
reserves, Provincial
parks, National parks,
etc.

Security of
Boundaries

Commercial
Resource
Development
Possible

C - INTERNATIONAL
ADD ON
DESIGNATION
1

1
(natural)

ON
CD

~0
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we will advance beyond just acknowledgement of these related systems
over the next ten years and get into a more integrated, comprehensive, and coordinated conservation systems planning effort in
Canada.

COORDINATION OF EFFORTS

Perhaps John Jackson summed it up well at the 1972 Federal Provincial Parks Conference held in Edmonton when he said, The task
of

•planning a comprehensive,
integrated
outdoor recreation
resource
system is something which will not he accomplished in five or ten,
fifteen
or maybe even twenty years, but it will be a growing
thing
and a matter of a growing liaison,
a growing cooperation,
a growing
amount of working together amongst the various organizations
involved
(Federal Provincial Parks Conference, 1975, p. 2 ) . The same could
be said for an integrated national parks' and related reserves'
system.
While a growing and working together gradually will evolve naturally
out of necessity, there have been a number of catalysts developing
which are and will serve in hastening this process. These coordination efforts have been made at the federal/provincial, the federal,
and the international levels and by public interest groups. For
example :
1.

2.

3.

4.

The Federal-Provincial Parks Conference, which is not into its
seventeenth year of operation, certainly has been a catalyst
to open up constructive dialogue in searching for solutions to
common concerns;
Critical regions of Canada where integrated planning and management are most urgently needed are the shore and coastal zones,
particularly in the more settled southern parts of Canada with
its complex land ownership and use patterns. In recognition
of this, the Federal Department of the Environment worked to get
federal interests and policies clarified prior to the Canadian
Council of Resource and Environment Ministers' National Shore
Zone Management Symposium held in early October, 1978, in
Victoria.
Another coordinating initiative coming out of the Federal Department of the Environment's efforts which warrants watching is the
structuring of a successor committee to the National Research
Council's Associate Committee on Ecological Reserves. It is
expected that the new committee will be called the Associate
Committee on Ecosystem Conservation, and it will have both
government and non-government representation;
Parks Canada's new draft policies make reference to the development and updating of a plan for the system of national parks.
While no such plan exists today, many of the plan's components
do exist. The evolution of a complete plan will have to take
into account the evolution of other related
reserves'
systems.
It is anticipated that there will be a National Parks System
Plan before the next decade has passed;
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5.

The need for a grand ecosystem conservation strategy for the
North was clearly identified at the Canadian Arctic Resources
Committee Second National Workshop on People, Resources and
the Environment North of sixty degrees held in Edmonton in
February, 1978. A prime recommendation coming from the Parks
and Scientific Reserves Workshop was: We recommend that an
integrated
ecosystem
conservation
strategy
be developed for the
Yukon and Northwest Territories,
beginning
immediately
(Revel
and Peterson, 1978, p. 2 ) . Certainly such a strategy, which
lays most of the conservation
cards on the table at once, will
facilitate the dialogue with the resource development industries,
the native people, and the conservation interests. It is evident today in our discussion with the new national wilderness
parks that there is confusion concerning the different conservation mechanisms and initiatives; and

6.

Finally, it is worth noting a new international integration and
cooperation initiative that has been started up this year by
the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources (I.U.C.N.). The first draft of a report, entitled
A World Conservation
Strategy,
was printed in January, 1978.
The aim of the Strategy
is to develop policies
and
outline
programmes of action
to maintain
the potential
of wild
plants
and animals and of the ecosystems
of which they are part to
meet changing human needs (International Union for Conservation
of Nature and Natural Resources, 1978, p. 1 ) . One of the fundamental objectives of this Conservation
Strategy
is to ensure
that a well designed network of ecosystem
samples is
designated
and safeguarded
. . . (International Union for Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources, 1978, p. 7 ) . The reasons for A
World Conservation
Strategy,
stated in this I.U.C.N. January,
1978, report, represent a good way to end this paper on Planning
a Canadian National Parks and Related Reserves System (International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources,
1978, p. 12) :
The problems posed by the conservation
of living
natural
resources
are many and complicated
but the
resources
available
to tackle
them are few and relatively
puny.
A strategy
is needed if these resources
are to be used
wisely and
efficiently.
There are many interested
organizations
with
various
aims, whose effect
would be greater
if they could
cooperate further
along agreed
lines.

In closing, I would like to make a proposal. As a long-range goal,
we should strive to come up with a Comprehensive Canadian Conservation Stretegy which would pull the whole national parks' and
related reserves' system together to make it a truly interrelated
system. The way to attain this ideal, I would suggest, is to
encourage and provide mechanisms for working
level
contacts, and
interchanges among conservation agencies. In this way, cooperation
and comprehensive thinking will be promoted. Then, as these
working level employees take on more responsibilities in their
individual organizations, these cooperative attitudes, and a dedication to the broader conservation goal, will help to break down
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agency isolationism. In the end, Canadians will be better served;
species, ecosystems, and beautiful landscapes will be more assured
of protection; and Canadians will more effectively carry out their
responsibilities in the world community.
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THE ROLE OF ECOLOGY
IN NATIONAL PARKS
J.B. Theberge

INTRODUCTION

National parks are vital to the well-being of the earth and its
inhabitants; they are land where geological and biological processes continue with minimal interference by man, where species
co-habitant with us are allowed first rights, and where food webs
are complete and maintained by self-regulatory mechanisms. Such
natural environments at least are implied by the word
preservation,
which holds premier position in the National
Parks Act and
Policy.
As preserved lands, national parks are vital because almost all
of the rest of Canada consists of environments which are manmaintained, man-dominated, or altered in some significant ecological way. Logged-over forests are altered in the species and age
composition of the trees and in soil characteristics. Agricultural
lands depend upon massive inputs of human and fossil fuel energy
for ecosystem stability. Urban or industrial lands retain a limited inherent capacity to capture energy or cycle nutrients or
maintain life. Even our most remote wildlands, which fit into
none of these categories, are under oil and gas or mineral lease
with stipulations that require human alterations; or wildlife populations are under trap-line permit or outfitter hunting lease or
are hunted by expanding indigenous human populations. All except
a very few rivers in the Arctic have proposed dams or diversion
schemes.
Except for the 1.5 percent of Canada in national parks, and a much
smaller amount in equivalent reserves, we have committed practically all our land to exploitation in some major form. We have lost
all examples of pristine southern deciduous forest and Great LakesSt. Lawrence forest, we have failed to preserve any large blocks
of grassland, and we have only a tiny representation from west
coast and acadian forest.
Are we making a mistake, from an ecological perspective, by preserving so little? We are a growing nation of people who are among
the most resource-demanding per capita in the world. Cowan (1966)

phrased an answer: We have all too little
that without the conservation
of (genetic)

evidence
variety,

to assure us
man will not
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lead a deprived
existence.
Much of man's adaptive capacity comes
from our manipulations of genetic material, giving us a rich assortment of cultivated and domestic species. This fact, coupled with
the present state of ecological ignorance about relationships and
functions that support life, are compelling arguments that we must
preserve the full gamut of genetic variety created by millions of
years of evolution. The full complement of adaptive genotypes in
the gene pools of any single species can only be preserved if areas
are set aside where natural selection pressures are free to operate,
not in zoos, but wild lands.

NATIONAL PARKS AND ECOSYSTEM PRESERVATION

Most ecologists can translate the broad, philosophical reasons for
preserving ecosystems into specific perceptions related to their
own specialities and experiences. Some wish to know the background
levels of heavy metals like zinc or mercury, or the expected pH of
water bodies, or the normal levels of radioactivity in various
environments in order to determine and warn us of the degree to
which we are contaminating portions of the biosphere. Others, such
as forest ecologists, wish to discover historic forest compositions
and growth rates in order to set better tree harvesting regulations
and regeneration programmes. My examples come from wildlife management, and I have developed a concern for parks for two reasons:
populations of some species I have studied are declining because
of man's activities and need land where their interests come first,
and other species have many of their natural ecological characteristics masked in man-altered environments.
My desire to find natural ecosystems for study has led me to
national parks because in Canada we do not have much else; we are
not well-off in terms of systems to preserve large self-regulating
blocks of land. We have no equivalent to the U.S. Wilderness Act,
and only a small system of national wildlife refuges, which in the
U.S. constitutes as much land as national parks. We have very
divergent provincial parks' systems in terms of sizes, classifications, zoning, and objectives towards protecting ecosystems. Thus,
in Canada, in order to forward ecological research that requires
relatively unaltered land, a very heavy responsibility for ecosystem preservation falls on Canadian national parks.
One of my perceptions that comes out of my research is that we
need to know more about wolf-ungulate relationships, particularly
in the north, in order to successfully manage both. Frightening
crashes in ungulate populations have occurred in the last five
years that reveal our lack of understanding: mountain caribou
have declined in northern British Columbia (Bergerud, personal
communication on the basis of his 1977 survey); bison, outside of
Wood Buffalo National Park (Anonymous, 1978); moose and caribou,
in Alaska's Nelchina Basin (Mitchell, 1977); caribou of the AlaskaYukon Steese-Fortymile
herd (Le Resche, 1975); and caribou, in
Alaska's western arctic, which have crashed from 242,000 to 50,000
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in six years (Alaska Department of Fish and Game, 1976). These
are all wildlife disasters. In all cases, human hunting has been
increasing. Research to date, much of it in parks or reserves,
has shown that the impact of wolf prédation on ungulates is variable both between ecosystems and within ecosystems at different
times; universal principles which would allow extrapolation of the
results of studies conducted at one place, to another, have been
slow to appear. For example, wildlife biologists are uncertain
about the degree to which the causes of mortality in ungulates,
that is, the wolf, man, starvation, and disease, are additive
(Wagner, 1969). Instead, these mortality factors may largely compensate for each other in a way that if one thing does not kill
them, something else will, down to the carrying capacity level of
the environment. We have managed ungulates largely according to
the latter concept, compensatory mortality; this has resulted in
much more generous human harvests than if we considered mortality
factors, particularly wolf and human killing, additive. We may
have been right in ecosystems where wolves, in the face of heavy
competition from human hunting, could turn to buffer prey species.
Wolves have been documented as being able to switch quickly from
moose to caribou when moose were unavailable (Haber, personal communication) . However, also documented is that wolves were unable
to switch quickly from white-tailed deer to moose (Theberge, Oosenbrug, and Pimlott, 1978). Errington, who first proposed the concept of compensatory mortality from his work primarily with minkmuskrat and raptors-bobwhite quail (Errington, 1956), did not
suggest that it worked in all predator-prey situations (Errington,
1967).
Ecology texts only recently have escaped from the misconception
that predator-prey oscillations occur in nature. The concept that
prey controls predator and predator in turn controls prey, which
was demonstrated experimentally in laboratory populations in the
1920's, has proved to be too simple. Krebs (1972, p. 226) con-

cluded that no one has yet found a olassioal
lation in field
populations.

predator-prey

oscil-

We do not, at present, have sufficient understanding of wolf ungulate relationships to be certain that other northern ungulate populations also will not decline drastically as human harvests increase. Land in national parks is essential to attain the knowledge we need; there both predator and prey are protected, without
the complication of, and as a control for, the effect of human
hunting. The importance of parks on this subject has been demonstrated already by research in Mount McKinley National Park (Murie,
1944; Haber, personal communication), Isle Royale National Park
(Mech, 1966), Algonquin Provincial Park (Pimlott, Shannon, and
Kolenosky, 1969), the Superior National Forest and Boundary Waters
Canoe Area (Mech, 1970) and Jasper Forest and Boundary Waters Canoe
Area (Mech, 1970), and Jasper National Park (Carbyn, 1975).
Another of my perceptions is that relatively unaltered ecosystems
in national parks may help to unravel the basis of population
cycles in wildlife. It is embarrassing to teach cycle theory to
university students because there are lots of theories and few
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facts. Our understanding of wildlife cycles extends only to proximate causes of changes in numbers at best, and only in some cases.
Furthermore, man inadvertently may be causing the extinction of
some cycles and hence throwing ecosystems out of long-term stability. I have been involved in research, on both the rock ptarmigan
in Alaska and the ruffed grouse in Ontario, where the cycle either
has become altered in periodicity, in the case of the former (Weeden and Theberge, 1972) , or has gone entirely as in the case of
the latter (Theberge, unpublished data). Environmental heterogeneity was shown in laboratory conditions as a necessary condition for a cycle caused by prédation (Huffaker, 1958). In simplifying ecosystems, are we removing the basis of the genotypic or
phenotypic variety that may be important to long-term adaptability?
We need national parks to know, and to err on the safe side.
There are many other ecological problems for which ecosystem preservation in national parks may be crucial: theoretical ones like
the relationships between species diversity and stability, and the
basis for the distinct non-random pattern of species abundance in
terrestrial vertebrates across North America; and practical ones,
like the long-run ecological effects of uncontrolled spruce budworm or the ways in which environmental toxicants travel long
distances from source.
Cowan (1977, p. 100), in his evaluation of research in Canadian
national parks, cited classic behaviour studies that would have
been impossible without national parks, on wolves, mountain sheep,
gorilla and lion; and he cited many authors who previously have
written on this theme of the importance of national parks to ecology. But, he warned that Parks Canada has implemented
its
overall

research policy in ways that have served to discourage
est of the university
research community from seeing
environments
as a valuable opportunity
for long term
signed to develop new understanding
of the mechanisms
systems and the ecology and behaviour of organisms.

much interthe Park
studies
dewithin
ecoI agree with

Cowan's assessment; I have been frustrated by Parks Canada's lack
of interest in basic research, and one candid study I am supervising is, by necessity, focused outside of a national park where
commercial trapping is prejudicing our work. The present revised
draft parks policy acknowledged that National
Parks also
offer

opportunities

for basic

research

into

natural

environments

....,

but its spirit, unfortunately, is to tolerate such research rather
than actively to seek and promote it. This constricted view of
basic research must change if Canadian national parks are to fulfill one of their potential major reasons to exist.
National parks may serve ecology not only by the provision of perhaps the only places to study ecological principles in a relatively
pristine environment, but by simply providing the land for wildlife.
I have another perception about wolves and parks. Some day, perhaps soon, we only will have viable wolf populations in our large
parks and reserves. If man and wolf do largely compete, or even
if they do not but are perceived to by many hunters, it is not
man who will reduce his harvest. Wolf control, ostensibly to
increase ungulates, after largely dying out in the 1960's, is
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becoming more common. Presently 1.8 percent of Canada has land
where wolves are protected in parks and reserves (Theberge, 1976a).
These areas are becoming increasingly more essential to the welfare
of the species.
Not only wolves, but the future of other species may depend upon
parks and reserves. Some quotes from Canada's
Threatened
Species
and Habitats,
a Symposium of the Canadian Nature Federation in
1976, indicate the concerns of other wildlife biologists. Demarchi
(1976), on mountain sheep:

A frenzied
search for energy is in progress and few of
North America's mountain sheep habitats
will be
unaffected
because of the unfortunate
aorrela.tion
between energy
bearing sedimentary
formations
and productive
mountain
sheep
habitats
Gray (1976), on the muskox and Peary caribou:

Since the elimination
of the Queen Elizabeth
Island
Game Preserve,
no land has been set aside
specifically
for wildlife
in the whole Canadian arctic
archipelago.
With the increasing
domination of arctic
lands by the
oil and gas industry,
it is time that wildlife
and
habitat be given the consideration
so often
promised.
And more generally, on the topic of wildlife
1976):

habitat

(Edwards,

A cold impersonal look at the facts gives small hope
that old growth habitats
throughout Canada will
survive.
We are going to be struck with brushlands and pole
plantations
instead of real forests,
with
grasslands
tampled by too many cattle,
sheep, or goats, with the
Arctic well on its way to little
life of any kind, and
with water mostly unfit to drink.
Not a pretty
picture.
There probably will be a few parks and other open spaces
that are different,
but they will be trampled,
tamed,
and changed by a denser humanity than has
surrounding
lands.
National parks must escape Edwards' predication. They will do so
only if ecology guides park planning and management.

ECOLOGY IN PARK PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

Ecosystem preservation in national parks is not easy. Preservation
runs against historic perceptions of the rationale for national
parks which permitted towns, highways, and ecosystem-consumptive
activities such as golf courses in our national parks (Theberge,
1976b). Preservation also runs against a tendency, at times, for
parks to serve political purposes by making available intensive
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recreational opportunities such as marinas and massive downhill skiing, or by providing job opportunities or federal money to needy
regions. The possibility even was suggested by a cabinet minister
in 1978 that, by attracting U.S. tourists to a major development,
parks can help to re-dress our national unbalance
of payments. And
preservation also runs against the perceptions of many park-users
who do not really care about complete food-webs or the maintenance
of self-regulatory ecosystems. Thus, proposals for developments in
national parks keep springing up like the adventitious roots of poplars and sumacs. The only defense for park ecosystems lies in the
application of those ecological principles arising from an understanding of how to maintain the structure and function of nature.
Otherwise, our national parks, which invariably attract people, may
erode to the level of surrounding man-maintained ecosystems.
Ecology can be expressed in management form in national parks in a
variety of ways: through the location of new parks to capture the
biophysical variety of Canada, through the sensitivity of master
plans to park ecosystems, through national and park-level policy on
natural resources, and through daily management decisions in individual parks that demonstrate an appreciation of the importance of
maintaining the integrity of park ecosystems. In the past decade,
considerable gains have been made in ecologically-based decision
making in our national parks. These gains, however, need to be
built upon further to assure that our national park ecosystems will
be truly preserved.
In Canada, considerably less environmental legislation that is
relevant to parks exists than in the U.S. Thus, greater responsibility rests with our park managers to structure and police their
own operation than in the U.S. where park administrators must comply with a host of acts such as the National Environment Policy Act
the Wilderness Act, and the Freedom of Information Act. Parks
Canada, to date, has not developed policy, much less law, to require environmental impact analyses, to create legal wilderness,
or to provide for national procedures on public participation in
planning or management issues equivalent to the three U.S. acts
that are imposed upon U.S. parks' administrators. Therefore, in
my view, and that of many park administrators with whom I have discussed this issue, our parks are vulnerable to incremental development that, over the years, may seriously erode the degree of ecosystem preservation. These legal and policy deficiencies must be
rectified in the next decade or, hopefully, much sooner.
System planning in the past few years has developed a sound ecological basis, in which Canada is divided into forty-eight natural
regions based primarily on physiographic subdivisions and secondarily on forest communities (Parks Canada, 1971). Parks Canada's
objective is to achieve natural park representation in all natural
regions, capturing as many natural
themes,
that is landforms or
biotic features of significance, as possible within each region.
A further refinement of this categorization of Canada was the 1977

Preliminary

Study

of Natural

Areas of Canadian Significance

in

which fifty-five areas were identified within the natural regions
studied to date. These areas contain a representative
sample
of
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the diverse natural themes of a natural region,
or combination of themes which is one-of-a-kind
or the

world

or a natural
theme
or rare in Canada

(Parks Canada, 1977) .

Master planning also has become more sensitive to park ecosystems
in recent years through a greatly expanded programme of resource
inventories. Public criticism at hearings on preliminary master
plans held in the late I960's resulted in a recognition within Parks
Canada that better knowledge of the natural resources in parks was
necessary for planning. Consequently, a great many inventories of
park resources were conducted, primarily on contract to other federal agencies, like the Canadian Wildlife Service and the Forest
Service, or to the universities. As well, efforts were made to
relate the information of the various resource sub-disciplines to
each other through the display technique of a resource atlas and
the analytical technique of a biophysical land classification. A
resource atlas facilitates master planning by drawing together in
one document all the resource information available. A biophysical
land classification is designed to integrate information on soils,
landforms, and vegetation to identify similar ecological units at
a progressively more detailed level. For example, Terra Nova
National Park consists of one land region, six land districts,
eighty-six land systems, and 976 land types. The broadest categories, region and district, provide for identification of major
ecosystems that may present different management problems and
require different management solutions. The detailed categories,
system and type, provide information useful in site planning and
environmental impact analysis.
Inventory, atlas, and land classification are major advances in
ecologically-sound park master planning. Without detracting from
these accomplishments, I believe that further improvements lie in
the need to either modify the biophysical land classification to
incorporate information on wildlife, which at present is not included adequately, or to develop an additional land classification
based on fauna through food webs or diversity indicies or some such
vehicle. Unless a land classification accounts for the habitat
requirements of wildlife in various food webs, it does not identify
true functional
ecological units, which should be a primary goal of
any land classification.
Another improvement in land classification would be the development
of criteria to determine what levels of detail are necessary for
proposed development versus wilderness zones. The master plan for
Banff is not scheduled for completion until 1985 because information at the most detailed level of biophysical inventory is being
gathered for the whole park. Jasper will not be master planned
until after that.
Parks Canada is under no legal obligation to have master plans for
national parks. Consequently, although we have many provisional
master plans, at present there are approved master plans for only
three Canadian national parks: Point Pelee, Riding Mountain, and
Kejikmuijik. Without such approved plans, parks are vulnerable to
the same insidious loss of wilderness that occurs on non-park land.
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Ecosystem preservation would be enhanced greatly if our Parks Act
were amended to make master planning mandatory within a specified
time. Most of the U.S. national parks have approved master plans
because the National Environmental Policy Act makes such a legal
necessity.
Master plans, even after approval, are not legal in the way that
regional plans are, for example, in Ontario. A park master plan
provides a false sense of security. It is no more than a guideline
on how the park should be managed. It can be violated by an internal decision, without public notification or review. The proposed
expansion of downhill ski facilities beyond the size set out in the
less than one year old master plan for Riding Mountain National Park
is an example. Even zoning in a national park, as set out in a
master plan, could be altered by an internal decision. Ecosystem
preservation will be assured only when park master plans become
legal documents, subject to change only through a ministerial order
that could only come after public review. At a national level that
is the only way we can have legal wilderness. Wilderness, at the
present time, is one of the zones of a national park, and little
land exists in federal hands in the provinces besides that in national parks. Legal wilderness, or legal ecosystem preservation,
was the objective of the architects of the 1964 U.S. Wilderness
Act (Scott, 1976). As a result, wilderness zones in U.S. national
parks are, or are becoming, legal. That is real ecosystem preservation. Policy, or zoned wilderness, rejected in the U.S. should be
rejected by Canadians. Opponents of legal wilderness call laws
aumbersome,
or limiting in flexibility.
Yes, such would restrict
the ease of development; but that is exactly what Parks Canada
needs if it is truly to protect ecosystems for time spans measured
in the ecological terms of biological cycling, adaptation, or
sequential, much less divergent, evolution.
In zones where park developments may occur, ecology is beginning
to play a more central role than a decade ago because of the birth
and growth of environmental impact analyses, as a companion to
cost/benefit analyses and engineering feasibility studies, in
decided upon developments. Even though Canada does not have laws
requiring environmental impact analyses such as exist in the U.S.,
we at least have environmental assessment review procedures (E.A.R.P.)
which are carried out by the Department of Fisheries and Environment,
if such are requested by the department initiating the project.
Parks Canada has called on these procedures for some developments
but not for others, most notably Sunshine Village in Banff. Parks
Canada needs a policy on what qualifies for an environmental assessment. I would suggest all permanent public roads, service centres,
and recreational nodes where clusters of buildings must be erected.
One unfortunate drawback of the E.A.R.P. is that the recommendations
made are only suggestions, and have no force. But, the advantage
is that the E.A.R.P. provide an impartial view in which documentation of the environmental implications of a development all are
open to public scrutiny.
Much of the future ecological conditions in our national parks will
be determined by day-to-day resource management decisions made by
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superintendents and other in-park personnel. The ecological problems encountered in daily park management are many: whether or not
to put out a fire, how to reduce human-grizzly encounters, how to
prevent trail overuse or to rehabilitate an area, whether to reintroduce species such as the bison in Jasper, how to prevent erosion from clear-cut logging outside but adjacent to Pacific Rim,
how to reduce road-kills of big game in the mountain parks, how to
protect a relic woodland caribou population in Pukuskwa, whether
to allow secondary succession to occur on abandoned farmland or
hold the system to maximize diversity at Point Pelee and in Fundy,
whether or not and how to prevent shoreline erosion at Point Pelee,
how to protect wildlife like the caribou and wolves that range
beyond the park boundaries of Kluane, Riding Mountain, and Jasper.
Components that make up day-to-day ecologically wide decisions in
parks include the guidance of explicit national resource management
policy, detailed resource management plans for park-specific resource
problems, and personnel with adequate technical and philosophical
training in resource management and basic ecology. While improvements have been made in the past decade in all three of these components, they need additional strengthening. Our national policy
on resource management, in 1969 and in the draft revised policy of
1978, is considerably less detailed and consequently provides less
guidance to park managers than does the national U.S. Resource
Management Policy. In specific parks, Parks Canada has benefitted
considerably from the advice of scientists in both the Canadian
Wildlife Service, which has a special parks advisory research unit,
and the universities, with which it has entered into research contracts. However, research into resource management problems, while
never really complete, is less of a bottleneck to wise decisionmaking at present than the translation of that research into written resource management plans. For only two parks, Mt. Revelstoke
and Glacier, is there sufficient such resource policy to compile a
park specific document as guidance for present and future managers,
though other parks may have a few issue-specific plans, such as
bison management in Wood Buffalo National Park and shoreline management in Point Pelee National Park.
Regarding resource trained manpower, we have considerably less
ecological expertise within the parks themselves than do many U.S.
national parks; and we have no positions for resident research
biologists or resource management specialists. In Canadian regional
offices, small resource management staffs have broad responsibilities which extend from writing research contracts to coordinating
the ecological input into master plans to drawing park specific
management plans to handling special assignments such as the present impact predication of Village
Lake Louise. It is a matter of
internal priority whether regional offices staff with engineers or
ecologists. There is at present simply a severe shortage of resource
trained manpower.
To conclude, the past decade has been one of considerable advance
in placing ecology in a more central position in decision-making in
Canadian national parks. System planning has a sound ecological
base, master planning has input from resource inventories packaged
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in resource atlases and biophysical land classifications, and many
park developments are undertaken only after environmental impact
analyses. If there is another parks conference a decade from now,
I hope the author of the paper with the same title as mine can add
to the present accomplishments that a much greater degree of security exists for park ecosystems because of a legal necessity to
master plan, because master plans are themselves legal documents,
because a programme exists to foster basic ecological research in
national parks, because expanded methods of analysing resource
inventory information and guidelines on depth of analysis have
evolved, because criteria have been made to determine when environmental impact analyses are necessary, because explicit national
policy on resource management exists and with more resource-trained
manpower, and because written policies exist for all major parkspecific resource management problems. Then, and only then, will
the science of ecology truly guide park planning and management
and will our ecological treasures, called national parks, be safe.
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THE HERITAGE APPROACH
R.A.J. Phillips

INTRODUCTION

It was, as we warned the organizer of this excellent conference, a
dubious risk to invite a representative of Heritage Canada to
participate in a discussion of the future of Canadian parks. This
is not because we lack anything in respect for this conference, but
we are among experts who have many wise things to say; and we are
not one of these.
When this national charitable organization called Heritage Canada
was incorporated five and a half years ago, we had a mandate for
two of the many aspects of the Canadian heritage: natural landscape
and man-made structures. We also had an enormous accumulated
responsibility, for we were almost the last country in the developed
world to have a national trust dedicated to saving the visible
reminders of our past. Just how accumulated those responsibilities
were quickly becomes evident from a scanning of the press of 1973.
While one could find references to public concern over our natural
landscape, they were far outweighed in quantity by the strident
pleas to save notable buildings in immediate risk of demolition or,
worse, accounts of their rapid loss when no one seemed to care.
With a small staff and limited resources, the first task of the
Board of Governors of Heritage Canada was to assign priorities.
We decided to devote the overwhelming proportion of our effort to
man-made structures. One part of the reason was the immediacy of
the problem. Perhaps equally important, we knew that there were
first-rate dedicated, and effective voluntary national organizations
already working hard on behalf of the natural landscape. Amongst
these, the National and Provincial Parks Association of Canada
stood high. There were no national organizations concerned with
man-made structures. We, therefore, decided to give all the moral
support we could to those wholly concerned with the natural landscape, and to press on with our architectural heritage.
In these past five years, we are immodest enough to believe that we
have achieved a remarkable measure of success in the field upon which
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we chose to concentrate. Our first objective was to persuade the
governments to make sweeping changes in heritage law which, generally, was decades behind that of our neighbours in North America
and Europe. With the warm cooperation of the provinces and many
municipalities, the legal picture has undergone a revolution in
five years.
Our next objective, a long-time and continuing one, was to promote
the conservation of heritage areas, generally, in our towns and
cities.
We have committed millions of dollars to this task, and
our collaborators in the government and the private sector have
committed even more. The result has not been only the physical
transformation of sections of many communities, but also proof of
the point that heritage conservation can make not only aesthetic
but economic sense.
Our other activities have revolved around public education, research,
and support for the countless individuals and organizations who, at
the local level, are struggling to maintain and enrich their visible
heritage. We now have more than 10,000 members, including 160
heritage organizations, a potentially powerful network of concerned
citizens across Canada.
In the course of these activities, and particularly in our publications, we have had many occasions to support the efforts of those
concerned with our parks and with the natural landscape in general.
The main form which it has taken has been to back up either national
organizations or our own local organizations involved in specific
causes.
This brief resume of our work may indicate our sincere interest in
parks and other natural landscapes, but it also will underline the
limitations of our experience. In the remainder of this paper, we
cannot make useful proposals on how our parks might be improved.
In this area, we are pupils rather than teachers. For what it may
be worth, we might make some very general comments, largely relating
to historic parts; but perhaps we might first be permitted to walk
uncertainly into national parks.

THE BROWNING OF AMERICA

To the layman, the story of Canada's parks seems to be a history
of overwhelming success, the justified envy of most other countries
of the world. By the luck of splendid geography and the vision of
early administrators and politicians, we created superb wilderness
areas and have added steadily to them. They are well run and
obviously enjoy high public acceptance.
But is there not also some element of failure? How accessible are
our parks to casual visitations? If we are not planning a major
family holiday or a costly expedition, are we really proportionately
endowed with those quiet places to which people can escape easily,
on impulse, for the afternoon? We are not thinking here of great
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mountain ranges or dramatic arctic landscapes, but those modest
places where the roar of traffic is dimmed to be replaced by the
cathartic song of birds or even running water.
In a country like Great Britain, despite its relatively enormous
concentration of population, those places are far easier to find
than in Canada. Some of the differences are historical, and we
cannot rewrite history. First, there is the question of geography
which has given us long spaces very expensive to cross. Equally
important, our major parks are not only in government hands, but
consist of lands which always have been in the public domain,
with relatively minor exceptions. In Britain most parkland is in
non-government hands, notably those of the National Trusts which
are second only to the Crown as the major land holders in Britain.
For one reason or another, the N tional Trusts have proved themselves particularly adept at acquiring and preserving open spaces
within casual reach of where the people live.
If, in the early days of our parks' system, demographers had made
predictions over the coming century, they probably would have been
wrong. Nobody could have foreseen both the rapid urbanization of
Canada, or the extreme concentration of population near our southern
border. In a sense, therefore, our major parks are even farther
from the people than intended, because the people fled to the big
cities. This surely puts a strong moral pressure upon all the
governments, not only to follow the flow of Canadian demographic
istory, but to provide a more casual escape from the industrial
turmoil than was ever foreseen for our original wilderness areas.
We are here trespassing in fields well worn by parks' planners and
the informed public for a long time. It is easy to see the argument
that any green space newly opened near or in a major city rapidly
becomes less green because of pressure upon it. It must be
exceedingly difficult to design the restrains which provide a recreational facility in such circumstances without ruining it. Perhaps
the best hope, however unrealistic, is in organizing such an
explosion of green spaces that the pressure will be reasonably
spread.
The raising of priorities for green spaces near cities may have a
special appeal to governments at a time of fiscal restraint which
no one believes will be over soon. We are here speaking of parks
on a far less grandiose scale than in the past. Land acquisitions
may be high, but they could be a lot less by a sustained public
education appeal to private owners of such tracts to bequeath
their holdings to a public body. This occasionally has happened in
Canada, but laws are not ungenerous to such bequests, though perhaps they should be reexamined to make them even more favourable.
What has been lacking is the inculcation of a sense of public
responsibility which has been imbued so well abroad while Canada's
record remains relatively sorry.
We are naive enough to think that appropriate public education which
sets its goals in terms of decades instead of years, whose tone is
not strident, and which commands the active participation of leading
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citizens in the government and outside it might well gradually produce the desired results.
Let us turn to two more lessons from Britain. Donated lands need
not be acquired necessarily by the federal, provincial or civic
government, nor administered by them. There is equal logic in
their acquisition by national, provincial, or regional foundations,
whether already established or created for the purpose. Such
bodies have the capacity for additional fund-raising, thus lessening
the burden on the government purse. A major role of the government
could be the encouragement of the process, either through the
modification of tax laws, as may be appropriate, or by a sustained
public education campaign. As will be noted later in this paper,
the administration of such park lands may well be handled more
appropriately by foundations than by the government.
A second lesson to be learned from Britain is that one does not have
to acquire the land in order to preserve it. Thousands of square
miles of Britain have been kept green in perpetuity without any
money changing hands. Private owners have been persuaded to sign
conservation agreements with the National Trusts. These agreements
provide that the land will not be built upon or substantially
changed in perpetuity without the concurrence of the owner and of
the Trust. Some of the agreements may relate to lands on which
there is some public access. Whether or not that is immediately
the case, at least the land is not ruined beyond recall; it provides
a sanctuary for natural life, whether zoological or botanical, an
interruption in urbanization, and the possibility of future public
use.
These British approaches have become legally possible only
recently in most of Canada. The conservation agreements depend
upon enabling provincial law which most of the provincial governments
have passed within the past four years. That law gives perpetual
legal validity to agreements between property owners and a designated
conservation authority. The enabling legislation having recently
been passed in most of Canada, the time is appropriate for conservationists to turn their thoughts to the exploitation of this highly
useful device in the preservation of the natural landscape.
In these observations, we are not overlooking the existence of city
and suburban parks, or estates put to public use, or of green belts
created in some of our more creative cities. All are useful
devices, but the most useful of all could well be the cheapest:
bequests, trust lands, and conservation agreements.

THE PLACE OF GOVERNMENT

It probably can be argued that Heritage Canada is not, first and
moremost, a heritage organization: it is a voluntary organization,
whose concern is heritage. This is an optic which we share with
the National and Provincial Parks Assocaition of Canada. We
believe that in the safeguarding of our heritage, whether natural
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or man-made, there is an essential role for the government, and
there is an essential role for the voluntary organization of
concerned citizens.
One would like to avoid the trap of defining what each role is, if
only because it must vary from situation to situation. Generally,
the governments must undertake those vast enterprises of physical
conservation, whether national or provincial parks or outstanding
and costly historic sites. The resources required for their development and maintenance are far beyond private enterprise or the
voluntary movement. Equally important, the standard of excellence
which we should, and do, require in the care of our natural and
historic parks is usually beyond the capacities of non-government
bodies. Generally, we have enormous respect for the standards
achieved by the experienced, talented, and devoted workers of
government at all levels.
Part of the role of the voluntary movement is to persuade citizens
and their governments of the priority which must be attached to
parks. In this way, voluntary organizations have a responsibility,
in effect, to support the work of the government.
Evidently, another role of the voluntary organization is to be Her
Majesty's loyal opposition. We must, according to our conscience
and knowledge, criticize in private or in public as citcumstances
dictate; and we should be able to do so without harming good
relationships between the experts inside the government and ourselves. T ere is a third role of the voluntary movement. It is
one on which Heritage Canada has been able to capitalize, but by
the nature of the problem, it is much more difficult for those concerned with parks. That is, active public involvement.
One of the brighter things the B lsheviks did after the Russian
revolution, was to set up the voluntary work forces whereby people
from every walk of life could take a physical part in the rehabilitation of the shattered country. With much fanfare, the leaders
themselves, as well as professionals, academics, and people from
every walk of life got out with picks and shovels. They may not
have done much effective work, but they did get a form of physical
commitment.
When one small Canadian community decided on a ridiculously impractical programme of saving a distinguished heritage building, they
got everyone working in it. One of the young men engaged in the
preliminary shovelling of manure from the once fine floors, later
became Premier of his province. He, like dozens of others who
became merchants or doctors or housewives, got a permanent stake in
heritage conservation, and Canadian heritage is the richer for it.
The only way that Heritage Canada is able to run all its operations,
including a couple of dozen properties under restoration, with a
staff of twenty, is to get local involvement. It is not unknown
for local citizens to get out with rakes or hammers, but it is more
common for them to form committees to take full responsibility for
their local heritage, subject to only light and distant financial
controls from distant Heritage Canada owners.
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This local involvement pays many dividents. Generally, we have
a record of economy which contrasts with the government is, not
because our staff is any wiser, but because we are exploiting local
talents and commitments, and because we delegate responsibility.
That process is important from much more than the saving of money.
The physical involvement of people reinforces their moral commitment. These people are the ones who will restore their own houses,
even though they might never have thought of it before, and they are
the most effective leaders in public education.
In Canada, until recent times, the government left little room for
private enterprise. This is not a criticism of the government,
but almost the reverse. The governments were really ahead of
public opinion in the conservation work they were doing. The
governments saw the need for outside groups to take some part in
theprocess. It was the federal government, for example, which gave
such early administrative and financial aid to launch Heritage
Canada. It has been the provincial governments which have launched
provincial heritage foundations. It has been the governments at
every level which have given moral and sometimes financial support
to the voluntary movement, knowing that the hand which feeds them
would sometime be bitten.
But has it gone far enough? Because the governments began long ago
to accumulate parks and historic sites, they tended to become the
only focus for the skills and expertise required in their administration. As more money became available for these enterprizes,
staffs grew greatly, both in quantity and quality. It can probably
be said today, for example, that most of the restoration architects
in Canada are working full-time or part-time for the government at
some level. This contrasts with experience abroad. It is not true
in the United States, where the voluntary movement and public
interest in heritage consevation were established long before they
were in Canada. Another interesting contrast is the Netherlands.
Collectively, the people of that country have done a superb job in
preserving early architecture, and especially in recycling it for
modern use. Their governments do relatively little, except for
the all-important task of stimulation and the monitoring of standards. An expensive system of grants makes heritage conservation
of buildings feasible or even attractive for private developers.
The cost per unit is much smaller than if the government did it, in
part because much voluntary energy is harnessed, and hence, much
more is done on lower budgets.
Further, the expertise is not
wrapped within the government walls. It is available to the private
entrepreneurs and best contributes to good standards of conservation in the private sector. The ready availability of expertise
within the community has been one of the major factors contributing
to the high standards of conservation in that country.
Are we moving in that direction in Canada?
There are encouraging
signs, such as the moral or other support given to voluntary groups.
On the other hand, the costs of conservation are rapidly mounting
and perhaps creating a tendency for more, rather than less, to be
done by the government.
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Take museums as an example which may have some relevance to both
buildings and natural landscape. A long time ago, most of the
museums in Canada were run by the governments. Then there was a
period, not so long ago, when they seemed to spring up everywhere.
This was particularly true of house museums which were often the
product of conservation efforts related to the 1967 celebration of
our Centennial. They were modest, amateur, and, maybe, from the
point of view of the professional museologists, rather poor. But
they were a real community effort. When someone served on a village
museum board, he or she felt not only a responsibility but an
enthusiasm for searching through the attic for contributions. Artifacts which would otherwise have gone into the garbage dump became
a part of the permanent heritage of Canada. That was a result of
public involvement, and even if the displays were terrible, they
were there.
Now we are becoming more sophisticated in our museums. We expect
to see display cases, lighting, and audiovisual techniques of enormous cost to entertain us. You cannot get away with the old showcases donated by the local grocery store. The museums have become
big business. More people than ever are attending them in Canada,
but perhaps fewer regard them as a participant's sport. Quite
unconsciously, they may well be choking out community efforts,
putting more in the hands of the government, and relegating the
voluntary sector to its more passive role of observer and occasional
critic.
The attitude to the role of the government and to the role of the
voluntary sector differs from region to region in Canada, just as
it differs from country to country abroad. For example, the British
have a great reputation for committing themselves to private causes.
In France, either an inventory of the voluntary movement in virtually
any field of endeavour, or a reading of the country's laws, indicates that the reverse is the case: the government, relatively, is
left to do the job.
Now, by this circuitous route, we come to the dilemma in parks.
Is there any role for the public beyond as users and critics?
the public be participants?

Can

While the public may be called in as advisors, or the views of a
community or even of national groups may be solicited in the
development or management of parks, it seems unthinkable that great
national or even provincial assets should be surrendered to the
care of a local group. Under such a hypothetical situation, there
would be no more reason for me to trust the judgement of a group
running, say, the great mountain parks, or an Arctic park, than
there is to trust the government whose viewpoint could be represented as less parochial. The National Capital region, which has
some affinities to an urban park, is not run by local citizens, but
by a Commission representative of the whole country.
It hardly
would be practical to establish such commissions for every park in
Canada, simply to get greater public involvement.
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But perhaps there is a way to find greater citizen involvement in
certain types of smaller parks. The historic park is probably more
susceptible to this approach than the large wilderness areas. This
is in part because many of the former are near centres of considerable population from which it is possible to draw for advice,
organizing skill, and even fund-raising capacities. It would not
be impossible to conceive of a structure which would give a local
foundation something more than an advisory role in the operation of
an historic park, but something less than a proprietory one. The
smaller parks, whether national or provincial, possibly might be
operated by local or regional foundations with strong representation from the government now responsible. There is no reason to
assume that such parks need always be a total charge upon the federal
or provincial purse, for with community involvement one could assume
some measure of public and even municipal support.
Examples of this technique are not lacking, at least on a small
scale. A small but distinguished military property owned by the
federal government is run by a local historical society in a small
town whose citizens have contributed a great deal of physical work,
artifacts, and money to the creation of an excellent museum and
occasional meeting place.
In a city of much larger population, a building of similar size is
operated by the government which continuously must dodge the slings
and arrows of the local populus who regard it as inadequate. Not
much harm could be done by giving responsibility for the property
to either a special foundation or to an existing historical or
heritage society with administrative experience and fund-raising
capacities. As a distant Canadian taxpayer who treasures that site,
I still would feel confident that the capacities and pride of local
people would be equal to the challenge of sound and imaginative
management. I also would be pretty sure that the site would be
developed more quickly than is likely from its place on the long
government priority list.
What I am suggesting here is that the question is not how well the
governments are running parks, but how much they are running. To
assure economies, to capitalize on the potential of voluntary
enthusiasm and talent, and to create new armies of apostles for
conservation, the voluntary movement well might be turning part of
its attention to the opportunities for less government responsibility
in the operation of our parks, and especially of our cultural parks.

ENCOURAGEMENT TO THE VOLUNTARY SECTOR
Our first point was that the government might do less. Should the
government and the voluntary sector, in total, do more?
Relative to the past, recent years have seen an explosion of
interest in parks, including cultural parks. One of the turning
points was the celebration of the Centennial, which encouraged a
popular new look at Canadian history and which, by a system of well
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planned stimulation grants, got Canadians involved in projects
which often were related to heritage conservation and historic
parks. Further, this was the eve of a new sensitivity to the philosophy of environment conservation which was entirely new to Canadians
and largely new to most other people in the world.
The result was the relatively sudden creation of heritage villages
and the opening up of new museums in buildings ranging from log
huts to near palaces. This period also marked a new surge of
interest in something akin to industrial archeology. When a local
water-powered flour mill was preserved, more often than not it was
recycled for some new life such as a museum or a restaurant. The
effort may not deserve the name of industrial archeology, but such
industrial buildings were preserved, at least in their shells, to
evoke memories of an important aspect of Canadian life in the past.
Sometimes, of course, the mills were saved largely intact with a
considerable proportion of their early machinery.
Some have argued that, with this intense period of converting old
buildings into museums, we now have local historic sites or parks
coming out of our ears.
In some regions, this may well be so. When an estate becomes
available for public use, probably the last thing which should
happen to it is the creation of another historic park. Such facilities almost always cost money and they certainly cost effort.
That surfeit is not true of all Canada. In the matter of available
sites of historical interest, many regions of Canada continue to
be deprived. The fault is not necessarily a lack of interesting
property. In most cases, the problem is finances. Such projects
are beyond the local means and are impossible for the provincial
or federal government because of a long list of waiting priorities.
Another occasional cause of cultural deprivation is the tendency to
look upon heritage parks as a sort of moral bandaid for the problems
of conservation. If someone says that such and such a property or
building should be preserved for the future enjoyment of untold
generations, there are now voices which say; By all means.
Ship

it, look, stock and fence post to the nearest heritage park and
let's get on with the new shopping centre.
The balance sheet on
these heritage parks and heritage villages across Canada is very
distinctly on the credit side. They have done a wonderful job on
public education, while preserving much heritage that would otherwise have been lost. But they are also a small danger. They can
either tend to suck up the heritage from a vast region, or they
can provide an excuse for people who find heritage property in their
way to get rid of it. They are in some ways analogous to spanking
new museums which, while excellent in themselves, have had a deadening affect on local initiative and participation in collecting.
Assuming that Canada is made up of many wise governments, we can
commend to them, not only gradually to lessen their own involvement,
but to provide the stimulation to more volunteer involvement. This
will take wisdom, for there are undoubtedly areas in which stimula-
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tion could create more historic facilities parallel to the ones
which exist in plenty. The wise government must recognize those
areas, and also recognize the need of positive incentives in other
places. It must accept the fact that it may be subsidizing local
efforts which could make life more difficult for expert museologists
whose natural tendency is to sweep the countryside for contributions
which will rest permanently within their four, air conditioned,
walls.
The sudden surprise of a small park containing a complete lighthouse
with its lamps of yesterday intact may be well worth the price of a
slightly thinner collection of lighthouse artifacts in some distant
and perfectly splendid museum. The survival of the estate of some
great statesman or merchant scoundrel, run by a local committee of
rabid conservationists may be worth more than a few additions to a
provincial or national park. The tourist industry, which is well
aware of the drawing power of these historic parks scattered about
a province, would throw its weight behind that small local park.
In summary, then, I would commend continuing attention to the possibilities of turning over sectors of government activities to voluntary organizations. Supplementing this, we would commend the study
of stimulation grants for local parks which lend themselves to
local management but which would never have been a part of senior
government planning.

THE WHOLE TRUTH

A danger to which the National and Provincial Parks Association,
as well as wise park planners, had been alive is improving upon
nature. That is probably far less a danger in the case of wilderness parks than it is in historic sites. Governments, and every
one else running historic sites, suffer from a congenital drive to
make them look beautiful.
The reasons are clear enough; no manager
wants his site to look as though it had fallen into sloppy disrepair
because he was spending his days and nights in the local beer
parlour. The collective result is that everything looks just too
beautiful, and it is a lie about Canadian history.
In the preservation of a great medieval cathedral, perhaps we might
be forgiven for concentrating on the overwhelming beauty of the
stone or glass while forgetting that all the monks had dreadful body
odour and their latrines ventilated the wrong way. A little dishonesty may be justified because it is good for the soul.
But so much of the early history of Canada is the story of man's
struggle against a physical or even social environment which we
would consider appalling. Forts really were not romantic. They
did not have lawns fed with Vigoro stretching down to the river.
They were more than glamorous red uniforms in the officers' mess.
The barracks were often places of unspeakable filth, stink, and
above all, boredom. The visitor should not enter them to get the
impression that this is a large scale game of toy soldiers. He
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should emerge with the overwhelming impression of what extraordinary
roots we had. What motivated these imperial soldiers, whose only
knowledge of Canada was that small fort, to settle this alien land?
Xhe answer is not to be found in a splendid show of military drill,
commendable though that is, but in an honest slice of life which our
historic parks too rarely purvey.
If you ask the average tourist about Champlain in Nova Scotia, he
may talk to you about the Order of Good Cheer and the jolly times
they must have had together each evening after the men had put away
their gasoline lawnmowers, Tide, and Brasso. What an injustice to
Champlain and his men who hung onto life by their fingertips, or
not at all, through that unspeakable first winter nearly four
centuries ago.
What a marvellous job of research has been done for another outpost
where every article of the fur trade has been found or duplicated
in unerring detail. One wonders whether a Hudson's Bay factor, let
alone an Indian or a coureur-de-bois would recognize it today. It
is all so splendid and romantic. Distress
is the term the technicians would use, and we need a lot more of that. Fourteen days after
Arizone Charlie Meadows built the palace of Grand Theatre in Dawson
City in 1899, it probably looked like hell because people enjoyed
its use. F urteen years after its reconstruction, age has not
withered it one bit: it still looks like a museum set. It is not
the kind of place in which you would really like to sin.
Our historic parks, historic sites, and heritage villages have
unconsciously been re-writing our history for a long time, and it
should stop. Just as our wilderness areas should not be spoiled,
parks should not be polluted by these romantic, manicured notions
of what Canada's history was all about. Many of our heritage sites
give pride to their administrators, joy to their hygienic visitors,
and comfort to the tourist industry, but they are violating an
understanding of our past when this country needs all the understanding it can get.

CONCLUSION

This country is fortunate in its well preserved network of wilderness and historic parks and sites. We submit that they could be
even better in the future if more green spaces were available where
our people live, if the government did less, if the voluntary movement were more involved, and if, together, we kept a more honest
faith with our past.

PRIVATE AGENCIES AND THE FUTURE OF
NATIONAL PARKS AND RELATED RESERVES
C D . Fowle and F. A. Lewis

There are a number of private organizations in Canada concerned
with conservation in its many guises. Each has its own particular
purpose and some are concerned primarily with parks and related
reserves. Although the objectives may vary from the broadest public
concern at the national level to a narrow special local interest,
the methods really are quite limited. The private organizations
are all concerned, to varying degrees, with promoting objectives
and conveying information, usually from a somewhat biased viewpoint, to their members, to the public, and to the governments at
various levels. The mission of most private agencies is, therefore,
education and persuasion, sometimes backed up with a certain amount
of political clout.
We are assuming for the purpose of this paper that we are to
address the question: How can private agencies best serve the
public interest in the future planning and development of national
parks and related reserves?
Having regard for the range of interests represented, we may recognize four different roles for the private organizations, and they
are discussed briefly here.
1. The contribution of advice from the professional organizations.
In this category, organizations such as the Canadian Institute
of Forestry, the Canadian Society of Environmental Biologists,
and other professional organizations should have a good deal to
contribute to the ecological basis of site selection and management. Clearly, there is in such organizations a large bank of
experience and knowledge which, if mobilized, could contribute
very significantly to the future park development in Canada.
Unfortunately, these organizations often include a substantial
number of civil servants or employees of business enterprises
who find it difficult to speak out as private citizens or to
take positions critical of government policy.
2. The dissemination of specialized information on parks and
reserves. Here we include agencies such as the National and
and Provincial Parks Association of Canada, the Algonquin
Wildlands League in Ontario, and the Quetico Foundation. Organizations of this kind provide a focus for action for people
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whose particular concern is parks. Through publications and
meetings they inform their members, and the public, on basis
concepts and the current issues. Through committee work, briefs,
seminars, meetings, and releases to the media they promote
their viewpoint to the governments.
3. The promotion of parks within a general framework of nature
conservation. In this category we include the Canadian Nature
Federation, the Canadian Wildlife Federation, and the many
local, provincial, and federal clubs, federations, and councils
interested in conservation, nature study, hunting and fishing,
hiking, and so on. Members of these organizations usually have
a broad interest in the active enjoyment of and the conservation of nature. Through their activities they heighten the
awareness of the need for parks and reserves and for sound
management policies. They often have large memberships which
may be regarded as significant political forces.
4. The active participation in the acquisition of land for parks
and reserves. Some provincial nature clubs and federations
have purchased or otherwise acquired land either for their own
specific purposes or in the general public interest. On a
national scale these endeavours are small but they may be very
significant locally. The major agency in this category is The
Nature Conservancy of Canada, which now has an active land
acquisition programme going on across the country.
Clearly all these different types of agencies will have a role to
play and those of us in them who are concerned with the continuing evolution of our national parks' system should think how we
may, each in our way, best serve this cause. The traditional roles
of educating the public, civil servants, and politicians, or at
least conveying a viewpoint of an especially informed and concerned
segment of the public, should certainly be encouraged. It is,
however, important to recognize that the success of such activities
is dependent ultimately upon the accuracy of the information. In
the end, nothing beats being right and reasonable. It may be
necessary, from time to time, to seek publicity and to speak out
strongly to make a point, but the most skillfully mounted publicity and political action programmes will backfire if the information base proves inaccurate or excessively biased. The governments
need public support to continue to develop parks' programmes.
Private agencies can encourage wider support through thoughtful,
skillful, sustained programmes. Too many parks-related activities
of the private agencies may be reactive rather than promotional.
We often may be too busy opposing or criticizing the government
proposals rather than recommending and promoting sound concepts
and policies.
We in The Nature Conservancy of Canada probably represent the
most unconventional approach of all of the non-government agencies.
We are different in many ways as, for example, in membership which,
in comparison to all the other agencies, is minutely small, being
limited to the fifteen trustees. Although, like the other agencies,
we often urge action on the governments, we more often find our-
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selves working closely with them, either by invitation or by virtue
of a cultivated working relationship. We constantly urge the
governments to obtain land for parks and reserves while actively
engaged ourselves in acquiring land which we usually turn over to
the governments.
The Nature Conservancy primarily is concerned with the preservation
of a representative collection of examples of the varied Canadian
landscape as museum pieces and for use in scientific research and
education. We, therefore, mainly are interested in lands having
significant natural and ecological features meriting preservation.
However, we also are interested in natural landscapes having the
potential for passive recreation, or which must be acquired to
assure the successful acquisition and management of important
natural areas. The Conservancy then is not oriented strictly to
parks but is concerned more with various kinds of ecological
reserves.
At the first parks' conference in 1968, Lewis (1970), outlined the
origin and first few years of the Conservancy. In the intervening
ten years we have grown and learned a good deal about the way a
private agency such as ours can contribute. A brief account of
what we have learned may be useful in the present discussion.
From the beginning our organizational credo has been small
is
beautiful.
Our membership is limited to the trustees, our objectives are focussed sharply on land acquisition, and our staff is
still small in spite of the expansion at our head office in Toronto
and the establishment of an office in British Columbia. We have a
regional representative in the Maritimes and are planning for
representation elsewhere in strategic locations. We are thus able
to devote all of our resources to our main purpose without concern
for service to members, involvement in various peripheral conservation issues, or the management of a large organization with
diverse functions.
Our board of trustees is selected to provide a balance between
representatives from the world of business and those experienced
in ecological matters and the management of natural resources.
This feature, we believe, is essential to our success since it
enables us to make informed decisions on ecological grounds and
to pursue, with expert advice, matters of funding, financial
management, and the legal complexities of taxation, land acquisition, and transfer. It may be that some private agencies have
encountered problems because of a lack of balance in management
experience and expertise in their governing bodies. Moreover,
since there is no constraining limit on a practical number of members or on the term of service of members of our board, we have
been able to profit from the sustained interest and growing experience of most of our trustees. Although we have added some and
lost others, a number of trustees have been on the board since
the incorporation of the Conservancy. There has been no need to
elect and educate a substantial number of new members annually
or at frequent intervals as often is required where the directors
and officers represent, and are elected by, the membership.
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It is perhaps obvious, but nonetheless important, that the fulltime staff of private agencies have the appropriate qualifications
to carry out the particular missions of their organizations. This
will become increasingly important as the questions which engage
private agencies become more complex. Zeal and dedication are
important but are not really sufficient if the agency is to become
involved in public issues such as national parks or, for example,
the management of toxic wastes. Many problems relating to issues
like these may appear on the surface or from a parochial viewpoint
to be deceptively simple, requiring simple, straightforward solutions. But this usually is not the case. Zealous pronouncements
by well-meaning and dedicated representatives of private agencies
sometimes do more harm than good by obscuring the issues with
inaccurate information or the lack of a comprehensive understanding of what is involved. However, having said this, we must not
forget those instances familiar to all of us where the dogged
determination of someone in the face of opposition and even distain
has led, in the end, to desirable change. On balance, however,
we suggest that as the private agencies become more deeply involved
in issues of public policy, such as influencing the management of
parks or the establishment of new ones, professional and other
highly skilled participation will be required.
In our operational programme the approach always has been cooperative. We do not undertake projects entirely on our own but always
require local participation. Although over the past ten years we
have participated in the purchase of over 100,000 acres of land,
we have transferred virtually all of it to government agencies
to manage. Few purchases have been made by the Conservancy using
only private funds, for it has been our experience that where we
can arrange for private funds, these often attract matching public
money from various sources ranging from fifty to one hundred percent. Our success in raising private funding has depended, we
believe, on the care we take in preparing concise but comprehensive
proposals for potential contributors and in following up in reporting to donors from time to time.
We often also have found ourselves in a catalytic role in bringing
various government and private agencies together in acquisition
projects. Our initial inquiries and preliminary work in assessing
a situation and in raising money may draw attention to the need
for preservation, stimulate interest in the government, and encourage public support and have, on occasion, resulted in an acquisition without the direct expenditure of Conservancy funds at all.
Here again we emphasize that successful catalytic function depends
very much on being right, reasonable, and patient. Some projects
take years to complete but we have to stick with them, seizing
every opportunity to further the case until the land has been
acquired.
Our policy requires, of course, that there be appropriate government or private agencies prepared to accept the responsibility for
the lands we purchase and to manage them in keeping with Conservancy
objectives. In this we have been fortunate in being able to work
extensively and for some years with the Conservation Authorities
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in Ontario which, in many ways, provide ideal vehicles for our
purpose and we also can serve them. Legislation governing the
operation of the Authorities covers a range of conservation activities and provides for matching funds which greatly enhances the
purchasing power of the funds we can raise privately. Gradually
we are discovering ways of transferring land in other parts of
Canada. During the past summer, for example, we completed the
organization of funding for the purchase of Hemlock Ravine, a
beautiful natural area within the city of Halifax, which now will
be managed by the city. Other interesting areas have been
similarly dealt with in British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba and
Quebec.
Although the acquisition of natural areas probably always will
remain largely an opportunistic activity, we now are moving to
develop systematic banks of information in specific areas which
will help us to set priorities. For example, we have sponsored
regional surveys of the islands in the Gulf of Georgia, the lower
mainland region around Vancouver, and in the greater Montreal area.
These surveys have identified and characterized the major natural
areas meriting attention and will serve to set general priorities
and will be helpful guides for prospective donours seeking projects
to support. We have plans for further surveys in other parts of
the country and recently have sponsored a survey of wetlands in
south-western Ontario.
What will be the role of the Conservancy and other private agencies in the future? The problems which confronted us ten years
ago are still there, in some cases in a more acute form. It is
the old problem of the balance between the utilization and the
preservation of natural resources. For example, rapid urbanization
is destroying many natural areas and all kinds of open space in and
around our cities. High costs, pressures for developments, and
affluent life-styles make preservation particularly difficult but
all the more urgent. We also may need to take further action
north of the sixtieth parallel to ensure that development in the
next few years does not disturb some natural areas which are not
only of national but, in some cases, international significance.
In some parts of the country, scenic and ecologically significant
strips of marine and freshwater shoreline and islands have remained
relatively unaltered because they have been held privately. The
value of such lands now has greatly increased, offering attractive
opportunities for sale to developments which would increase the
intensity of use. Increasing taxation in some areas is encouraging owners to give up properties they have held for many years.
The same can be said for some significant wetlands. The acquisition of large tracts of private lands for parks in areas close to
urban centres is an obviously extremely costly and complicated
matter.
We suggest that in these and other emerging problems private
agencies can play a significant role both directly and indirectly.
Indirect actions include the traditional programme of public education and developing awareness and understanding of need through
large memberships, publications, representation to governments,
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and so on. We must continue campaigning, each to our own special
constituency. In this connection it might be helpful if private
agencies could develop and announce their policies respecting
their viewpoints on parks and reserves more explicitly. These
would be the bases for consistent promotional information programmes
as well as providing a rationale for reacting to government action,
or lack of action.
In the area of direct action, public participation in planning,
assessing impacts, and managing well may increase and provide
more opportunity for representation from the private organizations
at hearings and on advisory bodies, especially for the professional
associations with members having specialized knowledge. This may
be particularly important in areas in and near urban centres where
pressure for wall-to-wall development and an expanding tax base
put the natural landscape and open space in jeopardy.
A few of us, like the Nature Conservancy, could develop a role in
direct participation in land acquisition. Having gained the confidence of governments, donors, and cooperating private organizations, such agencies can play a very useful role in supplementing
government action. For example, the non-government organizations
generally are more flexible in their operational procedures than
the governments and can employ methods of financing and legal
procedures not readily open to the governments. They can work
quietly and more rapidly. Those with sufficient bank accounts can
move more quickly than the governments to acquire lands which come
on the market unexpectedly or are suddenly threatened with destruction. They might accumulate land banks which gradually could
be transferred to the governments as funding became available.
They can open negotiations with landowners reluctant to deal with
the governments and often can work out transactions allowing people
to transfer land to various bodies in an advantageous way. They
may be particularly useful in working out transfers of foreignowned properties which often involve complex tax problems and can
not be handled at all without the involvement of such an agency.
In this connection we suggest that, while we continue mainly to
acquire land by purchase, we do not overlook the other methods of
preservation. It is obvious that not all of the land which should
be preserved can be purchased by the governments or privately.
Zoning regulations may be of some value but are often too unpopular
to persist, as illustrated by the recent controversy in Ontario
over the management of the Niagara Escarpment. Other approaches
include controlling easements, personal agreements, profit
à.
prendre
arrangements, and various methods of releasing or giving
up development rights to government bodies or private agencies.
The key in using these techniques is to set them up in such a way
so as to control the land continuously or, in some manner, to form
personal agreements with the present owners which can not be
changed by later owners. The choice of technique depends on the
nature of the property, the existing legislative framework and the
status and wishes of the property owner. It is a complicated subject but may be extremely important in the future acquisitions.
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It is our recommendation that direct participation can most effectively be achieved by small organizations containing the appropriate
mix of experience in members and staff. These might be committees
of large organizations, representative councils, or small organizations like the Nature Conservancy. All such agencies proceed
slowly because they have limited resources and are conducted mainly
or entirely by volunteers. Marshalling the knowledge and skills
of volunteer specialists and concentrating experience in a small
central staff is a difficult and often frustrating business. But
it seems to be an effective road.
For those of us engaged in reasonably high-cost programmes, there
always will be the problem of finances, especially if we are
looking for large sums for land purchases. In a country such as
Canada, with a relatively small population in relation to the
area and the potential for parks and reserves, there inevitably
will be keen competition for the limited private financing. Too
many organizations trying to raise money for the same general
purposes, from the same relatively few sources, will confuse the
donors and discourage contributions. If the private agencies are
to act as significant channels of private funds for the development
of parks and reserves, we must make the best use of the existing
organizations and avoid proliferating more which will waste time
competing among themselves for the limited funds to assist in
preserving samples of the natural Canadian landscape.
Reactive responses to the governments and confrontations will be
necessary from time to time, but if we are to find a channel for
contributing private money, knowledge, and enthusiasm in the public
interest to parks and reserves, team approaches are essential.
This will require mutual understanding of the goals of all the
private organizations concerned, as well as the cultivation of the
confidence of the government agencies to assure them that we have
positive contributions to make. We all have something worthwhile
to contribute. We need only get on with the job.
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CANADA'S WILDLANDS
J.G. Nelson

INTRODUCTION

The basis for this paper is a report upon Canada's wildlands recently
completed for the Canadian Environmental Advisory Council (C.E.A.C.)
[Nelson, 1978). This study analyzed the development of wildlands'
concepts and institutions and presented suggestions and alternatives for the future management of wildlands. The study was completed in approximately one year, beginning in April, 1977, and
ending March 31, 1978. It is not comprehensive and more work is
needed in a number of areas, for example, wildlands thought and
practice in the Maritimes, Quebec, and the North. The methodology
consisted of a literature review and open-ended interviews and
correspondence with more than twenty federal and provincial officials, scholars, and informed citizens across Canada. The wildlands
context is one useful way in which to view national parks and
related reserves at this conference.

BACKGROUND

The C.E.A.C. report begins by recognizing the difficulty in defining wildlands. No single definition is offered in the belief that
the meaning will vary across the country in accordance with differing historical, cultural, social, economic, political, and environmental circumstances. Candidate wildland areas involve both Crown,
or public, and private lands. They also include flood or erosionprone hazard lands, hunting preserves, timber berths, wild rivers,
regional and provincial parks, national parks, Canadian wildlife
areas, and ecological sites. At the apex of the disagreement and
uncertainty are the so-called wilderness areas whose character and
use arouse feelings ranging from awe and respect on the one hand
to wastefulness and frustration on the other (Priddle, 1978).
Concepts such as wilderness and national parks are not indigenous
to Canada. Furthermore, these concepts do not fit readily into
areas such as the Maritimes and the North where wildlands long have
been viewed as habitat
and have earned such designations as the

bush.
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In my report the growing pressure on Canada's wildlands is discussed
in terms of two basic concepts: cumulative small scale development
and the mega project. An outstanding example of a cumulative small
scale development is the growing number of recreational, housing,
aggregate, and other projects in the vicinity of the Niagara escarpment (Morton, 1977) . Outstanding examples of the mega projects are
the large scale pipeline and oil and gas developments (figure 43.1)
currently proposed for the North, for example the Alaska Highway
Pipeline project (Alaska Highway Pipeline Panel, 1977; Berger,
1977; Lysyk, Bohmer, and Phelps, 1977). These projects involve much
technology and thousands of people. Their direct, indirect, and
unforeseen effects have led to much concern about planning and
control, and to Commissions such as those of Berger (1977) and Lysyk,
Bohmer, and Phelps (1977).
My Canadian Environmental Advisory Council report also contains a
brief analysis of the development of Canadian wildlands' thought,
principally since the late nineteenth century. An account of post
World War II developments in the United States, and to a lesser
extent in Europe, is presented because many Canadian ideas and
institutions are based on precedents in these areas.
Ecological sites and other topics also are discussed, but time and
space prevents this here. The report concludes with a discussion
of recent developments and approaches to wildlands in Canada and
it is this material that is the focus of concern below.

FEDERAL COORDINATION

No counterpart to the United States Bureau of Recreation, Heritage
Conservation and Recreation Service, has been created in Canada,
although an examination of the Parks Canada (1978) draft policy
leads to the conclusion that this agency sees itself as performing
some of the coordinating functions of the United States Bureau.
Whether Parks Canada can perform such a role, while remaining a
major land-holding agency in at least, apparent competition with
other federal and provincial wildlands departments and groups, is
a crucial question. Presently some coordination and exchange of
information is effected through the Federal-Provincial Conferences
which have been held on various matters of common interest since
the 1930's. But these meetings normally are not open to the citizen
nor to local government officials, and their results are not necessarily made public. Within Parks Canada, the Agreements for
Recreation and Conservation (A.R.C.), have been established as
means of promoting more coordination. Through A.R.C. the federal
government can make technical and financial assistance available
to the provinces and has done so on a few occasions. The effectiveness of A.R.C. in promoting more coordination in wildlands
and related matters remains unstudied however. Parks Canada and
the Canadian Wildlife Service could have a closer relationships,
as was the case in the past. Attempts could be made to strengthen
the Countryside concept in Canada and use its integrative planning
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FIGURE 43.1

Energy Development Plan for Canada.
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qualities. A conference recently was held on this theme in Ontario
(Troughton, Nelson and Brown, 1975) .

NEW TYPES OF WILDLAND RESERVES AND THE HERITAGE CONCEPT

In contrast to the United States, the United Kingdom, and other
countries, few new types of federal wildland reserves have been
established in Canada since World War II. Few federal parallels
to countryside parks, national recreation areas, national seashores,
or wild and scenic rivers exist in Canada. Nor do we have any
federal counterpart to the United States' Wilderness Act which has
linked many agencies in the creation of more wilderness areas,
primarily recreational wilderness. All potentially new national
parks are considered in terms of the characteristics of the traditional model. Yet circumstances often force exceptions to this
ideal not only in the negotiations leading to the creation of new
national parks but also in the management of existing parks. Given
present institutional and political circumstances such exceptions
are understandable and may even be desirable. However, the development of a more diverse national park and federal wildland reserve
system could reduce the uncertainties and conflicts typical of the
present situation. Various kinds of reserves could be combined in
managing any area recognized as valuable for wildlands purposes,
for example, the northern Yukon. Federal, provincial, and local
land types could be coordinated through a commitment to some overall designation such as a Canadian Heritage Area or an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty. This type of thinking deserves very
careful study and is, in fact, set forth in the newly issued Parks
Canada Policy
draft.

ZONING AND IDEOLOGY

A zoning system has been developed in Canadian national parks as
well as in many provincial parks. A five part classification often
is used which generally corresponds to the major parks types in the
system. Types of zones include special ecological or cultural areas,
and wilderness, natural environment, recreation and intensive areas.
The application of zoning systems has been a major activity in park
planning and public participation exercises during the I960's and
1970's. Specific zones have been suggested and publically commented
upon for many parks. Yet often no formal description of the zones
has been announced so that the boundaries and status are unclear.
Critical studies of the legal and other means of formalizing zoning
systems are needed to guide us in the use of this procedure in the
future. Permissible activities, technology, and effects should be
more precisely defined for each zone by a decision-making process
which provides for both professional and lay contributions. To
simply say an area is a wilderness or recreation zone is too vague
and leaves too much room for arbitrariness, misunderstanding and
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conflict. An example is the recent conflict over the introduction
of more ski lifts, a gondola, and other facilities at Sunshine Ski
area in Banff National Park. The Sunshine area was zoned for winter
recreation in the late I960's. However, little was said about what
this actually meant in terms of activity types, levels, and effects.
To test the meaning of such general designations on a proposal to
proposal basis is one way of proceeding in such circumstances.
But it is an uncertain and alienating process.
More detailed and advanced planning is needed to assist in avoiding
difficulties; present situations, in large part, reflect the operational failure of the universal guidelines that have been used in
parks and related wildlands types since the nineteenth century. To

speak of conservation,

protection,

preservation,

wilderness,

or

recreation
is no longer specific enough in the light of the current
array and volume of demand, the growing knowledge about the plants,
animals, and other features that compose a park, their interactions
with one another, and the way they change through time. Such universal or general concepts do not say enough about what we intend
to do and why. We need detailed master plans or management statements for all wildlands' areas. Furthermore, inasmuch as both
professional and lay values and judgements are very involved, both
professionals and citizens should be involved in planning and management through advisory committees or other means.

FOREST RESERVES

No federal forest reserve system exists in Canada. Provincial
forest agencies remain strongly committed to extractive uses and
some government and private groups support their views. This is
particularly the case in areas such as northern Ontario where the
bush and utilitarian
concepts are very strong. Some possible
changes in attitudes may be occurring however. The Canadian Institute of Foresters (1972) recently has presented a position paper on
ecological reserves which supports in principle the setting aside
of such areas for research and education. But proof of attitude
change will come with active support for the creation of specific
reserves. The degree of control that private companies exert over
public land leased for lumbering and other purposes is still very
strong.

MASTER PLANNING

In Parks Canada and other agencies master planning procedures have
been developed which resemble earlier American precedents. The
procedures have not been a continuous part of the management process.
However, this approach may be changing; for example, the Point Pelee
National Park master plan is under review for the third time.
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Changing economic, technical, social, and biophysical circumstances
make such planning reviews necessary. They should be undertaken
regularly, say every six years. Recent energy price increases are
an excellent illustration of a basic change which can affect previous plans for a park or wildlands' system. Our wildlands'
paradigm has been based on the assumption of the continuing availability of large amounts of cheap petroleum for auto, air, and other
transport of large numbers of visitors to an array of wildlands1
reserves often located many miles from home. What will be the
effects of petroleum scarcity and higher prices on this paradigm?
More wildlands presumably should be located near cities. If so,
what should be their character and distribution?
An array of reserve types can be created under existing institutional arrangements. In the North, for example, reserves can be
established under the Territorial Land Act, the National Parks
Act, the Canada Wildlife Act, and certain territorial ordinances
(Nelson, 1976b) . A major problem in the North is the so-called
land claims. The failure of the federal government to reach an
agreement with the native people is said to be delaying the work
of a federal interdepartmental committee on ecological sites, as
well as possible action by Parks Canada and other agencies. Yet
the conservation and proper management of wildlife and wildlands,
especially in the caribou calving and other critical areas, is
vital to the native renewable resources - based economy as well as
the national and international environmental interests.
Generous, process-oriented agreements should be made with the
native people as soon as possible. The present northern situation
has led to a stalemate which is not of value to any group other
than the corporate developers and their supporters. Without an
agreement few reserves are likely to be established because of
native reluctance to surrender their land in an apparently piecemeal fashion. Sensitivities in the Department of Indian and
Northern Affairs and other federal and territorial agencies also
work against any action being taken. Yet wildland reserves can
be useful to all concerned, including the developers. Perhaps
some unusual arrangements should evolve in the North. Perhaps the
natives should retain many prime environmental areas. Perhaps they
also will lease land, or make land use agreements with Parks Canada
or other government agencies to conduct recreation, conservation,
and other wildland activities in a manner institutionally different
from past practice, but still very valuable to all.

PUBLIC OR CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

The national park branch has been a leader in public participation
in resource and environment management in Canada. Parks Canada
has moved away from the public hearing as its basic participation
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device and now uses an array of workshop or other techniques. The
stress is on interaction with small local groups. The abandonment
of large public hearings may have reduced what some Parks Canada
personnel saw as an undesirable confrontation among different
interest groups; but it also has dampened the opportunity to bring
strong national representations into planning and management.
Advisory committees are an important means of working with interested
individuals and groups. Parks Canada has no national advisory
committee although it has established committees on particular
parks, such as St. Lawrence Islands, usually on a short-term crisis
basis. The federal Department of Environment has no advisory
committee for its Migratory Bird Sanctuaries or Canada Wildlife
Act programmes, although some advice may be forthcoming from the
Minister's environmental advisory committee.
At the provincial level few major sources of informed citizen
advice on wildlands and related environmental policies exist in
Canada. A major exception has been the Alberta Environmental Conservation Authority (E.C.A.). This three member group has held
public hearings and otherwise solicited public opinion in reviewing
and publically reporting upon foothills land use and other issues.
The Authority has been advised by citizen and scientific committees.
In some ways the E.C.A. has resembled the Canadian Commission on
Conservation of the early twentieth century (Green, 1975) and it
also has encountered similar difficulties because its views and
recommendations have not always been acceptable to the government.
Indeed the E.C.A. gradually has been modified and is now known as
the Environmental Council of Alberta. Its independence has been
reduced and its dissolution may not be far off.
Ontario has a Provincial Parks Advisory Committee which was appointed
about three years ago. The Committee has tackled many major policy
issues, including the parks classification system and hunting in
parks (Lewis, 1977). The Committee has visited and conducted
hearings in and near Quetico, Rondeau, Algonquin, and other parks.
It has been a good buffer for and source of advice to the Ontario
Minister of Natural Resources. The Committee has attempted to
operate on an anticipatory rather than a crisis basis. Ontario
also has used advisory committees in planning specific parks. Better
links could be established between local and provincial committees.
The master planning recommendations produced by the Rondeau Advisory
Committee are an excellent illustration of the type of detailed
thinking that managers, scientists, and laymen can produce for
public guidance. Emphasis is placed on the understanding of
process
and on the role of monitoring
and research
in management (Rondeau
Provincial Park Advisory Committee, 1976).
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CONSERVATION OR ENVIRONMENTAL ASSOCIATIONS:
THEIR ROLE AND FINANCING

Some important new conservation or environmental associations were
formed in Canada in the 1960's and 1970's in response to the surging
environmental concerns of the day. Examples are the National and
Provincial Parks Association of Canada (N.P.P.A.C.), the Canadian
Nature Federation (C.N.F.) and the Alberta Wilderness Society.
Branches of the United States' Sierra Club also developed in Canada.
The membership and financial base of these groups in inadequate to
meet the wildlands1 challenge of this huge country. The N.P.P.A.C.
has about 2,000 members and a budget of about $60,000. The Canadian
Nature Federation has about 15,000 members and approximately a
$300,000 budget. It is struggling to meet the costs of its outstanding journal, Nature Canada.
The strain on the people who work in
these associations is great indeed.
If we are to minimize errors in a country that is in social, economic,
technical, and environmental flux, and is likely to remain so for
decades, we need to promote independent forums for the discussion of
oft-times conflicting technical advice and for the reconciliation
of differing values and ideas. We need informed and careful discussion among experts and laymen as we define, evaluate, and
redefine the goals for, and practices and effects on, wildlands.
To raise sufficient funding for independent groups from the average
citizen in a country as lightly populated and as vast as Canada is
very difficult.
Large scale philanthropic funding for citizen participation in
resource and environmental management has never been significant in
Canada. Citizen response must improve. But much responsibility
falls on the government, especially the federal government. Several
avenues are open. Organizations such as the Canadian Environmental
Advisory Committee should be given the financial and technical
support necessary to tackle a growing array of increasingly complex
issues.
Other provinces and the federal government could emulate the
Environmental
Trust Fund established a few years ago in Alberta to
provide research support for private associations, businesses, and
individuals. An Environmental Trust could be managed by a Board of
well informed and interested citizens. Grant decisions could be
made on the basis of a careful review by committees like those
serving the National Research Council and the Canada Council.
Another possibility is a Conservation
Foundation,
an independent
citizen organization which could be funded partly by the government.
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WILDERNESS LEGISLATION AND WETLANDS, COASTS, AND WATERS

Provinces in Canada such as Ontario and Alberta have passed wilderness legislation, and a number of areas have been given such status.
However, there are difficulties with the provincial arrangements.
For example, in Ontario areas can be any size, but no protection
can be extended to areas exceeding one square mile. In Alberta the
maximum is 144 square miles. It is argued that larger areas are
necessary for sound management on an ecosystem basis. Larger areas
also are said to be necessary if recreationists are to have the
opportunity for profound separation from civilization and a true
wilderness
experience.
The Alberta Act is an excellent model for
consideration in other provinces, to the extent that it even lays
out guidelines for the management of buffer zones around wilderness
(Government of Alberta, 1976).
Controversy continues over the appropriate uses of wilderness areas.
Recreation and conservation are the two broad types of use considered acceptable by organizations such as the Alberta Wilderness
Society. Conservation in this context includes a strong stress on
scientific and educational use. In recreational wilderness the
main issue is hunting. Some citizens oppose this strongly, seeing
it as cruel and threatening to wildlife rather than as an ancient
use which has changed in its effects because of the introduction of
a commercial economic system and more powerful firearms, snowmobiles,
and other technology. Decisions for or against hunting in wild land
areas probably cannot be made on a general basis. Hunting may be
allowed in all or part of a reserve or at some times and not others
depending on the animal recruitment rates, the needs of the indigenous people, and other circumstances.
Potentially very important legislation for wilderness is the 1972
Canada Wildlife Act. The lead agency is the federal Department of
Fisheries and Environment. The legislation provides for cooperation among all levels of government, private groups, and individuals
in the establishment and management of reserves. The Canada Wildlife Act has advantages over sanctuaries established under the
Migratory Birds Act in that the scope of management can be extended
beyond migratory birds. Indeed a Canada wildlife area can be owned,
controlled, and managed for an array of appropriate purposes. A
number of bird sanctuaries therefore are being transferred to Canada
wildlife status. Species and habitat conservation, research, and
education are the main purposes of Canada wildlife areas. Some
recreation may be permitted, but only after careful consideration
of its impact on the resources and the other uses for which the
reserve primarily in intended.
Canada wildlife areas have increased slowly for several reasons.
For one thing the lead agency, the Department of Fisheries and
Environment, does not control much land. Second, the provinces tend
to be watchful of their perogatives in wildlife management. Third,
funding limitations have hindered acquisitions and staffing. In
the North, for example, the Department of Indian and Northern
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Affairs controls the land and favours national parks which are
administered by a branch of its own.
The Canada wildlife areas should receive more support. The Act provides for flexible tenure, administrative, and flag waving arrangements by participating agencies and groups. The Act is a good
vehicle for the purchase or lease of the potential ecological sites
identified by the International Biological Programme (I.B.P.) or
other groups. The Act could provide some of the financial and
technical support needed in provinces such as those in the Maritimes.
Indeed a shared cost arrangement might be worked out for all of the
provinces. The Canada Wildlife Act also could be one important
means for the acquisition and management of coastal and wetland
areas in Canada.
Canada still lacks wetland legislation like that of Florida or
other states in the U.S. No general scheme or plan for the protection and management of such areas has been developed. In coastal
areas oil traffic and other pressures are building up. Legislation
recently has been promulgated to extend Canadian jurisdiction 200
miles offshore. Arctic waters' pollution legislation already
exists and reserves probably could be established under this Act
or regulations relating thereto.
Studies are needed and means must be found of identifying water
use zones, including reserved areas of various kinds, just as was
done on land decades ago. The dynamic nature of water and its life
will make such systems especially difficult to manage, but we must
make the effort using existing and new legislation as this proves
necessary.

WILDLANDS SYSTEMS AND COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT

In the provinces an array of different land types are available for
wildlands' management. Some of these are rather obvious, such as
provincial parks, Conservation Authority areas, and forest reserves.
Others are less well known, for example, areas designated as flood
or other hazard zones where development, theoretically, is strictly
controlled or not allowed. These available land types and institutional arrangements provide the basis for a comprehensive wildlands'
system including areas of varying size, location, use, and other
characteristics.
Historically the different land types have developed more or less
independent so that relatively few people are aware of the possibilities that they offer if they were actively organized and managed
on an integrated basis. To develop such a coordination is a major
challenge for all government officials and citizens.
Most provinces seem to have set aside only a few large areas under
this own jurisdiction for relatively strict wilderness or wildlands
management (Eagles, 1977; Environment Saskatchewan, 1976; Martin,
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1977; Rump and Harper, 1977; Scace, 1977). The continuing importance
of a strong federal role is very obvious. In Ontario, for example,
three large provincial parks have been designated as wilderness
types: Quetico, Polar Bear, and Killarney.
The latter is generally
viewed as wilderness, in name only. No master plan has been presented for public review and recreational and other pressures are
building up in the area. On the other hand, after years of pressure
by citizen groups, Ontario recently has reserved several hundred
square miles in the Atikaki area in north western Ontario.
In British Columbia about ten new provincial parks were established
a few years ago. Most existing provincial parks are managed on a
multiple use basis and this emphasis will continue in the future.
Some British Columbians do make a point that has nation-wide
applicability. That is, that much undesignated wildland remains in
the remote parts of the province. They note that this wildland is
unplanned and less artificial than the official variety. With
designation, it is said, comes the growing public interest, the
increasing role for planners and managers, and a decline in what
some see as the true wilderness and its experience.
On the other hand, these undesignated wildlands also remain open
to extractive industry. And much land may have to be used in this
way in the light of the population, economic, and other thrusts
that seemingly could hold strong sway in Canada for decades. It
is all the more important, therefore, that effective, integrated
management measures should be introduced as quickly as possible
in other parts of British Columbia as well as in other provinces.
Indeed, the need for a systems' approach, for cooperation, coordination, and comprehensive integrated management is nowhere more
apparent than in the central and northern Yukon today. In his
report on the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline proposals Justice Thomas
Berger (1977) recommended that a large wilderness park be established
in the northern Yukon, where human artifacts 30,000 or more years
old, a diverse fauna, the largest caribou herd remaining in the
west Arctic, extensive unglaciated terrain, and other features
seemingly merit world heritage status. However, any part or other
reserve must be very large, if only to preserve the unique,
migrating Porcupine caribou herd.
On the basis of Berger's recommendations, and its own studies, Parks
Canada recently proposed an 8,000 square mile national wilderness
park in the northern British Mountain area. Other conservation
groups called for a larger area and felt that much, if not all, of
the land should be set aside as a Canadian wildlife area rather
than as a national park. The native people wish to be allowed to
continue their hunting, fishing, and other so-called traditional
activities, which is possible under national park or Canada wildlife
area designation. Recently the Inuvialuit of the West Arctic
supported at least a 5,000 square mile wilderness park, permitting
traditional activities, in their proposed land claims
agreement with
the federal government. Recently the Minister of Indian and Northern
Affairs, the Honourable Hugh Faulkner, set aside a 15,000 square
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mile reserve north of the Porcupine River, with the form of management or tenure to be determined. Surely this Yukon area is a prime
candidate for national, if not international, heritage status and
should be managed on a cooperative basis by Parks Canada, the
Department of Environment through the Canada Wildlife Act, the Yukon
and Northwest Territories governments, the native people, and other
relevant agencies and groups. What has to be done is to work out
the geographical, ecological and institutional details and set an
appropriate management mechanism into place, with appropriate
participation from the interested agencies and citizen groups.

REGIONAL AND MUNICIPAL PLANNING

Government and private cooperation in regional planning has increased
at all levels in Canada. However, the lack of information exchange
and cooperation causes many serious problems, for example, in the
buffer zone around large wildland reserves or among agencies controlling land use for differing purposes in the same general region.
Some promising changes recently have been made in the last regard.
In the Alberta foothills a zoning system is being introduced in an
attempt to control the conflicts among recreation, lumbering, mining,
and other agencies and interests (Alberta, Energy and Natural
Resources, 1977) . This zoning system also is intended to allocate
specific uses to suitable environments and so minimize adverse
impacts on wildlife and other resources. A foothills coal policy
has been instituted with the same general goals in mind (Alberta,
Energy and Natural Resources, 1976). These comprehensive planning
arrangements are desirable models for large scale wildlands management and they should be emulated in comparable situations elsewhere.
However, the policies are general. More detailed planning and land
use management will have to be instituted in the various zones if
adverse or unwanted effects are to be controlled effectively.
Another useful comprehensive management arrangement recently has
been introduced in British Columbia. The arrangement brings
together recreation and parks, forestry, and other major area landholders and managers in the region. A regional management system
also is being considered for the entire province, with an impartial
government official in each region working for coordination among
parks, forestry, mining, and other government agencies. The concept
is not being well received by some agency managers who see it as
incompatible with their authority and responsibilities.
Much of the cooperation to date has been possible because of the
existence of the Environmental and Land Use Committee and its
Secretariat (British Columbia, 1976). The Committee includes ministers of the major Crown and wildlands agencies who are, therefore,
in a position to discuss issues and attempt to carry out appropriate
comprehensive planning at the provincial and local levels through
Regional Resource Management Committees.
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General provincial legislation and institutional arrangements also
can be used in developing local and regional planning of wildlands.
An example is the Ontario Planning Act. This legislation has
provided the basis for a local natural areas programme which is
spreading across the province (Francis, 1977). In the Waterloo
region university faculty members, graduate students, and concerned
citizens persuaded the local government officials to provide for
natural areas zoning in the official plans which are required under
the Planning Act for each regional government area in the province.
This approach was approved by Ontario. Funds for an inventory of
candidate areas were obtained primarily through the government
student summer work programmes.
The relatively small fragmented areas that comprise a local natural
areas system have been termed people's
wildlands.
They often would
not be considered significant biologically, geologically, or otherwise at the national level, although many of these areas contain
features which would be considered significant at the provincial
level. The people's wildlands serve an array of recreation, conservation, and other purposes in heavily populated urban and agricultural areas. They also can provide the links, routes, and sanctuaries needed to maintain diverse bird and other wildlife populations
in heavily used areas.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

Much of the foregoing discussion involves wildlands' management
through the creation and use of reserves. However, comprehensive
management on private and undesignated public lands can be achieved
through other means, for example, by environmental and technological
impact assessment policies and procedures. No office of technology
assessment comparable to that authorized by the United States'
Congress has been created by provincial or federal governments in
Canada. The ability of our parliamentarians and citizens to understand the effect of different types of technological change on
wildlands or other resources is therefore much less than in the
United States where a large number of useful research reports have
been published by the technology assessment office. Environmental
impact assessment (E.I.A.) has, however, been developed more
successfully in Canada than technology assessment. Sometimes our
E.I.A. procedures are based on legislation, for example, in Ontario.
In other cases, the procedures are based on administrative arrangements, for example the federal E.A.R.P., the Environmental Assessment Review Process.
A major problem is the failure to use environmental assessment procedures often or carefully enough in national parks and other
strictly managed wildlands. Such assessments are especially important in areas with high recreation, aesthetic, scientific, or heritage value. Some assessments have been done reasonably well, for
example the study of the proposed twinning of the Trans-Canada
highway in Banff National Park (Nelson, 1973). In other cases
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assessments have been done quickly and without careful consideration
of all of the alternatives and effects. An especially unfortunate
example is the proposal to control erosion on the east sandbar of
Point Pelee National Park, originally through a rock core and sand
nourishment programme. No written report on the nature of the
problem, the alternative solutions, or the comparative impacts,
costs, and benefits, is known to have been released to the concerned
government agencies, or the public.
All wildland agencies need access to a multi-disciplinary evaluation group to assess the impact of major ongoing projects and
especially to predict the effects of new ones in order to ensure
that sound choices are made. An evaluation group can complement
the work of a land use planning team and can assist in detailed
planning in the various land use zones. Parks Canada should utilize
the expertise and methodology available in the Environmental Assessment Review Programme (E.A.R.P.) of the federal Department of
Environment in reviewing and deciding upon all major changes in
national parks and related reserves.

RESEARCH AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF MANAGEMENT

All of the foregoing underlines the very important and growing role
of research in Canada's wildlands agencies. Cowan's recent review
(1977) of Parks Canada's research programme can provide very useful
guidance for wildlands agencies generally. Cowan shows that a vast
amount of different information is needed by managers. Historical,
biological, geological, economic, social, and other information
is required to understand the system and the effects of human
intervention on it, and to plan and design for the future. Among
other things, Cowan stresses the importance of understanding
process
and of monitoring
the effects of change. He notes the importance
of cultural or man-induced changes and their significance to
management. Research should become the handmaiden of sound wildlands management in this country.

THE ECOLOGICAL APPROACH

The trend to an ecological approach to management is well underway
in Canada. It is much stronger in some agencies than in others and
is not well developed in provinces such as those in the Maritimes.
The approach also needs strengthening at the local level. The
ecological or ecosystems' approach has certain strong advantages.
It focusses upon understanding processes and interrelationships,
upon thinking in a comprehensive or systems sense. The approach
also makes the manager aware of the long time spans involved in the
formation of plant associations, soils, or other aspects of the
system.
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In its fullest sense the ecosystem concept also recognizes the longtime role of man in the system (Freeman, 1976). Man's ideas, policies, and technologies are general processes that have been modifying
Canadian ecosystems for thousands of years, albeit with much greater
impact during the few centuries following the arrival of the Europeans. The meaning of concepts such as wilderness
or nature
is
elusive in the light of these considerations. Meaning varies in
time and place. As a consequence terms such as wilderness,
nature,
protection,
and conservation
are too vague for management unless
these general ideas can be translated into specific objectives,
policies, and practices for each area under consideration. Each
region has unique ecosystem properties. It has a unique biophysical
and cultural history or human ecology which must be taken into
account in planning and management.
A detailed management plan therefore is necessary for each area
designated as wildland. This plan very well may refer to general
guiding concepts such as nature or protection but it should also
specify what such concepts mean in terms of plan associations, animals, recreation, and other processes at work in the area. The
plan should also recognize that we are unlikely ever fully to understand the system or the effects of our activities and plans upon
it. We shall continue to see the future imperfectly. Conditions
in the decision-making environment will change without our being
able to prevent this. Droughts will occur. Energy sources will
decline. Technology will produce unforeseen effects.
Management therefore should provide for a continual review of
policies, practices, and effects and for the opportunity to adjust.
Management also should provide for the continued involvement of
citizens because of conflicts in technical information or in perceptions, attitudes, and values among people. Resolution of such
conflicts should involve consultative or political processes. An
approach somewhat like the foregoing has been attempted in Canadian
wildlands planning for some years. Amongst its most basic difficulties is the fact that most managers and citizens do not understand it. For example, members of advisory committees confuse
technical conflicts or uncertainties. All interested parties will
have to show much patience and understanding if we are to learn
the new participatory management style that seems essential to
sound wildlands' management in the future.
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INTERNATIONAL PEACE PARKS:
A CONCEPT AND A PROPOSAL
J.E. Carroll

INTRODUCTION

In the year 1932, the Parliament of Canada and the U.S. Congress
dedicated the world's first international peace park. This dedication symbolically united Glacier National Park in Montana with its
smaller sister, Waterton Lakes National Park in Alberta, for the
purpose of permanently commemorating the long-existing relationship
of peace and goodwill between our nations. Although this effort
was largely symbolic and did not result in a substantial administrative change or efforts toward joint management, it did introduce to
North Americans a new concept and thus, a new opportunity for
mutually desirable joint ventures between our two nations. To
date, the efforts to unify these two great parks have resulted only
in weekly exchange visits by the park naturalists, a naturalistled boat tour across the international boundary, with a commentary
on the peace park status, and the inclusion of both parks on the
same map brochure. But, we do owe to the Glacier-Waterton idea the
genesis for a peace park concept and the international cooperative
working relationship which can result from such a concept. In
addition, in recent years this concept has spread east and west to
both coasts, to Campobello Island International Peace Park in the
Atlantic at New Brunswick-Maine, to the Klondike International
Historical Park near the Pacific at British Columbia-Alaska, and
to the proposed Kluane-Mt. St.Elias International Park in the
Yukon Territory and Alaska, as well as to the proposed Arctic International Wildlife Range farther north. And there are other areas
which, though not formally acknowledged as international parks,
are looked upon by large numbers of people as such. A prime example
is the Quetico-Superior International Park, composed of Ontario's
Quetico Provincial Park and the U.S. Forest Service's Superior
National Forest and Boundary Waters Canoe Area. Other unofficial
examples would be the Niagara provincial and state parks surrounding Niagara Falls in Ontario and New York, the St. Lawrence Island
National Park in Ontario and the Thousand Islands State Park in
New York, and the Manning Provincial Park in British Columbia
along with the North Cascades National Park in Washington.
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There is no doubt that there is serious interest, at least in Parks
Canada, in developing additional official international peace parks
at various border points, as witness the recent list of such
potential parks compiled by that agency. This list contains no
less than forty-nine potential international park and trail possibilities from the Arctic to the Pacific to the Atlantic. They
range from situations where parks of some type are actually in
existence already, to situations where at least one of the two
countries has established or is studying, the feasibility of establishing a park or trail, to others considered by Parks Canada as
ideas worthy of merit. To my knowledge, no such list exists or
is maintained in the U.S. National Park Service. However, the
United States previously has indicated interest in such international
park efforts and may very well become active in this area once
again.
The two items that are singularly lacking in international peace
parks already established or under serious consideration, however,
are the true joint
management and operation of these units and an
interpretive plan which seeks to interpret the cultural and political
relationship of our two nations. The latter is a necessary component of any such park if we are going to give meaning to the word
veace in the title of this park category.

THE PLACE OF INTERPRETATION

Both Parks Canada and the U.S. National Park Service have had a
long, well established, and widely recognized mission of interpreting the natural and cultural heritage of the various units of the
two respective national park systems. The U.S. National Park
Service's policy manual states clearly that this is part of the
mission and responsibility of the agency and that it is to be
applied to all units, with the natural or cultural emphasis to be
determined by the nature of the unit. Policy manuals and statements for Parks Canada indicate a similar responsibility and
mission. And yet, with the exception of a handful of signs in a
few of the park units which lie adjacent to the border, and with
the exception of the minor financial assistance provided to the
private organization which administers the International Peace
Garden in Manitoba - North Dakota, neither agency has shown much
deference toward interpreting any aspect of the Canada-United
States relationship or of interpreting the impact of either country
upon the other.
There has been an increasing trend in the U.S. national park system to commemorate and preserve areas and structures of broad
cultural importance. Some examples of this are nineteenth century
industrial districts which typify the Industrial Revolution, historical districts of towns and cities which typify examples of
period architecture, and other such examples which tend to commeorate whole eras and even social movements. This stands in contrast
to the earlier interest in preserving battlefields, birthplaces,
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and homes of Presidents, and so on. There likewise has been an
increasing interest in relating man and society, on the one hand,
to natural landscapes and natural ecosystems, on the other, thus
highlighting the interrelationship of the two. And, further in
this broadening process, the old tenets, which dictated that only
history is interpreted at those sites designated historic
and only
natural history or ecology is interpreted at those sites designated
natural,
have now weakened sufficiently to permit a much more
holistic, a much broadened interpretation at most or all units.
This allows for the treatment of both human and natural history
wherever possible and appropriate. This philosophically more
broadened U.S. National Park Service, I suggest, now is able to
take on the task of interpreting the natural and cultural heritage
of the border regions and of interpreting the Canadian cultural and
economic impacts of the U.S. portions of those border regions.
While I am qualified to say less about Parks Canada in this regard,
I can say that, from my discussions with senior officials of that
agency, there is clearly significant interest in the international
peace park concept and in the possibilities for more national park
units along the boundary, units which would be administered in
some form of joint effort. I also know that Parks Canada increasingly has become interested in interpreting the broad heritage,
human and ecological, of Canada, and not restricting itself to
commemorating individual forts, battles, and buildings of one sort
or another.

THE CONCEPT

Given this past history and the present interest of the two agencies,
I believe the time has arrived to propose a wholly new system
of
international peace parks, to be established along the entirety of
our joint borders. Such a system would be established, administered, and managed jointly, a jointly in every sense of the word.
The system would be staffed by regular permanent and seasonal
personnel of both agencies in roughly equal numbers, with some
having Canadian superintendents and others U.S. superintendents.
All planning, budgeting, and decision-making would be joint, and
funding would be provided equally from both federal governments,
preferably as a separate line item in the regular annual budget of
each parks agency.
Some of the units of this new system would be basically ecological
in orientation, while others would be basically historical. Each
unit, as well as the system as a whole, would have as its common
themes and purposes: an interpretation, for the benefit of the
travelling public and residents of the region, of the Canadian and
American landscapes and the human heritage of those areas; a description of the settlement and the society and economy of the
broader region; and, most importantly, an interpretation of the
totality of Canadian-American interaction and interrelations in
that region, past and present. These would engender an appreciation and sensitivity, in both Canadians and Americans, of the
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breadth and depth of Canadian-American relations of the interdependency of our two nations one upon the other. The purposes of
such interpretive programmes are, of course, to reduce the widespread ignorance of each other and of the relationship that binds
us, to sensitize both our peoples to our historic and current relationship and interdependency, and, at the same time, to provide
recreation and preserve areas of natural and historic significance
along the boundary. Such a system would also provide a fine
opportunity to interpret the history of the boundary, by commemorating both the series of treaties establishing the boundary location
and the epic struggle to survey and mark the boundary itself. By
definition, of course, this system would interpret whole regions
and not be limited to the acreage of any individual unit.

SCOPE OF THE SYSTEM

The proposed International Peace Park System would involve small
and moderate-size acreages throughout the length of the Canada-U.S.
border, with a few larger-acreage areas where conditions permit.
Some of the units would be nothing more than two to three acre
roadside rest areas and picnic grounds, with some larger picnic
grounds of perhaps twenty to thirty acres or more, with walking
trails. Other units might involve a few hundreds of acres with
campgrounds and some recreational facilities, if desired and
appropriate. A few units might reach a thousand acres or more, where
opportunity allows for larger-scale acquisition. The emphasis,
however, would be on small to medium-sized areas, with perhaps a
few urban units on new or already established municipal parkland.
All of these units would share the common theme of emphasizing the
interpretation of the region and the region's landscape, flora,
fauna, history, economy, geography, and, of course, its role in
Canadian-American relations, as a region influencing or being
influenced by the lands and peoples across the border. All of the
accepted interpretive techniques can be used, from visitor centres,
at the larger units, and perhaps at the urban units, to leaflets,
other printed material, signs, interpreted trails, and even audiovisual presentations and campfire talks at the campgrounds and in
some of the more heavily used units.
Although this essentially would be a new system, advantage could
be taken of the already existing national parks along the boundary
to implement at least the interpretive aspect of the concept, if not
the procedures for joint management. Hence, implementation could
begin while the groundwork for the system still was being laid.
A special effort should be made to locate significant portions of
this new system in close proximity to the larger population centres.
Thus, units should be established in or near the Montreal-VermontNew York area, the Niagara-Buffalo area, the Detroit-Windsor area,
and the Vancouver-Washington State area, so as not only to interpret the complex interaction of these urban centres on either side
of the boundary and to provide some needed outdoor recreation sites
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in these heavily populated regions, but also to reach a maximum
number of people. Outside of these urban centres, the dispersion
of these parks would depend on the opportunity for the acquisition
of land, the suitability of possible sites, the density of sites
along the boundary, and the need for the acquisition of areas
fairly representative of their region. In view of the fact that
each of these units would be designed to interpret its region and
not just its immediate locale, care should be taken not to establish too many such units too near each other. On the other hand,
however, the need for comprehensiveness in the system dictates
that sufficient units be established to represent all regions.
The word region here is used in the physico-geographical sense to
refer to a major landscape region, and also in the socio-historical
sense to denote an area of common historical origins or perhaps
common economic or other characteristics.
Specially, I would suggest that international peace parks be
located, at the least, in the following areas:
1.

the coastal border area of New Brunswick and Maine, to interpret both terrestrial and maritime environments;
2. the coniferous forest region of northern New Brunswick-the
Quebec Eastern Townships and northern Vermont or northern New
York, near Montreal;
4. the Thousand Islands area of eastern Ontario and northern New
York, near Kingston and Watertown;
5. the Niagara Peninsula and western New York area, near Buffalo,
Niagara Falls, and Fort Erie;
6. the Windsor-Detroit area;
7. the St. Clair River-Sarnia-Port Huron area;
8. the Sault Ste. Marie area of western Ontario and northern
Michigan;
9. the Duluth, Minnesota-Thunder Bay, Ontario, area;
10. the Red River Valley area north of Grand Forks-Gargo, North
Dakota and Minnesota, and south of Winnipeg;
11. the International Peace Garden area;
12. the southern Saskatchewan-eastern Montana area at a highway
border crossing south of Regina, perhaps near Estevan,
Saskatchewan, on Routes 39 and 52;
13. the Val Marie-Killdeer area of southern Saskatchewan and adjacent Montana;
14. the southern Alberta-central Montana area at a highway crossing south of Lethbridge or Calgary, Alberta, preferably near
Coutts-Sweetgrass, on Routes 4 and 1-15;
15. the Glacier-Waterton Park area of southern Alberta and western
Montana;
16. the southeastern British Columbia-northern Idaho area, preferably near Kingsgate-Eastport, on Route 95;
17. the southern British Columbia-north-central Washington area,
preferably in the Osoyoos-Oroville area, on route 97;
18. the Vancouver-Blaine, Washington area, on Routes 1-5 and 499;
.and,
19. the Prince Rupert, British Columbia and/or Ketchikan, Alaska,
area.
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These are recommended as sites for relatively major peace parks,
supplemented by many more small wayside rest and picnic areas at
numerous border crossings along the boundary. The nineteen listed
areas together provide a rather comprehensive sampling of border
region landscapes, outside of the Arctic tundra, and should be
able to present and interpret virtually all of the major historical
and present-day aspects of our relationship, as well as the wide
range of natural ecosystems occurring across the long geographical
span of the boundary. Thus, the regions and the subject of CanadaU.S. relations will be well interpreted, and the system itself
will serve as a model of joint Canada-!).S. cooperation and what
it can accomplish.

CONCLUSION

Given the impressively large number of border crossings made by
Canadians and Americans alike, year in and year out, and given the
obvious popularity of national park units of all kinds in both
countries, the establishment of such a system of widely distributed
international peace parks can not help but reduce the common ignorance citizens of both nations have about the relationship between
the nations. The establishment of international peace parks
instill an understanding of the uniqueness of that relationship,
and bring a true appreciation for those words spoken not so many

years ago: Geography has made us neighbours-history

has made us

friends
(U.S. President John F. Kennedy, Address to the Parliament
of Canada, Ottawa, 1961).

THE ROLE OF THE PUBLIC IN
NATIONAL PARK PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT
T.L. Green

A NEW ERA

Ten years have passed since Gavin Henderson addressed the first
Canadian National Parks : today and tomorrow Conference regarding the
public's place in national park planning and decision making. His
remarks defined the role of the public quite precisely, as first
to
decide what the National Parks are for and then to make sure
that
appropriate
policies
are followed
(Henderson, 1969). He was speaking during a time of radical social change, relative economic prosperity, and heightening environmental awareness.
The ensuing
decade has been typified by social, technological, political, and
economic flux which still is ongoing in Canada. The fervent
environmental movement of the I960's has subsided, and attention
has shifted as energy concerns, with their direct economic connotation, have come into vogue. The pendulum is swinging back from
change, almost for change's sake alone, to the re-establishment
of structure and tradition. Trust in the government has declined
as the government and its attendant bureaucracy have mushroomed
in size and complexity; a citizen no longer can depend on the
ballot box alone as the vehicle for expressing his views on all of
the issues which concern him. Social changes have included greater
mobility, education, affluence, and leisure. On balance, society
has been more interdependent. Tom Lee has related this to the
traditional linear view of the public as policy initiator and
critic, the politician as policy maker, and the bureaucrat as policy
implementer. He states: The three, while operating
within
their
specific
contextual
areas, are deeply intertwined
and any or all of
these actors can simultaneously
or alternatively
be involved
as
initiator,
critic,
policy maker, and manager (Lee, 1977, p. 87).
The passage of a decade, then, has transformed the backdrop against
which the public's role in the planning and management of parks is
to be examined. It is no longer even appropriate to ascribe a
particular set role or function to a group, particularly to a group
as heterogeneous as the public.
Rather, it is relevant to consider
the opportunities presented for public involvement in decision
making, and the efforts made to facilitate the participation of a
variety of the sectors composing the
public.
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THE PUBLIC

ACTIVE

PARTICIPANTS

Ten years ago, Parks Canada made virtually no provision for involving
the public in decision making; public participation meant to inform
the citizenary of decisions which had been taken, or at most, attempt
to persuade the public that the best decision had been made. Considered in this context, the many opportunities now offered for
involvement in the planning process are testimony to a remarkable
advance. Efforts have been made to engage the public, particularly
in the areas of master planning and systems planning. The recent
formulation of the Riding Mountain National Park master plan and
the consideration of the Grasslands National Park proposal are
examples of exercises in which, respectively, the public was encouraged to participate in master and systems planning. However, these
formalized public participation processes, no matter how valuable,
involve only a very small segment of the public.
For a variety of reasons, it is not probable that park issues will
arouse and sustain a general public concern. Lee has suggested that
two factors mitigate against wilderness becoming a fundamental
policy issue. Firstly, it lacks the crisis characteristics common
to most major issues and, secondly, it is a counter-culture
concept,
generally at odds with the Western philosophical concepts of productivity, economics, and so on (Lee, 1977, p. 87). In addition,
parks represent a general public good in which individuals have a
difficult time seeing a personal stake. It has been estimated that
less than one percent of Americans see conservation issues as a
focus of their attention (Sewell and Coppock, 1977, p. 8 ) , and the
situation is undoubtedly similar in Canada. Thus, the opportunities
which Parks Canada has made available through the mechanisms of
public participation, untried ten years ago and traditional
today,
appeal to only a small fraction of the Canadian constituency. The
mutual benefits of interacting with this community of individuals
and groups are great, however, as there is a strong commitment to
providing well-reasoned factual arguments and to influencing the
decision making process. Organized conservation groups are particularly important in this sphere.

PARK

VISITORS

A second important segment of the public is composed of those
people who actually visit and use the parks. These individuals
involuntarily offer planners a wealth of information, by expressing
their values, preferences, and needs through their actions. This
sort of participation can be tapped through social or behavioural
research, long recognized as important in park planning. The need
for such research was well expressed at the 1968 Conference
(Lucas,
1968, pp. 913-920) and is still an issue. It is important that
research in the human area catch up with the fairly advanced
efforts in biophysical research, and then be combined with the
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biophysical to shed light on such questions as carrying capacity.
Not only is ti possible for Parks Canada to pick up the clues left
by visitors, but it is possible and desirable to direct their
inputs to collect data on specific issues.

THE GENERAL PUBLIC
Even persons who never visit parks and generally are unaware of
the parks system do play a role, and a very important one; they
are, as Canadians, part owners or, more correctly, interim guardians
of the national parks. Parks Canada has the responsibility of
involving the general public in participation at least to the level
of sharing information. At the present time, efforts involving
interpretation beyond park boundaries basically have been nonexistant. The current investigation into the formation of a
National Parks Co-operating Association seems directed at filling
this vacuum. Sufficient research has not been conducted to indicate whether it would be an appropriate vehicle. Whether it
proves to be, or whether the task falls to Parks Canada directly,
it is essential that the public have easy access to information
about specific parks and the parks system.
It is equally imperative, to the health of the parks system, that
overall goals and attendant policies of Parks Canada be interpreted
to the public. The fundamental mandate of Parks Canada, to protect
for all time prime examples of the country's heritage, is beyond
question. The supremacy of protection over use has been fundamental
to national parks in Canada since at least 1930 when the National
Parks Act was passed; it is common to national park systems around
the world, and it represents an international commitment which
Canada has made. As a fundamental value, protection is basic to
all of the policies and decisions made by Parks Canada. Without
an appreciation of this foundation, the public cannot make an
informed contribution to the planning process.
The protection ideal is also the element which, reinforced by
legislative measures, makes the national park system unique. The
public has a variety of demands in the sphere of recreation, not
all of which can rightfully be satisfied in the national parks.
There is a desperate need to coordinate the activities of the
various agencies, public and private, involved in the provision of
land and facilities for conservation and/or recreation purposes.
This is essential if the public needs are to be met while preserving the integrity of the various systems of public reserves. The
draft Parks Canada (1978) Policy implies a greater role in
coordination for the agency than it has previously played. It is
questionable whether the job of coordination effectively could be
tackled from within any agency directly involved in the field.
However, a start certainly could be made by increasing the communication within and between the principal agencies. Consideration
should be given to investigating the establishment of an independent body which would focus on providing the information, research,
and public forums necessary for coordination. In summary, the
public,
as it relates to Parks Canada, can be broken down into
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three groups, based on the familiarity with and the interest in the
parks: the individuals and organized groups who consciously and
actively participate in planning; park users; and the general
populace. Not enough opportunities for the information exchange
level of participation have been developed between Parks Canada,
the park user, and the general public. Stepped up programmes of
behavioural research and interpretation are required, as well as
the coordination of recreation and conservation initiatives nationally.
In the realm of classic public participation, involving structured
programmes for receiving and assessing the views of the so-called
active
participants,
Parks Canada has made significant efforts.
New programmes in this sphere are not required, but rather a redirection of effort, to overcome some of the inherent problems. The
background and evolution of the agency's endeavours in participation
problems will be discussed, along with the difficulties met.

BACKGROUND OF PARKS CANADA INVOLVEMENT
IN PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Parks Canada has been experimenting with various techniques for
involving the public in its decision making process since 1968,
when the policy endorsing public hearings was first adopted. These
attempts have distinguished the agency as a leader
in public
partici-

pation in resource and environmental
management in Canada (Nelson,
1978, p. 7). According to Olsen, Public participation
is now
recognized in principle
as an important component of the planning
process.
Planners,
administrators
and decision-makers
are now
searching for more effective
and efficient
ways of accommodating
input from different
groups and individuals
(Olsen, 1976).
Parks Canada first ventured into formalized public participation
with the Public Hearings Programme on national park provisional
master plans. Prior to a hearing, a proposed park plan was drawn
up without public consultation, by Parks Canada staff, and distributed. Individuals and groups then were invited to attend the
hearing and express their views on the plan. The hearings were
widely publicized and had the advantage of focusing the efforts of
interested individuals and groups at the local, regional, and
national levels, albeit at a near-final stage of the planning process. From Parks Canada's point of view, however, the process had
the drawback of fostering confrontation. Nowhere was this more
evident than at the Village Lake Louise Hearings! Following these
hearings, during which over 2,500 briefs were presented, and
following the Minister's rejection of the proposed expansion plan,
Parks Canada policy relating to public participation was changed.
The era of public hearings began in 1970 and ended in 1974, after
nine parks and Village Lake Louise had been the subject of hearings.
Policy guidelines introduced in 1974 had the main objective of

structuring A public

participation

process

which responds

to
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changing publia concepts of involvement
while at the same time
ensuring
the integrity
of the Parks Canada decision-making
process
(Olsen, 1976, p. 286). The policy guidelines specified low key
consultation, earlier involvement of the public, a variety of
participation mechanisms excluding public hearings, and programmes
which were organized regionally and tailored to suit the particular
park. According to Olsen, the purpose of the new guidelines was
quite clearly
to avoid confrontation
and to enhance the
relatively
poor image of Parks Canada which resulted
from the Public
Hearings
Programme (Olsen, 1976, p. 144) . The draft Parks Canada
Policy
statement prepared in 1978 reinforces the agency's commitment to
participation stating, as an objective, that Parks Canada will
provide opportunities
for public participation
at national,
regional,
and local levels in the development
of policies
and plans (Parks
Canada, 1978, p. 19).
Parks Canada's pursuit of public participation is partially
accountable to the demands of citizens to be involved in decision
making. The roots of this desire for involvement are related to
the social changes, growing distrust in the government, and the
increasing environmental awareness discussed earlier in this paper.
Heberlein makes the interesting suggestion that formal participation
mechanisms were demanded because the newly formed environmental
groups of the I960's did not have any of the traditional informal
paths of influence. He also suggests that the wide variety of
diverse interests in parks leads to dissatisfaction in some sphere
no matter what the decision (Heberlein, 1975, p. 1 ) .
Public participation has many benefits for the citizen, or group,
involved and Parks Canada alike. Ideally, participants learn
through their involvement, develop social and communication skills,
and have the satisfaction of attempting to influence the decision.
The agency, on the other hand, has an opportunity to improve relations with the public, explain the constraints it faces, and gain
new information which will assist it in decision making.
Unless the process of participation results in better
decisions
than would otherwise have been made, however, the process is not
worthwhile. The quality of the decisions is defined by Stanbury
as depending on two factors: their technical
or analytical
sophistication
and the level of acceptance
the decision
enjoys among
persons
most affected
by it (Stanbury, 1977, p. 3 ) . Citizens who
have had an opportunity to air their views often accept the ensuing
decision much more readily, even if it does not reflect their point
of view. This aspect of participation is called procedural, as
opposed to substantive, by Ingram and Ullery. They view substantive
participation as that which actually effects the decision (Ingram
and Ullery, 1977, p. 123). These researchers have attempted to
measure the degree of procedural and substantive participation
resulting from the U.S. National Environmental Policy Act which
triggered what they refer to as an environmental
information
explosion.
While conceding that the opportunity for procedural participation was increased, they conclude that there is little
evidence
that generation
of all of this data has substantially
affected
a
large number of decisions
(Ingram and Ullery, 1977, p. 138).
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The extent to which Parks Canada's participation processes have
resulted in better
decisions,
or the degree of substantive influence
with citizens have exerted on decisions, has not been the subject
of detailed study, to the author's knowledge. In fact, Parks
Canada's failure to make public an evaluation of its participation
programmes has been lamentable. An even larger problem has been the
reluctance on the part of the agency to indicate in what way the
public's views have been weighted and incorporated into decisions.
The following discussion of problems and potential solutions does
shed some light on the success of participation programmes, however.

THE FIRST DECADE:

PROBLEMS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

The problems experienced in instituting meaningful public participation in Parks Canada generally fall into two categories: those
related to the nature of Parks Canada as a large, regionally federal
agency; and those inherent in citizen involvement. In the first
sphere, the fact that participation is a new initiative, emerging
in just five years, has presented a problem to the agency. Additional
difficulties are: the variety of the planning fields and decisions
to be made, the nature of the Parks Canada policy, and the matter
of freedom of information. Important problems related to the nature
of public involvement are: keeping the role of the public in perspective and weighing and evaluating public input with a full recognition of the values underlying particular views. These problem
areas will be discussed individually.

PARTICIPATION: A NEW INITIATIVE
The incorporation of public views into planning emerged quickly in
Parks Canada, and planners suddenly were faced with a new aspect
in their jobs which required a whole new set of skills. Some
employees undoubtedly had difficulty adjusting to planning
with
rather than planning
for,
and resented the move towards enforced
consultation and the threat of the introduction of an entirely new
set of values and opinions. Regionally, public participation
coordinators have been hired and should play an important part in
the training and synthesizing of public participation work. However,
nationally no one has been assigned the role of coordinating
the
coordinators,
relating their work to policy formulation, setting
priorities, and providing a national focus and centre of information
for interested citizens and groups. This is a position which should
be filled.

VARIETY OF PLANNING FIELDS
Parks Canada is involved in planning and decision making at a
minimum of four levels: policy formulation, systems planning,
master planning, and isolated decision making. Public input could
provide useful insights into each of these areas, but a process
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encouraging participation should be undertaken only

if there is

decision

to

to be made, and if there is an opportunity

a

influence

that decision. Novia Carter has stated a view which recurs throughout public participation literature: Allowing
and
encouraging

community involvement
in problem identification
and
discussion,
without influence
in the ultimate
decision,
is not an answer to the
problem - rather,
it becomes a charade (Carter, 1977, p. 132).
A wide variety of typologies has been developed to describe the
continuum leading from low public input to virtual citizens' control.
Edsvik has chosen the fairly typical model which begins with information sharing, moves through persuasion and consultation, and ends
with partnership and citizen control. He states that Parks Canada,
after seven years of experimentation, has chosen the partnership
model as a general guideline; in this model the authority prescribes
the limits and within these bounds citizens may share or even assume
decision making (Edsvik, 1975, p. 4 ) . The model, however, ignores
the complexity, or scope and variety of inputs, which will be
elicited by various planning situations. These elements could
provide another dimension, as suggested by Olsen (1976, p. 95),
when defining the exact mechanisms of participation to be employed.
The characteristics of the situation combined with the constraints
faced by the agency must surely determine what level and type of
participation is appropriate. It is important to recognize, however,
that the partnership or interactive model depends on clear mutual
understanding at the information exchange level. John Lewis, in
commenting on his experience as a member of the Ontario Provincial
Parks Council, termed the initial meetings of the council as almost
purely informational. With the common background provided by these
meetings, the members were then able to grow into a meaningful
interactive role. However, Lewis notes that while
the
Provincial

Parks Advisory Council appears to be better
on, this does not appear to be the case for
senting

briefs

informed as time goes
interested
public
pre-

(Lewis, 1977, p. 8 ) .

Parks Canada now is focusing its public participation efforts at
the master and systems planning, level, entering into dialogue on
isolated decisions such as the Sunshine Ski Area expansion only as
a bow to public pressure. No concentrated efforts have been
focused on collecting public views for policy formulation, although
questions of policy are raised in the context of almost every local
planning process. The draft national parks Policy
statement
recently released is a very important document, and one which will,
upon approval, guide Parks Canada in its decision making. It is
suggested that an advisory council be appointed to review this
document, thus providing two layers of public involvement. Council
members would be public representatives in their own right, and
would act as intermediaries approaching the broader public.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
Allowing a free flow of information is one of the basic tenets of a
successful public involvement. Without trust and honesty in the
initial stages of the process, it is doomed to failure. The results
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of incomplete announcements and the withholding of information at
the outset of the St. Lawrence Islands National Park expansion
proposal were disasterous. Olsen condemns Parks Canada in this area,

saying confidentiality
Canada bureaucracy,

and secrecy,
which are rampant in the Parks
must be kept to an absolute minimum (Olsen,

1976, p. 58). Indeed, the author's own experience attests to the
frustration of an individual or representative of a citizens' group
who is attempting to participate rationally in the absence of
factual information. This problem seems particularly typical of
situations where isolated decisions are being considered. It clearly
is unacceptable. A prerequisite to any planning involvement is
that there should be a sharing of all pertinent information, when
it is current.

PERSPECTIVE ON THE IMPORTANCE OF PUBLIC INPUT
When faced with the challenge of making a quality decision, any
government agency is subject to a myriad of constraints. The input
of the public is one among many; adherence to a budget and policy
and working with a resource base are other important restrictions.

As Heberlein states, The data about the resource does not make the
decision for the manager, nor should public input make the
decision
for the manager.
It is merely another factor which must be weighed
in making the decision
(Heberlein, 1975, p. 2 ) . A shortcoming in
many public participation exercises i rthat the constraints on the
decision are not explicitly enough stated, reiterated, or adhered
to. In addition, the profile which a public involvement campaign
evokes, complete with media coverage, may create the impression that
public opinion is the only factor legimately influencing the decision.
The turn away from public hearings and towards more localized
smaller meetings has had the effect of diminishing the opportunity
for the expression of the national viewpoint. This is a very serious
consequence for an agency with a national mandate.
Both the Grasslands and the Riding Mountain exercises had problems
in these areas. The Grasslands hearings provided a platform for
local residents to reiterate their sentiments repeatedly, and media
coverage emphasized the local plight.
Representatives of national
organizations were unable to attend all of the meetings, and
publically were viewed as outsiders
when they did present their
points of view. In the Riding Mountain case, the strong feelings
of the local residents regarding the residences in the parks
resulted in Parks Canada changing a policy, which had been quoted
as immutable in earlier documentation, to meet these concerns. It
is essential that Parks Canada set the limits of the planning exercise before it is undertaken, and adhere to them.

VALUES AND WEIGHING INPUT
A good deal of research has been directed at dissecting and analyzing the public input, with the result that most comment can be
reduced to reflect the values of the participant. It is widely
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agreed that in assessing input vote-counting
is not an adequate
mechanism; eventually a judgement must be amde which, in some
reasonable way, reconciles the values expressed by the public with
the values inherent in Parks Canada's mandate. A serious downfall
in many of the agency's involvement processes has been the failure
to explain how this balancing was achieved. In the development of
a detailed master plan, the link is somewhat more clear than in
isolated decision making. An example of the latter is Sunshine
Village, where the analysis and summary of public views was made
available (Parks Canada, 1976) but no indication of how this was
considered in the decision was ever given. It is a small wonder that
groups and individuals who put considerable effort into expressing
their views on the matter were disillusioned and even sceptical
about the government's sincerity in soliciting their opinions. In
the Sunshine case, the interventions of an objective intermediary,
such as is provided by the federal Environmental Assessment and
Review Process, would have been appropriate. However, Parks Canada
notoriously is loath to use such mechanisms; and the freedom to
make the final decision, based on whatever information he wishes
to use, rests with the Minister as advised by senior bureaucrats.

IMPORTANCE OF POLITICS

The political environment of planning and decision making within
Parks Canada is a most important reality. The freedom afforded the
agency to exercise its mandate, budgets, and ultimate authority are
vested in politicians. What occurs at this level often can be no
less than astonishing in its variance from Parks Canada policies and
plans. Consider the political sanction which has allowed duck
hunting in Point Pelee National Park for more years than Parks
Canada would care to remember, or the logic of a proposal hatched
at the Ministerial level to dedicate the mercury polluted English
Wabigoon area as a national park! The economic conditions, the
phase in a government's life cycle, the commitment of a minister to
the department which which he currently is involved, and the tradeoffs at the political level can have more striking effects on what
actually happens to Canada's national parks than can any amount of
planning within the department.
It is clear, then, that an expression of public commitment to the
parks ideal at the political level is at least equally important to
citizen input at the planning level. However, the difficulty of
mobilizing citizens to comment at the less tangible national level
is well known. When no one can be excluded from the benefits of
public
goods such as parks, there is little incentive for individuals to exert a personal effort to win these goods. The
Tragedy
of the Commons is a classic parable illustrating this truth, and
the problem of achieving legal standing for individuals wishing to
pursue cases relating to the violation of a public good is a serious
one. Citizens' groups have a key role in marshalling public opinion
and exerting influence at the political level.
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CITIZENS GROUPS

Our attitude
toward lobbying in the Canadian legislative
process
can be likened
to that towards sex.
At one and the same time they
are perceived
as healthy and natural
acts,
but they are also
seen
as an embarrassing,
slightly
taboo, even 'dirty'
activities
to be
removed from polite
conversation.
Both forms of prudery seem to be
on the wane.
But out inability
to come to terms with
lobbying
seems to be greater
than it is with respect
to sex
(Stanbury,
1977, p. 7 ) . Although the function of influencing at a political
level long has been recognized by citizens' groups as one of their
roles, it has not been pursued with the vigour or professionalism
shown by counter lobbies supported by industry. Lee has pointed
out the shortcomings of conservation groups in this arena: To even
hope to compete on an equal basis
(to professionally-based
lobbies
such as engineering
or forestry)
the conservation
base would have
to have a. greater
rather
than a lesser organizational
capability.
The movement does not have a comparable organizational
depth,
structure
of leadership
to modify fundamental
issues
(Lee, 1977,
p. 90). Perhaps the greatest challenge facing environmental groups
in the 1970's, beyond survival, is to come to grips with their role
as lobbyists. They must become familiar with the political process
and overcome their naivity in the presentation of convincing,
balanced arguments which recognize the constraints facing the
politicians and agencies.
To turn to survival, the explosion of opportunities to interact
in
planning, rather than to simply react
as in the formative days of
the environmental movement, has proven overwhelming to environmental
groups. Financial security, for any large group organized in the
absence of an economic motive, can occur, according to Stanbury
(1977), only in three instances: under government funding, if members are coerced into paying fees, or if membership is appealing
because of some other noncollective benefit. Conservation groups
are experiencing financial instability of crisis proportions. They
are not supported by governments and they are finding that the costs
of providing noncollective benefits, such as magazines or trip
programmes, leave little for pursuing their real work. Some form
of government support for participation in planning activities is
definitely required. This has been recognized by many authors in
the field, and the Berger inquiry and the Porter Commission have
set the precedent. A variety of procedures has been suggested, and
the report of the National Advisory Council on Voluntary Action has
made well thought out recommendations for direct grants, suggesting
that Granting criteria
be explicit,
simply phrased and well
publicized
. . . the government provide funds and resources
to encourage evaluations,
exchanges and other activities
which
will
revitalize
voluntary
associations
(National Advisory Council on
Voluntary Action, 1977, p. xxviii). The Council also promoted forms
of nonfinancial help, such as reduced postal rates; recommended the
establishment of a voluntary action resource centre; and stressed
the importance of freedom of information. One of the most imaginative suggestions was the fostering of an exchange programme between
the personnel of voluntary organizations and government employees.
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All of these recommendations threaten the traditional concept of
specific roles for the public, the government, and the bureaucrats
as policy initiators, makers, and implementors. They reflect,
instead, the increasing interdependence of society and the ability
to maintain a viable role in a particular sphere while cooperating
to solve mutual problems. Surely this flexibility is the future
direction for interaction between Parks Canada and the many
publias
it relates to in the planning and management of Canada's national
parks.
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Discussion from the Floor
SESSION:

THE FUTURE
Thursday, October 12, 1978 (Morning)

CHAIRMAN:

J.M.

PANELISTS:

J.A. Carruthers,
R.A.J. Phillips,
T.L. Green.

RAPPORTEUR:

R.D. Needham

EDITORS' NOTE:

Each of the panelists presented his or her
paper.

Shay
J.B. Theberge, CD. Fowle,
J.G. Nelson, J.E.
Carroll,

THE FLOOR:

Much of the task in the realm of public participation
has fallen to Parks Canada. What are public conservation
groups doing to coordinate their activities and promote
participation?

NELSON:

Much effort is being spent in informal coordination and
the issue is more complex than one might expect. More
research is needed in this area. A Canadian Conservation
Foundation and the creation of Advisory Councils may be
useful and effective. Funding is a definite stumbling
block and this may be related to poor public response in
the past to similar efforts. In Europe some success has
been realized with the sale of stamps; perhaps we could
use a series of Canadian Land Heritage Stamps to contribute
to funding. It is important that any major funding agency
be independent and well organized.

THE FLOOR:

I suggest as a coordinating agency for citizen groups, a
national body along the lines of the Outdoor Recreation
Council of British Columbia. It includes groups with a
variety of interests and backgrounds. The task might be
difficult because national as well as regional concerns
would have to be coordinated.

THE FLOOR:

A master plan for public participation would be useful.
However, the real problem is one of designing and implementing the public participation process. How effective are any park boundaries likely to be in protecting
the caribou herds and other wildlife in the north?

THEBERGE:

Park boundaries will not totally protect the caribou,
but additional protection outside the proposed park
could be afforded by the Canadian Wildlife Service and
other agencies.

THE FLOOR:

The point should be made at this time that the public's
response to the Parks' Green Paper is now being
finalized. Parks Canada received only sixth responses
from a distribution of some 3,000 copies.
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It is the case, perhaps, that many individuals are
replying through the provinces.
THE FLOOR:

Citizens' groups have important roles to play, and
individuals' contributions may be the only way that
many people outside of Parks Canada can be involved.
There is a problem because citizen groups are not
favoured legally. For example, if lobbying activities
are proved, the group's status as charities could be
removed.

THE FLOOR:

Regional coalitions do exist, for example the Parks
for Tomorrow Coalition which recently protested
increasing land use changes in western national parks
by forming a public march and protest. There are
some fifteen to twenty groups trying to get together
under the aegis of Friends of the Earth.

THE FLOOR:

Heritage Canada may be an alternative that should be
explored more by citizen groups. Heritage Canada's
mandate includes conservation. But it has so far
emphasized historic and cultural activities by
choice.

SHAY:

It seems apparent that the best course to follow is
the one which brings us all together at all levels
in solving future problems.

SPECIAL PRESENTATION BY PARKS CANADA

Presentation by John I. Micol - Director General of Parks
Canada
Recipient: James Gordon

Nelson

NATURAL HERITAGE AWARD
The Citation reads:
Parks Canada is pleased to honour James Gordon Nelson
for
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toward the better
understanding,
appreciation,
and protection
of Natural Heritage
Areas.
This recognition
is for exceptional
efforts
towards
studies,
investigations,
and the organization
of forums for
communication
to aid interested
Canadians in the design,
creation,
and
maintenance
of a significant
system of National Parks and
Related
Reserves.
J. Hugh Faulkner
Minister, Indian and Northern
Affairs
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COMMENTARY
A.D. Crerar

The theme of this conference is The Canadian National
Parks today and tomorrow.
We have heard a number of interesting views
on what tomorrow will bring. I perhaps could provide you with a
detailed summary of each of the papers presented, but in reviewing
them it seemed to me that one of the major problems of today, and
I would think even more of tomorrow, has emerged as a central
theme. That problem is summed up in the sub-head of Richard

Foster's fine publication on Planning for Man and Nature in
National Parks, his sub-head is Reconciling
Perpetuation
and Use.
This has been a constant tension in planning for and developing
policy for national parks. It was referred to by one of our
speakers yesterday as the fundamental
controversy.
It has been
with us in the past, it is with us today, and I suggest to you that
it will become even more of a concern in the future. During the
past few days a number of the speakers have commented on this problem of ensuring the perpetuity of our parks in the face of increasing use.
I think all of us are aware of the major elements in the equation:
national parks have been chosen deliberately to be representative
of some of the finest examples of natural beauty to be found in
this country. They have been identified as national parks in
large part to enable the country to preserve this tremendous
natural heritage unimpaired for the future. However, in a democracy it is essential that the substantial majority of the people
be supportive of the objectives of the government. If there were
not a broad base of support for national parks and the concept of
their preservation, the legislation designating national parks
would be swept away in short order.
To build support in favour of preservation, the bulk of the population, or at least a large and significant element of it, must be
made aware of the parks, preferably by seeing them and using them,
thereby appreciating the nature of the heritage that our national
park system represents. So one has the basis of the eternal
schizophrenia. The maintenance of the parks' system needs the
support of the majority of the people. To obtain that support
people must be made aware of the parks and their qualities. They
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should be encouraged to use them and, hopefully, to cherish them;
but at the same time as they become aware of them, the public
itself can begin to damage, to detract, and to deteriorate the very
qualities we are seeking to preserve in them. It was so much easier
when it was the King's Forest.
We all know the figures, and they were quoted again this morning;
walking and hiking participation rates went up from thirteen percent to fifty-four percent and participation rates for visiting
national parks went up from thirteen percent to twenty-nine percent in the period between 1967 and 1976. Again, we know that the
use of the national parks is based on an increasing population,
particularly urban, with increasing real wealth and increasing
leisure time; and that these three factors are not additive but
multiplicative. Increases in real wealth mean that people come
from farther afield, and remember, this is not just Canada that we
are talking about. We are beginning to see an international increase
in real wealth; the leading edge of it at the present time is the
Japanese but not far behind them, presumably, are the Koreans,
those from Hong Kong and S ngapore, and all of those peoples who,
as their standard of living rises, look for unique scenic experiences
that are not available to them in their own countries. When we
look forward ten years it is not just the increasing wealth in
Canada and the United States that is going to lead to increased
patronage of the national parks; it is the increased wealth worldwide. Today' s trickle of visitors from the European Common Market
and Japan will become a flood.
These are the factors on the demand side. What about the supply?
One of the characteristics that can be noted is the build-up of
the non-natural attractions of the service centres within the parks.
It is perhaps fitting that a group considering the future of
national parks should meet in Banff, but we are not alone. There
are conferences held in this Centre which represent people of every
kind from insurance salesmen to world statesmen. They meet here
because of the conjunction of excellent facilities and superb
scenery. Every time a facility is added to or an amenity is
improved the attraction of the service centre grows. If you are
an opera buff, presumably the experience is heightened to an
exquisite degree if you hear good opera in the natural surroundings
that are represented by this location. If you are a golfer, it
is not just the sporty course itself that adds enjoyment to the
game, but the opportunity to raise your eyes unto the hills from
whence Cometh your strength, which presumably is needed on some of
the holes. Even the transformation of our mountain parks from what
was essentially a seasonal operation to a year-round one increases
the attractiveness and amenity. If the service centres can provide year-round employment they can employ better managers, better
chefs, and better waiters and maitre d's. The need for gouging
during the short season is diminished and a rate reduction can be
achieved. It certainly is desirable to have a reasonable rate
during times of peak demand, but remember the consequences. High
rates, in fact, are one of the constraints or potential constraints
on the demand side. The reduction or elimination of price gouging
would serve to make the national parks a more attractive destination.
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What I am trying to point out is that as a service centre matures,
as new facilities and new amenities are added, then the attraction
of that service centre increases. Even the institution of yearround utilization increases the level of service and holds the
cost of operation at a more reasonable level, thereby increasing
the potential attractiveness of the non-natural features of a
national park. The year-round operation as well insures that the
profitability of the operations remains high and therefore attractive to entrepreneurs and others who are willing to provide the
services. We might take a small delight in the improvement in
the quality of the restaurants in a place like Banff, for example;
but remember the consequence, that improvement serves to attract
more people to this location.
With respect to the natural environment itself, if the Park
Service has been able to achieve its objective of preservation,
it is preserving what day by day, year by year, and decade by
decade, is becoming an increasingly scarce resource. It is not
so much that the quality of land in the national parks is getting
better. It is deteriorating. It is that the deterioration in
the environment outside the parks is proceeding more rapidly.
I am sure that none of this is news to the people assembled here.
What I find disturbing, however, is that it has not been identified
as the absolute priority problem for the next decade. I do not
think it is particularly helpful when John Carruthers says that

national parks will no longer be viewed as just pretty places
to
go camping, but it will be realized
that they are a national
amenity that can contribute
significantly
to the economic growth
of regions.
Of course they contribute to the economic growth of
regions and no doubt it is a temptation in these days of tightening
budgets to look for a hard-headed defence for national parks.
But, if parks are to be a major contributor to economic growth,
intensification will become a major imperative in plans for future
development. It seems to me that as long as we consider the
national parks as a major flywheel in generating economic growth
for regions then we will tend to overlook or ignore what is going
to be Number One problem in the next decade, that is, how to
handle the accelerating growth in the use of parks and maintain
those qualities which make the parks such a unique feature in their
own right. Thinking of national parks as a component for regional
economic growth may be tempting, but is leading in the opposite
direction from what I think the challenge of the next decade will
be.
Tomorrow's problem then is the preservation of the natural heritage,
but that only will be achieved by our ability to control use. In
Canada our record for regulating, guarding, and controlling use
has not been outstanding. For example, we began planning within
our national parks in the late sixties. Indeed, one of the themes
of the last conference was the need for the preparation of what
were then called master plans. It is not much of an achievement
one decade later to be able to report that eight park management
plans have been approved or are nearing final approval. Eight out
of twenty-eight is not a particularly good score for a decade, and
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I suspect that if one were to look at them, the eight were parks
where use is least rather than greatest, which is where the greatest need for park management plans exists. I am aware that master
plans or park management plans are not the complete answer to the
problem of use, but it seems to me that until such plans are in
place we are not even beginning to tackle the problem.
This problem of constraining use is not unique to parks. It has
been faced by, of all people, the traffic engineers. Some of you
may remember the fifties. The solution to traffic problems was
freeways. Engineers built a four-lane freeway, and it filled up;
then they built an eight-lane freeway, and that filled up. They
even went to sixteen-lane freeways. Eventually perceptive traffic
engineers realized that they could not solve traffic problems by
increasing the supply of a facility which increases the demand
for that facility.
Traffic engineers found that they had to build constraints into
the system such as undersized off ramps, a lack of parking, and
the pricing of parking. Lately the pricing of gas has provided a
final and effective constraint. Again, an example from traffic
engineering. Downtown Los Angeles has constrained the demand for
freeways to the Central Business District. So many freeways were
built to the Central Business District that they destroyed the
Central Business District. There is no there
there,
as Gertrude
Stein said.
One fundamentally can not increase the supply of parks. The only
way to preserve the supply is to constrain the demand. How can
demand be constrained.
1.

2.
3.
4.

By budget. Do not build new roads or camp sites. Do not
maintain the existing ones; close them, if possible. Direct
budget cuts to hardware rather than software.
By administrative constraints, that is, regulations, quotas,
queuing, and reservations.
By pricing. Put up fees for all services.
By reducing the quality of the experience on the non-natural
side. Certainly do not build another Banff School of Fine
Arts. It is too attractive.

These prescriptions may sound paradoxical and I do not pretend
they are simple, easy, or politically acceptable. But we have to
start thinking about the unthinkable.
Let me point out another aspect of this conundrum of use and preservation. I think we all are aware of examples where human use
and habitation have blended well with the natural amenities of
the particular area. I think of areas, for example, like the
Spillimacheen Valley in British Columbia, or the Cypress Hills in
Alberta and Saskatchewan, the Isle d'orleans in Quebec or some of
the fishing villages on the southern shore of Nova Scotia, Peggy's
Cove is an example but not the best. We had a glorious opportunity to try and achieve this blend of natural and human uses in
the development of Bonne Bay National Park on the west coast of
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Newfoundland, but we seem to have fumbled it. It is possible for
man to be a good companion to nature, but we seem to panic when
we are asked to blend the two. The extent of our imagination
seems to run to recreations of Swiss mountain villages; and though
the Swiss landscape is a good illustration of this blending of man
and nature, it is not an effective model for Canada. We have to
develop our own vernacular, our own style, and I suggest to you
that we already have done so. Look at the places that I have
mentioned. I think the paper this morning by R.A.J. Phillips gives
us some clues as to the direction in which we will have to move.
The Cooperative Heritage Areas provide an opportunity for us to
attempt to preserve areas with a unique blend of man and land; but
the major challenge will remain our ability to blend man and land
in the national parks. Preservation of the national parks is our
major challenge in the future, but the road to preservation is
through regulating and controlling use.

COMMENTARY
D. O'Gorman

INTRODUCTION

The future blends the lessons of the past with our aspirations,
and arrays them on a canvas of uncertainty and the unforeseen.
We now are immersed in the first shifts of the world order that
we dimly perceived, and even encouraged, a decade or two ago.
The energy
crisis
characteristizes this, and our way of life is
changing in response. Conservation of non-renewable resources has
a new and broad presence and has evolved out of necessity.
Similar belt tightening will put a new complexion on debates of
our national, and thus cultural, priorities. All of this will
bear on the future of national parks and related reserves.
Other factors will be at play: a growing world population with
tourist cash to spend; and a growing Canadian population that,
on average, will be older and more urban and, no doubt, better
informed. They, therefore, probably will absorb and adapt to
the new ideas such as the survival
values
which recently we have
witnessed emerging: participation and activism, participaetion,
personal
growth,
yoga, yogurt, and woodburning stoves. Some of
this is voluntary, some of it is of necessity, and some is a fear
of the future. Perhaps what will emerge is a new synthesis of
self-reliance and control blended with an appreciation of the
necessity and the rewards of hanging
together
in groups for
purposeful joint actions.

THE PUBLIC'S ROLE IN THE FUTURE

With this overgeneralized context, what is the role of the public
in the parks?
Certainly that role has been defined eloquently,
and with consensus, and includes being a direct participant in
conservation
system development; a public educator and promotor;
a persuador-advisor-lobbyist; a watchdog; and an operator.
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Each of these will be played with increasing strength and, thus,
perhaps it is wise to focus on some key areas for policy
resolution.
The principle of public participation has been accepted in
national parks policy. It mirrors, in part, the public's
distrust of the government. Complementary freedom
of
information
is sought in order to facilitate rational public involvement.
Clearer guidelines for the public and certainly for the government
staff appear increasingly necessary.
In the search for working concepts independent hearing boards,
with public representatives acting as intermediaries,
no doubt
could become increasingly attractive as a means of dealing with
conflicting claims. The establishment of funded
independent
forums with general coordination mandates, however, is problematic,
I suspect, in an atmosphere of restraint. Perhaps ways of resolving conflicts will evolve in the context of task focussed efforts
such as devising a national
conservation
strategy
or defining how
best to facilitate the effective use of volunteer talents in
park system operations and diversification. Defined functions,
reporting, and accountability would appear to be necessary.
The term national
interest
no doubt will remain a perplexing one
in Canada. Public participation exercises will continue to
wrestle with it. Setting limits
to public consultation, while
credibly responding to local interests, will remain a conundrum.
Clarifying the specific purposes of each park, or proposal,
will help, as will the new concepts of tenure embraced in the
heritage
area and various trust
concepts which offer additional
flexibility in responding to specific local conditions while yet
achieving conservancy goals.
Measuring public influence
in decision making will be hard,
perhaps impossible, and maybe futile.
Perhaps it will be
reflected in reason
for decision
types of statements which will
array the considerations, rationales, and conclusions that led
to a decision.
Perhaps a word on lobbying,
which has been identified as a great
future challenge to interest groups, is in order. The style,
as
proposed by Green, is to become familiar with the
political

process and overcoming naivety in presentation
of balanced
arguments which recognize
the constraints
... I was struck with
the pragmatic good sense of this and by the views of Aird Lewis
who recognized, in the process of persuasion, the importance of

being right,
reasonable and patient
and promoting concepts
policies
rather than being too busy opposing or criticizing

of
...

And beyond lobbying, one questions if the ultimate familiarity
with the political process, holding
office,
is not eventually
necessary. This is where the priorities are determined and the
decisions ultimately are made.
Voluntary efforts in the operations of the smaller and more
disparate elements of the park system was stressed as being
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both educational and efficient. Notwithstanding administrative
complications, further extensions of this concept, which accords
with doing more with less,
should make it increasingly attractive.
The challenge to public interest groups will be to make any
experiments work. I would like to see voluntarism extend to
include and develop a broad moral control on such things as
vandalism and other abuses of our common
properties.
Finally, the role of public groups in assisting in the acquisition of property will be as large as their resources and energies
permit. Hopefully, any legislative barriers against philanthropy
will be identified and modified. The encouragement and
inculcation of an ethic of public
interest
philanthropy
will
remain a vital future role for citizen groups as they work to
shape and express our cultural values.

THE EVOLVING PARK AND RESERVE SYSTEM

The need to diversify and extend the park system is broadly
recognized. A particular consensus exists that park, heritage,
and protected areas must be brought closer to the people. This
makes eminent good sense in terms of the opportunities for use,
the transport economics, the spreading of the load of use, and
the diversifying of the tourism base.
Such a thrust no doubt will place a priority on the
cooperative
heritage
programme of the federal government. It will call upon
the resources of the private conservancies in making strategic
purchases and in operating system components. What it will need
is a focused effort to evolve coordinated system plans and
programmes for our city-regions,
that is, the metropolitan cities
plus their recreational hinterlands. Such a synthesis might be

the focus for the proposed comprehensive

conservation

strategy,

at least in part.
Rather than relying on a casual exchange of effort and information, there should be a conscious programme set up for it. Under
such a programme special inter-governmental task forces would be
commissioned to crystallize the present knowledge and to develop
system concepts within, say, one year. Citizen advisory groups,
comprising representatives of user interests, would assist, and
a general public review would follow prior to a submission of
any reports to the various decision making levels. This approach
might produce agreement on concepts, lines of cooperation, and
areas for independent initiative. Annual meetings, a standing
city-region based coordinating
committee,
and so on could update
the system concepts as required.
A similar plan with a different composition could be attempted
to tackle the conservation system concepts outside city-regions.
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What about the other elements of the parks and related reserves'
system? The marine and freshwater shorelines and adjacent waters,
wild rivers and landmarks, and trail concepts have been identified
conceptually and specifically for at least half a decade. The
challenge ahead must be to bring some of these to fruition, using
traditional park and, in Canada at least, non-traditional
conservancy concepts. Specific reserves for endangered species
must rate similar priority.
In all of these the conservation
movement could assist.

PARK PLANS

Plans for parks are characterized variously in snap shots
which
must evolve, with new knowledge, to more rigorous blueprints. One
side sees the adaptiveness to changing demands; the other, the
alteration of biomes. Both are reasonable. Adaptiveness, to
accept new needs and concepts, is vital yet it cannot risk the
special areas. The answer perhaps is legal protection for the
high protection zones. This would be complemented by a planning
process which would articulate the special purpose of each park,
its zones, and the associated resource management policies. This
can provide both direction and assurance without causing undue
administrative burdens.

RECAP

Uncertainty is now an accepted reality, but it should not be a
barrier to action to expand a conservation reserve system as a
part of a nation's overall priorities. Systematic joint planning
that builds a rational case for conservation proposals will be
necessary. The achievement of on-the-ground results will require
concerted and coordinated efforts to live within the limited
financial capabilities.
This, and a stronger urge for a voice
from the public, will compel new approaches in the way the
actors
relate in the process of getting on with the job. Maturity,
sophistication, and trust will be necessary, coupled with a solid
recognition of the ultimate role of the political process,
especially that of the elected decision makers. Value issues
certainly will not be decided through technical debates.

COMMENTARY
W.W. Mair

Wrap-up sessions are always difficult, and in this case the magnitude and complexity of the conference topic make the task formidable
and a bit slippery. Earlier today Green made the point that whatever decisions are made some people will be unhappy. That certainly
will be the case here. However, my choice of points for review,
under six very general headings, was made prior to the conference
and so I must accept any dissent.

THE REASONS FOR NATIONAL PARKS

It often is remarked, and it unfortunately often is true, that we
tend to speak to the already converted.. Thus, we frequently make
assumptions that may not be shared by all. So it is, it seems to
me, with the tacit assumption here that national parks are obviously
good and necessary. Green stated quite categorically that the ...

mandate of Parks Canada, to protect for all time prime examples
of the country's
heritage,
is beyond question.
But I wonder if all
Canadians agree, other than perhaps conceptually or in the abstract.
Carruthers has said that there is cause for optimism, and he points
to the values revolution, the increase in outdoor activity, and
the open forum approach to dealing with parks' matters. Green,
more perceptively I suggest, has remarked that we are in a period
of decline from the environmental fervor, with public concern
shifting to energy, economics, and a return to a certain traditionism and searching for structure. I suggest that we may be in for
heavy going; we must do our homework well on why we believe
national parks are important and serve the public interest.
Theberge, in his paper, has presented cogent and persuasive reasons
for national parks. Quoting Ian McTaggart Cowan, that
ecological

ignorance

is one of the compelling

reasons

for preservation,

he

brings home the importance of land reserves as places where we may
study and understand natural processes, food webs, regulatory processes, and so on; information that is essential not only to the
effective management of our natural resources but ultimately, perhaps, to our survival. National parks well may be the only places
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where such studies can take place in an environment free from maninduced change. But he cautions us, through the comments of Yorke
Edwards, that even these may be trampled,
tamed and
changed.
Carroll, in his address on international peace parks, has provided
another reason for national parks, that is as a vehicle to inform
and educate the citizens of Canada and the United States on our
common landscapes and human heritage. They could contribute to a
greater mutual understanding of our relationships and interdependencies. Carruthers, also, has emphasized the international aspects
of national parks, referring to common ideals and the global nature
of the parks' movement.
Where we seem fuzzy is in the area of people and national parks.
Green has commented that there is a lack in Parks Canada in the
area of social and behavioural research. It is imperative, in my
view, that we better know and understand how people relate to
national parks, how they feel about them, what they expect of them,
and what they are willing to sacrifice for them. More on that under

the heading What Do People

Want of

Parks?

THE NEED FOR A MORE LEGAL BASIS FOR PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

Moving briefly to this heading, it is appropriate to touch upon the
point raised by Theberge, that there is no legal requirement for
master plans, no legal requirement to follow them where they do
exist, and no legal requirement for environmental impact assessments or analyses. This also has been noted in other papers, and
in discussion. Referring to earlier discussions at this conference,
I do not believe that tighter legal requirements necessarily are
inconsistent with the need for flexibility in management. I
strongly support freedom for management to react to change, but I
believe that we can, in this instance, partly have our cake and
eat it too. It should be possible to legally require certain
things and still provide the mechanisms for change by management,
with public input, but without necessarily going to Parliament.

WHAT DO PEOPLE WANT OF PARKS?

I mentioned the lack of social and behavioural research and a certain fuzziness in respect of people
needs. This is really what do
people
want of parks.
Phillips, in his paper, has posed that green
areas close to where people, live and work be made a part of the
system. Whether these should be a part of the national park system or some other may be argued, but he has put his finger on a
very critical point. Most people react to what they can see, feel,
and use. The abstract or unseen may be supported when times are
good; but when times are bad, when money is needed or is scarce,
the unseen rarely captures widespread support. We learned that
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from the studies associated with the national pollution conference
in 1966. Phillips has made the point very well that if you involve
people locally, if projects become a part of their lives and
affairs, they will work for them, support them, and inform others
about them. Aird Lewis also has stressed local and/or public
involvement and we can not overstress its importance. We simply
must know more of what people think, want, and will support in
our national parks. There must be more than the present rather
one-way flow, however good or bad, from government and parks/
conservation groups out to a faceless audience, the general public.

ECOSYSTEM AND/OR COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING FOR NATIONAL PARKS

My fourth point is concerned with ecosystem and/or comprehensive
planning for national parks. There has been considerable mention
of this throughout the conference, and some difference of viewpoint.
Carruthers, this morning, spoke for system planning for national
parks and related reserves and for a Canadian conservation strategy. Francis, Sadler, and others have spoken out strongly in
support of comprehensive planning from a rather broader perspective.
Davidson, however, has expressed his concern with the complex
planning mechanisms and inter-governmental committees or groups as
a basis for getting on with what has to be done. I must say I
share some of his reservations; it is my view that generally we
have not done a very good job of marrying planning with management
and operations in Canada, and that is not just in national parks.
But I can not conceive of how we can continue to manage, and
hopefully expand, a system dedicated to the purpose of national
parks in the absence of comprehensive land use planning or ecosystem planning.
At our recent Board of Trustees meeting of the National and Provincial Parks Association of Canada, George Ledingham asked if I
had read a book in which is mentioned islands
of hope.
I had not
and am attracted and excited by the concept of national parks so
conjured up. But I am troubled because we all know the problems
islands are having, world-wide and, regrettably, in Canada. They
will not survive intact unless they are managed within sound, comprehensive land and water use plans.
Nelson, this morning, touched upon wildlands and ecosystem planning
and I will not attempt to take the subject farther. I commend
particularly, however, his reference to a continual review by
management of policies, practices, and effects and for continuing
inputs from the planning process to permit adjustment. We are
speaking of a dynamic system and so the elements of management
must be dynamic, too. I believe that Davidson's concerns and mine
can and must be worked out with a continuous land use or ecosystem
planning approach. I believe the survival of the national parks'
concept demands it.
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WHY PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN NATIONAL PARKS PLANNING, AND HOW?

Why should there be public participation, and how? Green's paper
has been particularly valuable in exploring these points, though
the fact that every speaker has mentioned them, in some degree,
underscores their importance. Our society today is so complex
and the decisions made are sc frequently far-reaching in their
consequences that, beyond the polls and access to their individual
federal and provincial members, the public must have mechanisms
for continuing input into policy development and decision making.
But, the ground rules must be determined. What decisons are
to be made? What influence can be anticipated for public input?
How is the public input to be used? If no decisions are going
to be made, or if public participation is only to pay lip service,
then the process is a waste of time. Public participation is
exceedingly complex and difficult, and no single model or approach
to it is likely to prove effective for all circumstances. It
requires on the part of both the government agency and the citizens'
organizations what Aird Lewis has described as catalytic action,
cooperation, coordination, patience, and a team approach. As

he says, nothing

beats

being

right

and

reasonable!

Before leaving this topic I must make reference to a concern
raised by Green, that is, the move from the large public hearings
to the low-key, early involvement of the immediate public in the
planning process now current at both the regional and local levels.
This leaves the general public without any obvious or organized
means of input into the national policy and system planning.
Surely everything we have heard and said has made clear the importance of public input at these higher levels. Without such we can
tinker away with the details without in any way influencing the
over-riding direction or raison
d'être.

THREE KEY ISSUES IN PARKS AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Last but not least, just three key points that have been made by
our speakers today, points of critical importance. First, freedom
of information has been mentioned. One simply can not over-emphasize
the importance of having ready access to the basic facts, of
knowing the constraints on decision making or the reasons for
decisions, and so on. Without a free flow of information the
public participation process is a mockery.
Second, in part we have been hoisted by our own petard by our
pressure for public participation. Parks Canada has moved quite
some way in that regard, albeit not at all levels of concern, and
now we, that is the conservation organizations, are near going
under financially in our efforts to respond promptly and effectively. Government financing of volunteer effort seems imperative.
The precedents established in the past several years in respect
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of three major pipeline proposals, and I here refer to the Berger,
the Lysyk, and the Thompson hearings, have shown that government
funding is workable, and that the citizens' groups involved need
not lose credibility and freedom of action because of it.
Finally, I commend to all of us some remarks by Bob Phillips and
Aird Lewis. Bob urged that we be honest in our portrayal of our
natural and historic heritage. This is so important if all that
we are fighting for is to have any meaning. Aird Lewis urged
upon us a scrupulous accuracy in fact and information, and a
moderation of bias in our statements and presentations in all our
work. With these admonitions, and with the knowledge, experience,
and enthusiasm of this group here assembled, we indeed should be
able to face the next ten years with optimism. But we simply can
not and must not relax in our efforts.
I feel I must add a postcript. As already stated I prepared my
short summary of points in the main before the conference. Frankly,
I was tempted, at the outset of this final session, to throw away

my paper, say amen and then say on with business

as usual.

Let

me explain what I mean.
I agree so very much with what has been said about research,
planning, public information, and public participation, and even
some on policy. What I have not heard here is much about management; how this incredibly complex set of agencies, interests,
functions, and inter-relationships is to be made to work effectively. Unless we work out that problem much of what we have
talked about may come to naught and it will end up business
as

usual.
I do not think that I am naive; if I am, it is, I feel, an accomplishment, having come through a quarter of a century of government service. I believe we simply have to move from the far easier
task of exposing more and more complexities, the analytical
approach, to the much harder job of sorting out and simplifying,
management or synthesis, if you will. Not that we need less of
the excellent analysis we have been provided here but rather that
we need more on management, the how to do effectively
what needs
to be done. I am not condemning administrators at any level; I
am saying let us be fair and dedicate some of our collective
efforts to solving their, and our, management, taken in the broadest context, problems.
Let me provide one example of what I mean. Which level of the
government is responsible for what is always a problem? I suggest
that we should think of the national goals and objectives, perhaps
national policy, in the context of being nationwide, Canadian,
not as being federal.
We should collectively, somehow, arrive at
these nation-wide goals and objectives in a generalized or broad/
conceptual form. Then a major federal
role should be to provide
the central leadership; the coordination, or at least the climate
for such; the planning, on a nation-wide basis; and the money,
our money, properly allocated and controlled to enable the management/implementation function to be undertaken by the appropriate
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government and citizen's groups right to the very local level.
Obviously I am not suggesting that the federal government raise
all of the money and pay all of the bills; I am not that naive.
What I am saying is that we could conceive of a more imaginative
sharing of the responsibility and work load, from the federal and
provincial levels on through to the local from the federal and
provincial levels on through to the local levels and to the citizen's groups, that, appropriately and collectively financed, could
take us a long way towards many of the objectives we have discussed
during this conference.
Believe me, it would take a quality of statesmanship, leadership,
and management at all levels that so far we perhaps have not been
prepared to give. But I do believe that it is feasible and that
it could provide a whole new set of horizons for us in the national
parks and related reserves area. I urge that you turn some of
your thoughts and efforts to such new horizons in direction and
management.

COMMENTARY
L. Brooks

INTRODUCTION

My brief comments are intended to cover what I feel are some of the
highlights in our discussions over the last few days; a reflection
on some of the pluses or minuses over the last ten years as evidenced from the views expressed in the many papers and comments
during the course of this conference.
Looking back over these last ten years and the many changes which
have taken place, I believe progress with the national park problems identified at the 1968 Conference
has ranged from just about
zero in some areas to achievement beyond the most optimistic expectations in others. In general, the successes seem related to a
better knowledge and appreciation of the resources base, whereas we
seem to have progressed little or not at all in our understanding
of the park visitor. Let me explain further under several headings.

PLANNING

Carruthers' paper seemed to show substantial progress in the planning
process
for national parks, particularly in the systems' planning.
The forty-eight natural regions used as a basis for filling the
gaps in the national parks' system not only eventually should lead
to a better balanced system but they also should give some assurance
to the provinces that the system is indeed finite and not ever
expanding.
Master planning also seems to have come a long way, and is more
strongly related to proper inventory and land classification. It
also has been developed with some sensitivity to the ecosystems,
even though our knowledge is still far from complete. Theberge
correctly points out, for instance, that we still need additional
land classification on habitats of fauna.
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Many papers pointed to the lack of the application of social sciences
and behavioural research to guide planning and management. We seem
to be getting a better idea of the consequences of the impact of
man on the natural resources of the park, but we have little idea
of the impact of the park on man. It should be a concern to us
that, in these several thousand square miles of prime park land,
the most popular attraction is Banff Avenue.
We really know little of why people come to parks like this one,
what their expectations are on arriving here, and what benefits
they gain from the experience.
As Dorney said, the tree huggers and people watchers and better
start getting together in their studies, planning, and management,
Or as Green said, we should be doing more spying on our visitors.
Yet another new development in the planning process, still undergoing evolution, is public participation. This important element
can not be considered lightly. It is inevitable, essential, and
presently in need of much greater refinement.

COORDINATION

Much was said of the need for the coordination of effort between
the levels of government, between the many agencies of government,
and between the government and non-government agencies. This is
essential if we are to have a national and systematic setting aside
and effective management of Canada's prime wildlands, and if we
are to have a quality environment generally, inside and outside
designated parks. Nelson's paper shows the great range of types of
natural reserves, from the vast new national wilderness parks in
the North to the natural areas in Ontario, as described by Francis.
It is clear that national parks are just one important element in
a growing proliferation of types of parks, natural areas, and
heritage areas, all developing in the absence of any overall planning
or guidance. Wasted effort, gaps and overlaps, and general confusion in the public mind would seem to be inevitable in such an
approach. Yet the only form of coordination of effort seems to
be in the annual Federal-Provincial Parks Conference, which has,
as Nelson points out, restricted participation.
Davidson expressed his lack of confidence in national planning on
a grand scale and, to a degree, I share that skepticism; but does
this rule out the need for nationwide
planning? There is a significant difference. One implies a made-in-Ottawa approach; the
other, a cooperative endeavour towards related goals. Do we need
yet another nationwide agency, board, council, or institute to
attempt to pull it all together? A Natural Heritage Council for
Canada?
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I fear that unless we do get our act together, we steadily will
lose the public's confidence, which could be fatal in the current
air of economic restraint and hardnosed evaluation of the
government's programmes.

PARK

USE

Another dominant concern running through the discussions was
the matter of the appropriate use, and the proper scale of use,
in our national parks. We forever are warned that national parks
cannot be all things to all people, but on the other hand, we
often are accused of elitism. There obviously are dangers in
both directions.
Davidson said that increased public use is not a threat at this
time, and he pointed out that only 3,400 acres out of 50,000
square miles are devoted to visitor centres. This tends to
obscure the fact that the highway and railway corridors in many
of our national parks have had drastic effects on ecosystems,
and wildlife habitat in particular.
Also, we all recognized
that there are many activities in national parks which just do
not belong there.
I suggest we are not in danger of overuse of our national parks,
except in localized areas, due mainly to poor planning and
design; but rather we are in danger of underuse of our imaginations in finding the means of transporting, accommodating, and,
yes, entertaining people in an appropriate manner without the
impairment of park values.
As long as we continue to rely so heavily on two tons of steel,
gobbling up gallons of fossil fuels, to transport a few hundred
pounds of human beings, we will face the problems of the
impairment and loss of park values. Maybe in this regard the
growing energy crisis will become our ally.
I was most encouraged to hear a natural scientist, Herrero, say
that many more people must benefit from national parks, and
that we must find new ways to share our love and concern for
natural ecosystems, and that we must make this resource more
meaningful in the lives of more people. How refreshing when
compared to the talk of ceilings on use and restrictions on
entry!
I would agree entirely with Herrero that national parks, and
like areas, are doomed to extinction unless we broaden our base
of support. And, in my understanding, that means encouraging
more people to use our parks in an appropriate manner, not
shutting the door on them.
This will be our real challenge in the future and we inevitably
will have to look toward better knowledge of the resources and
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of the people. We will have to look to public education and perhaps rely heavily on modern technology to win the battle. In
regard to the latter, I can well remember the controversy of fifteen
or more years ago on the appropriateness of a sedan lift or an
aerial tramway in a national park. Yet who can deny these now
popular facilities are but relatively minor impairments compared
to say, a modern highway. These lifts give thousands of people a
year a unique park experience at the expense of only a very localized impairment.
Maybe in the future a mono-rail, skirting along the outer edge of
prime wilderness above the fragile flora and wildlife travel patterns, will be part of the answer to accommodating the inevitable
increase in park visitors.

EXPLOITATION OF NATIONAL PARKS

I do not think any of us should be complacent about the ever present threat of the exploitation of park resources. This was
touched on in a few papers. Scace's predictions involving the
utilization of resources in parks are frightening. I hope he is
wrong, or joking, or that I misunderstood him. Beatty's response
that this will not happen if we are ever vigilant is true, I hope.
Curry-Lindahl is also on target when he states that we must
con-

tinually

reassert

our original

mission of preservation

of

ecosystems.

I personally believe that the only real safeguard to park values is
through general public support. Neither legislation, nor dedicated parks' people, nor politicians will help much when the chips
are down. As to the resource exploitation dangers, they certainly
will intensify, and it is a toss up in my view as to who will be
the greatest threat, the politician with his generally short term
view or the resource extraction specialist with his
gobbledy-gook
on multiple-use
and lack of perspective on broader social benefits.

SUMMARY

In summary, I believe the idea of a conference ten years later was
an excellent one. As the Indian said, you will soon get lost if
you do not look back now and again to see where you came from, or
something like that.
My main complaint is that there was not enough looking forward and
speculating on the shape of things to come in the future, and how
we must prepare for it.
I would like to have seen a full day on the new national park policy
statements, the most important document submitted at this conference.
I do not agree entirely with my colleague, Tom Lee, that it is up
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to us on the outside to set up a workshop review. I think it is
up to Parks Canada, but we should be demanding it.
I also would have liked to have seen more women up here on the
panels; only three out of about fifty panelists, shocking; At
least many did come to the floor mike and make their opinions heard.
It is encouraging to see so many young people in the audience, but
after all, it is your future we are talking about. Let us hope
many of you are up here ten years from now.
And, finally, I would like to congratulate Gordon Nelson for his
inspiration in initiating this conference; and Gordon and his hard
working executive group in making sure it came about as a meaningful event in the history of national parks in Canada.
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RAPPORTEUR:

THE FLOOR:

Nelson

I think it would have been excellent if we had had the
wrap-up panel at the start of the conference as Brooks
has suggested. What we should have done was have a
free-for-all and then gone on and examined the technical
papers from that launching point. However, I have
appreciated the conference Mr. Chairman.
I would like to comment on a couple of points and I feel
inspired to respond to some things that have been raised
in the conference. One of the points was the role of
the public, and how the public might function in an
advisory capacity to government and her agencies. I
believe that for some reason two of the possible role
models have not been mentioned here. I think the
provincial example of the Environment Conservation
Authority has continued to maintain its presence. In
Alberta we have had this good opportunity to be active
and it has allowed all our citizen groups and important
environmental institutions to participate in an advisory
capacity and to compare notes on issues. I believe that
about one hundred organizations, authorities, and
institutions are represented on public advisory committees of the Alberta Authority or Council. Those involved
have the opportunity to review all the issues and find
a road right to our provincial government. While they
are not always recognized by that government, the activities of these groups serve a great purpose.
I think that if public participation's potential was
fully realized, land planning and management would not
progress without it. There is another model at the
federal level. It is the public advisory committee to
the Federal Department of the Environment. It is meeting in the first week of November. McTaggart Cowan has
been heading-up that committee. I think this body
provides a means of having concerns find their way into
government circles.
I would like to make a comment on Crerar's suggestion
to limit the use of national parks. I am glad to see a
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philosophy which is opposite to Brook's. I think that
if we are going to maintain support for our national
park system, we are going to have to keep the quality
up, and over-crowding is one way to reduce quality.
The demands we place on our national parks are based
on expectations, not on needs.
I believe that the
needs people have for recreation on a regular basis
should be satisfied closer to home. Irregular visits
to our national parks cannot meet these demands. In
support of Crerar's suggestion, may I say that I agree
with limited use. This concept is not a new one.

THE FLOOR:

May I say thank you very much for a very enjoyable
conference. May I also say that I found this afternoon's papers most stimulating. Three words keep
repeating on me, and I hope that these comments are
not too academic. The three words are
uncertainty;,

choice,

and

flexibility.

I would like to begin by borrowing from a model of
decision-making that was very well developed by Friend
and Jessop, and may be found in the book entitled,

Local

Government and Strategic

Choice.

They outlined

that in periods of uncertainty, in situations of uncertainty, such as the one we are now in, that people
are grouped into three types. There are those people
who yell for more coordination. There are those
people who call for more information. There are those
people who call for more policy guidance. I think it
is very healthy that the three main messages that are
being passed along at this conference are the three
messages that are always passed along during periods
of uncertainty. I do not want the following comment
to sound as if I am suggesting that Britain has got
the answer. But, in the last three months I have
become disappointed with what I have seen in the area
of public participation, both at the policy level and
at the local level, at Lake Louise for example.
There are no clear strategies on how to tackle the
question of public participation. There are no clear
right and wrong ways of approaching this question.
Three rules have not been found in the evidence of
public participation I have seen to date. First,
identify the issues precisely. This is certainly not
being done at Lake Louise. Second, give clear choices
and alternatives to people. There are no alternatives
being suggested in the draft policy statement we all
looked at Wednesday night. Third, demonstrate at
all stages how the public has been involved and how
it has or has not influenced the final policy. My
final comment is directed at what we mean by the term
plan.
We learned in Britain after 1947 that blueprint
development plans were not flexible enough. What I am
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suggesting is that there is too much preoccupation
with drawing lines and zoning areas within national
parks. These processes do not solve the problems.
What is really needed is much firmer or closer work
on the underlying policy. A plan does not have to be
a map with lines all over it. A plan can be a well
argued series of statements. I think we have realized
this point in Britain. We have now introduced such
plans and have done away with many blueprint type
plans .
THE FLOOR:

My central reflection on the discussions to date is
that in diversity there is strength. I think this
issue exists in ecosystems where there is diversity
in species. The diversity of our park system will
probably make it stronger in the long term and much
stronger than one uniform system stamped across the
country.
I would now like to reflect on the comments of one of
the speakers at the 1968 Conference,
and the speaker
was Marion Clawson. Clawson said that in each nation
you must develop a system of parks that reflects the
social, cultural, and the economic circumstances of
that nation at a particular point in time. I think
that they are doing great things in the United Kingdom
for the United Kingdom at this point in time. I think
we in Canada are doing great things for Canada at
this point in time. This division we see in the
country is not divisionary. I think it is strength.
Lastly, I would like to very much congratulate the
Chairman because when this conference opened on
Monday and Tuesday we saw panelist after panelist
from the University of Waterloo, the University of
Western Ontario, and the Ontario parks organization.
We were loaded with easterners. But today he has
had the good common sense to wrap-up the conference
with, on your left, the young lad from Prince Rupert,
British Columbia, followed by three panelists from
Victoria. Certainly the western influence must prevail
in the end.

NELSON:

I was saying to the panelists earlier that I looked
on them fondly as somehow representative of that type
of wisdom that Milton Freeman referred to in his talk
the other evening. You have your generations of experience steeped in the west.

THE FLOOR:

Mr. Chairman, ladies, and gentlemen. There have been
times during this conference when I have felt extremely
frustrated. I recognize that it is a result of my
channel vision. But just perhaps it is the result of
the channel vision of some of the speakers too. I
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think I would like to emphasize the educational value
of this conference for the record. We have had to
listen to others of slightly different points of view.
I think we have all had our minds opened a little.
The conference this afternoon is ending on a very
strong note. I appreciate very much the emphasis on
preservation. I would like to have a minute partly
because Winston Mair is on the platform.
My interest in national parks began thirty-one years
ago and almost to the day that Winston Mair gave a
guest lecture at the annual meeting of the Saskatchewan
Natural History Society. I am George Leddingham, and
I have been involved with this group for a long time.
Winton was the chief of the Canadian Wildlife Service.
He spoke about its numerous activities, but at the end
of his talk he discussed its responsibility for wildlife and nature in national parks. Winston Mair said
that the prime objective of national parks in Canada
was to preserve some of the natural areas in all the
regions of Canada. In the question period following
his talk we could not restrain ourselves from asking
why there was no national grassland park. From that
moment we began to think a little about this situation.
It seemed that we really did not want a national park
because we were not convinced that it was established
for the preservation of a representative ecosystem.
We had to convince ourselves of this fact first. I
was amused at some of my fellow members who would say:
What recreation can we expect to have in our KildareVal Marie area? Who would go there for recreation?
These questions reflect some of the frustrations I
have felt at this conference. This feeling was strong
when one of the speakers came out so strongly and said

that parks

are for recreation.

I hope that he takes

home with him the opinion that national parks are not
for recreation. My fellows eventually began to realize
the importance of national parks and came to support
them.
When I prepared my response to the draft policy statement two months ago, I thought the policy was rather
ambiguous and a little wordy. There is too much emphasis on how to preserve the natural elements within
the parks. When Parks Canada does eventually state
a policy on preservation, how is it going to implement
the policy? There is not a word on implementation in
the draft policy and it seems to me that this is a very
important problem.
In the context of grassland national parks, I have a
few remarks. We presented the idea of a grassland
park to Ottawa and Saskatoon and thought the idea
would quickly be agreed upon. As you all have heard
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several times during this conference, the final signing has not yet taken place. We still have hopes for
a signing this fall. During the fifteen years we have
been actively pursuing a grassland park, we have had
to deal with three or four different federal ministers,
and four or five provincial ministers. At the end of
many of our talks, we felt that our primary role was
to educate politicians. If some of the Parks Canada
people in the audience read my statements, I hope they
will know that they are sincere, hopefully constructive
suggestions on how to modify and improve the draft
policy for national parks in Canada. The assimilation
of some of my ideas may lead to a continued protection
and preservation of a diversity, a stability, and a
productivity. I mean a natural productivity that is
present in that natural ecosystem.
Just a final point, a few weeks ago I read an article
that quoted the grassland ecologist, Weaver, in the
United States. It emphasized the importance of natural
grassland stability, diversity, productivity, and so on.
Beside the article was an illustration of what I call
a weed.
It tends to spread from where it is being
grown by agriculturalists and it dominates and it
eliminates many of our natural plants. This is why I
am very much opposed to the feral species. I was very
glad to hear at this conference that the United States
is trying to eliminate them in its parks. The film
last night showed how the introduction of a few sheep
to an island changed a forested mountain into a desert.
Recently someone said that a Point Pelee National Park,
some of the weedy plants were being systematically removed. Mr. Chairman, I think it has been a very
enlightening conference. I am extremely glad I came.
I had some reservations before I came, and at times
during the conference. But I now feel much rewarded.
THE FLOOR:

I would like to add my thanks to those who have been
associated with the preparation of the conference.
I do not want to add a critical note, but I would like
to take the liberty to make two comments. First, I
think we have missed a little bit in this conference,
especially some of the ingredients of the 1968 meeting.
By that I mean we have lost a little bit of out and
thrust
in some of the questions and discussions. This
is true because other groups were represented at the
1968 Conference.
I can use the Calgary Chamber of
Commerce submission as an example. Second, I would
like to see you starting the planning for the third
conference now. I would ask you to consider holding
the next "en Year Conference
east of the Ottawa River.
I make this suggestion for two reasons. First, we
have a national system of parks and those parks that
we find in the east are very different from the
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surroundings we find here. I think my one criticism
of the 1968 Conference
ten years ago was something
which I called the Banff Myopia.
This criticism is
just a little less strong today. We have had a lot
of specific comments on Banff and the other western
mountain parks. It may be inevitable because these
parks make up a major portion of the total system.
But by holding the conference in the east we would
benefit from different viewpoints, certainly from
different local viewpoints.
THE FLOOR:

I would like to support the previous recommendations.
I am pleased to see a representative from the Canadian
Tourism Association here. I think that one of the
critical issues of the conference was skirted. It is
the issue arising from aboriginal rights in the
northern parks. I would have liked to have seen more
discussion and argument on this issue. For this reason
I would have liked to have seen some representatives
of our northern natives. Perhaps this feature can
be considered for the next conference.

THE FLOOR:

There is one aspect of the national park theme that
really has not been dealt with at all, except very
peripherally by Robert Phillips and by Bob Scace in
his review of the Phillips' paper. It is the question
of the human history which occurred within the boundaries of our national parks. I think that in the
overall Canadian context the exploits, for example,
of David Thompson, the building of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and so on, are in their own way as
important as the flora, fauna, and other natural
features of the Banff and Jasper parks. In addition,
in a number of the mountain parks there are some
interesting and significant pieces of old architecture
remaining. I do feel that at the next conference it
would be worthwhile to look in more depth at the human
history elements of all of the parks in our national
system. There are many important human history stories
to tell, and I do not think we are doing them justice
in our national parks .

THE FLOOR:

While we are identifying gaps in this conference's
programme, I thought I would mention a group that has
been forgotten. It is the actual field
people
in the
national parks. These people are the ones who work
at the operation's level. I was speaking to a fellow
over a month ago who has worked over thirty years
with Parks Canada. He said to me that there have been
significant changes in the past ten years. He said
that he hoped that some of these changes would be
identified at this conference, which presumably is
trying to identify changes and trends experienced
over the last ten years. I think this is an area
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that might be explored at the next conference as well.
The actual impacts and changes at the field level
resulting from changes in policy, such as centralization and morale problems, would seem important. The
changes in the other operational areas or the way
things are undertaken, according to Sid Marty's
comments, deserve study as possible problems.
THE FLOOR:

I would like to pick-up on a previous comment. Parks
Canada has developed one of the finest socio-economic
research divisions of all the park agencies in the
world. It is regarded as a leader. Many of the
comments made at this conference deal with people and
people problems in national parks. I would hope that
at the next conference that there would be representatives from some of the social sciences who work in
this field, not only with Parks Canada but also in
other institutions.

THE FLOOR:

I would like to support something that was said a
moment ago about the people at the level of parks'
operations. I would like to go further than that
and mention some of the thoughts that went through
my mind during the Freeman talk on indigenous people.
The fact that the indigenous people have not been
involved in planning as much as they should have been
is significant because their potential role is fast
disappearing. When I say indigenous people I do not
necessarily mean Indians and Eskimos. I mean guides,
packers, and the men who really created the ability
we have to move about in the national parks in a
historic sense. There are people at this conference
who have been involved in this opening-up process.
The wardens' service is a disaster area at this point
in time, I feel. I was a little upset the other day
when I heard it said that the parks need more eggheads involved in the management and planning of parks.
I was certainly glad to hear him qualify his comment
and position later on in the session. I think this
position is a dangerous direction because we need to
get more egg-hea'ds out into the field and have them
learn the skills necessary of wardens. One of the
things we suffer from most through the years is the
fact that we have planners who dash in and out and
have university personnel come and go and make all
the decisions about what we should be doing and how
we should be doing it. We, who have lived in these
situations and under a national park experience all
of our lives, have a better understanding of national
park problems. I stand here as a two-legged animal
propagated in a national park. I was born in Banff.
I do not think we have all the answers. I do not
mean to imply that. But I do think that there should
be more thought given to indigenous people in these
areas.
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NELSON:

If there are no more comments from the floor, I will
make one brief point before bringing this conference
to a close. I was very pleased to hear that people
were looking forward to the next conference, and were
making suggestions and giving advice freely. However,
I feel that we need conferences like this one at the
provincial level. If this conference has been successful, and if the 1968 Conference
was successful, is it
not essential that we know more about what has happened
at the provincial and regional levels? Considering
the number of suggestions that have been made about a
better understanding of the provincial and regional
systems, and more integration and coordination amongst
the systems, are not such conferences necessary and
is not now an opportune time? Is is not incumbent
upon some of you at this conference to try and organize
meetings that evaluate the developments in the Maritimes,
in Ontario, in Quebec, or in British Columbia? If these
meetings were held over the next four, five, or six
years it would benefit the whole system, and I think
that it would bring a very unusual perspective to the
next conference of this kind. We might hold it in
1985 or 1988 depending on which date is established as
the beginning of the park system. I think we really
need more evaluation conferences of this kind at the
provincial level. Thank you very much for your patience
and for coming.
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PRESENTATION OF THE J.B. HARKIN
MEDAL AND CITATION

James Bernard
Harkin in whose name our Association has established
a significant Canadian conservation award doubtless would have been
pleased to learn that his dedicated contributions to Canada's national
parks have been recognized in this way. I am equally sure that his
pleasure would have been immense had he known that a man who served
under him for six years, now becomes the third recipient of the
J.B. Harkin Medal. Little could Mr. Harkin have anticipated that
today, some 42 years after his own retirement in 1936, our recipient
continues
to serve the cause of Canada's national parks with distinction, having devoted most of an astonishing sixth years in public
service to our heritage reserves. This surely is a record which
never will be surpassed nor equalled; and at the tender age of 78
years our recipient's commitment and dedication to park concepts,
park management and park history still encourage him to work full
days in the offices of Parks Canada.
Generations of staff of the National Parks Service, students of the
national park system, and Canadians as a whole owe much to this man
and William
Fergus Lothian
can be assured that his distinguised
contribution to conservation in Canada will be remembered with
affection and respect in the years to come. Here is a man who has,
at the most recent count, helped enlighten six Directors of the
National Parks Branch - including J.B. Harkin - and twenty successive
departmental ministers while working for four successive departments
and ministries which presided over the National Parks Service.
It is an honour and a privilege to have Ferg Lothian with us tonight
to accept the Association's expression of appreciation for his
contributions to national parks and to conservation, but he must
endure the obligatory iteration of his curriculum
vitae
before
laying claim to his reward! He shall remain for the balance of
this presentation Ferg Lothian, for who can claim to have heard
him addressed otherwise? Indeed, for reasons shortly to become
abundantly clear, rumour has it that Ferg Lothian
will
have
the
answer has long since become enshrined as the most overworked
phrase in Ottawa!
Ferg Lothian was born in Bryson, Quebec in 1900 and seventeen years
later entered public service when he joined the Post Office Department in Ottawa. Shortly thereafter he received a clerical and
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administrative appointment in the Department of the Interior, working first for the Dominion Lands Branch and then in Timber and
Grazing Lands. The latter branch recalls Ferg handled
several
thousand ranches for which the operators
held grazing leases
from
the Federal Government.
It also had charge of timber berths
or
limits
which had been granted as early as 1886-1887.
In 1929,
one year before he joined the National Parks Branch, Ferg decided,
as he later put it, to improve my income by seeking outside
work
. . . and I undertook
the operation
of a sports
column with the
Ottawa Journal,
the same paper from which Mr. Harkin had graduated
in 1901.
His role as after-hours correspondent and sports columnist for the Journal would continue for more than fifteen years,
but it also led directly to an event which would firmly set in
motion his intimate involvement with national parks. His newspaper
work brought him in contact with the Deputy Commissioner of
National Parks:
and one day I received
a call from him asking me to call
over at his office.
I did, and he offered
me emplyment
in the Branch as a writer.
I was slightly
astounded
(at)
this recognition
of what little
attainments
I'd made in
the field
of journalism
but I accepted..
..
In the decade 1932-1942 Ferg produced almost all of the publications
emanating from the National Parks Branch, including pamphlets and
map folders. He also administered the distribution of photographs,
the operation of a lantern slide lecture library, and the operation
of a motion picture library. With respect to the latter operation,
the Branch possessed over 80 motion pictures which were loaned to
conservation socities, lecturers, and sports' bodies
halfway
around the world.
Other documents to come to Ferg's pen in the
1940's would treat northern Canada for during the period 19421947, he served as publicity editor for the Northwest Territories
and Yukon Branch.
In 1947-1948 Ferg Lothian became an Executive Assistant in the
National Parks Service; and from 1948 to 1954 served as Administrative
Officer. By 1954 he was an Assistant Chief of the National Parks
Service, a position which today would be described as that of
Assistant Director of Parks Canada. Ferg held this position until
1965 when, at the age of 65 years, he was, as he says, due and
ready for superannuation.
However, the Director of the day
J.R.B. Coleman had other plans for Ferg. What he was requested
to engage upon and is now in the process of completing, was a
definitive administrative history of the Canadian national parks.
This represented a major research and writing task and both its
genesis and promulgation deserve some background comment.
First it should be recognized that Ferg Lothian has almost total
recall of vast amounts of minute detail of past park operations,
so much so that he will instantly remember the lot and site numbers
of many lease agreements, their dates and the types of structures
involved. Much of this knowledge which Ferg possesses and which
is essential to accurate reconstruction of historical information
is irreplaceable. It may have gone unrecorded, or through the
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passage of years national parks files may have been lost or destroyed.
This remarkable facility which Ferg possesses has been both blessing
and bane: blessing in the sense that his first-hand knowledge and
experience has made for accurate reporting of historical events; and
something of a bane in that, because Ferg Lothian
will
have
the
answer his services have been called upon almost daily to assist
public servants, disoriented students and just about anyone else
interested in national park administration through the years. I
suspect that such interludes - interruptions may be a better term have been less than conducive to the writing of history.
Second, during the 1950's Ferg became involved in attempts to prepare
administrative histories of each unit in the national parks. Hitherto
no one had brought together, in a definitive way, the innumerable
activities associated with the gradually evolving national park
system and the exercise of the 1950's, although it did eventually
provide an historical outline of most of the existing national
fell short in terms of details and accuracy. It was clear that many
of the parks had no records of applicable acts and Orders in Council
which influenced policy, authorized substantial construction, or
provide authority for changes in park administration.
Notwithstanding his acute memory and knowledge of events surrounding
the national parks and the availability of the preliminary park
histories, Ferg found his task of writing a definitive history
exceptionally challenging when he engaged upon the process in 1969.
Happily, however, Ferg's endeavours are now bearing fruit. Two
volumes of the parks' history have been published, the writing of
a third is complete, and the fourth volume nears its final draft.
Volume One and Two have been warmly received by all aficionados of
the national park scene and when completed, the set of four volumes
will doubtless stand as the definitive account of national park
administrative history for a long time to come.
Ferg Lothian will receive the J.B. Harkin Medal tonight in his own
right, but I am sure that by association a great many men and women
who have worked or continue in the service of Parks Canada will
happily reflect in Ferg's achievement. Too often perhaps those of
us who make our contributions to society outside the civil service,
while not lacking in strong opinion about the policies and actions
of public agencies, tend to overlook the sincere intentions of the
individuals
who staff these agencies, men and women who are personally
committed to uphold mandates enshrined in legislation. When Ferg

Lothian recently stated that he was glad to have lived

virtual

extinguishment

of practically

all mineralized

to see

the

holdings in

national parks, his was an opinion shared by so many other national
park staff, past and present. But consider how long it has taken
to see this goal realized, absolutely decades! Often it is not so
much a case of one's commitment to the cause, but more the surmounting of innumerable obstacles, legal, political or whatever obstacles
stand in the way of seemingly reasonable objectives. To have the
fortitude and endurance to work for as many years as Ferg Lothian
has on behalf of the national parks he loves so much, surely must
serve as a stimulating example to those of us who are mere babesin-arms in the business of species and landscape protection. May
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i t be t h a t the often repeated phrase Ferg Lothian will have the
answer w i l l continue t o r i n g through the c o r r i d o r s of Ottawa for
many years to come and t h a t h i s example w i l l serve to e x c i t e both
ourselves and those who follow t o t h a t most challenging but worthwhile t a s k : the p r o t e c t i o n of our n a t i o n a l and c u l t u r a l h e r i t a g e
as expressed in our n a t i o n a l park system and other p r o t e c t e d areas
and a r t i f a c t s .
On behalf of the National and Provincial
Parks Association
of Canada
I would ask our d i s t i n g u i s h e d guest to accept the t h i r d J.B.
Parkin
Medal and Citation.
The C i t a t i o n r e a d s :
WILLIAM FERGUS LOTHIAN
National Parks Administrator
and Historian
for sixty
years
of dedicated public service illuminated
by commitment
and devotion to Canada's national parks, for
unstintingly
sharing with others his incomparable knowledge of
national
park administration
and for his definitive
historical
research on Canada's national
parks.
P r e s e n t a t i o n by Robin F r a s e r , P r e s i d e n t of the National and
P r o v i n c i a l Parks Association of
Canada.
Guest of Honour:

WILLIAM FERGUS LOTHIAN.

EDITORS' NOTE: The p r e s e n t a t i o n speech was prepared by R.C. Scace
and Robin Fraser.
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FIELD TRIP TO KANANASKIS COUNTRY
Friday, October 13th: All Day

TRIP ITINERARY
INTRODUCTION
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FIELD TRIP TO KANANASKIS COUNTRY

TRIP ITINERARY

8:30 am

-

Departure from the Banff Centre

9:15 am

-

Canmore Corridor
B a r r i e r Lake
Evan-Thomas Campground,
Golf Course, South Ribbon
Alpine V i l l a g e S i t e
F o r t r e s s Mountain

10:30 am

-

Kananaskis P r o v i n c i a l Park Tour
and Lunch

1:00 pm

-

Departure from Kananaskis
P r o v i n c i a l Park

1:30 pm

-

Highwood Pass
Sheep River

4:00-6:00 pm

-

Arrive at Calgary a i r p o r t

8:00 pm

-

Return t o Banff Centre

INTRODUCTION
Kananaskis Country i s 4,973 square k i l o m e t e r s in s i z e , 304 square
kilometers of which i s Kananaskis P r o v i n c i a l Park, the l a r g e s t
p r o v i n c i a l park in A l b e r t a . The t e r r a i n in Kananaskis Country
ranges from high a l p i n e tundra to r o l l i n g f o o t h i l l s .
Approved resource management zoning for the Eastern Slopes of the
Rocky Mountains provide the b a s i s for r e c r e a t i o n use and resource
management of Kananaskis Country. Each zone and i t s purpose i s
defined on the map located in the pocket of the t o u r guide.
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KANANASKIS COUNTRY RECREATION PLAN
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Three broad land use zones designated large areas of land for varying degrees of protection, multiple use management or resource
development.
Within the broad zones, eight detailed land use zones outline a
range of permitted activities, five of which apply to Kananaskis
Country:
PROTECTION
1. Prime Protection
2. Critical Wildlife
MULTIPLE
3. Special Use
USE
4. General Recreation
MANAGEMENT
5. Multiple Use
6. Agriculture
RESOURCE
7. Industrial
DEVELOPMENT
8. Facility
PRIME PROTECTION
Prime Protection zones have been designated to preserve the
environmentally sensitive terrain and the valuable aesthetic
resource. As in all zones, watershed protection will be of
paramount concern, along with the preservation of rare or fragile
biologic communities and representative areas of natural landscape.
Many critical wildlife ranges, especially for bighorn sheep and
mountain goat, are above the designated elevations and are
included in the Prime Protection zone.
Recreation activities which will be permitted include hiking,
fishing, hunting and other non-mechanized forms of recreation.
Trail systems will be developed for users to help limit human
impact to certain areas. Commercial ski developments will be
considered since this zone contains the only possible suitable
snow and terrain conditions for this activity.
CRITICAL

WILDLIFE

Critical Wildlife zones consist of ranges or habitats such as key
winter range, migration routes and calving areas that are essential
to the survival of specific wildlife populations. Lands in the
zone include only those habitat areas which are permanent in
nature due to climate or topography. Since most of the large
animal species are highly migratory, they are not confined to
these relatively small areas.
Dispersed recreation is considered a compatible use with the
designation of this zone.
GENERAL RECREATION
General Recreation zones are lands required to ensure the retention
of a variety of natural environments for outdoor recreation purposes.
The intent is to provide a wide range of dispersed and concentrated
outdoor activities in a natural setting.
Off-highway vehicle use will be confined to designated trails.
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Hunting will be allowed only on a carefully controlled basis.
Fishing, hiking and camping will be permitted.

MULTIPLE USE
Multiple Use zones will allow the utilization of the full range of
available resources within a multiple use context without adversely
affecting watershed or environmental conditions in the long term.
The allocation of permitted use to specific land areas will be
based upon land capability and the integrated management planning
process.
Numerous recreation pursuits, including sightseeing, pleasuredriving, outfitting, hiking, fishing, hunting, cross-country
skiing and overnight camping will be permitted in this zone.

FACILITY
F a c i l i t y zones include e x i s t i n g or p o t e n t i a l urban and commercial
development areas as well as lands designated t o accomodate i n t e n s i v e f a c i l i t i e s necessary for outdoor r e c r e a t i o n .

SUMMARY OF MAJOR POLICIES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

All r e c r e a t i o n developments are c o n s i s t e n t with the Eastern
Slopes Zoning.
Implementation of t h i s plan w i l l provide the g r e a t e s t p o s s i b l e
v a r i e t y of r e c r e a t i o n o p p o r t u n i t i e s for a l l Albertans while
p r e s e r v i n g t h i s s p e c t a c u l a r region for future g e n e r a t i o n s .
The Canmore Corridor w i l l continue to act as the s e r v i c e
c e n t r e for Kananaskis Country. No new townsites w i l l be
allowed to develop o u t s i d e t h i s a r e a .
Camping day-use and t r a i l - r e l a t e d o p p o r t u n i t i e s w i l l be
expanded and upgraded and a l l camping and t r a i l use w i l l be
r e s t r i c t e d to t h e s e designated f a c i l i t i e s .
Three Alpine V i l l a g e s w i l l be constructed at B a r r i e r Lake,
F o r t r e s s J u n c t i o n , and Evan-Thomas, the l a t t e r t o include
a golf c o u r s e .
Snowmobile areas w i l l be developed at McLean Creek, Cataract
Creek and Waiparous Creek. The use of snowmobiles and o t h e r
off-highway r e c r e a t i o n v e h i c l e s w i l l be s t r i c t l y p r o h i b i t e d
in the remainder of the r e g i o n .
Horse use w i l l be p r o h i b i t e d in the Kananaskis-Spray s u b - r e g i o n s ;
t r a i l and c o r r a l f a c i l i t i e s w i l l be provided to enhance t h i s
p u r s u i t i n the Elbow-Sheep s u b - r e g i o n .
The r e g i o n a l road network w i l l be upgraded to provide s u i t a b l e
access to a l l r e c r e a t i o n a l developments and also t o provide
a l t e r n a t i v e c i r c u l a r s c e n i c r o u t e s . No new roads w i l l be
b u i l t and the use of a l l v e h i c l e s w i l l be r e s t r i c t e d to
designated r o a d s .
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9.

All utility services will be designed and constructed to
maintain the highest possible level of environmental quality.
10. Every effort will be made to maintain and enhance wildlife
and sport fish, two of the important recreation resources of
the area, by careful management and habitat improvement.
Priority will be given to wildlife in those areas of highest
potential.
11. Recognizing the high levels of recreation use and environmental
sensitivity of Kananaskis Country, sufficient operational
manpower will be allocated to ensure that the policies are
achieved.

KANANASKIS COUNTRY CITIZENS' ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Public participation in determining the policies for Kananaskis
Country was achieved primarily through the Eastern Slopes hearings
in 1973.
Recently the formation of the Kananaskis Country Citizens' Advisory
Committee was announced. The Committee will deal with the implementation priorities for the development of Kananaskis Country.
Further public hearings will not be held, rather the Committee
will invite submissions from groups and individuals who express
interest in the implementation of the policy which has been approved.
The responsibilities of the Committee will include liaison and
provision of information to the public on the development progress
of Kananaskis Country.

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

The Eastern Slopes of the Rocky Mountains, west of Calgary, have
traditionally been one of Alberta's most intensely used areas for
outdoor recreation. The need for an overall land use policy for
the Eastern Slopes has been regarded by the Provincial Legislature
as a very high priority during this decade. A land use policy
has now been adopted which sets the framework for further resource
and recreation planning and management.
In 1972 the Environment Conservation Authority held public hearings
on all aspects of land use and resource development in the Eastern
Slopes. Four major uses were identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Watershed protection
Wildland recreation
Tourism and urbanization
Primary resource development
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The major results derived from the recommendations of the hearings
were that wildland recreation areas would be established within
the Eastern Slopes; additional parks, day-use and overnight camping facilities would be provided and only a few intensely developed
tourist complexes would be developed along the transportation
corridors.
In July, 1977, a management policy for the Eastern Slopes was issued,
the plan to be implemented through a zoning system.
In October, 1977, the Provincial Cabinet announced a recreation
development policy for the Kananaskis region. The Kananaskis
Country Recreation Policy was designed to help alleviate congestion
in the National Parks and provide greater recreation opportunities
for Albertans. Emphasis was placed on the development of integrated
resource and recreation management systems to provide outdoor
recreation in the 4,973 square kilometre region. The core area
would be Kananaskis Provincial Park.
The Kananaskis Country Recreation Policy, in keeping within the
Eastern Slopes Policy, committed government to preserving large
portions of the region for watershed protection and recreation.
The environmental constraints, high watershed considerations and
fish and wildlife resources are recognized and seriously considered
in the policy.
A major component of the policy
visitor management and control,
those areas best suited to them
flict. Integrated resource and
during the facility development

is to maintain a high degree of
directing specific activities to
and away from sites of major conrecreation plans will be developed
term, 1977-1982.

CANMORE CORRIDOR SUB-REGION

The Canmore Corridor provides a major transportation system through
the mountains. It acts as a major tourism and recreation service
centre for the surrounding regions of Banff National Park and the
Kananaskis Valley. Emphasis has been placed on the Corridor
continuing to be used to provide this service function and be the
basis of all permanent residential accomodation. No new townsites
will be allowed to develop outside of the Canmore Corridor area.
There are presently 215 units of motel and hotel accommodation
located near Canmore.
The Kananaskis development plans have been integrated with those of
the region through the Calgary Regional Planning Commission.
Campsites at Lac des Arcs, Dead Man's Flat and Bow River provide
110 auto-access units. These sites will act as satellites to
Bow Valley Provincial Park. Bow Valley Provincial Park presently
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contains 235 auto-access campsites. Existing trails and day-use
areas will be upgraded and a new 200 unit auto-access campground
will be developed to the southeast.

BARRIER LAKE AND HIGHWAY 40

Facilities proposed for the Barrier Lake area are scheduled for
development during the summer of 1979. At present, random camping
and day use, some fishing and occasional boating occurs in the area.
Up to three day-use areas will be provided to enhance these activities.
The interpretive opportunities offered at Kananaskis Forest Experimental Station by Environment Canada will complement day use
development in this area.
A Travel Alberta Information Centre will be constructed at this site
to provide orientation and information to visitors entering
Kananaskis Country.
Barrier Lake is an important water control location on the Kananaskis River. The flow is controlled by a Calgary Power hydroelectric station at the northeast end of the lake.
The old Forestry Trunk Road running east to Sibbald Flats will be
upgraded as a scenic parkway. Secondary road 541 from Calgary
will connect with the Sibbald Flats road as land is acquired.
This will provide an alternative scenic route to the Kananaskis
Valley and will allow easy integration of the recreation facilities
in the Sibbald Flats area with the rest of the region.

KANANASKIS FOREST EXPERIMENTAL STATION AND THE
UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES CENTRE

The primary function of the Federally owned Kananaskis Forest
Experimental Station is forestry research.
Operated by the Canadian Forestry Service of Environment Canada,
the facilities include a visitor centre, picnic area and selfguiding interpretive trails. A public awareness program is offered
on management and use of forestry lands.
Discussions are currently underway between the Province and the
Federal Government to determine the most appropriate arrangement
for the operation of the research station and associated lands as
part of Kananaskis Country.
The University of Calgary leases 8.5 acres of land on the same
tract for a mountain environmental service centre.
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Current studies deal with the quality of natural and industrial
waters, principally with respect to organic constituents; solid
waste disposal in harsh climates; social impact analysis and the
environmental science of recreation, with particular reference to
the Calgary mountain ecopolis.

EVANS-THOMAS AREA

The Evan-Thomas a r e a i s one of the l a r g e s t t r a c t s of developable
land i n the Kananaskis-Spray s u b - r e g i o n . Many r e c r e a t i o n a c t i v i t i e s
w i l l c e n t r e around t h i s a r e a because of i t s n a t u r a l s c e n i c char a c t e r i s t i c s and p o t e n t i a l for handling r e c r e a t i o n a c t i v i t i e s .
Evan-Thomas w i l l act as a s t a g i n g area for backcountry r e c r e a t i o n
in the high alpine areas of the uppper Ribbon and Galatea Creeks.
An extension loop t r a i l system w i l l be developed in these v a l l e y s .
The p r e s e n t 60 u n i t campground west of the highway w i l l be formalized
and expanded to 150 u n i t s . The Alberta Forest Service formerly
operated the campsites in t h i s region but have now turned the d u t i e s
over to P a r k s . The Forest Service w i l l continue t o be involved
with f o r e s t f i r e c o n t r o l , v e g e t a t i o n management and p r o t e c t i o n
and backcountry r e c r e a t i o n in the Elbow-Sheep s u b - r e g i o n . The
mouth of the Evan-Thomas Valley i s the only s i t e in the Kananaskis
Valley s u i t a b l e for a tournament level golf c o u r s e . This large
area of w e l l - d r a i n e d land w i l l provide adequate space for such a
facility.
The f i r s t of a s e r i e s of Alpine V i l l a g e s w i l l be constructed in the
v i c i n i t y of Evan-Thomas. Fixed overnight accommodation in Kananaskis
Country w i l l be provided by a number of t h e s e small Alpine V i l l a g e s
r a t h e r than one or two l a r g e s e r v i c e c e n t r e s . The emphasis of the
v i l l a g e s w i l l be to provide equal access to a l l Albertans in d i s p e r s e d
r a t h e r than concentrated c e n t r e s , thus helping t o ensure the r e t e n s i o n of the n a t u r a l s e t t i n g . Each v i l l a g e w i l l contain a v a r i e t y
of accommodation centred around common r e c r e a t i o n f a c i l i t i e s .
The v i l l a g e s w i l l be linked by hiking and cross-country ski t r a i l s
and w i l l be in close proximity to campgrounds and other day-use
f a c i l i t i e s . The v i l l a g e s are planned to c o n s i s t of one to four
c h a l e t s of 20 to 40 u n i t s each, dining and lounge f a c i l i t i e s , and
a p p r o p r i a t e s i t e - o r i e n t e d a c t i v e play f a c i l i t i e s such as a swimming pool and t e n n i s c o u r t s .
Both the Golf Course and the Alpine V i l l a g e a t Evan-Thomas w i l l be
designed to minimize w i l d l i f e c o n f l i c t s and allow migration up and
down the v a l l e y . H a b i t a t improvement programs w i l l be conducted
in the v i c i n i t y in an attempt to compensate for the loss of w i n t e r
range. Recreation a c t i v i t i e s w i l l be d i r e c t e d away from the upper
Evan-Thomas Valley and no f a c i l i t i e s w i l l be l o c a t e d e a s t of the
v i l l a g e or golf course.
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FORTRESS MOUNTAIN

A small service centre, consisting of a gas station and a camping
supplies store will be located at Fortress Junction, on the east
side of Highway Number 40, opposite the Fortress Mountain access
road.
This facility will serve visitors to Fortress Mountain and the
Evan-Thomas area. It will also serve the sightseeing public
travelling on Highway Number 40.
Fortress Mountain is developed and operated as a downhill ski
resort by private entrepreneurs on leased provincial crown land.
A total of 135,000 skier days occured at Fortress last season.
Plans are proposed to enlarge the skiing capacity to accommodate
up to 5,000 skiers per day.
The owners will be encouraged to develop the Fortress Lodge
facilities according to Kananaskis Country policies. Considerable
importance will be placed upon the summer use potential of the area.
Fortress Mountain will relate seasonally to the 3 nearby Alpine
Villages. Travel time to Fortress from any of them will be within
a 30 minute drive.
The Kananaskis Country trail system will connect Fortress Mountain
with the network of trails in the region.

KANANASKIS PROVINCIAL PARK

In 1858, John Palliser explored this area and gave it the name
Kananaskis. The valley contains high alpine tundra environments,
six large lakes, ice caps and remnant valley glaciers, waterfalls
and canyons.
The wide variety of plant and animal life includes spruce, pine,
bearberry and buffaloberry; marmots, pikas, mountain goats, moose,
elk and Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep.
For backcountry enthusiasts a registration system for backpacking
and climbing trips will be instituted and once on the trail no
open fires will be permitted except in the facilities provided.
No horses, all terrain vehicles or snowmobiles will be allowed in
the park area. Camping will be restricted to designated campsites
and a pack-in/pack-out policy will be in effect to control litter
problems.
Many facilities will be located within the Provincial Park
boundaries. A park visitor centre will provide information to
park users on recreation opportunities, facilities and services.
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The park administration complex will be constructed here. A core
area trail complex will feature trails for use during summer and
winter. Boulton Creek campground will offer year-round services
for trailers and tents. Several day-use areas will be located in
the general area and a special user facility is being designed to
accommodate handicapped groups.

HIGHWOOD PASS

The road
point in
Highwood
boundary

through the Highwood Pass is the highest paved public access
Canada. Highwood Pass presently remains closed north of
Junction to the Kananaskis Provincial Park southern
during the winter months, due to heavy snowfall.

The Highwood Pass area also serves as a critical wintering range
for the largest and most important elk herd in the HighwoodKananaskis area. Interference by unmanaged winter recreation
activities has caused much of this winter range to be underutilized in recent years. Rehabilitation efforts are being made
to improve this wildlife range through elimination of existing
recreational conflicts and wildlife habitat improvement programs.
Several hiking trails are to be constructed in the Highwood Pass
after a careful evaluation of wildlife values is carried out.
Winter recreation activities pose serious threats to the elk
wintering grounds and users will be discouraged from entering
this area during the winter season.
Proximity to the alpine environments has attracted a great deal of
ecological research activity to the Highwood Pass area during
recent years.

EDITORS' NOTE: Major field trip maps were distributed with the
guide package, but were too complex to duplicate
in this volume.
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NATIONAL PARKS, EQUIVALENT RESERVES,
AND FOREST RECREATION: THE PHILIPPINES
E.P. Tolentino

NATIONAL PARKS

DEFINITION
National parks may be defined as a system of areas and sites,
usually of great natural beauty or special historical interest,
that have been set aside by the government for public recreation
and enjoyment.

ORIGIN OF THE NATIONAL PARK IDEA
The idea of designating areas of outstanding natural beauty and
grandeur as national parks and retaining such areas in their
original or primitive state so as to leave them unimpaired for the
benefit and enjoyment of present and future generations, originated
in the United States. Yellowstone National Park, established on
March 1, 1872, was the world's first national park. It remains
the largest of the thirty-three national parks in the United
States and its territories. Yellowstone National Park is located
in the states of Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming, and has an area of
2,222,772.16 acres or 899,907.73 hectares.

ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIONAL PARKS
At the present time, national parks in the Philippines are
established either by Presidential Proclamation or by a
Presidential Decree. Before Martial Law, however, some areas
were established by act of Congress.
Act 3915, passed on February 1, 1932, provides for the establishing of national parks and the declaring of such areas as game
refuges and bird sanctuaries. On February 23, 1933, by Executive
Proclamation No. 552, pursuant to Act 3915, the first national
park in the Philippines was established: Makiling National Park,
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now under the administration of the University of the Philippines,
Los Banos, U.P.L.B. It may be mentioned that Proclamation No. 552
provides that the Makiling area should be maintained as a national
park. Thereafter, other areas throughout the country were
established. As of June 30, 1976, there were fifty-eight national
parks in the Philippines, with Capas Death March Monument in
Tarlac being the smallest, with an area of 1.54 hectares, and
Mount Iglit-Baco National Park, Tamaraw Reservation, in Mindoro
having the largest area, 75,445 hectares. One of the fifty-eight
national parks, Lake Imelda in Ormoc City, although not established by either an Executive Proclamation or a Presidential
Decree, is now under the administration of the Bureau of Forest
Development by virtue of an Executive Memorandum dated June 2,
1972. There are other areas which originally were established as
national parks but now are under the administration of other
government agencies. For example, Pagsanjan Gorge in Laguna and
Hundred Islands in Pangasinan are now under the administration of
the Philippine Tourism Authority; and Tirad Pass in Ilocos Sur is
now under the National Historical Institute, Department of
Education and Culture.
The extent of the area covered by seven national parks in Region
X and one each in Region II, IV; VII and IX, plus Lake Imelda in
Region VIII, has not been determined yet pending survey and
evaluation of these areas.

OBJECTIVES
National parks and equivalent reserves are established and set
aside to satisfy four basic objectives, namely: 1) to preserve
unique ecosystems; 2) to maintain control areas or scientific
evaluation of a rapidly changing biological environment; 3) to
preserve areas of historical and cultural significance; and 4) to
provide healthful recreation in an area unpolluted by mental
stress or the physical wastes of an industrialization society.
If these objectives are to be realized, there is a need to update
our present system. The necessary steps should be taken now
which will lead to a new concept of national parks, their purposes,
functions, and potential uses, as well as their economic justification in the life of a community.

DIRECTION IN NATIONAL PARK ADMINISTRATION
Prior to the reorganization, research and administrative efforts
were hampered due to the lack of sufficient funds and trained
personnel. Research programs pursued by divisions within bureaus
and offices of the then Department of Agriculture and Natural
Resources and other government institutions were sporadic and
without direction and purpose.
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Comprehensive

Plan

It is essential that the management and research sectors prepare,
coordinate, and implement a single Comprehensive
Plan for all
national park areas. The plan must provide a clear-cut framework
for administrative decision-making, policy goals, research
objectives, and training for supervisory personnel. Long range
management objectives must be established for the system as a whole
before intensive development of a single park area is undertaken.
The Department of Natural Resources, D.N.R., and the Development
Academic of the Philippines, D.A.P., jointly undertook an
inventory of the existing facilities and resources within all the
national parks and equivalent reserves in the country. The
project started in March 1975, and the survey, including the final
report was completed on January 15, 1976. The survey included
the existing land uses outside the national park areas, the
distances from the nearest urban settlements to each area, the
modes of transportation used to reach these areas, and other
important data all of which are the basic requirements for, but
not limited to, the preparation of a master development plan for
each area. Other areas which had been reported from various
sources as potential national park areas also were included in
the survey.

Master

Plan

On the basis of the information contained in the ten-volume report
and recommendations of the D.N.R.-D.A.P. team, the preparation of
a master development plan for each area now may be started.
However, additional and more important detailed information first
must be gathered from the field by conducting a Resource Basic
Inventory, or R.B.I., in each of the existing reservations.
These inventories shall include, among other things, soil analysis,
geological information and the determination of the relative
positions or locations of existing trails, springs, sites of
unique features within each park, and other data important to the
drawing up of a Zoning Scheme for each area. Each area shall encompass lands designated as a Buffer
Zone to buffer or protect,
the core areas which may be designated as Strict
Saturai
Zones,

Managed Saturai Zones, Wilderness
Density Recreation
Zones.

Zones,

and Low-Medium and Sigh

In other words, the master plan establishes the concepts and
guidelines for the preservation, development, and use of a particular park, existing or proposed. Its function is to prescribe
the basis whereby the park's use, management, and development
is reconciled with the perpetuation of the physical and natural
resources of the park. It analyses the park's resources and their
potential for use, commits the management to both the broad
purpose of the area and the specific objectives, and presents the
social and economic conditions affecting the park.
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Finally, the master plan aims at guiding the preparation of a
detailed action plan or side development, for a particular area
within a park.
The lack of trained and qualified personnel and funding precludes
the possibility of preparing master development plans simultaneously for all of the existing national parks. It would be wise
therefore to concentrate development efforts in the areas selected
by the D.N.R.-D.A.P. team. Success in the development of these
priority areas will offer a stronger incentive when efforts are
made to secure support for future projects. The selection of
these areas for priority development was based on many factors,
including the cost of proposed development, the socio-economic
returns, the urgency of protection needs, and the negative
political implications.

IMPROVEMENT SHORT-CUTS
Rapid, short term benefits can be realized by giving careful
attention to: 1) a more efficient use of the labor, funds, and
other resources already available; 2) a wise distribution of
funds for the development of priority areas; 3) an improvement in
the ranking system based on merit, individual initiative, and
achievement in the field; 4) an improvement in the communication
with, and supervision of, parks' personnel at all levels; 5) the
hiring of new technical personnel on the basis of educational
background and training appropriate to the job; and 6) the
enlisting of the cooperation and assistance of local and national
civic organizations in carrying out conservation projects.

CRITERIA FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIONAL PARKS AND EQUIVALENT
RESERVES
At present, all parks and wildlife reservations are classified as:
1) National Parks; 2) Game Refuge and Bird Sanctuaries;
3) National Seashore; or 4) Historical Monuments or Sites.
This array of classifications was not formulated from a methodical
rational management standpoint but from that of social circumstances and political pressures.
Under the D.N.R.-D.A.P. recommendations, the survey team devised
a new national park system to try to eliminate the inherent
conflict between preservation and use that other countries face.
When does development of a national park interfere with the
protection of its natural resources? In the study, a proposal was
made for the establishment of two general classifications,
namely: 1) the national park, where preservation is the major
purpose and 2) the national recreation area, where recreational
use is the major purpose.
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The National

Park

A national park is a relatively large area where: 1) one or
several ecosystems are not altered materially by human exploitation and occupation; plant and animal species, geomorphological
sites, and habitats are of scientific, educative, and recreative
interest; or there is a natural landscape of great beauty; 2) the
highest competent authority of the country has taken steps to
prevent, or eliminate as soon as possible, any exploitation or
occupation in the area in order to enforce effectively the
preservation of the ecological, geomorphological, or aesthetic
features which led to its establishment; 3) visitors are allowed
to enter under special conditions for inspirational, educative,
or recreative purposes.

Activities

that

maybe allowed

in a National

Park

The primary recreative purpose for the establishment of a national
park is the interpretation of the area's natural features and
ecological processes. Interpretation here may be defined as the
act of relating the natural resources to the park visitor in such
a way that he can understand and appreciate what is being told.
Outdoor recreational activities associated with interpretation,
such as nature observation, photography, hiking, walking, or
promenading, all of which enhance the visitor's understanding and
appreciation of the natural heritage, will be encouraged.

Minimum

Requirements

One or more of the following categories must be represented in a
national park: 1) an ecological community significantly
illustrating the characteristics of a physiographic province or a
biota, such as a mossy forest or a mangrove swamp; 2) a biota
of relative stability maintaining itself under prevailing natural
conditions, such as a climatic climax community, as might be
found in a mossy forest; 3) an ecological community significantly
illustrating the process of succession and restoration to natural
conditions following a disruptive change as might occur after the
eruption of a volcano; 4) a relict flora and fauna persisting
from an earlier period, an example being St. Paul's Wildlife in
Palawan; 5) an example of the scenic grandeur of our natural
heritage such as Mayon Volcano in Albay; 6) an outstanding
geological formation, or features significantly illustrating
geological processes, such as Soboton Natural Bridge in Samar, or
7) significant fossil evidence of the development of life on
earth.
Enough area must be encompassed within the boundaries of a
national park to fully represent, preserve, and protect one or
more of the major biotic communities and/or physiographic
features of the Philippines. The minimum area of a national park
is 3,000 hectares.
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Restrictions
Although certain facilities or improvements are allowed to be
introduced in national parks, the construction of dams,
reservoirs, irrigation projects, or hydroelectric, geothermal, or
other power generating facilities, that service the needs of any
area outside the boundary will not be permitted, and preferably
none will be within two kilometers of the said boundary, except
when such development will contribute to the areas' service needs
for electricity and water for visitor and administrative
facilities in the major public use areas. Further national or
provincial roads, including rights-of-way, may not bisect a
national park.

Rational

Recreation

Area

An national recreation area is an area which possesses a
substantial natural environment capable of providing and supporting appropriate outdoor recreation activities based upon the
utilization of the physical resources found in the area. A
national recreation area should encourage in the public an
appreciation of the Philippine natural heritage through outdoor
recreation.

Definitions
Recreation may be defined as the pleasurable
and
constructive
use of leisure time.
Mr. Webster's definition is a
refreshment
of the strength and spirits
after work or
anxiety.
The significant goals and purposes of a national recreation
area are
1) to offer a recreational experience which transcends
that normally associated with provincial, municipal, or city
parks; 2) to promote outdoor recreation pursuits by utilizing
dominant or primary physical resources; and 3) to insure a
carrying capacity, commensurate with the physical resources, for
visitor use facilities such as visitor centers, camping and
picnic sites, beaches and swimming areas, hiking trails and
access roads, for the following examples of outdoor recreation
activities, camping, swimming, hiking, sport fishing, photography,
power boating, water skiing, rafting, canoeing, nature walks,
sailing, and spelunking.

Minimum

Requirements

The minimum total area of a national recreation area is 800
hectares, and two or more of the following physical resources must
be represented as a base for outdoor recreation activities:
1) a seashore, lakeshore, or island; 2) a forest, dipterocarp,
molave, montane, or pine; 3) a mountain and/or mountain systems;
4) volcanism; 5) a river system, lake, stream, or waterfall;
6) a sculpture of the land; or 7) a cave, spring, or karst.
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Restrictions
As with a national park, dams, reservoirs, and so on are not
allowed in a national recreation area and preferably not within
two kilometers of its boundary except as in the cases previously
mentioned. Furthermore, field sports such as baseball, golf
and tennis, or other, urban types of activities, which require
facilities such as dancing pavillions, shall not be provided
inside a national recreation area.

EQUIVALENT RESERVES

There are two kinds of equivalent reserves in the Philippines.
They are not discussed here. One is the national wildlife
sanctuary which has a minimum area of 3,000 hectares. The other
is the strict nature reserve which does not have a minimum area.

FOREST RECREATION:

MULTIPLE-USE

Although the public demand for outdoor recreation is not yet
determined, statistically the increases in population, general
income, and mobility indicate the need for more outdoor
recreation areas. The goals stated in the Forestry Reform Code
dictate the responsibility to provide, for the public, access to
areas with facilities for proper outdoor recreation. Proper
outdoor or forest recreation here could mean a recreation
experience within the forest either in a large national park
reserve or a modest picnic area in a multiple-use district.
Therefore, the demands of society in forest recreation falls into
the hands of the Bureau of Forest Development.
What role, therefore, can the multiple-use districts manage in
providing for the needs of outdoor or forest recreation? The
role would be in providing areas or facilities to the local
populations, including visitors, that would complement the
recreation resources of the national parks and the equivalent
reserves. In other words, the gap in the supply of the number and.
distribution of national parks and equivalent reserves and
facilities for the total archipelago would be filled by the
public forest areas of the districts. This development of
each district's resources also would be coordinated with the
plans of the Department of Tourism, the Department of Public
Highways, the local governments, or any related agency within
the district that deals with providing access, promotion, or
direct funding of recreation developments.
To fill this gap and to be more specific, the activities to be
facilitated, depending upon the resource type available, would
be picnicking, hiking, camping, boating, and so on. The size
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of the area and the extent of development differ from that of
national parks; the multiple-use area can be smaller, with
different developments, and with compatible uses going on in the
surrounding area. The planning of such an area will give aid in
determining the type and size of the area to provide the accurate
carrying capacity and scale of development of each area. The
benefits accrued from the forest recreation are spiritual as
well as material in providing proper outdoor or forest recreation
through the conservation of our natural resource, the forest.

A SITUATION REPORT ON
NATIONAL PARKS AND RELATED RESERVES:
FIJI ISLANDS
National Trust for Fiji

INTRODUCTION

Fiji did not participate in the first conference on Canadian
National Parks and Related Reserves held in 1968. Fiji became
an independent nation in 1970 and since then it has become more
aware of the need to set aside and preserve the natural and
historic elements of its heritage. This report briefly outlines
Fiji's progress, its plans for the future, and some of the problems with which it will have to contend.

DESCRIPTION

Fiji is an insular nation comprising some five hundred islands,
islets, atolls, and cays situated in the South Pacific between
latitudes fifteen degrees to twenty-two degrees south and
between longitudes 174 degrees east to 177 degrees west. Other
nearby island countries are the Gilberts to the north, the New
Hebrides to the west, the Samoan Islands to the northwest, and
Tonga lying to the southwest of Fiji.
Fiji's total land area is 1.83 million hectares or about 7,100
square miles. The largest islands, Viti Levu and Vanua Levu, are
one million hectares and six million hectares respectively. They
are of volcanic origin, rugged, and mountainous. The many
smaller islands and atolls are of limestone or made up of a
composite of volcanic materials and limestone. Although landforms and their associated vegetative communities are extremely
varied, Fiji is relatively poor in terrestrial fauna except for
birdlife. However, it does have a few vertebrates of considerable
interest such as the Banded Iguana (Braohylophus
fasoia.tus),
the
Fiji Frog (Platymantis),
the Pink-billed Parrot Finch
(Etythrura
kleinschmidtii),
and the Red-cheeked Lorikeet
(Charmosyna

amabilis).
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Being an island country, Fiji is naturally rich in marine
resources, and this may be its greatest natural and recreational
attraction, together with its interface of land and sea.
Fiji's climate is tropical oceanic modified by the mountainous
terrain on the larger islands, which affects the southeast
tradewinds influence on the land and its vegetation. Its location within the South Pacific hurricane belt is also a major
factor in Fiji's climate. However, it is generally mild, with
the windward sides of the main islands wetter and cloudier with
less sunshine than on the leeward sides. Typical wet zone
rainfall is 300 to 350 centimeters annually while the dry zone
has 160 to 230 centimeters. The weather of the small islands is
similar to that of the dry zones, but the rainfall is more evenly
distributed throughout the year. The mean temperature is twentyfive degrees Centigrade with a small annual and diurnal range.
The summer months of November to April are the wettest part of
the year, and also the period of the most intense tropical
storms.

OUTDOOR RECREATION DEMAND AND SUPPLY

According to the 1976 census Fiji's population was 588,000 with
a growth rate of less than two percent annually. A recent
United Nations' study predicted a population of one million in
thirty years. Both its ethnic composition and geographic
distribution are changing. In 1946 the Indian population
exceeded that of the indigenous Fijian for the first time, and
the margin widened over the next thirty years, until by 1976
those persons of Indian descent comprised fifty percent of the
total population and the indigenous Fijians constituted fortyfour percent.
The movement of people from the rural to the urban areas has
accelerated in the last twenty years. In 1956 the percent of
the urban population compared to the total was eighteen, in
1966 it had risen to 33.4, and by 1976, to 37.1. The largest
urban population is concentrated in and around the capital city
of Suva, which contains approximately twenty percent of the
nation's population.
In addition to the above-mentioned demographic factors, other
influences to be considered in providing opportunities for
outdoor recreational use and preserving areas of great natural
beauty are a rising per capital gross domestic product; a
decline in tourism since 1973, possibly a short-term trend
and the increased mobility of the larger islands. In respect
to supply, Fiji is a small country of limited land area with
many competing demands for the use of its natural and financial
resources. Less than seven percent of the land is owned by the
government, eighty-three percent is native-owned, and the
remainder is freehold. The communally-owned native lands are
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non-saleable. Thus, land available for permanent reservation
for parks and equivalent reserves is limited, although nativeowned lands can be leased.

PARKS AND RESERVES

Historically, the Department of Forestry has taken the lead in
providing for outdoor recreation opportunities and the setting
aside of natural areas to preserve some of Fiji's vegetative
communities, wildlife, and areas of natural beauty. Yet much
remains to be done. The first of eight nature reserves were set
aside, by Forestry Ordinance, beginning in 1958, as indicated
below:
Name and Island
Location

Date of
Reservation

Size in
Hectares

1. Tomaniivi
(Viti Levu)

1958

1330

2. Nadarivatu
(Viti Levu)

1958

93

3. Naqarabuluti
(Viti Levu)

1958

279

Rainforest. Habitat for
indigenous forest birds,
reptiles, tree frogs.

4. Draunikota
(Viti Levu)

1959

2

Islands. Adds to Bay of
Islands' scenic beauty.

5. Labiko
(Viti Levu)

1959

6. Ravilevu
(Taveuni)

1959

4020

Rain forest. Rare birds.

7. Vunimoli
(Vanua Levu)

1959

20

Rain forest, Rare birds.

8. Vuo
(Viti Levu)

1960

1.2

Island. Adds to the Bay
of Islands' scenic
beauty.

0.26

Features
Mountain type rainforest.
Fiji's highest mountain.
Rainforest. Rare and
endemic plants.

Island. Adds to Bay of
Islands' scenic beauty.

In addition, there are seventeen unprotected but licensed
Forestry
Reserves
totalling 32,000 hectares. The Forestry Department also has a limited programme of providing small rural-type
parks for recreation with viewpoints, nature trails, and
opportunities for swimming, camping, hiking, and picnicking. Of
those developed to date, the Colo-i-Suva Forest Recreation
Area near Suva is the most heavily utilized with over 20,000
visitations recorded in 1977.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

With the advent of independence, the National Trust for Fiji, a
statutory body, was created, by Bill No. 17 of 1970 Ordinance,
to:

a)

promote the permanent preservation for the benefit of the
nation of lands, including reefs, buildings,
furniture,
pictures, and chattels of every description having national,
historic, architectural,
or natural 'interest or beauty.

b)

The protection and augmentation of the amenities of any
such land or buildings and their surroundings and to preserve their natural aspect and features.

c)

Protect animal and plant life,

d)

Provide for the access to and enjoyment by the public of
such lands, buildings, and chattels.

and

The Trust Council is chosen by the Minister of State for Social
Welfare, and the Trust is financed by grants from the government,
membership fees, and some financial aid from international organizations for special projects. The Trust's main activities, to
date, in the fields of parks and the reservation of other natural
areas can be described briefly as follows.
Beginning in 1973, a working committee was set up for national
parks and reserves, and areas were identified as suitable for
marine reserves and national and local parks. This was followed
by a report, prepared for circulation to the relevant ministries,
outlining Fiji's major ecosystems and reserves. In addition to
overall surveys, studies have been made and lease applications
filed for several small islands and atolls for park and reserve
purposes. Currently, plans are being prepared for the improved
and expanded us of Nakulau Island, and an area containing a rare
form of mangrove known as Selala,
a plant known nowhere else in
the world. Both areas are near the capital city of Suva. In
addition, a study has been made of the coral reefs off western
Viti Levu for the purpose of developing Fiji's first underwater
nature trail, possibly the first in the South Pacific island
region.
In a more concrete way, the National Trust has assisted the
Forestry Department financially with the Colo-i-Suva Forest
Recreation Area by contributing funds towards its development, and
funds for its operation. It also arranged for the development of
a nature trail financed by the World Wildlife Fund and the
International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources.
To keep better informed on park and reserve activities from a
regional and world standpoint, it has been the policy of the Trust
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to attend conferences, such as the one being held here, finances
permitting.
Earlier this year a consultant, financed by the International
Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources and the
World Wildlife Fund, was employed to advise the Trust Council on
the establishment of a national park and reserve system for Fiji.
This involves a survey of the conservation needs, the investigation of both the terrestrial and the marine areas which might
qualify for national park and reserve purposes, the selection of
the highest priority areas, preparation of management plans, and
finally, an overall phased plan of action, with all its varied
implications. This plan will constitute the basis for the Trust's
future operations in this area of its responsibility.

SUMMARY

Fiji is a small island nation in the South Pacific region that
achieved independent status in 1970. Since that time it has
become more aware of the need to protect its natural environment,
although, through its forestry programmes, some action was being
taken as early as 1958 to set aside natural areas.
Faced with a possible doubling of its present population over the
next thirty years, it can be anticipated that competition and
conflicts for land and resource use will intensify in this nation
where over eighty percent of the land is communally-owned by
the indigenous Fijians and only can be leased, if determined to
be in excess of their needs.
In addition to the difficulties of establishing national parks
and setting aside reserves where land tenure may be a major problem, there also is the problem of the lack of communication
and accessibility, inherent in any island nation, which limits
the utilization of recreational resources by a not affluent
population. Thus, perhaps the greatest need for outdoor recreation areas is near the more populous areas where they will be
utilized to the maximum extent possible, and where they also can
be maintained and their intrinsic values adequately protected.
And lastly, there are the many demands for the economic development of this young and growing nation placed on the government's
limited financial resources.
It is timely, then, at this stage of Fiji's history and
development as an independent nation, that a thorough study be
made of the need for a national park and reserve system, and
that appropriate plans be laid to meet the present and future
requirements of the people of Fiji for outdoor recreation
opportunities, and, at the same time, that some of the important
natural heritage of Fiji be preserved.
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